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Abstract 

The main goal of 5G NORMA is to propose a multi-service mobile network architecture that adapts 

the use of the mobile network resources to the service requirements, the variations of the traffic de-

mands over time and location, and the network topology. This is the first public deliverable of WP4 

containing the findings of WP4 after the second 5G NORMA design iteration. In the current design the 

functional blocks are categorised into four groups of data layer, distributed control, common control, 

and dedicated control covering both LTE and 5G NORMA innovations for 5G. Three options for net-

work slicing (slice-specific protocol stacks up to including upper PHY, full sharing with dedicated 

RRC and common MAC) and three solutions for multi-connectivity (common TCP/IP, common 

PDCP, and common MAC) are discussed. Finally, background, the 15 individual 5G NORMA inno-

vations that form the basis of the above results, are presented in detail and with further references in 

the second part of this deliverable. 
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Executive Summary 

This document provides a detailed view of the radio access network (RAN) architecture compo-

nents associated with the 5G NORMA project. In particular, after providing an overview of the 

relevant state of the art, an extensive analysis of the decompositions of network functions is pre-

sented, aligned with the concept of multiservice adaptive network architecture. 

Within this context, network functions corresponding to different layers of the protocol stack are 

scrutinized on the basis of their operation towards a flexible network design. The considered net-

work functions are first sorted according to the layer of the protocol stack they belong to, followed 

by a description of their operation as well as their technical characteristics. Then, the above net-

work functions are further grouped into function blocks: A function block is a set of network 

functions with similar technical operation, thereby associated with a similar role in the network. 

Capitalizing on the aforementioned classification of network functions into function blocks, this 

document focuses on listing the detailed requirements of the function blocks as well as their in-

terdependencies with each other. To this end, along with a brief description and a detailed sketch 

of their operation, a list of interfaces is provided for each of the considered function blocks. In 

this regard, their utility as operational elements are portrayed through detailed functional sketches, 

while their roles as part of the network are highlighted via their dependency with other function 

blocks as well as other network elements. 

The resulting 5G NORMA control and data layer functional architecture, is based on the current 

3GPP LTE RAN architecture to equally support LTE and novel 5G RATs. For 5G, the data layer 

is modified and extended specifically at MAC and PDCP level for integration of multi-connec-

tivity and multi-RAT support. The control layer has been reworked to add network programma-

bility and RAN slicing. Most control functions run as SDMC-enabled control applications on top 

of the SDM controller (SDM-C) for slice-dedicated and the SDM coordinator (SDM-X) for shared 

functionality. Only time critical and computational expensive radio resource control (RRC) and 

management (RRM) functionalities are kept as “legacy” distributed network functions. Control 

layer functionality has been extended for multi-tenancy, multi-service, multi-connectivity and 

multi-RAT support. 

The concept of multi-connectivity across heterogeneous networks represents one of the focal 

points of 5G NORMA. This document presents the multi-connectivity techniques proposed 

within the context of this project, which span from heterogeneous approaches within the same 

radio access technology to multi-connectivity mechanisms across different radio access technol-

ogies. A list of the involved network functions is provided in detail, including both the functions 

already existing in LTE and needed to be modified, and the new functions required for 5G. Such 

network functions are designed in a flexible fashion, in the sense that they can be smartly placed 

within the network and thus be consistent with the 5G NORMA concept of flexible allocation of 

network functions. 

A considerable part of this document is dedicated to the innovations proposed within the 

5G NORMA framework. Such innovations come along with novel architectural developments on 

the RAN, therefore they are conceptually highly related to the network function decomposition 

discussed above. In order to provide an intelligible view of the 5G NORMA approach, the inno-

vations developed in this project are introduced twice: First, they are listed in a concise format 

where their connections to the aforementioned function blocks are highlighted. In this respect, the 

relationships of the 5G NORMA novelties with the concept of network function decomposition 

are underlined, pinpointing thus the significance of this approach for achieving the desired net-

work requirements. Then, an extensive description of the 5G NORMA innovations is presented 

in the document’s second part, along with a detailed view on how such innovations fit within the 

notion of 5G. 
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HARQ Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request 

HetNet Heterogeneous Network 

HO Handover 

HSPA High Speed Packet Access 

ICIC Inter-Cell Interference Cancelation 

ICT Information and Communication Technologies 

IoT Internet of Things 

OFDMA Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiple Access  

LNA Low-Noise Amplifier 

LSA  Licensed Shared Access 

LTE Long-Term Evolution 

MAC Medium Access Control 

MBSFN Multimedia Broadcast Single Frequency network 

MBMS Multimedia Broadcast Multicast Services 

MBR Maximum Bit Rate  

MCH Multicast Channel 

MCN Multi-hop Cellular Network  

MCPTT Mission Critical Push to Talk 

MEC Mobile Edge Computing 

MIB Master Information Block 

MIMO Multiple-Input Multiple-Output 

MME Mobility Management Entity 

MMC Massive Machine Communication 

MMSE Minimum Mean Square Error 

MN Moving Network 

MNO Mobile Network Operator 

MOCN Multi-Operator Core Network 

MPTCP Multi-Path Transmission Control Protocol 

MTA Moving Tracking Area 

MTC Machine Type Communication 

MTCH Multicast Traffic Channel 

MUX Multiplexer 

MVNO Mobile Virtual Network Operators 
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NAS Non-Access Stratum 

NFV Network Function Virtualisation 

NVS Network Virtualisation Substrate 

OPEX Operational Expenditure 

PA Power Amplifier 

PDCP Packet Data Convergence Protocol 

PDU Protocol Data Unit 

PHY Physical Layer 

ProSe Proximity Services 

PS Public Safety 

PSM Power Saving Mode 

QCI QoS Class Indicator 

QoE Quality of Experience 

QoS Quality of Service 

QPS QoS Parameter Set 

RAN Radio Access Network 

RAT Radio Access Technology 

RB Radio Bearer 

RLC Radio Link Control 

ROHC Robust Header Compression 

RRC Radio Resource Control 

RRH Remote Radio Head 

RRM Radio Resource Management  

RRU Radio Resource Utilisation 

RTT Round Trip Time 

SAE System Architecture Evolution 

SCTP Stream Control Transmission Protocol 

SDMC Software Defined Mobile Network Control 

SDMN Software Defined Mobile Network 

SDU Service Data Packet 

SF Service Flow 

SFN System Frame Number 

S-GW Service Gateway 

SLA Service Level Agreement 

SON Self-Organised Network 

SPS semi-persistent scheduling 

SIB System Information Block 

TB Transmission Block 

TCP Transmission Control Protocol 
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TDD Time Division Duplex 

TTI Transmission Time Interval 

TVWS TV White Spaces 

UCA User-Centric Connection Area 

UDN Ultra-Dense Network 

UE User Equipment 

UMTS Universal Mobile Telecommunications System 

UL Uplink 

UP User Plane 

URC Ultra-Reliable Communication 

V2X Vehicular-to-everything 

VNF Virtual Network Function 

VoIP Voice over IP 

WP Work Package 
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Definitions 
The key terms and definitions in this report are as follows: 

 Almost-Blank Sub-Frame (ABSF): are sub-frames without scheduled data transmis-

sions, thus reducing interference to neighbouring cells during those sub-frames at the cost 

of fewer sub-frames available for scheduling data transmissions. 

 Central Cloud: The central cloud comprises one or more centrally located data centers 

hosting a significantly large collection of processing, storage, networking, and other fun-

damental computing resources. Typically, only a few of them are found in a nationwide 

operator network. 

 Core Network (CN): Refers to network elements and the functions required to offer nu-

merous services to the customers who are interconnected by the access network. In the 

3GPP EPS this is the EPC, which handles all NAS functions. 

 Edge Cloud: The edge cloud comprises a small, locally located, i.e. close to or at the 

radio site, collection of processing, storage, networking, and other fundamental compu-

ting resources. Typically, the number of edge clouds is at least one order of magnitude 

higher than the number of central cloud instances. 

 Enhanced ICIC (eICIC): Refers to the method used in LTE to manage the interference 

using ABSF. 

 Evolved Packet Core (EPC): Evolved Packet Core is the core network part of the 

Evolved Packet System (EPS) system. It serves as the equivalent of GPRS networks.  

 GPRS Tunnelling Protocol for Control plane (GTP-C): It is used within the GPRS 

core network for signalling between gateway GPRS support nodes (GGRS) and serving 

GPRS support nodes (SGSN). This allows the SGSN to activate a session on a user’s 

behalf, to deactivate the same session, to adjust QoS parameters, or to update a session 

for a subscriber who has just arrived from another SGSN. 

 Home Subscriber Server (HSS): The Home Subscriber Server is a database that con-

tains user-related and subscriber-related information. It also provides support functions 

in mobility management, call and session setup, user authentication and access authori-

sation. 

 Inter-Cell Interference Coordination (ICIC): Refers to the method used in LTE to 

manage the interference arising due to signal coming from adjacent cell sites. The basic 

principle is to coordinate the scheduling of cell edge users in a way that users are not 

scheduled on the same frequency time resources as users in other cell (dynamic fractional 

frequency reuse). 

 Mobility Management Entity (MME): The MME is the main signalling node in the 

EPC. It is responsible for initiating paging and authentication of the mobile device. It 

retains location information at the tracking area level for each user and then selects the 

appropriate GW during the initial registration process. It also plays a vital part in hando-

ver signalling between LTE and 2G/3G networks. 

 Multi-tenancy: Offering an own virtualised logical network to a tenant who has exclu-

sive and secure access to its own network’s virtual resources. 

 Multi-connectivity: Refers to the scenario, where the UE is connected to two or more 

radio access points at the same time. 

 Network Function Virtualisation (NFV): Refers to a network architecture philosophy 

that utilises virtualisation technologies to manage core networking functions via software 

as opposed to having to rely on hardware to handle these functions. The NFV concept is 

based on building blocks of virtualised network functions that can be combined to create 

full-scale networking communication services. 

 Packet Data Network Gateway (PDN-GW): The Packet Data Network Gateway is the 

point of interconnect between the EPC and the external IP networks. 
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 Radio Access Network (RAN): Subsumes the network elements and the functions in-

volved that connect individual devices to other parts of the network through radio con-

nections. In the 3GPP EPS this is the E-UTRAN, which handles all access system func-

tions. 

 Radio Access Technology (RAT): The interface technology employed by the RAN. Ex-

amples are Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS, i.e. 3GPP UTRA); 

Long Term Evolution (LTE, i.e. 3GPP E-UTRA); WiFi; 5G. 

 RAT agnostic: it could imply the following: 

o The same implementation but different parameterisation is used; 

o The same processing instance is used for two different RATs. 

 Serving Gateway (S-GW): Serving Gateway routes and forwards user data packets be-

tween the UE and the external networks. It’s the point of interconnect of the EPC to the 

RAN (E-UTRAN). 

 Software Defined Networking (SDN): Refers to an approach to computer networking 

that allows network administrators to manage network services through abstraction of 

higher-level functionality. This is done by decoupling the control layer from the data 

layer. 

 Software Defined Mobile Network Controller (SDM-C): The SDMC is responsible for 

managing resources allocated on each network slice and controlling the functions exe-

cuted in the edge and network clouds. 

 Software Defined Mobile Network Orchestrator (SDM-O): Responsible for allocating 

resources according to network slice requirements. Management of the inter-slice life-

cycle. 
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1. Overview 

1.1. Objective of the Document 

This is the first public deliverable of WP4 containing the findings of WP4 after the second 

5G NORMA design iteration. The document is divided into two parts. The first part presents the 

outcome of joint effort of WP4 partners to derive a common control and data layer functional 

architecture capable of supporting all specific partner innovations. The presented functional ar-

chitecture aims at implementing the three 5G NORMA innovative enablers, namely adaptive 

(de)composition and allocation of mobile network functions, joint optimisation of mobile access 

and core network functions, and Software-Defined Mobile Network Control (SDMC). Particu-

larly the latter involves joint efforts of both WP4 and WP5, and it will be a focus in the following 

harmonization and integration within WP3, which will be document in D3.2. This deliverable 

puts together all partners’ proposals for the two central functionalities network slicing and multi-

connectivity, providing a conclusive set of alternatives for these two crucial functionalities. It is 

noted that such functionalities are needed in order to enable 5G NORMA’s innovative capabilities 

of multi-service and context-aware adaptation of network functions, as well as mobile network 

multi-tenancy. 

In the second part of this report, all specific partner innovations are detailed and put into the 

context of the functional architecture.  

1.2. Structure of the Document 

After a brief overview in Section 1.3 on the innovative functionalities and scientific highlights of 

this report, Section 2 presents a short summary of relevant state of the art, namely ETSI NFV and 

3GPP LTE, which form the technical foundations of 5G NORMA’s RAN design. In addition, 

work performed by the European projects METIS and iJOIN as well as the Small Cell Forum are 

discussed, which provide the basis for different functional RAN splits. 

Section 3 presents the key architectural innovations for flexible network design. Section 3.1 in-

troduces the overall functional architecture; Section 3.2 explains the interfaces among its SDMC-

enabled function blocks; and Section 3.3 focuses on RAN Slicing. A detailed description of all 

function blocks of the presented architecture is provided in Annex Section 6. 

Section 4 presents the concept of multi-technology architecture in heterogeneous networks by 

covering multi-connectivity in Section 4.1, radio resource and connection management in Section 

4.2, and the concept of multi-tenant HetNets in Section 4.3. Regarding the multi-connectivity, the 

common TCP/IP, the common PDCP, and common MAC approach are explained and their re-

spective applicability (Section 4.1.4) is discussed. 

Section 5 concludes the first part of this report including an outlook to the final third design iter-

ation. Annex Section 6 provides detailed information about the function blocks of the functional 

architecture presented in Section 3. 

The second part of D4.1 comprehensively describes the innovations of each of the partners In 

detail, Section 7 discusses the individual novel functionalities, i.e., 

 User-Centric Connection Area, 

 RAN support for optimised on-demand adaptive network functions and services, 

 Mobile Edge Computing and Network Resource Allocation for Multi-Tenancy, 

 Multi-Service Technologies, 

 Multi-tenant dynamic resource allocation,  

 Multi-RAT Integration, 

 Data layer and Control layer Design for Multi-Connectivity,  

 Flexible 5G service-flow (SF) with in-SF QoS differentiation and multi-connectivity, 

 Multiple connectivity at the different layers,  
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 Centralised Radio Resource Management, 

 Geolocation Databases, Use of Geolocation Information and Associated Opportunities, 

 Functional (de)composition for Supporting Multi-Tenancy in HetNets, 

 Multi-Tenancy in Multi-RAT Environments, 

 Load Balancing of Signalling Traffic,  

 QoS innovation. 

Section 8 complements the second part of this report by discussing the integration of these novel 

functionalities into the functional architecture derived by WP4. 

1.3. Novel 5G NORMA Functionality 

This section provides a summary of the novel functionality developed within the framework of 

5G NORMA WP4. For a better understanding of this novel functionality, we first provide an 

overview of the scientific highlights of the project, followed by a brief description for each of the 

specific technical innovations introduced by 5G NORMA. 

Scientific highlights: The innovations proposed by 5G NORMA require architectural enhance-

ments within the control and data layer of both radio access network (RAN) and core network 

(CN). In order to carry out such innovations and thereby accommodating them into the proposed 

architecture, the project adopts a series of solutions which mainly comprise the following four 

actions, i.e., a) proposal of new function blocks; b) partial modification of function blocks already 

existing in LTE systems; c) new interfaces which support either the interaction of function blocks 

or the flexible placement at different physical elements in the network, or both; d) incorporation 

of virtualisation techniques into the overall architecture. 

The technical innovations introduced by 5G NORMA are listed below. Further details and back-

ground information can be found in D4.1 Part II. 

Cloud-based RAN architecture: 5G NORMA supports the use of a new cloud-based RAN archi-

tecture that differs from the conventional distributed RAN architecture in LTE in the fact that the 

radio resource control (RRC) and Packet Data Convergence Protocol (PDCP) layers are located 

in a central location and shared among different access points. This cloud-based architecture fa-

cilitates the support of ultra-reliable applications, and it hides frequent mobility events from the 

central cloud. The new functionalities involved are as follows: Modified data transfer and routing 

at the PCDP level; novel flow control mechanisms; novel mapping between radio bearer service 

(RLC layer and below) and service flow (PDCP layer); user-layer control-layer separation; dupli-

cate detection and reordering of RLC PDUs; and modified buffering of PDCP PDUs. The function 

blocks which are affected represent part of the RRC layer and are related to the user- and cell-

oriented functionalities (they are defined in Section 3 as RRC User; RRC Cell function blocks). 

The PDCP layer is also affected, in particular the functionalities related to the steering of data 

packets (the corresponding function blocks are defined as PDCP, PCDP Split Bearer in Section 

3). In addition, the support of ultra-reliable applications via the cloud-based architecture involves 

the modification of the following radio link control (RLC) function blocks as well, i.e., RLC TM; 

RLC AM, and RLC UM-AM. 

Support of multi-tenancy: In order to extend the 3GPP framework for network sharing [31.130] 

with the objective of meeting the 5G multi-tenancy requirements, we are proposing two innova-

tions. First, a new sharing criterion is introduced that allows for allocating the resources among 

tenants in a more flexible way. Our criterion takes as input: (i) a set of resources required from 

the different tenants, (ii) the corresponding period of time, (iii) their location, (iv) the quality-of-

service (QoS) constraints, and (v) the probability of rejecting a call. Based on this input, the cri-

terion is used to allocate the available resources in order to optimise and maximise the resources’ 

utilisation. There are different possible optimisations that can be followed, e.g., maximizing the 

number of tenants or the overall profit. With the proposed criterion, resources are only reserved 

for tenants when they are needed and they are released when they are not used and available for 
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other tenants. Furthermore, the tenants do not need to ask (as in 3GPP) for more resources because 

our criterion provides each tenant with the requested resources. 

A second innovation is a new sharing mechanism, which is signalling-based and with no human 

intervention. It enables a more efficient sharing of the network resources according to SLA re-

quirements and taking into account also the commercial agreement. Given the amount of infor-

mation involved (including the channel quality of each user) and its dynamic nature, the mecha-

nism should be distributed. Since it may be triggered frequently (whenever a user joins, leaves or 

changes its location), it should also be computationally efficient. It should also control the number 

of handoffs triggered, as those may represent high signalling overhead. Two ways of implement-

ing the mechanism are envisaged: 

i. One new multiplexer function with a scheduler for each network slice; 

ii. One scheduler for the network that allocates resources among different slices. 

Therefore, we need to design completely new scheduling and multiplexing functions with new 

algorithms to enable new 5G functions for multi-tenancy, both in single-RAT and multi-RAT 

scenarios. They will impact the function blocks such as medium access control (MAC) Schedul-

ing for supporting radio resource management (RRM) dynamic resource allocation and hando-

vers. 

MAC-level multi-connectivity: 5G NORMA investigates a MAC-level multi-connectivity (MC) 

solution, enabling RAN level supports for low-latency and high-reliability in small-cell ultra-

dense networks (UDN). This MAC-level MC functionality is using broadcast based uplink trans-

mission or single-frequency-network (SFN) based downlink transmissions between UE and a co-

ordinated and cooperative MC cluster (CCMCC) of local small-cell access points (APs) in prox-

imity of the UE (centric to UE), as configured and controlled by the serving RAN. This function-

ality has implications on RRC, MAC, optionally PHY and RLC for certain alternative solutions, 

and function blocks related to c-layer RAN level network interfaces (similar to LTE S1/X2). 

Inter RAT multi-connectivity: Current dual connectivity functionalities in 3GPP LTE do not ad-

dress the scenario of two base stations belonging to different radio access technologies (RATs). 

As 3GPP LTE is a widely accepted and heavily deployed technology, the transition from LTE to 

5G is critical, and will take some time. Therefore, it is of high importance to consider backward 

compatibility of 5G with previous standards such as LTE. In 5G NORMA, we propose a multi-

connectivity scheme that enables a UE to connect to multiple RATs simultaneously. Based on the 

data traffic, one of two different operating modes can be selected: reliability mode or diversity 

mode. Reliability mode allows for transferring the same data packets across multiple links, i.e., 

data duplication, thereby ensuring a reliable data transfer. Diversity mode allows for transferring 

control and data layer data across either one of the connected RATs, increasing the number of 

users that can be simultaneously supported. To enable dynamic MC of different RATs to a UE, 

new functions such as inter-RAT packet scheduling and inter-RAT link scheduling will be de-

signed. The impacted function blocks are PDCP, PDCP Split Bearer, and MAC Scheduling 

(RRM). 

Optimised control of radio multi-connectivity: 5G NORMA considers flexible context-aware 

adaptive use of master-slave RRC connections for facilitating optimised control of RAN level 

MC, especially when multiple RATs are involved or a UE being served requires ultra-high relia-

bility or low latency. This functionality includes on-demand dynamic setup and release of slave 

RRCs as well as optimised delegation or distribution of RRC control functions and procedures 

for slave RRCs. This functionality has direct implications on function blocks related to RRC and 

c-layer RAN level network interfaces (similar to LTE S1/X2). 

User centric connection area: 3GPP LTE is mainly designed for the transmission of broadband 

packet payloads. Due to this, signalling mechanisms are inefficient for small packet payloads. 

5G NORMA proposes a framework of a User-centric Connection Area (UCA), which reduces the 

signalling load on the air interface and towards the mobility management (e.g., MME in 3GPP 

LTE). A UCA is defined as a coverage area where the UE-context is known in advance to all 5G 

APs. For each UE with small or sporadic data, an individual UCA is configured by the RAN, e.g. 
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an anchor node based on SON functionality (neighbour relation table) and with certain assistance 

of the UE (measurement of surrounding APs).  

A UE, even if no data has to be transmitted, permanently remains in the connected state and will 

be transferred to a sub-state defined as UCA_enabled. Within this sub-state, the UE will not report 

any channel measurements (channel quality information (CQI)) or other measurements, i.e., it 

will perform cell reselection without control of the access network (forward-handover). With the 

help of open loop synchronisation and efficient access protocols for 5G as described in [SWS15], 

the UE is able to perform both contention based and contention free UL (uplink) transmissions in 

any cell (measured as best server by the UE) within the UCA. This UL transmission may carry 

the notification of the best server or the small uplink user data. The best serving node will forward 

these UL packets to the anchor node. In the case of DL (Downlink) transmission, the anchor node 

(e.g. with the help of best server updates) will forward the packets to the currently best serving 

node of the user. If the serving node is not known, the anchor node will trigger a paging message 

within the area of the UCA to identify the best serving node of the UE. If the UE leaves the 

coverage of the UCA, a dedicated signalling (compared to the LTE handover procedure) will 

define a new user specific UCA. The UCA framework minimises the RAN and CN signalling 

overhead related to connection management (idle/active transitions) and mobility management 

(paging, handover).  

The UCA framework has impact on the following function blocks: PHY Transmission Point (TP), 

MAC Scheduling (RRM), RRC, Self-Organizing Networks (SON), RAN Paging and Transport 

(SDN). 

Multi-connectivity of mm-wave access points: Future deployments of mm-wave access points 

(mmAPs) in 5G access networks will ensure the delivery of high data rates to the UEs. However, 

it is challenging to provide highly reliable and uninterrupted data transfer to the UEs using the 

mm-wave technology (especially for the mobile UEs). The urban-micro mm-wave channel, as 

considered for the 5G NORMA architecture, is characterised by a low number of possible paths 

(LOS and NLOS) between base station and UE, from which in most cases only one path will be 

used for transmission with high gain, narrow half-power beam width antenna beams. This makes 

transmission quality sensitive to blocking effects caused by sudden user movement or obstacles 

entering the transmission path, leading to poor reliability. Therefore, to minimise interruption 

times or ideally even to avoid interruptions and to guarantee reliability, 5G NORMA proposes 

that the mmAP deployments must be supported by the low-band 5G coverage and a redundant 

coverage of mmAPs should be provisioned for the UEs.  

For this purpose, multi-connectivity (MC) will be an essential or rather a fundamental feature in 

5G-access networks. Moreover, a UE must be able to detect and receive multiple mmAPs to en-

sure the possibility of MC, link monitoring, and fast selection. To provide redundant coverage, 

multiple mmAPs are placed within the low-band 5G coverage area, building a “serving cluster”, 

so that the UEs are within transmission range of each mmAP of the cluster. It is assumed that a 

UE is served by at least one of the mmAPs out of the serving cluster at a time. If the connection 

to the serving mmAP is blocked by an obstacle, the UE possibly will be instructed to connect to 

another mmAP serving the area from another direction, so that the transmission is no longer af-

fected by the obstacle, i.e., there is no interruption in the data transfer as another mmAP can take 

over. It is assumed that such a cluster of mmAPs is within the coverage area of a 5G eNodeB, and 

the mmAPs are using the same high carrier frequency and bandwidth. However, for full flexibil-

ity, the mmAPs in a cluster may belong to different 5G eNodeBs. An mmAP-based MC has im-

pact on the following function blocks: PHY TP (new mm-wave air interface), RRC, PDCP, PDCP 

Split Bearer and SON. 

(De-)centralised radio resource management: The 5G NORMA architecture provides a RAN 

platform for flexible decomposition and allocation of RAN functionalities. This architecture en-

ables radio resource allocation in a centralised and distributed manner, i.e., resources can be 

scheduled dynamically regarding UL/DL load capacity conditions. The scheduling takes into ac-

count the service requirements (e.g., data rate and latency) as well as deployment characteristics 
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(e.g., frontal/backhaul latency) in order to select optimally the RRM functional distributions 

within the network. This framework will impact MAC Scheduling (RRM), RRC Cell and RRC 

User function blocks (responsible for TDD configuration). 

SON based flexible configuration of 5G RAN protocol stacks: 5G NORMA enables self-organized 

networks (SON) based flexible (re-)configuration and (re-)distribution of the 5G RAN protocol 

stack including physical and virtual network functions (NFs). It enables the dynamic management 

of exposed capabilities of flexible 5G RAN including not only UE capabilities but also generic 

hardware/software and front-haul capabilities of individual APs. That is, the actual protocol stack 

structure and operation mode of an AP, not just cell specific system parameters or UE specific 

bearer-configuration or link adaptation parameters, may be dynamically changed or self-recon-

figured on the fly to best serve current local users and services. This is in line with the overall 

concept of flexible network function decomposition and cloud-based placement and relocation of 

necessary function blocks in 5G NORMA. This functionality has implications on RRC, SON and 

operations and management (O&M) related function blocks. 

UE agent based decomposition of E2E connection: 5G NORMA introduces a so-called UE agent 

based decomposition of E2E connections as part of the RAN support for providing optimised on-

demand adaptive NFs and services to end users. This functionality decomposes or splits an E2E 

connection of the UE into two E2E connections: the first is between the UE and the UE agent 

located in the RAN or inside a RAN proxy server, and the second is between the UE agent and 

the remote E2E server. This enables a maximised utilisation of 5G RAN capability and capacity 

in terms of ultra-high data rate, reliability, and adaptability. It facilitates providing long-duration 

remote access services such as Internet or new 5G services across one or more different network 

domains, where one domain may cause a bottleneck effect in terms of capacity and adaptability 

for E2E connections. Examples of those network domains include much slower legacy wired or 

wireless networks, or satellite communications links. The bottleneck effect may be also caused 

by a data rate limitation on application level at either source or sink of the E2E connection. Using 

this functionality for uploading a large video clip for example, the UE may first send the clip to 

the UE agent over the first ultra-fast 5G connection within seconds and let the UE agent handle 

the upload to the remote server. This significantly improves energy efficiency and quality of ex-

perience (QoE) for the UEs. This functionality has implications on RRC User, PDCP, MAC 

Scheduling (RRM), non-access stratum (NAS), and SON function blocks. 

RAN support for advanced QoS control: 5G NORMA considers RAN support for advanced QoS 

control, aiming for enhancing QoE for end users. This includes RAN level in-bearer QoS differ-

entiation with application-aware in-bearer sub-flow based packet filtering and prioritizing, fast 

in-band d-layer control of in-bearer sub-flows, and possible UE assistance for optimizing related 

RAN functions and procedures. This functionality has implications on PDCP, MAC Scheduling 

(RRM), and RRC User function blocks. 

QoS innovation: 5G NORMA designs as a multi-service adaptive mobile network architecture 

where network resources fulfil the service requirements in a flexible and dynamic way. This net-

work concept will introduce new objectives and advanced QoS requirements that are important 

to consider and to evaluate. In 3GPP LTE, the QoS is related to the bearer model and uses a static 

set of QoS parameters associated with a QCI value that specifies the treatment of IP packets re-

ceived on a specific bearer. 5G NORMA proposes new dynamic methods and parameters in order 

to satisfy the upcoming requirements of new services. 

The proposal aims to break the QCI concept used in LTE, and to design and to implement a QoS 

method that provides flexibility to fit the QoS parameters to service needs and network resources. 

The intention is to define a set of QoS parameters (QPS) applicable at different network levels 

and dynamically configurable by different network controllers. It is also important to note that 

there are two different ways to define an e2e bearer depending on the service type, i.e., dynamic 

and static. Using the dynamic way, the QPS is set up on the fly, providing more flexibility. On 

the other hand, using the static way, the QPS is managed beforehand, achieving therefore more 

scalability. The function blocks that are impacted are MAC Scheduling (RRM) and QoS Control. 
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Geolocation database and geolocation-based management: 5G NORMA considers the use of ge-

olocation capabilities for 5G applications, enabled by a “geolocation database” functionality. Alt-

hough termed a “database” in various fields of operation hence that name being maintained, such 

a capability is also fundamentally responsible for taking management decisions using the geolo-

cation information, also using knowledge about the environment, technical capabilities of ele-

ments, and various modelling approaches. This capability has traditionally arisen in spectrum 

management realms for the purpose of facilitating dynamic or opportunistic spectrum access, e.g., 

TV white space, or, more loosely, to assist spectrum sharing between operators through concepts 

such as Licensed Shared Access (LSA). However, while maintaining this as a separate function 

block in order to ensure compatibility with the requirements of some such applications, 

5G NORMA expands the concept significantly to be compatible with numerous other purposes 

in the context of virtualised RANs. These include, for example, (i) the use of geolocation infor-

mation to optimally place virtualised RAN elements in order to minimise propagation delay for 

ultra-low latency applications, (ii) the use of geolocation information to be able to better dynam-

ically serve the spatially and temporally varying traffic requirements using virtualised RANs, and 

(iii) the use of geolocation information to assist rendezvous, particularly in highly heterogeneous 

networking scenarios. 
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2. State of the Art 
Research in methods for optimally locating RAN functions is currently an open topic that will 

experience a push due to the rise of NFV. The European Telecommunications Standards Institute 

(ETSI) has defined an NFV architecture that is a key enabler for the flexible function (de)compo-

sition and allocation concept of 5G NORMA. 

Initiatives exist that have focused on on-demand RAN function decomposition leveraging the 

benefits of NFV to enable a cloud-enabled base station, where RAN functionality has been flexi-

bly centralised through an open IT platform based on a cloud infrastructure [IJOIN-D51]. 

Another aspect addressed in literature is, for example, joint RAN and backhaul optimisation meth-

ods. There are studies, e.g., [PMD+15], focused on the design of novel MAC and RRM schemes 

for constrained, non-ideal backhaul, which can influence the RAN performance. 

5G NORMA follows the same NFV based function decomposition and aims to enhance it con-

sidering the function decomposition depending also on the service type and considering its objec-

tive QoS requirements. 

2.1. Network Function Virtualisation 

3GPP has adopted ETSI NFV MANO [NFV-002] shedding light on the potential impact of vir-

tualised networks on the existing 3GPP SA5 network management architecture [32.842], consid-

ering either partial or entire adoption of VNFs with respect to macro-base stations and core net-

work elements. The objective is to identify requirements, interfaces, and procedures, which can 

be re-used or extended for managing virtualised networks. In Release 14, 3GPP has introduced a 

specification on architecture requirements for virtualised network management [28.500], consid-

ering complementary specifications on configuration, fault performance, and life-cycle manage-

ment. An equivalent study focusing on small cells and on the adoption of flexibly centralised 

RANs is performed by the Small Cell Forum [SCF-15b]. 

Additionally, in an effort to support devices and customers with different service characteristics, 

including vertical market players, 3GPP SA2 has introduced the support for separate data com-

munication networks (DCNs) in Release 13 [23.401], with different operation features, traffic 

characteristics, and policies. Each DCN is assigned to serve a different type of users based on 

subscription information. It assures resource isolation and independent scaling, offering specific 

services and NFs including RATs [SPS+16]. Effectively, the 5G network slice broker may allo-

cate a collection of shared network resources and VNFs among particular slices that fulfil the 

requirements of certain communication services. 

Finally, many evolving 5G services are envisioned to be offered closer to the user, in the network 

edge, in order to reduce latency and enhance perceived performance, e.g., by adopting the ETSI 

MEC paradigm [ETSI-MEC]. Flexible service chaining needs to be enhanced to establish dy-

namic services considering edge network locations, which may potentially be combined with 

VNFs in order to ensure a joint optimisation of services and networking. Edge server locations 

can also be exploited for storage, computation, and dynamic service creation by verticals and over 

the top (OTT) providers, introducing in this way another multi-tenancy dimension. 

2.2. 3GPP LTE Functional Architecture 

Mobile broadband services were already provided by 3G systems (WCDMA), e.g., HSDPA and 

HSUPA. Based on requirements such as high peak data rates, short round trip times as well as 

flexibility in frequency and bandwidth, the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) started 

work on 4G with two major work items: 

 Long Term Evolution (LTE), and, 

 System Architecture Evolution (SAE). 
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These resulted in the specification of the Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA), 

the Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access Network (E-UTRAN), and the Evolved Packet 

Core (EPC) within the 3GPP Release 8. 

LTE utilises Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) for DL transmissions 

and Single-Carrier Frequency-Division Multiple Access (SC-FDMA) for UL transmissions. 

OFDM based multiple access schemes divide the channel into multiple sub-carriers, and modulate 

the information on the sub-carriers. These sub-carriers are sent over the air as parallel data 

streams. LTE also leverages Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) technologies to achieve 

high data rates on the air-link, e.g., both 2x2 and 4x4 MIMO options are available [Tech-Lib]. 

To fulfil the above mentioned requirements, to speed up the connection set-up, to improve hand-

over execution time, and to enable a faster scheduling, it was decided to omit the 3G radio network 

controller (RNC) node but to move RNC functions to APs, denoted as evolved NodeBs 

(eNodeBs). This enables a flat E-UTRAN architecture, consisting only of eNodeBs, which pro-

vide the data layer (PDCP/RLC/MAC/PHY) and control layer (RRC) protocol terminations to-

wards the UE. 

UE mobility, i.e., the handover between radio cells from two different eNodeBs, is supported by 

the X2 interface, which is used for exchange of control signalling, e.g., handover requests, load 

information, and user data, i.e., forwarding during the handover process.  

The interconnection to the EPC is realised by the S1 interface. Separate paths for the control 

information and the user data are provided by means of the S1-MME interface to the Mobility 

Management Entity (MME) and by means of the S1-U interface to the Serving Gateway (S-GW). 

As a fallback solution, handover can also be carried out by means of the S1 interface. The E-

UTRAN architecture [36.300] is illustrated in Figure 2-1. 

eNB

MME / S-GW MME / S-GW

eNB

eNB

S
1

S
1

S
1

S
1

X2

X
2

X
2

E-UTRAN

 

Figure 2-1: LTE overall architecture [36.300] 

The functional split between the E-UTRAN and the EPC is illustrated in Figure 2-2, where yellow 

boxes depict the logical nodes, white boxes depict the functional entities of the control layer, and 

blue boxes depict the radio protocol layers [36.300]. 
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Figure 2-2: Functional split between E-UTRAN and EPC [36.300] 

Starting with Release 8, a UE was only connected with one radio cell controlled by one dedicated 

eNodeB. Within further releases of the 3GPP specifications, i.e., LTE-Advanced, new advanced 

features were introduced where the UE is served by more than one radio cell: 

 Coordinated multipoint transmission and reception (COMP) is targeting to ensure that 

the optimum performance is achieved even at cell edges. It requires very low latency 

between the different eNodeBs, which might be implemented within a centralised RAN 

(C-RAN). 

 Carrier aggregation is mainly targeting to achieve higher peak data rates and to enable 

interference management with intelligent allocations of resources. 

 With the introduction of the Heterogeneous Network (HetNet), i.e., a network composed 

of different base station types and different power classes, dual-connectivity was intro-

duced. 

It is envisioned that the functional architecture of 5G NORMA will provide much more effective 

coordination capabilities for the above mentioned LTE-Advanced features compared with the 

current X2 based eNodeB to eNodeB coordination. 

2.3. Relevant Initiatives 

Prior work on functional decomposition by other research and innovation projects is summarised 

in the following. 

European project METIS 

METIS aims to develop a 5G system concept to satisfy the requirements of the beyond-2020 

connected information society, extending today’s wireless communication system for new sce-

narios as well. In [MET-D64], METIS describes an overall, multi-facial 5G architecture which 

includes a numbers of Horizontal Topic concepts such as Direct Device-to-Device Communica-

tion (D2D), Massive Machine Communication (MMC), Moving Networks (MN), Ultra-Dense 

Networks (UDN) and Ultra-Reliable Communication (URC). 
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A functional architecture has been provided by identification of functionalities, which are needed 

by the Horizontal Topic concepts, and a functional decomposition of most important technology 

components proposed by METIS technical work packages. METIS provides also a logical orches-

tration and control architecture, which supports a flexible, scalable and service-oriented setup of 

NFs. Moreover, a topological and deployment architecture is provided, showing the deployments 

aspects and function placement options. 

The functionalities derived by analysing the Horizontal Topic concept were listed and grouped 

into building blocks (so-called top-down analysis). A building block consists of functional ele-

ments and internal as well as external interfaces. A high-level building block depiction is shown 

in Figure 2-3. 

Reliable Service Composition is a RAN central entity with interfaces to all other building blocks; 

it allows availability check and delivery of ultra-reliable links. Air Interface includes building 

blocks that are related to air interface functionalities of devices and radio nodes. Central Man-

agement Entities incorporates all-encompassing network functionalities, which are not exclusive 

to Horizontal Topics. Radio Node Management comprises radio functionalities, which are not 

specific to Horizontal Topics and that regard at least two radio nodes. Clearly, each high level 

building block includes sub blocks, e.g., Radio Node Management includes Mobility Manage-

ment, Interference Identification and Prediction, and RAT Selection, to name only few of them). 

More details can be found in [MET-D64, Annex 7 and 8]. 

 

Figure 2-3: High level building blocks of the METIS system [MET-D64] 

The most promising technology components provided by the METIS were analysed from an ar-

chitecture perspective and thus decomposed into the so-called Functional Elements (FEs). One or 

more FEs may be related to dedicated Network Functions (NFs). One objective of this bottom-up 

analysis is to identify the constraints of NFs and to investigate the level of flexibility of functions 

deployment. The major result of this analysis is the Generic Functional Architecture where all 

the Functional Elements are gathered and placed in the same figure. 

METIS does not address all FEs that are required to run a fully operational 5G system, such as 

security, authentication, authorisation and accounting (AAA), and network management and op-

eration (OAM). 

EU Project iJoin 

The iJOIN project [IJOIN-D32], [IJOIN-D52] was one of the first projects to focus on flexible 

function allocation through the concept of RAN as a Service (RANaaS). However, in iJOIN, the 

function allocation was limited to deciding how to split the functionality between the edge cloud 
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and the central cloud (the so-called ‘functional split’). Moreover, the functional split in iJOIN was 

driven by the topological deployment (more specifically, the capacity and latency of the backhaul 

network) as well as computational demands at the central processor. 

The work of the iJOIN project resulted in a few recommended functional split configurations that 

were similar to the ones proposed in parallel by the Small Cell Forum [SCF159]. Hence, iJOIN 

focused on a less flexible framework with two possible locations for NFs and without taking into 

account the specific service requirements when deciding the function placement. 

Small Cell Forum 

Small Cell Forum performed an independent study on virtualisation of NFs with reference to a 

LTE Small Cell framework in [SCF-15a]. A small cell is split into two components: a central 

small cell where functions are virtualised and a remote small cell where non-virtualised function 

are run. The small cell layers and functions are explored with a top-down methodology. The func-

tions are moved from the remote small cell to the central one thus the small cell was split. 

The approach is to move NFs gradually, analysing the resulting split points from the fronthaul 

perspective (transport latency and bandwidth requirements). 
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3. Flexible Network Design 
The objective of the 5G NORMA mobile network architecture is to allow for integrating different 

technologies and enabling different use cases. Due to the partly conflicting requirements, it is 

necessary to use the right functionality at the right place and time within the network. In order to 

provide this flexibility, the network functions virtualisation (NFV) paradigm is adopted in the 

mobile access and core network domain, enabling mobile network functionality to be decomposed 

into smaller function blocks, which are flexibly instantiated. 

Traditionally, mobile networks implicitly group functions into network entities via specification 

of their interconnections. Each entity is responsible for a pre-defined set of functions. Accord-

ingly, the degrees of freedom for assigning network functionality to physical network entities are 

very limited. For instance, EPC elements such as gateways may be collocated with base stations 

in 3GPP EPS but moving only parts of the functionality of a gateway or MME to a physical base 

station would require proprietary modification of 3GPP interfaces. Similarly, a full centralisation 

of RAN functionality using the common public radio interface (CPRI) and central baseband units 

(BBUs) is possible. However, as such deployments use non-virtualised BBUs at the central loca-

tion, it is rather relocating functionality, which does not exploit all characteristics of cloud-com-

puting and is unable to realise e.g. pooling gains. 

Replacing the traditional network of entities by a flexible “network of functions” allows for 

adapting the RAN to diverse services in a tailor-made way, by using different software rather than 

using just different parameterisations of the same function block. Each block may be replaceable 

and individually instantiated for each logical network running on the same infrastructure. De-

pending on the use case, requirements, and the physical properties of the existing deployment, 

mobile network functionality is executed at different entities within the network. Coexistence of 

different use cases and services would imply the need for using different VNF allocations within 

the network. This is enabled through the network slicing model as explained in Section 3.3. The 

challenge of avoiding many additional interfaces may be addressed by a flexible container proto-

col on user and control layer. The main benefit of the flexible functional architecture is the pos-

sibility to exploit centralisation gains where possible, to optimise the network operation to the 

actual network topology and its structural properties, and to use algorithms optimised for partic-

ular services, i.e., optimise through dedicated implementations instead of parameters. 

The mobile network must further integrate also legacy technologies to guarantee that it can oper-

ate with existing networks. This is reflected in Section 3.1, which uses 3GPP EPS as the basis for 

the set of function blocks. It further adds blocks and amends existing blocks’ functionalities to 

support 5G NORMA innovations. The novelties of the 5G NORMA innovations over the state of 

the art are highlighted in Section 1.3. 

3.1. Functional Architecture 

In this section, we provide an overview of the considered control and data layer functional archi-

tecture. The functional architecture is an essential element for meeting the 5G NORMA objectives 

as well as to support and integrate the novel functionalities described in Section 1.3. A detailed 

overview of the NFs involved is provided in Annex A. Capitalizing on that comprehensive over-

view, in this section, we present a concise overview of each NF, sufficient to understand their 

characteristics in terms of network requirements and therefore categorization and placement, as 

well as in terms of their interdependency among each other. 
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Figure 3-1: 5G NORMA control and data layer functional architecture 

The c/d-layer architecture is depicted in Figure 3-1, here for the case of RAN slicing Option 2, 

i.e., with a common MAC layer (see Section 3.3 for more details). Functions are classified 

whether they belong to the control or data layer. The control layer functions are further classified 

into i) distributed, ii) common and iii) dedicated control. Distributed control functions are imple-

mented as VNFs throughout the network, while common and dedicated control functions employ 

the SDMC concept and run as applications on top of SDM-X and SDM-C, respectively. In par-

ticular, the depicted function blocks have the following purpose: 

Data layer 

 PHY Transmission Point. The analogue and mixed signal processing for all signals 

transmitted (received) via one transmission (reception) point. 

 PHY Cell. (De-)multiplexing of PHY User and baseband signal generation including 

common PHY signals for one RAT or slice. 

 PHY User. The generation of the baseband signal (in frequency domain for OFDM-based 

systems) from user data (DL) and decoding of baseband signals into user data (UL), re-

spectively. 

 MAC. Provides functionalities such as HARQ, adaptive modulation and coding (AMC) 

(allow to adapt the modulation and coding to the channel quality), and discontinuous re-

ception (DRX) (allow to improve UE battery life and energy saving). 

 MAC Carrier Aggregation. Coordinates the exchange of scheduling information as well 

as feedback information corresponding to the aggregated legs. 

 RLC. RLC Transparent Mode (RLC TM) is dedicated to forwarding RRC information 

to/from lower layers (RRC messages are passed unmodified to the MAC layer). RLC 

Acknowledged/Unacknowledged Mode (RLC AM/UM) primarily provides (re)concate-

nation and (re)segmentation of PDCP PDUs to adapt user data size to the amount of re-

sources available to a radio bearer in a TTI. RLC AM provides a re-transmission process, 

i.e., an automatic repeat request (ARQ) service, for increased reliability. 

 PDCP Split Bearer. Executes the functionalities of routing, reordering, and reordering 

timer 

 PDCP. Carries out data transfer functions including functions sequence number mainte-

nance, RoHC, (de-)ciphering, integrity protection, and verification. 
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 eMBMBs User. Performs the transmission of MBMS application data using the IP mul-

ticast address with the addition of SYNC protocol to guarantee that radio interface trans-

missions stay synchronised. Multimedia Broadcast Multicast Services (MBMS) offer 

support for broadcast and multicast services enabling the transmission of multimedia con-

tent (text, pictures, audio and video) and utilizing the available bandwidth intelligently 

[23.246]. 

 NAS User. Performs routing functionality (S-GW, P-GW) and service delivery. 

 Transport (SDN). Connectionless routing within RAN based on SDN configuration. 

Within an UCA, a connectionless routing of DL small data packets from the anchor node 

to the best serving node (and vice versa in UL) has to be established for each UE. 

Distributed control 

 RRC Cell. Handles control layer signalling protocols associated with broadcasting sys-

tem information, including NAS common information and information relevant to UEs 

in RRC_IDLE, e.g., cell (re-)selection parameters, neighbouring cell information, and 

information (also) applicable for UEs in RRC_CONNECTED, e.g., common channel 

configuration information. 

 RRC User. Handles the UE management and control including radio bearer setup. In 

includes the subblocks  

o RRC mmW. It adds functionality related to mm-wave transmission points con-

trolled by 5G coverage cell and UCA for short data packet transmission. 

o RAT/Link Selection. Enables link selection and packet scheduling if the UE is 

simultaneously connected to two or more RATs. 

 MAC Scheduling (RRM). Scheduling the transfer of user data and control signalling in 

DL and UL subframes over the air interface. 

Common control 

 Multi-tenancy Scheduling. Coordinating resource sharing among multiple tenants. 

 mMTC RAN Congestion Control. Grouping mMTC devices into context-based clusters 

and schedule their RAN procedures in sub-frames, to reduce the RAN congestion rate. 

 QoS Control. Network monitoring and configuration in real time through open interfaces 

that interact with the SDM-X, SDM-C, and the control radio stack. 

Dedicated control 

 SON. It covers i) Self-configuration, ii) Self-Optimisation, iii) Self-Healing, and iv) User 

Centric Connection Area (UCA) and mm-wave cluster configuration. 

 RAN Paging. To reduce signalling messages on the air interface and towards the CN, 

5G NORMA employs a RAN paging approach, i.e. inside an UCA, in addition to a paging 

in a larger tracking area. 

 eMBMS Control. Performs the admission control and allocation of the radio resources, 

UE counting procedure, MBMS session management (initiating the MBMS session start 

and stop procedures), allocation of an identity and the specification of QoS parameters 

associated with each MBMS session. 

 NAS Control. It includes the subblocks 

o NAS UE specific. Refers to the user specific NFs and procedures related to the 

data layer, which are triggered by the NAS UE-specific control layer functions.  

o NAS UE Specific and Data Layer. Refers to the user specific functions and 

procedures related to the d-layer, which are triggered by the NAS UE-specific c-

layer functions.  

o NAS UE Specific and Control Layer. Refers to the user specific functions and 

procedures related to the non-radio signalling between the UE and MME.  

o NAS Event-Control Layer. Refers to the network-side c-layer functions and 

procedures including those of the interface between RAN and CN (S1-C in 3GPP 

LTE [36.300]), which are provided to facilitate mobility management.  
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o NAS Core Network. Refers to network management functions, which are pro-

vided to support O&M functions of 5G CN. 

 RRC Slice. Handles the UE management and control related to the slice specific part of 

the RAN protocol stack. 

 GDB. Geolocation Database (GDB) stores information linked to geolocation, and makes 

decisions based on that geolocation information.  

Beyond the classification into data layer and one of three control layer flavours as detailed above, 

NFs have been characterised regarding additional criteria, namely, whether synchronous or asyn-

chronous operation with respect to TTI takes place; whether they are applied on a cell, user, or 

bearer granularity level; whether and which reports are generated; whether they are agnostic to 

the employed RAT; and their dependency to other NFs. This characterization is intended to be 

useful for both current LTE and future 5G New Radio (NR). Table 3-1 shows these characteristics 

for all of above function blocks. 

Table 3-1: Properties of considered function blocks 

Function 

block 

Grouped functions 
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Data layer 

PHY TP A/D; Signal generation; (De)modulation; MIMO precod-

ing/equal 

No Y TP Y/N Y 

PHY Cell Resource mapping; MIMO mapping No Y Cell Y/N N 

PHY User FEC No Y/N UE N N 

MAC HARQ, AMC, DRX, UE Power control; Padding; Multiplex-

ing of TBs; UE radio network ids 

No Y/N UE Y/N Y/N 

MAC CA Scheduling info exchange; common priority handling; UL co-

ordination 

No Y UE/ 

Cell 

Y/N N 

RLC TM: Buffering/transferring of PDCP PDUs; AM/UM: Con-

catenation/Segmentation; Reordering; Duplicate detection 

PDU; Reassembly SDU; AM: Error correction ARQ; Re-seg-

mentation 

No N Bearer N N 

PDCP 

Split Bearer 

Reordering timer; Routing; Reordering; No N Split 

Bearer 

Y N 

PDCP Data transfer; Seq number maintenance; ordered delivery and 

duplicate detection; discard timer; Integrity protection; 

(De)ciphering; SL-(De)ciphering; ROHC 

Yes N Bearer Y/N N 

eMBMS User MBMS application data distribution to TPs, SYNC Protocol No N MBSFN 

Area 

Y N 

Transport 

(SDN) 

Paging controlled by anchor eNodeB of the UCA.  Less cells 

compared to MME paging 

UE with small 

data packets 

(UCA) 

N Area of 

cells 

Y N 

Distributed control 

RRC Cell Broadcast System Information SI N Cell Y/N Y 

RRC User RRC connection mgmt.; Paging; RB mgmt.; Connection mo-

bility; QoS management functions; Security, Measurement 

configuration and reporting 

Connection 

control and Re-

porting 

N User Y/N Y 

RRC mmW 

(RRC User) 

mm-wave support No N User Y/N Y 

RAT/Link Se-

lection 

(RRC User) 

Inter RAT link Selection, Inter RAT packet scheduling, 

Multi-connectivity to UE. 

Yes N User Y Y 

MAC Sched-

uling (RRM) 

(e)ICIC, CoMP; intra-site; inter-site; intra-cell; priority han-

dling; channel mapping; scheduling; BS power control; D2D 

support 

No Y Cell Y N 

Common control 

Multi-tenancy 

scheduling 

Network resources sharing to different slices/tenants. No N Cell Y N 
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mMTC RAN 

cong. control 

Handling massive machine type access No N Cell Y N 

QoS Control  QoS control function on common control Y N Bearer/S

ervice 

Y/N Y 

Dedicated control 

SON CCO, Energy, MRO, PCI configuration, 5G cluster configu-

ration 

UCA and mm-

wave transmis-

sion 

N Area of 

cells 

Y N 

RAN Paging Paging controlled by anchor eNodeB of the UCA.  Less cells 

compared to MME paging 

UE with small 

data packets 

(UCA) 

N Area of 

cells 

Y N 

eMBMS Con-

trol 

Admission control and allocation of the radio resources, 

Counting, MBMS Session management 

No N MBSFN 

Area 

Y N 

NAS UE-U 

(NAS Control) 

 

Mobility anchor mgmt.; packet routing; packet marking; deep 

packet inspection; DHCP; data forwarding in RAN; lawful in-

terception; UL/DL charging 

No N UE  or 

bearer 

Y/N Y 

NAS UE-C 

(NAS Control) 

Inter-node signalling for mobility; NAS signalling to UE; 

NAS security; NW attachment; Authentication; TA mgmt.; 

Charging; Paging; RAN info mgmt.; context transfer HO; 

GTP mgmt.; Bearer mgmt.; packet forwarding 

No N UE or 

bearer 

Y/N Y 

NAS Event-C 

(NAS Control) 

PGW/SGW selection; MME selection for handover; UE 

reachability procedure; location reporting; S1 UE context 

mgmt.; ERAB mgmt.;  

No N Event/U

E 

Y/N Y 

NAS Core Net 

(NAS Control) 

GTP-C load control; MME load balancing; MME overload 

control; PDN GW overload control 

No N CN/UE Y/N Y 

GDB Geolocation-database based heterogeneous connectivity; re-

source management support 

No N Cell/UE Y N 

QoS Control  QoS control function on dedicated control (similar to coun-

terpart on common control) 

Y N Bearer/S

ervice 

Y/N Y 

Table 3-2 lists for each of these blocks the 5G NORMA innovations from D4.1 Part II that impact 

the corresponding function block. 

Table 3-2: Impact of partner contributions to function blocks 
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Data layer 

PHY TP      ●          

PHY Cell  ● ●   ●          

PHY User  ● ●         ●  ●  

MAC ● ● ●        ●   ●  

MAC CA        ●   ●     
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RLC  ●      ●    ●    

PDCP Split Bearer  ●    ● ● ●  ●      

PDCP ● ●  ●  ●  ● ●  ●     

eMBMS User                

NAS                

Transport (SDN) ●          ●     

Distributed control 

RRC Cell  ●        ● ●     

RRC User ● ● ●   ●  ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● 

RRC mmW ●     ●     ●     

RAT/Link select.         ●  ●     

MAC Scheduling ●  ● ● ● ●   ● ● ● ● ● ● ● 

Common control 

Multi-tenancy Sch.     ●        ●   

mMTC Cong. Ctrl    ●            

QoS Control               ● 

Dedicated control 

SON ●     ●     ● ● ●   

RAN Paging ●               

eMBMS Control                

NAS Control ●  ● ●            

RRC Slice        ●        

QoS Control               ● 

GDB           ●     

3.2. SDMC Interfaces 

The 5G NORMA functional control and data layer incorporates the novel concept of software-

defined mobile network control (SDMC). In the following, the interfaces of those novel central-

ized SDMC-enabled control functions, running as applications on top of the SDM coordinator 

(SDM-X) or SDM controller (SDM-C), will be considered in more detail. The interfaces enable 

the SDMC apps to control the “legacy” distributed control functions as well as the distributed 

data layer functions. 

The SDM-C and SDM-X configure the 5G network architecture including NFs and SDN transport 

elements via their southbound interface (SBI). An SBI provides an abstraction of the NF to the 

SDM-C/X, enabling direct representation of the NF behaviour and requirements. The SDMC ap-

plications presented below shall require a specific set of information to operate. The SDM-C/X 

extract such information from the distributed data and control layer NF via the SBI. The list of 

SBI requirements is summarized in Table 3-3. 

Table 3-3 SBI requirements from SDMC applications 

SBI requirements SDMC application 

Abstraction of underlying topology and NFs Required by all applications 

Multi-tenant and multi-slice monitoring of QoS and 

resource usage 

Multi-tenant scheduling, QoS Control 

Dynamic configuration of the data layer transport 

functionality (SDN) 

RAN paging, NAS Control 

Monitoring of c-layer specific information Required by all applications 

Configuration of network functions related parame-

ters like scheduling policies, QoS values, etc. 

Required by all applications 
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Support access to applications with low latency re-

quirements hosted close to the access network within 

the operator trust domain 

NAS Control 

3.2.1. mMTC RAN Congestion Control  

The mMTC RAN congestion control SDM-X app groups mMTC devices into context-based clus-

ters and schedules their RAN procedures in sub-frames to reduce the RAN congestion rate. For 

this purpose, it connects to RRC Cell RRC User. 

Information exchanged over “c” interface: 

C-layer information related to mMTC device clustering is exchanged between mMTC RAN Con-

gestion Control (mMCC) and RRC Cell/User over the “c” interface. The information includes: 

a) UE context information, such as device class and geo-location, to select a device group 

for every UE, 

b) grouping result, including the device role in its group and the group controller identity to 

support D2D intra-group communication, and 

c) requests, confirmations, and failure reports 

Requirements in terms of latency and bandwidth: 

The execution frequency of mMTC RAN congestion control processes depends on the level of 

UE mobility and dynamics, but is generally low. Hence, a latency up to a few seconds is accepta-

ble. The bandwidth requirement depends on the specification of group size. The C-layer signalling 

overhead size grows almost linearly with the group size, with each additional group member sev-

eral extra bytes should be considered in the broadcasted grouping result.  

Scalability: 

The mMTC RAN congestion control concept is limited in scalability as it focuses on the RAN 

congestion in local cells and highly relies on the D2D connections between UEs. 

3.2.2. SON 

The SON functionality in LTE defines optimized measurement parameters such as time to trigger 

or handover margin to reduce handover failures, i.e., radio link failures during mobility of a UE. 

These parameters are provided by RRC signalling towards each UE. The setup and update of a 

Neighbour Relation Table (NRT) is also part of SON. For each eNB, such a NRT is defined to 

check possible Physical Cell ID (PCI) confusions and collisions. Within 5G NORMA, a clustering 

of access nodes is proposed to reduce signalling towards the CN (UCA concept) or to improve 

the mm-wave transmission quality with respect to blocking effects caused by sudden user move-

ment or obstacles entering the transmission path. 

Information exchanged over “s” interface: 

C-layer information related to setup of a UCA cluster or a mm-wave node cluster is transferred 

from the RRC mmW control to the SON control. This information includes  

a) UE measurement of neighbour cells belonging to other access nodes to setup a UCA or 

mmWave cluster, 

b) the indication that a UE has selected a better serving access node within the UCA cluster, 

c) the indication that for a UE a new UCA has to be defined in case the UE leaves the defined 

UCA cluster. This indication includes a new best serving access node outside the UCA 

cluster and UE measurements of other access nodes. 

The SON control will define a UCA or a mm-wave cluster based on these inputs and other internal 

information such as the NRT or even anticipatory techniques such as mobility tracks of UEs. Each 

cluster is always specific for one individual UE. 
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Requirements in terms of latency and bandwidth: 

This SON functionality requires low computational load as only limited amount of data is pro-

vided by the RRC mmW control. This functionality is asynchronous as it is either triggered once 

if a UE is addressing the 5G system or by UE mobility inside the UCA or the mm-wave cluster. 

In case of mobility, i.e., a new UCA or mm-wave cluster has to be defined, the latency of these 

SON processes should be in the order of an envisaged 5G handover process, as the definition of 

a new cluster should be included within the RRC handover message towards the UE. In case the 

latency, e.g., based on processing delays, is too high, RRC User can still define a new UCA or 

mmWave cluster based only on the cells of the new best serving node and can update the cluster 

later on with an additional RRC message including the cluster defined by the SON control. 

Scalability: 

For both the UCA cluster and the mmWave cluster, the definition inside the SON process is UE 

specific, based on the UE measurements and e.g. anticipatory information. Therefore, multiple 

instances have to be set up, processed, and maintained. As a cluster has to be defined during initial 

access of an UE and during mobility, the processing capabilities of these SON processes should 

take into account the envisaged access rate and mobility parameters of UEs. 

3.2.3. RAN Paging 

The RAN paging functionality is responsible to perform a paging request inside the UCA cluster, 

i.e. a paging within RAN without involvement of the CN. The selection of the access nodes inside 

the UCA is done by the SON process, which provides for each UE the UCA information, i.e., the 

anchor node, the best serving node, and other nodes comprising the UCA. 

A UE moving inside the UCA may indicate a new best serving cell by using a 1-step protocol 

[SWS15], which minimizes the air interface load but may be lost as no RLC with retransmission 

is involved. In case the UL notification of a new best server was not received, the last serving 

node will not receive an UL acknowledgment notification related to the DL transmission. In this 

case, the last serving node will inform the anchor node, which will request the start of a UCA 

paging via the RRC mmWave towards the RAN paging functionality. Based on the UCA infor-

mation from the SON process, i.e., an internal interface between SON and RAN paging, the in-

volved access nodes are provided by the SON process. 

Another task of the RAN paging is the setup of the connectionless transport in UL and DL direc-

tion inside the UCA by configuring the Transport (SDN) functionality. 

Information exchanged over “p” interface: 

C-layer information related to a paging request in the UCA cluster is transferred from the RRC 

mmWave to the RAN paging control. This information includes e.g. the UE_ID or the UCA_Id 

to identify the UCA cluster. The access nodes belonging to the UCA are provided by the SON 

process. 

C-layer information related to paging from the RAN paging control to RRC mmW. This infor-

mation includes the access nodes, which have to initiate paging, and the related the UE_ID. 

C-layer information related (access nodes) to setup of connectionless data paths for DL and UL 

within the UCA cluster towards the Transport (SDN) functionality. 

Requirements in terms of latency and bandwidth: 

This RAN paging functionality requires low computational load as only limited amount of data 

is exchanged between RRC mmW and RAN paging and between RAN paging and Transport 

(SDN). This functionality is asynchronous as it is triggered if the serving node inside the UCA is 

not known or a UE selected a new best serving node. 

Latency with respect to RAN paging is not critical, the setup of the connectionless data paths 

should be in the order of an envisaged 5G handover process. 
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Scalability: 

Both, the UCA paging and the setup of the connectionless data paths are UE specific. The process 

has a limited life, i.e., as soon as paging or the setup is acknowledged, the process can be termi-

nated. 

3.2.4. eMBMS Control 

Identifying quality issues of eMBMS in a certain area is a big challenge for an operator. In fact, 

for eMBMS, no feedback information from the UEs is available but it is important for the operator 

to make sure that the users receive the service in an acceptable quality. 

Service providers need configure the most optimal parameters for a certain MBSFN area. The 

coverage requirement, for example, needs a proper selection of the modulation and coding scheme 

(MCS) for that area and spectral efficiency is directly related to the MCS selected for the trans-

mission. Choosing a low MCS for eMBMS data will accomplish coverage at the cost of precious 

unicast resources.  

In [ABK+10], different approaches for the MCS selection have been proposed for MBSFN trans-

mission over a LTE network. The approaches cover different needs such as the assurance of ser-

vice continuity for the user with lowest SINR value, the selection of the MCS that maximizes the 

spectral efficiency, the selection of MCS based on the covered area, or the fraction of users that 

receive the service in an adequate quality. 

Hence, one example for a possible task of the SDMC-enabled function block, respectively SDMC 

application eMBMS Control specified in section 6.20, could be the configuration of different MCS 

selection policies for an MBSFN transmission. 

Information exchanged over “e” interface 

The eMBMS Control function block can be considered as an application, which is responsible for 

the configuration of the c-layer NFs involved in eMBMS service distribution (RRC Cell, MAC 

Scheduling, eMBMS User, NAS Control). With reference to the example mentioned above, the 

the SDMC app receives through SDM-C the target KPI requirement for the MBSFN transmission 

provided by the service provider. The SDMC app selects the most efficient MCS selection policy 

and the proper configuration is signalled through the SBI to the MAC Scheduling NF. 

Requirements in terms of latency and bandwidth 

eMBMS Control is asynchronous with respect to the TTI and handles only c-layer, hence, it does 

not impose strict timing requirements. 

Scalability 

There is one eMBMS Control block per MBSFN (Multimedia Broadcast Single Frequency net-

work), talking to every instance of the involved c-layer NFs.  

3.2.5. NAS Control 

The subblocks of NAS Control are described in Section 6.21. In LTE, NAS functions are provided 

by the MME for control layer and S-GW/P-GW for data layer in the NAS. Using SDM-C and 

SDM-X, 5G NORMA allows for flexible and scalable on-demand NAS functions such as mobil-

ity management and QoS control with possibly distributed c/d-layer gateways. MME, QoS Con-

trol, and SON in 5G NORMA, as shown in Figure 3-1, are considered as applications of SDM-C 

or SDM-X. NAS Control may be implemented as part of SDMC applications and interacting with, 

e.g., RRC Cell, RRC User, and NAS data layer over south-bound interfaces of SDM-C or SDM-

X, referred to as “n” interface in Figure 3-1. 
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Information exchanged over “n” interface: 

C-layer information related to, for example, connection and mobility management, session man-

agement for individual idle and connected UEs, as well as core network management, network 

operation, and lawful interception. 

Requirements in terms of latency and bandwidth: 

The following general requirements of 5G networks [23.779] may have direct implications on the 

“n” interface: 

 Support services that have different latency requirements between the UE and the Data 

Network. 

 Minimize the signalling (and delay) required to start the traffic exchange between the UE 

and the data network, i.e., signalling overhead and latency at transition from a period 

where UE has no data traffic to a period with data traffic. 

 Support access to applications (including 3rd party applications) with low latency re-

quirements hosted close to the access network within the operator trust domain. 

 Support optimised mechanisms to control signalling congestion (includes avoidance). 

 Efficient network support for a large number of UEs in periods without data traffic. 

Scalability: 

In legacy LTE networks, the network elements, which provide NAS Control including MME, S-

GW, and P-GW have to manage scalability independently. The SDM-C and SDM-X based NAS 

Control over the “n” interface allows for utilizing distributed computation using cloud based scal-

ing techniques or enablers such as: 

 The subscription of UE contexts as well as reachability control data of individual users 

can be maintained largely independently, enabling massively parallel processing and han-

dling of UE contexts; 

 NAS Control can be provided by a highly scalable control-layer functional entity of which 

each instance is capable of providing and managing all the functions needed for handling 

a single UE’s state management, as opposed to having at least MME, S-GW and P-GW 

involved; 

 The same subscriber context database is accessible and modifiable for all UE context 

related control layer functions (MME, SGW, PGW, PCRF) or a centrally available con-

text database can be used; 

 The virtual state machine of the control-layer functional entity, which is handling NAS 

Control for a set of UEs, need to be aware of UE states only during active transaction. 

Hence,  there is a trade-off between the statelessness and database access frequency (user 

state is removed in between the transactions). 

3.2.6. GDB 

Location is fundamental to many aspects of mobile provisioning. It is vital to the configuration 

and parameterisation of the mobile network and devices. It is further essential to the provisioning 

of computational and other (e.g., “bare metal”) resources in order to realise a softwarised mobile 

network in a virtualisation context. The GDB is therefore fundamentally related to and interfaced 

with the SDM-O and SDM-X, as well as the instantiations of mobile network elements. 

In the context of mobile network and device functional capabilities, the GDB has numerous pur-

poses. These can both augment capabilities that are already present in mobile networks, e.g., 

awareness of signal powers and related assumptions in an RRC context might be augmented by 

location information, and present entirely new capabilities that otherwise would not be viable, 

e.g., satisfying requirements linked to propagation path in latency-sensitive applications. 
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Information exchange over “g” interface 

Information exchange is extremely varied given the applications to which the GDB applies. Nev-

ertheless, the following are the key information sets envisaged. 

 Location information, as obtained using satellite-driven positioning systems, potentially 

also augmented (with reliable confidence bounds) by terrestrial solutions such as trian-

gulation, TDOA/AOA, broader A-GPS, and other methods. This information is relevant 

and can be provided at many different levels, depending on usage purpose of the GDB: 

RAN-level, UE-level, at the level of radio elements supporting mmW 

 Resource availability information linked to the location information, again being relevant 

at many different levels mirroring the location information above. There are many exam-

ples here, e.g., radio resources including fine-granular subsets, and computational and 

bare metal resources. 

 Device (e.g., base station, UE, RAN, etc.) identities needed for internal network opera-

tional purposes and techno-regulatory solutions 

 Information on chosen resources, again, particularly relevant in the context of advanced 

techno-regulatory solutions, but also needed for internal network operations. 

 Device/network capabilities and characteristics (including bare metal) 

 

Requirements in terms of latency and bandwidth: 

The actual requirements vary widely and depend on the chosen purpose of the GDB, noting again 

that the GDB can serve many purposes. Typically, very high latency and low bandwidth provi-

sioning would be sufficient, and this is the case also for the context where novel techno-regulatory 

related mechanisms might be realised, e.g., to access more spectrum, such as akin to LSA, CBRS, 

TV white spaces. Such cases could cope with a latency of a second or more, and a data load for 

each communication with the GDB of typically less than 1 kB or a small number of kB. Such 

latency can also be sufficient for some of the internal mobile-network applications of the GDB, 

such as RRC on a large-scale (e.g., for slices, upon the formulation of slices), use of the GDB for 

propagation path reduction in creation of edge-slices for ultra-low latency applications (such as 

the Tactile Internet). However, that assumptions on low bandwidth depend on the number of de-

vices or elements accessing the GDB (see the discussion under “Scalability”). 

For other purposes that the GDB might serve, such as assisting the MAC, RRC mmW and others, 

it is likely that a high bandwidth and low latency would be required. 

Scalability 

The GDB concept is highly scalable, although the extent to which it must be implemented as such 

is dependent on the intended application. The GDB can operate from at the very small scale (e.g., 

within devices themselves—perhaps in a distributed fashion) up to, at a large scale, across the 

mobile network or even across many different systems looking to access common spectrum (e.g., 

at the regulatory or regulatory-certified level).  

The use of cloud-based and distributed computing techniques in order to handle scalability chal-

lenges, particularly in the context of techno-regulatory related schemes, for example, is entirely 

viable. 

3.2.7. QoS Control 

The QoS control function block can be seen as an application related to the control of the services 

implemented on 5G NORMA. It uses the functionalities and APIs offered by the SDM-C/X north-

bound interface (NBI), and the radio control block (MAC scheduling) in the control layer, to 

manage the QoS in the network. 
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The QoS control function block is an application composed of two basic algorithms that enable 

the QoS monitoring and the QoS enforcement. The first algorithm is in charge of the QoS param-

eter set that has to be monitored and also receiving the events captured when some value is not 

correct. The second algorithm is oriented towards the control and evaluation of the QoS values 

during the service lifetime and to enforce actions if needed. 

Information exchange over “q”/”q’” interface 

The QoS control function block will interact with the SDM-C/X and the radio control functions 

through the q/q’ interface. The SDM-C/X NBI has to provide methods to the QoS control function 

block to carry out the following actions. 

 QoS monitoring. Control of the QoS parameter set that has to be monitored through the 

SDM-C/X and radio control blocks, and reception of the events reported by the NFs. An 

event is reported when some of the QoS parameters evaluated are not fulfilling the re-

quirements. 

 QoS enforcement. Control and evaluation of the QoS values over the NFs placed in the 

network, based on the monitoring information received and the constraints defined by the 

service provider. If new actions (parameter reconfiguration, resource re-schedule) are re-

quired, new configuration information is sent. 

Requirements in terms of latency and bandwidth 

The QoS control function block does not have strict bandwidth requirements, i.e., moderate la-

tency and bandwidth is sufficient to manage the data exchanged between QoS control function 

block and SDM-C/X and between QoS control function block and radio control block (MAC 

scheduling). This function is asynchronous and is related to a specific service as well as associated 

events. 

On the other hand, a low latency is required in the case that data and events should be transferred 

almost instantaneously without experiencing a noticeable delay. Very sensitive information is 

exchanged through this interface and the latency is crucial to fulfil the service requirements. 

Scalability 

The QoS control function block is service specific and depends on the QoS parameter measure-

ments and the constraints defined per service. Therefore, multiple flows have to be monitored and 

multiple events could be triggered. As this application is per service, different configurations 

could be used with different QoS values based on the service provider requirements, meaning that 

the function will manage different parameters per each service configuration. 

3.2.8. RRC Slice  

RRC Slice function block is described in Section 6.22. RRC Slice is considered as part of dedi-

cated control layer functions and may be implemented as an application on top of SDMC. RRC 

Slice is interacting with at least RRC User over SDMC south-bound interface, referred to as “r” 

interface in Figure 3-1. 

Information exchanged over “r” interface: 

Details to be included in D4.2. 

Requirements in terms of latency and bandwidth: 

RRC Slice shall not introduce considerable additional latency and signalling overhead on top of 

RRC User. 

Scalability: 

SDMC based RRC Slice allows for utilizing distributed computing using cloud based scaling 

techniques or enablers, as described for other SDMC based applications such as NAS Control. 
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3.2.9. Multi-tenancy Scheduling 

The multi-tenant scheduling functionality is responsible to control the underlying scheduling for 

allocating dynamically resources to different slices. A new tenant can send a request to this mod-

ule in order to obtain the amount of resources according to the service requirements. When a new 

request has been received, the multi-tenant scheduling application, given the actual network load 

information, decides if the request is rejected or accepted. In the latter case, it controls the MAC 

scheduling (RRM) through the SDM-X in order to serve the tenant’s users properly. 

Information exchanged over “t” interface: 

C-layer information required to allocate the network resources to different slices. It is part of the 

interface with SDM-X to provide control information regarding the policies to share resources 

among slices and to receive information regarding network load. Through this interface, it con-

trols the MAC Scheduling (RRM) function. 

3.3. Network Slicing 

One of the major elements of the 5G NORMA architecture is network slicing [5GN-D31]. In the 

following, we refer to a network slice as a separate logical mobile network which delivers a set 

of services with similar characteristics and is isolated from other network slices. Different slices 

may eventually share the same set of requirements, e.g. towards the radio access network and 

could therefore use the same radio access network functionality with possibly different configu-

ration per service but without instantiating individual implementations per slice. This is already 

shown in [5GN-D31] where each slice may have dedicated resources but also share resources 

(common resources) with other slices. 

In this section, we highlight the potential of network slicing as an enabler for flexible and scalable 

mobile networks. In fact, the concepts of flexibility and scalability are imperative for ensuring 

that mobile networks can be appropriately adopted to network environments of a particular use 

case. This allows for cost- and energy-efficient deployments which are not targeted to individual 

mobile network solutions but are rather versatile enough to accommodate a variety of require-

ments into one solution. In this regard, network slicing allows for providing customised logical 

mobile network instances which suit each individual application. 

3.3.1. Implementation of RAN and CN Slicing 

3.3.2. RAN Slicing Options 

In this section, we elaborate on three options of RAN slicing which are illustrated in Figure 3-2. 

This highlights how the different aspects of shared RAN slices can be integrated.  

1) The first option (Option 1) shows two network slices where each carries two different 

services. Each slice may be operated by a different mobile network operator (MNO). 

Furthermore, for each slice an individual RAN protocol stack is implemented down to 

the upper part of the physical layer (c.f. PHY-User and PHY-Cell). Only the lower part 

of the physical layer (c.f. PHY-TP) is shared across slices. The multiplexed access to 

PHY-TP is coordinated by the SDM-X which makes use of flexible and efficient radio 

resource management, such as in-resource and user-centric control, where different nu-

merologies are supported within the same spectrum. One could think of Option 1 as im-

plementing all user-specific functions such as forward error correction encoding, layer 

mapping and precoding in an individual fashion, while TP-specific functionality such as 

transmission of synchronisation and cell-specific reference signals are shared. 

 

2) Option 2 depicts again two network slices from two operators. Compared to the previous 

example, each slice uses an individual implementation of service-specific functionality 

such as PDCP, RLC, and slice-specific RRC. In addition, the tenant may implement a 
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customized QoS scheduling to perform pre-scheduling. The access to the MAC layer is 

then controlled by the SDM-X where resource fairness across tenants and QoS guarantees 

corresponding to individual SLAs must be met. Furthermore, resource isolation must be 

provided to alleviate side-effects. 

 

3) Option 3 illustrates the case of two operators using the same RAN as shared resource, 

i.e., the SDM-X is the interface between CN and RAN. In this example, no customisation 

of radio resource management beyond SDM-X parameters and configuration would be 

possible. 

 

Figure 3-2: General architecture option including NW slicing and multi-connectivity 

3.3.3. Realisation of network slicing in CN and RAN 

Figure 3-3 illustrates how RAN slicing and CN slicing can be integrated to ensure an end-to-end 

network slicing (here shown without MANO and Network Control Layer as in the previous fig-

ure). As a basis, RAN Slicing Option 2 is applied. The example in Figure 3-3 differentiates the 

control and data layer of the core network, i.e., all data layer functions are implemented specifi-

cally for each slice. By contrast, control layer functionality may be divided into those functions 

which are applicable to all slices (e.g., Mobility Management) and those which may be custom-

ized for each slice (e.g., AAA). Hence, a common entity first receives all control layer signalling 

which is then either directly processed (common functions) or forwarded to the corresponding 

slices (dedicated functions). 

Referring to Option 2, each data layer context then maps to an individual RAN slice that uses 

customized PDCP, RLC, QoS Scheduling, and slice-specific RRC, which are implemented ser-

vice-specific. Then, the MUX may apply user-specific or cell-specific RRC which would map to 

the common CP functions (e.g. Mobility Management). Furthermore, the same communication 

interface may be used between the RAN, common CN control, and specific CP in order to allow 

for adaptability and flexibility of function location. 

Referring to Option 2, each data layer context then maps to an individual RAN slice that uses 

customized PDCP, RLC, QoS Scheduling, and slice-specific RRC, which are implemented ser-

vice-specific. Then, the MUX may apply user-specific or cell-specific RRC which would map to 

the common CP functions (e.g. Mobility Management). Furthermore, the same communication 

interface may be used between the RAN, common CN control, and specific CP in order to allow 

for adaptability and flexibility of function location. 
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The RAN is a typical example of a shared network function controlled by a single authority, where 

spectrum is shared amongst mobile virtual network and service operators. As shown in Figure 

3-3, the c-layer is split into cell related functions which are common to all slices, and session or 

user specific RRC. Depending on the underlying service, RRC can configure and tailor the d-

layer protocol stack. For example, for a slice supporting low delay services IP and related Header 

Compression (HC) may not be used, and RLC can be configured in transparent mode. In contrast, 

for services requiring QoE and excellent QoS, IP as well as acknowledged RLC must be initiated. 

In addition, there would be the possibility to chain proprietary and operator specific functions 

within a network slice. In this regard, the intra-slice application (QoS) scheduler (which prioritises 

sessions within the related slice) is customized per slice, while the inter-slice radio scheduler 

(which schedules different slices) resides in the common RAN part. Multi-service scheduling is 

part of a flexible RAN and provides the capabilities to differentiate traffic classes and assign 

resources according to QoS requirements. Hence, service flows from different slices can be indi-

vidually treated, e.g., flexible numerologies can be used to fulfil QoS constraints and even semi-

persistently reserved resources for deterministic traffic requirements. 

 

Figure 3-3: Integration of RAN slicing and CN slicing 

The RAN slicing architecture according to Option 2 is shown again in Figure 3-4 using the func-

tional architecture introduced in Section 3.1 and based on the architecture logical view introduced 

in [5GN-D31]. Compared to the above figure, this view separates control and data layer. On data 

layer, PHY-TP, PHY-Cell/User, and MAC would be common functions, while upper RAN pro-

tocol functions (RLC, PDCP) are customized per slice. Furthermore, session management may 

be customized per slice. On control layer, RRC Cell/User, MAC scheduling, and Mobility Man-

agement are common control layer functions, while RRC Slice and AKA may be customized. In 

this case, each slice may use its own AKA including authorization and encryption, which is then 

applied by the dedicated data layer functions. Hence, a cryptographic isolation of slices would be 

enabled. Furthermore, on control layer, shared functions such multi-tenancy scheduling and QoS 
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control may be coordinated by SDM-X, and dedicated functions such as SON and QoS scheduling 

may be implemented specifically for each slice. 

 

Figure 3-4: RAN slicing Option 2 using the functional architecture introduced in section 
3.1 and the architecture logical view 

3.3.4. Deployment options 

5G NORMA considers three different deployment options, i.e., bare metal, edge cloud, and cen-

tral cloud, which are detailed in [5GN-D31] using the architecture deployment view. Figure 3-5 

illustrates the application of RAN slicing based on the functional architecture introduced in Sec-

tion 3.1 and applied to the architecture deployment view. If we compare this with the slicing 

architecture in Figure 3-3, we can see that the common network functions in RAN such as PHY 

and MAC would be deployed either as physical NF (PHY-TP) or as VNF at the edge cloud, e.g., 

MAC may be implemented as PNF in the case cMTC or as VNF in the case of MBB services. In 

either case, the proximity to the radio access point is important as those function blocks are oper-

ated with hard real-time constraints. Higher layers, which are slice-specific, may be deployed in 

the edge cloud in order to keep proximity to the radio access point but also relaxing constraints 

on the transport network. This is possible because those functions are not subject to hard real-

time constraints. Hence, the division into dedicated and common functions in RAN slicing option 

2 would be reflected by the deployment architecture. 

The same deployment architecture is also applicable to RAN slicing option 1 where most of the 

RAN protocol stack is customized. However, in that case those functions would be executed as 

VNFs within the edge cloud rather than as PNFs on bare metal. 

 

Figure 3-5: Application of RAN slicing Option 2 based on the functional architecture in 
section 3.1 and applied to the architecture deployment view 
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3.3.5. Integration of RAN Slicing and Flexible RAN Technolo-
gies 

A key element of the 5G NORMA architecture is the support of heterogeneous and flexible net-

works with respect to radio access technologies and deployments. The control of this heterogene-

ous network and the orchestration of the function assignment is a central element of the SDMC 

concept developed by 5G NORMA. The above architecture would integrate into this architecture 

in such that individual RAN slices would make use of the flexible RAN. I nthe following, we 

elaborate on some flexible RAN technologies which integrate well into the above RAN slicing 

concept. 

Multi-connectivity (MC): The term RAN MC refers to the versatile scenario where a UE con-

nects to the network via multiple cells. For the sake of the current explanation, it suffices to con-

sider that a multi-connectivity approach takes place whenever the connection of the UE to the 

RAN involves multiple PHY interfaces. Those multiple PHY interfaces are leveraged to deliver 

enhanced performance capabilities, which are translated into aggregated throughput or increased 

reliability. A major challenge is to enforce different QoS requirements, differentiation, and prior-

itisation within a RAN exploiting MC and Multi-RAT through a single scheduler.  

Next, we consider two MC options, namely the common PDCP and common MAC approach 

[R+16]. The common PDCP approach dictates that the PDCP layer of the protocol stack is shared 

between the individual connections of the RAN multi-connectivity (henceforth called “radio 

leg”), and all layers below PDCP are separate logical entities. The main advantage of the common 

PDCP approach is the flexibility it offers in terms of the physical location of the protocol stack 

layers. In particular, since the interface between PDCP and RLC is not a time-critical interface, 

the common PDCP layer is not necessarily co-located with RLC, hence mobility-related signaling 

can be hidden from the CN. In the common MAC approach, the multi-connectivity anchor point 

is the MAC layer. Owing to the time-critical interface between MAC and PHY, the common 

MAC approach requires that either the multi-connectivity legs originate from the same site, or 

they are interconnected via a high-capacity transport link. Nevertheless, the common MAC ap-

proach offers the advantage of fast information exchange between the different multi-connectivity 

legs. This facilitates coordinated scheduling, interference mitigation, and other schemes related 

to MAC scheduling such that the overall performance of the radio network is improved. 

Figure 3-6 illustrates the integration of RAN slicing Option 1 and both multi-connectivity options 

explained above. In both cases, the implementation of multi-connectivity would be customized 

for each slice such that each tenant may use its own preferred multi-connectivity option. On lower 

PHY layer (PHY-TP), the SDM-X would then coordinate the access to the individual RATs or 

RAPs (again Network Control Layer is not shown here; c.f. Figure 3-2). Furthermore, both multi-

connectivity options are symmetric with respect to the common network functions such that the 

actual multi-connectivity choice would be transparent to the underlying common network func-

tions. 
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Figure 3-6: Integration of multi-connectivity with RAN slicing Option 1 

By contrast to the previous example, Figure 3-7 illustrates the integration of RAN Slicing Option 

2 with both multi-connectivity options. In the case of MAC-layer multi-connectivity, the opera-

tion of multi-connectivity would be transparent to the individual slices because multi-connectivity 

would be implemented using the common network functions. The SDM-X would then control the 

access of the individual slices towards the common multi-connectivity setup. In the case of PDCP-

layer multi-connectivity, each slice already needs to split its service flows into individual sub-

flows which are then delivered through the individual RATs or RAPs. The advantage is that the 

tenant of each slice may control the distribution of traffic towards the individual multi-connectiv-

ity RATs/RAPs. On the other hand, each slice must be aware of the available multi-connectivity 

options, i.e., which is controlled by the SDM-X. 

Multi-RAT and millimeter wave (mmW) technology: It is envisioned that mmW technology 

will play a key role in the fulfillment of 5G network requirements, in particular for mobile broad-

band services. MC will be essentially required to support mmW deployments. The architecture 

for these deployments will depend mainly upon backhaul capabilities, cloud implementations 

(edge or core cloud), and the availability of mmW Remote Radio Head (mmRRH). Consequently, 

a flexible architecture incorporating mmW support is required to meet different slice require-

ments. A MC architecture based on stand-alone mmW deployment will be sufficient for a slice 

hosting broadband services. By contrast, a slice hosting critical services should provision the MC 

architecture including sub-6 GHz nodes for the assistance of mmW access.  

Mobile edge computing and edge cloud processing: Advanced 5G services are envisioned to 

be offered at the network edge so as to reside much closer to the user in order to enhance delay 
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and perceived performance, e.g., adopting the ETSI MEC paradigm2. Therefore, a flexible service 

chaining should also be improved to establish dynamic services considering edge network loca-

tions and might be combined with VNFs to ensure a joint optimisation of services and networking 

operations. Edge server locations can also be exploited for storage, computation and dynamic 

service creation within a given network slice by verticals and OTT providers, introducing another 

multi-tenancy dimension. 

 

Figure 3-7: Integration of multi-connectivity with RAN slicing Option 2. 

                                                      

 
2 http://www.etsi.org/technologies-clusters/technologies/mobile-edge-computing 
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4. Multi-Technology Architecture in Heteroge-
neous Networks  

The objective of this chapter is to describe the necessary mechanisms for global and joint man-

agement of resources of multiple connectivity layers, i.e., multiple network layers such as macro 

and small cells, and multiple RAT layers such as below 6 GHz and mm-wave. Mechanisms in-

clude radio resource and connection management and multi-tenancy. While focusing on a heter-

ogeneous network, one of the goals will be to design all the functions in a way that they can be 

flexibly placed and combined following the concept of 5G NORMA of flexible placement and 

allocation of functions. Finally, particular attention is payed to the orchestration and management 

of the functionality and the required interfaces (input/output data), which are necessary for the 

5G NORMA orchestration and management framework. 

4.1. Multi-Connectivity Functional Architectures 

One of the key objectives for mobile networks is to provide an excellent end-user experience to 

satisfy the ever-growing demand on data rates which is roughly doubling every year. But the need 

for more capacity is just one driver for mobile networks to evolve towards 5G. In fact, 5G net-

works are envisioned to be unified platforms for all types of spectrum and bands, from low bands 

below 6 GHz to emerging higher bands such as above 30 GHz (mm-wave). 

Multi-connectivity of single user terminals to multiple radio access points is a 5G key enabler in 

order to satisfy the demanding requirements of 5G mobile networks. Multi-connectivity supports 

simultaneous connectivity and aggregation across different technologies such as 5G, 4G (3GPP 

LTE [36.300]), and unlicensed technologies such as Wi-Fi (IEEE 802.11 [802.11ac]). In addition, 

it may connect to multiple network layers such as macro and small cells and multiple radio access 

technology (RAT) layers such as below 6 GHz and mm-wave. The latter example particularly 

results in improving the capacity as well as the reliability. In addition, multi-access 5G core net-

works will ensure mobile operators can continue to leverage today’s investments. To accomplish 

this, 5G systems will need to support end-to-end network architectures and protocols that seam-

lessly combine multiple RATs and network layers together into a single virtual radio access net-

work (RAN). 

In this chapter, we present three specific architecture options, which allow for integrating multi-

connectivity into 5G networks. We highlight changes applied to 3GPP LTE as well as novel func-

tionality not yet considered by 3GPP LTE. 

4.1.1. Common TCP/IP Solutions 

Multi-homing, multi-path and multi-connectivity mechanisms can take advantage of a single net-

work node with multiple network interfaces and configure the network node with multiple routing 

addresses (IP addresses). These mechanisms can assist the network to increase the reliability, 

gain, throughput, and goodput, reduce the fault tolerance, and eliminate the single point of failure. 

Multi-homing mechanisms are divided into two types: asymmetric multi-homing and symmetric 

multi-homing. Asymmetric multi-homing is the case where only one of the two end-points is able 

to transmit or receive from a single application address (port number) with multiple routing ad-

dresses. Symmetric multi-homing is the case where both end points do support multi-homing, and 

are able to transmit and receive from a single application address (port number) with multiple 

routing addresses at both ends. Multi-path mechanisms provide the ability to simultaneously use 

multiple paths between nodes, and create multiple TCP/IP sessions. 

The Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP) [OY02] supports multi-homing for providing 

network fault tolerance, network load sharing, and multiple path capabilities for transmitting user 

messages. Multi-Path Transmission Control Protocol (MPTCP) [FRH+13] is an extension of TCP 

that allows a client to establish multiple links over different network interfaces to the same net-

work destination. It also provides multiple TCP flows across disjoint paths. A key aspect of multi-
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homing, multipath and multi-connectivity is dealing with the range and variabilities of perfor-

mance that can be experienced over different available link and connectivity options. Efficiency 

can be significantly reduced by the need to cope with the fluctuations in capability over different 

links, and to direct packets accordingly among the links, i.e., decide on and dynamically vary 

which packets should be sent on which links. One loose analogy to the issues experienced here 

is, for example, apparent in multi-part download managers. Download managers may waste a 

significant amount of time by waiting for packets on a remaining given block to arrive. If those 

packets were sent again on a new connection, the download would be completed almost immedi-

ately. Moreover, such an issue is very apparent if multicast and particularly broadcast solutions 

are employed. In this case, limited feedback on the success of packets at receivers may be avail-

able. Hence, multicast and broadcast packet retransmissions due to lost packets may not be useful 

for a large portion of receivers. 

In such cases, a means is needed to transmit packets that are guaranteed to be always useful at 

receivers, no matter which packet is sent. A solution to this can be the implementation of a rate-

less fountain coding solution at packet-level on a downloaded file, such as RaptorQ coding 

[LSW+11]. Coded packets can be created almost unlimited on-the-fly and sent over the links as 

needed. This maximises the utilisation efficiency on each link because each packet would be use-

ful to reconstruct the download. Furthermore, the success of decoding is very high (one chance in 

a million of failure) if only two more coded symbols (or packets) than the number of symbols in 

the download is received, i.e., very low transmission overhead. Such RaptorQ coding can be eas-

ily implemented as a sub-layer of the transport layer or application layer, residing between the 

conventional transport (e.g., TCP) and application (e.g., HTTP). 

For a multi-connectivity case where unicast connections are being combined with a broadcast 

connection, Figure 4-1 presents the mapping of fountain-coded packet set for transmission over 

different interfaces. 

 

Figure 4-1: Mapping of fountain-coded packets to broadcast and unicast (non-systematic 
coding case) for different receivers of a software download 

4.1.2. Common PDCP Solution 

Multi-RAT Support (mmW) 

We envision a key role of mm-wave technology in the development of 5G access networks 

[NGMN15]. Future deployments of mm-wave access points (mmAPs) in 5G access network will 

ensure the delivery of high data rates to the UEs. However, due to the special propagation char-

acteristics in the mm-wave band, it is challenging to provide highly reliable and uninterrupted 

data transfer to the UEs using the mm-wave technology, especially for mobile UEs (Figure 4-2). 
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Figure 4-2: Redundant coverage for mm-wave base stations shown here as mmAP 

The urban-micro mm-wave channel, as considered for our architecture, is characterised by a low 

number of possible paths (LOS and NLOS) between base station and UE, from which in most 

cases probably only one path will be used for transmission with high gain, narrow half-power 

beam width antenna beams. This makes transmission quality sensitive to blocking effects caused 

by sudden user movement or obstacles entering the transmission path, leading to poor reliability. 

Therefore, to minimise interruption times or ideally even to avoid interruptions and to guarantee 

reliability, we propose: 

a) The mmAP deployments must be supported by the low-band 5G coverage layer. 

b) Redundant coverage of mmAPs should be provisioned for the UEs. 

For this purpose, we foresee that multi-connectivity (MC) will be an essential or rather a funda-

mental feature in a 5G-access network. Moreover, a UE must be able to detect and receive from 

multiple mmAPs to ensure the possibility of MC, link monitoring, and fast selection. To provide 

redundant coverage, multiple mmAPs are placed within the low-band 5G coverage area, building 

a “serving cluster,” so that the UEs are within transmission range of each mmAP of the cluster 

(see Figure 4-2). It is assumed that a UE is served by at least one of the mmAPs out of the serving 

cluster at a time (in the example mmAP1). If the connection to the serving mmAP is blocked by 

an obstacle, the UE possibly will be instructed to connect to another mmAP serving the area from 

another direction, so that the transmission is no longer affected by the obstacle, i.e., there is no 

interruption in the data transfer, e.g. mmAP2 or mmAP3 can take over. It is assumed that such a 

cluster of mmAPs is within the coverage area of a 5G eNodeB, and the mmAPs are using the 

same high carrier frequency and bandwidth. However, for full flexibility, the mmAPs in a cluster 

may belong to different eNodeBs. This requires an efficient multi-connectivity based architecture 

for the 5G access network that will support intelligent radio resource management, data forward-

ing, and data buffering for services requiring mm-wave transmission. 

In line with these requirements, we present and discuss the efficient methods for mmAP detection, 

cluster configuration, required functionalities, protocol mechanisms and the architecture solution 

to enable reliable high rate data transmission with mm-wave technology. 

Detection of mmAPs and configuration of clusters: In LTE, neighbour cell detection by UEs is 

based on primary and secondary synchronisation channels. Currently a neighbour cell detection 

mechanism for mmWave is not specified in 3GPP.  In LTE, Common Reference Signals (CRS) 

(pilots) are used for channel estimation and mobility handling. However, common pilots for mm-

wave detection will drastically reduce the coverage of the mm-wave access point [BHR+14]. 

Therefore, we propose that precoded pilots should be used for mmAP detection by the UEs. In 

addition to that, mmAPs should be deployed in clusters because of the special propagation char-

acteristics of mmW to enable a fast switch between mmAPs, Therefore, the UE specific cluster 

definition together with the coordinated pilot transmission pattern need to be coordinated and 
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communicated to the UEs. For this purpose, initial access schemes supported by low-band 5G 

nodes are required to be specified for mmAP systems supporting high gain beamforming antenna 

configurations. 

We propose a two-step scheme where in a first step a certain degree of information about UE 

location within the low-band coverage area is provided to mmAPs. In addition, low-band 5G 

configures the UE with the pre-coded pilot structure of these mmAPs. As a second step, the 

mmAPs can transmit long range narrow beams using precoded pilots, which can be efficiently 

detected by the UE. 

In case of a cluster, coordinated pilot transmission by the mmAPs in the cluster supported by the 

low-band 5G (or another functional unit depending on the architecture approach) will enable a 

UE to measure the mmAPs in the cluster. In case of mobility, new mmAPs can be configured and 

the cluster can be updated. For these requirements, a low band 5G node should control the UE, 

i.e., new RRC functionality or new RRC protocol elements: 

 Definition of a mm-wave cluster (the set of possible mmAPs for each UE) by the 5G node 

and configuration of this cluster towards the UE. 

 Definition of time, frequency and pilot sequence of precoded pilots: info to mmAPs and 

UEs. 

 Update of mm-wave clusters in case of UE mobility. 

 UE measurement configuration and UE measurement evaluation for mm-wave. 

 UE-centric ID given by low-band 5G node, also valid inside the cluster. 

Architecture option supporting mm-wave data: LTE dual connectivity is mainly designed for non-

ideal backhaul transporting data of the X2 interface [36.842]. Therefore, using dual connectivity 

option 3C (split within PDCP layer), all data is processed and stored within the MeNodeB (macro 

cell). The 5G node supporting multiple mmAPs, as shown in Figure 4-3, would require large 

storage capacity and many high speed links to the mmAPs. In this case, the dual connectivity 

architecture, defined in LTE Release 12, will not be efficient and a deployment might even not 

be possible considering the high backhaul capacity demand in the mmW band. 

 

Figure 4-3: Proposed architecture solution for low band supported mm-wave 5G access 
network including 5G U-Plane (aka d-layer) Controller 

Therefore, we propose that within the 5G access network, the data storage and forwarding func-

tionality should be revisited. Especially, a PDCP storage and traffic steering functionality should 
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be defined, which forwards the data to the serving mmAP or serving cluster. However, while the 

configuration of clusters and mmAPs can still be controlled by the 5G control node, an additional 

node or access cloud functionality, which comprises the PDCP layer, should be defined, i.e. a 

storage and switching functionality. This will efficiently manage the data transfer during hando-

vers between mmAPs and 5G control nodes. 

In the following, we present two architecture solutions for this node or access cloud functionality, 

both are supported by the low-band 5G node. Figure 4-3 depicts a solution in which all UE traffic 

(low and high data rates) is handled by a 5G U-Plane Controller. In case a UE is moving outside 

the mm-wave cluster and can no longer be served by the any mmAP, low-band 5G node can still 

be used as fall back solution for the continuous transmission but with lower data rate. 

Under the consideration of backhaul capabilities in current and future low-band radio access 

nodes, we propose a further split between High and Low Data Rate PDCP. For this reason, we 

introduce a new entity or a function in the edge cloud, which we call Radio Network Data Dis-

tributor (RNDD) as illustrated in Figure 4-4. We split the data layer in high data rate and low data 

rate flows in accordance with that, and we define PDCP-H and PDCP-L respectively for high and 

low data rates. The 5G-LB AP hosts the PDCP-L and RRC whereas the RNDD will host the 

PDCP-H. The 5G-LB AP, which is the RRC-Host, will manage the mm-wave cluster via RNDD. 

Being the RRC-host, it will also control the traffic steering in RNDD, which is hosting PDCP-H. 

This will require new and standardised interfaces between 5G-LB node and RNDD and it enables 

an optimised split between the high data rate and low data rate applications, i.e., it relaxes the 

backhauling requirements with respect to 5G low band access points.  

 

Figure 4-4: Proposed architecture solution for a split between high and low data rate 
PDCP 

Data and Control Layer Evolution 

Despite the advantages of dual connectivity in terms of throughput increase, the underlying LTE 

architecture is not suitable for supporting multi-connectivity as a means to address the require-

ments set for 5G. The main shortcomings are two-fold: i) An increased signalling overhead is 

associated with frequent mobility events within HetNet deployments; ii) Ultra-reliable applica-

tions cannot be supported. Next, we elaborate on the above shortcomings, and provide a solution 

aimed to address the above points. 
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Signalling overhead due to mobility. 5G network topologies are anticipated to deploy several 

clusters of 5G small cells with overlapping coverage area with that of a (either 5G or legacy LTE) 

macro cell [NOK-WPb]. Although not clearly defined yet, the number of 5G small cells within 

one cluster is expected to be large, i.e., some tens of small cells per cluster, owing to their limited 

coverage area. The limited coverage area of small cells is associated with an increased occurrence 

of mobility events such as handovers and cell measurements, particularly for fast moving UEs. 

The frequent occurrence of mobility events entails a huge signalling overhead to the RAN, in-

volving a set of control signals associated with handover commands, which are exchanged be-

tween eNodeBs. Additionally, the current RAN architecture imply that frequent mobility events 

affect the core network as well because each time a handover is triggered by the RAN the core 

network has to switch the transmission path accordingly. 

Support of Ultra-high reliability. Dual connectivity in LTE focuses on increasing the throughput 

by establishing dual bearer connection to the UE. In some cases, bearer split is also supported, in 

the sense that the UE is able to split its bearer connection to two eNodeBs, aggregating thus its 

throughput. Nonetheless, in LTE, ultra-reliability scenarios were not addressed, i.e., scenarios 

where high reliability is more critical than high throughput. Ultra-reliable applications involve 

the duplication of one or more bearers across multiple eNodeBs, exploiting thus the concept of 

diversity. On the basis of the LTE RAN architecture, a bearer duplication would involve new 

features which would also increase the complexity of the corresponding deployment. 

The proposed architecture involves the use of an edge cloud, where the RRC (control) and the 

PDCP layer will be located. The remaining protocol stacks will remain on the eNodeB site, as 

shown in Figure 4-5. With respect to the multi-connectivity related shortcomings of the LTE ar-

chitecture, the proposed architecture offers the following anticipated advantages: 

a) The frequent mobility between small cells is hidden to the core network. This is because 

from the core network’s perspective no path switch occurs each time a handover between 

two small cells takes place. In addition, the RRC entity in the RAN that anchors the UE 

mobility remains the same. This results in a considerably lower signalling overhead. 

b) Data duplication across cells is facilitated: The PDCP layer in the edge cloud would be 

responsible for duplicating the data across multiple cells. Such feature can be more easily 

supported with the introduction of the edge cloud, resulting in much lower burden com-

pared to duplication from the core network. 

 

Figure 4-5: Moving RRC (c-layer) and PDCP (d-layer) to the cloud 

Inter-RAT Connectivity 

Inter-RAT multi-connectivity is a feature that enables the UE to simultaneously connect to more 

than one RAT. A multi-connectivity approach is proposed in LTE Release 12, with the launch of 

dual connectivity. Dual connectivity allows the UE to connect to two base stations that operate 

on different frequencies. The base stations are connected via the X2 interface, hence enabling 

direct flow of packets through split bearer. The dual connectivity approach enhances reliability 

of the data flow. However, it does not address the scenario of two base stations belonging to 
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different RATs. As LTE is a widely accepted and heavily deployed technology, the transition 

from LTE to 5G is critical, and will take some time. Therefore, it is of high importance to consider 

backward compatibility of 5G with previous standards such as LTE. 

As shown in Figure 4-6, the UE is connected to multiple RATs. The RAN control functions for 

all the RATs are implemented in the edge cloud. These functions along with the interworking 

function provide integration of multiple RATs. Since the interworking of LTE with previous 

standards is not tightly coupled, a significant delay is introduced [ALU09]. Therefore, similar 

mechanisms cannot be adopted for the interworking of 5G with previous standards, due to ultra-

low latency and high reliability requirements of 5G services. 

 

Figure 4-6: RAT multi-connectivity to UE 

To provide a tight integration between multiple RATs, we propose interface Xn between 5G base 

stations and LTE eNodeB as shown in Figure 4-7. The introduction of this new interface will 

enable direct communication between LTE and 5G base stations, reducing signalling overhead 

by using a common control layer for both RATs, while simultaneously exploiting control layer 

diversity. 

According to recent research [SMR+15], tight integration between LTE and 5G can be provided 

by using common protocol layers across RATs. Also, it is important to consider previous stand-

ards (2G and 3G) along with the tight integration of evolved LTE and 5G RATs. As shown in 

Figure 4-7, the higher protocol layers are common across LTE and 5G, but not with 2G/3G RAT, 

as the use of the same common protocol stack between 2G/3G and 5G will lead to high costs in 

comparison to achievable gains. The integration of 2G/3G and LTE is already state of the art and 

is realised via an interworking function [29.305]. We propose moving the LTE-(2G/3G) inter-

working function into the edge cloud and enhancing its functionalities to incorporate the inter-

working with tightly integrated LTE and 5G. The interworking function will run in parallel with 

inter-RAT mobility anchor functions located in the edge cloud. Moving the anchor point close to 

the edge will provide low latency handovers between multiple RATs. 
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Figure 4-7: Integration of multiple RAT in edge cloud 

In this section, we identify the required functionality for integration of LTE and 5G at RRC and 

PDCP layer. The integration of RRC and PDCP is much more feasible as the functions are asyn-

chronous with respect to the transmission time interval (TTI) [SMR+15]. LTE and 5G are as-

sumed to have common control and data layer. As proposed in [SMR+15], the integration can be 

carried out in two operating modes: diversity mode and reliability mode. The signalling and data 

flow in reliability mode is carried out by duplicating it over multiple RATs, increasing the relia-

bility, and hence, no inter-RAT handover is required. However, in diversity mode, signalling is 

carried by either one of the RATs. Therefore, handover procedures are required and initiated if 

the user moves into a cell that belongs to a different RAT. We also propose dynamic selection of 

operating modes by RRC, depending on the QoS requirements from the UE. Reliability mode is 

selected if the UE requests very high data rate services such as online gaming and video streaming. 

On the other hand, the diversity mode can be selected in the case of high latency requirements or 

increase in number of users in the given area. The data is then transmitted simultaneously through 

multiple RATs without duplicating it to serve the hard latency constraints.  

To provide close integration of RATs, we follow the architecture shown in Figure 4-7. We iden-

tified new functionalities that are required to provide inter-RAT multi-connectivity: 

 RAT selection: This function enables the selection of a RAT depending on the measure-

ment reports of the neighbouring cell and RAT from the UE, and its QoS requirements. 

RAT selection function selects either one or multiple RATs to provide data flow and 

signalling to a single UE. The RAT selection function operates closely with the QoS and 

the inter-RAT traffic management functions. 

 Operating mode selection: This function selects the operating mode, either reliability 

mode or diversity mode. Different modes can be selected for control layer and data layer. 

For instance, control layer operates on diversity mode, allowing signalling messages to 

be transmitted over multiple RATs without duplicating, while data layer can operate in 

reliability mode, allowing duplication of data flow via multiple RATs, and vice versa. 

 Inter-RAT traffic management: The traffic management function operates on the network 

layer. It manages the network load across different RATs and provides inputs to the RAT 

selection function. 

 Control and data flow routing: The function is responsible for the routing of data packets 

and control packets if reliability mode is selected. Duplicated packets are routed through 

multiple RATs, increasing the throughput, or different data packets are routed through 

different RATs to satisfy low delay requirements. 
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 PDCP sequence number synchronisation: The common PDCP layer across multiple 

RATs requires additional functionality to synchronise sequence numbers of PDUs across 

multiple RATs. The sequence numbers of the PDUs need to be adapted, with the addi-

tion/release of RATs connected to the UE. 

 Multi-RAT support for RRC and NAS: Additional functions like connection establish-

ment, modification, and release for multiple RATs, or service flow mapping to RBs for 

multiple RATs are required. 

Additional functionalities such as inter-RAT mobility management, resource scheduling, and in-

terference cancellation are also necessary to achieve inter-RAT coordination gains. 

4.1.3. Common MAC Solution  

For scenarios where multiple legs of a multi-connectivity connection originate from the same 

physical site, the common Medium Access Control (MAC) case is envisioned. Common MAC 

refers to the case where the multi-connectivity legs share the PDCP, RLC, and MAC layers of the 

protocol stack, in a way similar to carrier aggregation [36.808]. An illustration of this idea is 

provided in Figure 4-8. 

The main benefit of using the common MAC approach instead of the common PDCP approach is 

the faster switching between the legs. Particularly for mm-wave frequencies, where abrupt chan-

nel variations are anticipated, the common MAC approach is more robust than the common PDCP 

approach because the switching occurs at a lower layer in the protocol stack. On the other hand, 

however, the common MAC approach is limited to the collocated scenarios. Hence, the common 

layers of the protocol stack must be located at the same physical location, while only the physical 

layer is separated in different remote radio heads. In fact, it is the delay caused by the backhaul 

connection between different sites, which renders the separation of the MAC layers impractical 

for multi-connectivity implementations. The reason is that the packet segmentation carried out in 

the RLC layer must be able to follow the link adaptation messages coming from the MAC layer, 

and this is achieved only via a low latency connection. 

 

Figure 4-8: The common MAC approach 

Nonetheless, it is worth pointing out that the common MAC approach does not necessarily con-

tradict the common PDCP approach, but can rather be used on top of it. In such a case, the com-

mon PDCP layer would be located in the cloud while RLC and MAC layers are located near the 

antenna site. To put it in another way, the network perception of the cloud-based PDCP layer is 

independent of whether the common MAC approach is employed. 

Table 4-1 lists the functionalities per protocol stack layer that need to be modified or fundamen-

tally built in order to enable us to realise the novel 5G NORMA multi-connectivity architecture. 
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Table 4-1: List of functionalities impacted or to be built by multi-connectivity architecture 

Clas-

sifi-

cation 

Function 

block (proto-

col layer) 

LTE functions 

modified 

New functions introduced with 5G Contri-

butor 

Core RAT Selec-

tion 

new with 5G  Nokia, 

NEC 

Network 

Management 

  Inter-RAT traffic management 

 Inter-RAT frequency management 

TUKL 

Mobility Con-

nection Man-

agement 

  Inter-RAT mobility management Nokia, 

TUKL 

RAN RRC   Control flow routing 

 Mm-wave functionality (ALU) 

TUKL, 

Nokia, 

ALU 

PDCP  PDCP split 

bearer 

 Data transfer 

 Routing 

 Timing 

 Reordering 

 Mapping between service flow and ra-

dio-bearer service for enhanced QoS 

support and in-service-flow differentia-

tion 

 Routing and flow control for enhanced 

RAN level multi-connectivity with 

possible PDCP level radio bearer split 

and cloud-RAN support 

 Multiple flow across multiple/single 

RAT(s) 

 Single flow across multiple RATs 

 Further anchoring functions for flexi-

ble, on-demand d-layer enhancements, 

including security and mobility on de-

mand, c/d-layer separation and cloud-

RAN support 

 PDCP Storage Functionality (ALU) 

TUKL, 

ALU, 

Nokia 

RLC  Buffering and 

transferring of  

PDCP PDUs 

 Reordering and 

duplicate de-

tection of RLC 

PDUs 

 Reassembly of 

RLC SDUs 

 Re-segmenta-

tion of RLC 

data PDUs 

 ALU, 

Nokia, 

TUKL 

MAC Sched-

uling 

  Scheduling info exchange 

 Common priority handling 

 1x uplink coordination, 

 UE radio network identities 

 Inter-RAT resource scheduling 

 Inter-RAT interference  cancellation 

(IRI) 

Nokia, 

Nomor 

MAC UE  Link adaptation 

 HARQ 

 

 Radio interface TUKL, 

NEC 

 

Transport   Higher layer coding: cross layer as-

pects 

KCL 
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4.1.4. Applicability 

Advantages of common PDCP 

Flexibility: The main advantage of the common PDCP approach is its flexibility in terms of the 

physical location of the protocol stack layers. In particular, since the interface between PDCP and 

RLC is not time-critical, the common PDCP layer is not necessarily co-located with RLC. This 

enables different deployment structures such as a dedicated master node hosting the PDCP layer, 

a Data Distributor functionality within the access cloud, which distributes the PDCP data to indi-

vidual access points, or a data distributor with one centralized scheduler, which transmits MAC 

packets to a selected remote radio head. Considering backhaul capabilities, different PDCP enti-

ties (PDCP-L, PDCP-H) can serve one UE with e.g. voice over IP and a parallel broadband video 

download.   

Less Complexity: The basic concept of a common PDCP layer is characterized by asynchronous 

user and control layer, relaxed synchronization requirement between the access points, which are 

involved in the multi-connectivity setup, distributed MAC layer scheduling, and relaxed front 

haul. Based on the individual scheduling of the PDCP data in each access point, the implementa-

tion of the scheduler will be less complex compared to the common MAC solution. The scheduler 

has to process MAC packets only for one radio cell, i.e. a distributed processing load with respect 

to resource allocation of the air interface can be achieved.    

Multi-RAT Support: Different RATs, e.g., a mmWave access points and a 5G low band access 

node, can be combined for a PDCP based multi-connectivity even with different TTIs within the 

different RATs. Additionally, the 5G-low band access node is also available as a fall-back solu-

tion for data transfer to the UE if a connection to any 5G-mmWave access points is not possible. 

Hiding of UE mobility: With the definition of an anchor node or an anchor functionality inside 

the access cloud, which distributes the PDCP packets to a cluster of access points, the mobility of 

a UE inside the cluster can be hidden towards the core network. This results in a reduction of 

mobility based control messages both on the air interface and towards the mobility control entity 

inside the core network.  

Adaptation to different 5G use cases: 5G NORMA WP2 has defined several use cases with dif-

ferent requirements for QoS. By configuration of different PDCP multi-connectivity implemen-

tations, many of the diverse QoS requirements can be fulfilled. The basic concept of a common 

PDCP enables a capacity increase of a mmWave high speed transmission. The concept based on 

synchronisation and an advanced buffer management of the PDCP layer enables parallel connec-

tions (diversity) from more than one access point. This will result in a high reliability or aggre-

gated throughput, which are required for, e.g., IoT and V2X applications.  

Disadvantages of common PDCP 

The basic concept of a common PDCP approach has generally lower requirements with respect 

to backhauling. For specific implementations, e.g., a mmWave cluster to support a seamless high 

speed transmission to the UEs, all access points have to be provided with high speed links.  

The implementation of a common PDCP, e.g., the parallel connections from more than one access 

point, requires a backhaul with low delay to enable the synchronisation of different PDCP stacks 

inside the access points, which are involved in the diversity transmission. This fast synchronisa-

tion comprises an information exchange to avoid duplicated transmission of PDCP packets in 

case a negative HARQ feedback was received by one access point while the transmission from a 

second access point was successful. Such a synchronisation protocol will also have impact on the 

buffer management inside the access points and the UE. Probably, the specification of such a 

synchronisation protocol has to take into account different performance classes with respect to 

backhauling, leading to different protocol options which have to be taken into account during the 

deploying of a common PDCP.   
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Advantages of Common MAC 

Multiplexing Gains and Centralised Resource Management: The integration of different RAT at 

MAC layer can lead to large coordination gains. A large number of UEs can be served simulta-

neously if the resources across RATs are shared. The common MAC architecture will enable 

efficient resource management if the global view of the network resources will be available. The 

common MAC layer will allow dynamic multiplexing of uplink and downlink user data across 

multiple carriers belonging to different RATs. If the resources on a given RAT are not utilised 

due to low user demands, they can be shared with other RAT. Also, the underutilised AP can be 

switched off if the UEs from that cell can be served by other RAT’s AP. 

Inter-cell Interference Coordination: Common MAC will enable cross carrier aggregation tech-

niques, i.e., data for a single UE can be sent over different carriers in order to avoid interference 

in case of multi-connectivity supported UEs. Also, with strategically managing the power distri-

bution to the RATs, the frequency reuse distance can be minimised without increasing the inter 

cell interference.  

Inter RAT flexibility: In case of the common MAC approach, the Inter-RAT handover process 

can be significantly faster as the decision can be made at MAC layer. There will be no need of a 

separate connection establishment process if all the above protocol layers between different RATs 

are common. The UE can switch flexibly between RATs by resource assignment of different 

RAT.  

Disadvantages of Common MAC 

Synchronisation: Synchronisation is the main challenge to have an integrated MAC layer across 

different RATs. Every RAT will have a different resource structure, TTI, and HARQ/ARQ feed-

back mechanisms. For example, the frequency spacing between LTE subcarriers is 15 kHz, which 

will be significantly different for 5G mmWave. In the case of multi-connectivity to a UE, the inter 

RAT resource scheduling and decoding at UE will be complex.  

Co-located RATs: The main functions of MAC layer are user data scheduling, resource allocation, 

power allocation, and link adaptation. These functions are required to be executed frequently due 

to channel variations and impose stringent latency constraints. To satisfy these latency require-

ments, it is necessary for common MAC to be deployed close to the edge. Therefore, the common 

MAC approach might lead to the necessity that both RATs are co-located causing no gains in 

terms of network area coverage. 

Increased Complexity: In order to achieve high synchronicity between RATs, complex scheduling 

algorithms need to be designed. Also, the complexity of existing scheduling algorithm will in-

crease to multiplex the resources from multiple RATs. 

4.2. Radio Resource and Connection Management in 
HetNet 

Deployment of heterogeneous wireless access networks is inevitable due to increase in demand 

of multimedia applications such as video streaming and voice over IP (VoIP), each imposing strict 

Quality of service (QoS) requirements. The use of small cells such as relay nodes, femto, micro, 

and pico cells are among the most promising technologies to meet the increasing need for higher 

data rates. Also, considering the availability of various access technologies (WiFi, WiMAX, 

LTE), it is difficult for a network operator to find a reliable resource and connection management 

approach to select the best network, which ensures user satisfaction while simultaneously increas-

ing the network efficiency. It is a crucial task to manage the radio resources in the presence of 

heterogeneous networks. An RRM framework for HetNets can be operated in two stages, i.e., 

information gathering and decision making [PKB+11]. In the following section, these mecha-

nisms are described in detail. 
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4.2.1. Information Gathering 

The information is collected either from the user, the network, or from both. The gathered infor-

mation can also be classified into two types, i.e., predetermined and time varying [PKB+11]. The 

information that is required to establish connections is called predetermined information. It can 

be the user specified constraints, e.g., preference is given to WiFi over 3G mobile data. In case of 

heterogeneous access networks, further information such as AP load, maximum achievable data 

rate, the latency over that AP, or the type of traffic that can be supported is essential. It is also 

very important to know the UE capabilities supporting heterogeneous networks. If we consider 

the HetNet scenario, it will consists of several femtocells, mmWave cells, enodeBs and 5G macro 

base-stations together. The radio resource and connection management will hence be a complex 

task, as we need to gather the information not only for UEs but also for all small and macro-cells. 

Every network will have its own limitation in terms of bandwidth, transmit power, MCS sup-

ported and network entities involved.  

Time varying information is also gathered after the connection has been established. This is the 

instantaneous information obtained to optimize the resource allocation of the heterogeneous ac-

cess network and to maintain the established connection. The information on the current load on 

the AP, available bandwidth, the traffic intensity of the AP, or cell coverage are key parameters 

to determine the resource allocation. The radio parameters also play a critical role in the monitor-

ing and allocation of resources. Parameters such as Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio 

(SINR), received signal strength, symbol error rate, peak signal to noise ratio, and link condition 

are also considered as time varying parameters [PKB+11]. 

4.2.2. Resource Allocation and Connection Decision 

The resource allocation and connection decision stage executes the decision making and the de-

cision enforcement. In the decision making, the network selection and bandwidth allocation for 

the UEs are addressed. The decision enforcement makes sure that all decisions are executed. Once 

the decision is made, a request for corresponding connection establishment is sent to the network 

in the decision enforcement phase. The request can be accepted or rejected depending on the 

network load. The decision enforcement phase monitors until a successful connection is estab-

lished and the resource and bandwidth allocation is executed accordingly.  

As the decision mechanism in radio resource management plays a very important role in estab-

lishing connections and allocating resources, they are classified based on their applied approach 

into network centric, user centric, and collaborative approaches if the decision is made by the 

network, user, or both, respectively. The mechanisms can also be classified if the decisions are 

centralised or distributed in addition to the hybrid way. An elaborative survey on the techniques 

that are used for these approaches is presented in [PKB+11]. 

Network-centric Approach 

The main focus of this approach is to maximise the utilisation of the network rather than on the 

user satisfaction. Several approaches have been proposed for the network centric RRM. In the 

following, some of these approaches are briefly described [PKB+11]. 

Statistical resource allocation schemes are designed to optimise the resource allocation by con-

sidering the probability that the service is rejected as well as the network utilization parameter. 

According to the statistical properties of the service rate, the resources are assigned to increase 

the network utilization efficiency. This scheme maps the RRM problem to an optimization prob-

lem by considering the service demand rate on the network and defining constraints over the 

blocking error probability to increase the network utilization factor in total. The optimization 

function then minimizes the cost occurring due to over allocation of the resources to the UE. The 

cost function for underutilisation of resources for every network and the gain per allocation of 

user to all available networks are included in the optimisation function. Imposing all this con-

straints, the objective function maximizes the profitability and reduces the cost.  
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Another widely used network centric approach is based on cooperative game theory. A game 

theory approach takes into account the allocated bandwidth from different networks to the user. 

Many game theory algorithms are used for allocating bandwidth in presence of heterogeneous 

networks. The most common approach is the N-person cooperative game or bankruptcy game 

theory. In this approach, each access network allocates a certain amount of bandwidth to the new 

connection request depending on the characteristic function and Shapley’s constant [PKB+11]. 

The framework has been developed in [DH+06], which addresses the challenge of resource allo-

cation and connection management by a bandwidth allocation algorithm and admission control 

algorithm. The approach is used when the total requirement for the bandwidth is more than the 

total available bandwidth of the heterogeneous network. Every network contributes by allocating 

the free available bandwidth on the network in order to increase network utilization efficiency. 

The connection management is based on the admission control algorithm.  

Also, priority based resource allocation techniques play a significant role in heterogeneous sce-

narios. Many high priority services such as mission critical and public safety services will be 

addressed by 5G. It is important to design special resource allocation techniques for such services. 

In this resource allocation schemes, the resources allocated for low priority services can be uti-

lized by high priority services. These allocations are done instantly by establishing a connection 

to the APs that have less low priority services but good signal strength. The authors in [XBC+05] 

developed a similar concept of degradation utility for the assignment of resources according to 

the user priority.   

User-centric Approach 

The user-centric approach focuses on UE gains rather than network resource optimisation. The 

techniques of load balancing and traffic distribution are not considered, which may lead to net-

work congestion. The other drawback of this approach is in the case that the user request cannot 

be met by the network, a UE may waste energy for unsuccessfully trying to establish a connection 

to the network repeatedly [PKB+11]. 

Collaborative Approach 

In the collaborative resource allocation scheme, both users as well as network operator participate 

in decision making. The mostly used scheme is a fuzzy logic controller. The first stage is a pre-

selection stage that collects the requirements from the network, user, and application, and checks 

if the network satisfies the requirements [PKB+11]. The decision rules are defined based on var-

iables such as network data rate and required application data rate. The complexity increases as 

the number of metrics increases [WLM+05]. The best illustration of this approach is dynamic 

QoS based resource allocation. In order to satisfy the customer, several QoS based RRM schemes 

are proposed. Dedicated resources are allocated in some of the proposed schemes, however, this 

mechanism leads to bandwidth usage inefficiency. Dynamic QoS based resource allocation is 

therefore proposed, which upgrades and degrades based on the availability of resources. These 

techniques satisfy the QoS requirements of a user while simultaneously increasing the network 

utilization efficiency. Another example is ‘In Service Flow Differentiation’ that allocates the ra-

dio resources based on the application requirements and is a currently widely accepted technique. 

4.2.3. Centralised, Distributed and Hybrid RRM 

Based on the location where the resource allocation is carried out, the RRM is classified into 

centralised, distributed, and hybrid RRM approaches. In centralised RRM, the controller is placed 

in the core. The controller is aware of the complete network and hence can achieve coordination 

gains. However, the overhead is significantly increased due to frequent transfer of information to 

the core. The other approach is distributed RRM in which the resource allocation is carried out 

locally at each access node. Distributed RRM does not add signalling overhead but also has no 

coordination gain because load balancing cannot be realized. Therefore, a combined approach is 

proposed, which consists of a centralised controller along with distributed assisting nodes. The 
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distributed nodes collect the information about the best networks available based on the radio 

conditions. The global optimisation is then done by the centrally located controller to achieve 

load balancing [KBT+10], [LCL+14]. 

4.3. HetNet Multi-Tenant Concepts 

On-demand network sharing provides a new degree of flexibility for multi-tenancy systems com-

pared to the first generation of network sharing concepts, which were based on long-term con-

tractual agreements. 

Resources are acquired on a short-term scale (minutes) leaving the actual allocations to signalling 

feedbacks. The synchronisation in resource sharing is guaranteed by a central resource manage-

ment entity, which is represented by the capacity broker, within the MNO infrastructure. A tenant 

request reaches the capacity broker, which has a global view of the network resource utilisation. 

Based on such information, the capacity broker decides whether to accept or reject the tenant 

request aiming at optimizing the resource utilisation while maximizing the overall profits. 

4.3.1. Resource Provisioning: Overview 

We want to design a new algorithm that allows allocating the resources among tenants in a flexible 

way. Our algorithm takes as input: 

1. a set of resources required from the different tenants, 

2. the corresponding period of time, 

3. their location, 

4. the QoS constraints, 

5. the probability of rejecting a call. 

Based on this input, the algorithm allocates the available resources to optimize and maximize the 

resources’ utilisation. With the proposed criterion, resources are only reserved for tenants that 

need them, and they are not reserved when they are not used. As a consequence, free (unused) 

resources are available for other tenants. Furthermore, the tenants do not need to request (as in 

3GPP) more resources than needed, because the proposed criterion provides each tenant with the 

needed resources. Obviously, if the requested resources are not available, an outage will probably 

occur. 

Additionally, the algorithm allows for different pricing (or sharing) levels according to the ten-

ants’ needs. We also take into account the number of users of each tenant and their location (where 

demand is higher and consequently the resources are more valuable). 

4.3.2. Admission Control for Tenant Requests 

The admission control is in charge of monitoring the available system capacity and leasing re-

sources to different tenants. Two different types of traffic are considered in our mechanism: (i) 

Guaranteed with resources locked for explicit use of a mobile virtual network operator (MVNO) 

and (ii) best effort (BE) where resources are pooled and shared by all participants. The admission 

control performs (i) analysis and forecasting of the tenant traffic and (ii) identification of the limit 

to slice the available resources into these two types of traffic classes, depending on the forecasting 

and its associated Confidence Degree (CD). We envision a more stringent CD for stronger traffic 

guarantees and a looser slice limit for best effort traffic types. This encourages the capacity broker 

to overbook available resources for such types of traffic which may experience delay and loss. 

Forecasting Techniques 

Different forecasting solutions have been evaluated in our solution. Specifically, due to the flex-

ible, on-demand nature of the tenant requests, we study methods to predict capacity on a short 

term basis. Short-term traffic is challenging to forecast, due to stronger variations that may be 

observed and have a lack of periodicity. To compensate for the inability to appropriately perceive 

the non-uniformities of user traffic, we analyse the traffic sub-components of the forecasting. 
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Specifically, we extract periodical patterns using the fast Fourier transform (FFT) and analyse the 

predicted traffic in the time domain by transforming it into n distinct components into the fre-

quency domain. Then, we use the inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) to transform each period-

ical component into the equivalent time series, which provides a more regular traffic pattern com-

pared to the initial prediction. In this way, we manage to decompose the prior traffic into k peri-

odic components that can be predicted more accurately compared to the initial non-uniform traf-

fic. In addition, we represent the experimentally estimated capacity values in three different CDs 

by using the student’s distribution, over the average value of the predicted capacity across 1000 

simulations. We make the assumption that the sample size of the estimated capacity is large and 

its standard deviation is unknown.  

Preliminary Results 

Here, we study the performance of our solution for varying forecasting CDs in a scenario where 

only VoIP requests require guaranteed capacity. The scenario is studied for the time duration of 

the prediction (i.e., 20 minutes), while increasing the offered load. To evaluate our solution we 

compared it with the baseline scenario where admission for tenant requests is based only on re-

source availability at the arrival moment of the request. A Monte Carlo event-based simulation is 

carried out in MATLAB with 1000 iterations to achieve statistical validity for each forecasting 

step. In Figure 4-9, we show the RB utilisation (a) without SLA violation provided that the offered 

load consists of requests and (b) SLA violation versus the offered load associated to the tenant 

requests. 

When our solution is applied, the utilisation without SLA violation is increased far beyond the 

baseline approach as we introduce more offered load. On the one hand, in Figure 4-9(a), the curves 

of RB utilisation stop at a certain offered load limit beyond which we accept no more requests 

due to SLA violation (i.e., 9600 kbps for the baseline scenario, 20800 kbps for 90 % CD, 

24000 kbps for 95 % CD and 27200 kbps for 99 % CD). The vertical dashed lines point out this 

limit, i.e., successfully served requests’ load without violating SLAs. The maximum amount of 

offered traffic without an SLA violation for 90 % CD results in 23 % higher utilisation compared 

to the baseline scenario, whereas the utilisation percentage for 95 % CD is 17.27 %. Despite the 

fact that our scheme uses 99 % CD, which results into 42.3 % (i.e., lower than the 44.2 % achieved 

by the baseline scheme), it can accommodate higher offered load associated with MVNO requests 

(i.e., 27200 kbps). In addition, Figure 4-9(b) shows the SLA violation for the different ap-

proaches. At the maximum offered load of requests at which our solution with 99 % CD still 

shows no SLA violation (i.e., 27200 kbps) the baseline scenario already results in 68.63 % viola-

tions. For the same offered traffic, our solution with 90 % CD and with 95 % results in 52.71 % 

and 19.3 % SLA violations, respectively. 
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Figure 4-9: RB utilisation (a) without SLA violation and (b) SLA violation versus the of-
fered load 

4.3.3. Maximizing Tenant Revenues 

The new sharing criterion provides the network provider with the possibility to maximise the 

resource utilisation. Furthermore, we want to design a new criterion that also allows maximizing 

the infrastructure provider revenue. 

To achieve this goal, the problem is to find a rule that allows for deciding if it is better to accept 

or reject an incoming new request from a tenant in order to maximise the overall profit. The trade-

off is between (i) accepting a request now, thereby obtaining immediate revenue but potentially 

losing the possibility to accommodate a future request with higher reward, or (ii) rejecting the 

request in order to keep the resources free for a possible future higher offer that the infrastructure 

provider may receive in the future. 

Optimal Stopping Theory 

In order to design an algorithm that addresses the above problem, we leverage on optimal stopping 

theory [CRS71]. In general, optimal stopping theory is concerned with the problem of choosing 

a time to take a particular action, in order to maximise an expected reward: 

Given a sequence of random variables X1, X2,…, Xn (whose joint distribution is assumed to be 

known) with an associated reward, at each step we choose either to stop observing (that is, to 

accept the request) or continue (that, is, reject the request and wait for the next one). If we stop 

observing at step i, we will receive the corresponding reward. 

Optimal stopping theory provides a stopping rule to maximise the expected reward. In particular, 

it gives a threshold such that we accept the first offer higher than this threshold. 

In order to gain insight into the application of this theory to a multi-tenancy scenario, we have 

simulated a simple scenario composed of two incoming request classes (elastic and inelastic) with 

fixed duration and amount of capacity required, a fixed reward (different for each), and a known 

distribution. For this simple case, we have obtained a threshold rule using optimal stopping the-

ory. In particular, we assume that inelastic traffic corresponds to GBR, so that for this class we 
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accommodate the request only if there is enough capacity available, and the elastic traffic corre-

sponds to best effort, so that no QoS is guaranteed for this class, and their request is accommo-

dated only if the reward is sufficiently high. 

Preliminary Results 

We have compared the average return per unit of time obtained with optimal stopping theory with 

the following two alternatives (note that inelastic traffic is always accepted in the optimal algo-

rithm): 

1. We never accept elastic traffic; 

2. We always accept elastic traffic. 

In Figure 4-10 below, we show the average return per unit of time obtained as a function of the 

request duration b for a ratio between elastic and inelastic reward equal to 0.3. 

 

Figure 4-10: Average return (per time unit) versus request duration 
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As shown, optimal stopping theory (blue line) always provides the maximum revenue, which 

confirms the suitability of this tool for this purpose. Specifically, we can conclude that with opti-

mal stopping theory, the revenue in a simple scenario can be maximised resulting in a threshold 

that allows us to decide whether to accept or reject the incoming requests. 

In a more real scenario, an infrastructure provider receives multiple requests from tenants char-

acterised by: 

 A certain amount of resources to be reserved; 

 The starting and end times for the reservation; 

 The bid offered;  

 Required quality and SLA (e.g., elastic or inelastic traffic). 

Based on the above parameters and the amount of available resources, in order to maximise his 

revenue, the infrastructure provider decides to reject and accept the requests. Using Optimal Stop-

ping Theory, it is challenging to model all these parameters , which motivates the following ap-

proach. 

Semi-Markov Decision processes (SMDP) and Q-learning 

Markov decision process (MDP) is a versatile and powerful tool for analysing probabilistic se-

quential decision processes when outcomes are uncertain. The MDP consists of decision epochs, 

states, actions, rewards, and transition probabilities. Choosing an action in a state generates a 

reward and determines the state at the next decision epoch through a transition probability func-

tion. Policies or strategies are prescription of which action to choose under any eventuality at 

every future decision epoch. The goal is to seek the policy that is optimal in some sense. MDP 

provides us a powerful tool, but it works only for discrete-time systems and in a real scenario, the 

assumption that the offers arrive in fixed epochs is too strong.  

SMDP models the infrastructure sharing as a Markovian chain characterised by states, a set of 

actions, rewards and transition probabilities but unlike MDP, the decision epochs are random, so 

it allows to model continuous-time system. 

Based on SMDP and applying decision theory, we have developed an algorithm that finds the 

decision policy that maximises InP revenue while satisfying the service guarantees required. 

SMDP guarantees optimal performance but it implies two limitations: 

1. Very high computational cost (as the state space is large); 

2. It requires the complete knowledge of request statistics (inter-arrival and departure time) 

and system transition probabilities. 

Due to above reasons, we have developed a new adaptive algorithm, which leverages on rein-

forcement techniques and allows us to obtain performance close to optimal.  

In particular, our algorithm leverages on Q-learning: it is built on SMDP techniques, but instead 

of requiring full knowledge of the system’s parameters, it learns the system behaviour by taking 

non-optimal decisions during a so called learning phase. Hence, it is an online tool that after a 

training period is able to find the decision policy that maximises the InP revenue evaluating the 

best possible action in every system state. 

New simulation results 

In order to evaluate the adaptive algorithm performance, we consider a scenario with two classes 

of incoming request: 

1. Inelastic traffic demanding a certain fixed throughput which needs to be always satisfied 

with a fixed outage probability; 

2. Elastic traffic requiring an average throughput guarantee. 

In Figure 4-11, we compare the return obtained with Q-learning changing the ratio among inelas-

tic and elastic per unit of time bid with: 

1. The optimal algorithm based on SMDP,  
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2. Always accept all the requests; 

3. Always reject elastic requests. 

 

Figure 4-11: Relative return versus 𝜌i /𝜌e 

As shown, the optimal admission control algorithm based on the SMDP method always converges 

to the optimal policy, which provides the highest revenue. The adaptive algorithm designed pro-

vides close to optimal performance flexibly adapting to varying system conditions. Both algo-

rithms provide a substantial gain compared with the other simpler approaches. 

HetNet scenario 

In order to alleviate the spectrum scarcity problem, the future 5G networks will leverage on multi-

connectivity supporting simultaneous connectivity across different technologies such as 5G, 4G, 

and Wi-Fi, multiple network layers, such as macro and small cells, and multiple RAT. This intro-

duces a higher complexity in the management of the resources because the different layers and 

radio access technologies present different characteristics. 

The multi-tenant ability introduced above needs to be extended in order to work even in this new 

scenario. Now we have to consider more possible allocation solutions because we share not only 

the spectrum resources but also the different technologies. This obviously introduces more com-

plexity but even more flexibility, i.e., our algorithm has to decide not only about rejecting and 

accepting a request but even which technologies (among the available ones) are the most suitable 

for the service that the tenant wants to deliver to its users in respect of the QoS requirements (we 

could assign to a tenant even different technologies simultaneously). 
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5. Conclusions 
The first public deliverable of WP4 presents the status of the 5G NORMA control and data layer 

design after the second of three planned design iterations. 

The presented end-to-end c/d-layer architecture puts a clear focus on the RAN part. It internalized 

the 5G NORMA novel functionalities of adaptive (de)composition and allocation of mobile net-

work functions as well as their software-defined mobile network control. The third enabling in-

novation, namely joint optimization of mobile access and core network functions, is not in the 

focus of this work package. 

Most prominently, the architecture implements two novel functionalities that are crucial for future 

5G networks, namely RAN slicing and multi-connectivity. RAN slicing extends network slicing 

into the RAN, thereby rendering them true end-to-end slices. RAN slicing is key to provide mo-

bile network multi-tenancy as well as multi-service- and context-aware adaptation of network 

functions, the two 5G NORMA innovative functionalities. Multi-connectivity is orthogonal func-

tionality to RAN slicing, i.e. it can be arbitrarily combined with it. Multi-connectivity adds a 

further dimension to service- and context-specific customization of radio access, supporting 

multi-RAT and HetNet environments as well as providing improved per user robustness and ca-

pacity. 

The third and last design iteration will tackle left-overs from the second design iteration, both 

with respect to common topics such as RAN slicing and multi-connectivity, where discussions 

are still ongoing, as well as individually per partner, where innovations have not yet been fully 

integrated into the joint c/d-layer architecture, i.e., where their impact to and implementation on 

it still needs to be determined. Second, the integration and harmonization with the WP5 c/d-layer 

architecture within WP3 context will likely lead to necessary adaptations of the presented c/d-

layer to be taken into account in the last design iteration. Finally, WP4 will target conclusive 

evaluations of its innovations. For several of them, evaluation results have been presented already 

in this deliverable. This evaluation work will continue to exemplify the benefit of individual in-

novations and the benefit of the proposed 5G NORMA architecture as a whole. 
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6. Annex A: Description of Function Blocks 
Figure 6-1 shows the LTE processing chain in downlink and uplink, respectively, from a data 

layer point of view [DDM+13]. A similar classification can be found in [IJOIN-D22]. For clarity, 

some processing steps that are typically executed jointly due to their tight interdependency have 

been grouped into a single block. As shown, processing can be classified into cell and user specific 

processing. The cell-specific part consists of an analogue and mixed signal part of cell processing, 

described in Section 6.1, and digital baseband processing handled in Section 6.2. The remaining 

physical layer (PHY, or Layer 1) processing is already user specific and is covered in Section 6.3, 

which concludes the function blocks related to the physical layer. Layer 2 function blocks related 

to MAC are described in Sections 6.4 and 6.5, RLC in Section 6.6, PDCP in Sections 6.7 and 6.8, 

and eMBMS in Section 6.9. As 5G NORMA’s functional decomposition spans not only RAN 

functions but also CN functions, Section 6.10 covers these non-access stratum (NAS) data layer 

functions and Section 6.11 covers the network side SDN-enabled transport. 

The next Sections 6.12–6.14 cover cell and user specific RRC and the radio scheduler, i.e., RRM. 

These are the only distributed control layer functions, i.e., control functions that do not apply the 

SDMC concept. Finally, Sections 6.15–6.23 cover all SDMC-enabled control functions, which 

then fall under either common or dedicated control depending on the RAN slicing option in use. 

Where applicable, according to Table 3-2, descriptions include additional or modified processing 

introduced to support 5G NORMA innovations. 

 

Figure 6-1: LTE Layer 1 and 2 processing chain and grouping of Layer 1 functions into 
PHY function blocks (dashed line if UE and cell specific PHY are co-located) 

6.1. PHY Transmission Point  

Description 

The analogue and mixed signal processing for all signals transmitted and received via one trans-

mission (and reception) point. 

Details 

More concretely, processing steps in downlink include D/A conversion, RF up-conversion, power 

amplification incl. pre-distortion, filtering and finally (directive) electromagnetic radiation via 

antennas, and in uplink (directive) absorption of electromagnetic radiation by antennas, filtering, 

low noise amplification, RF down-conversion and A/D conversion. For macro cells, mixed signal 

processing is typically separated from antennas into remote radio heads (RRH). EUTRAN (LTE) 

base station requirements are specified in [36.104] and signal generation in [36.211]. 
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PHY Transmission Point is agnostic to layers, covering both control and data layer. Processing 

is synchronous, independent of channel coherence time (fixed processing chain latency), i.e. com-

putational load is fixed for a given sampling rate, timing is fixed, which is a short constant pro-

cessing time between antenna and PHY Cell Specific. Net transport bandwidth on the interface to 

PHY Cell Specific scales proportional to the number of active antenna ports and to the IQ sample 

resolution and sampling rate. Notably, the required bandwidth is user traffic load independent, 

i.e. it is the same for an idle cell and a fully loaded cell. PHY Transmission point is mostly RAT 

agnostic, so multiplexing of different RATs is supported, provided that these RATs are suffi-

ciently compatible with respect to sampling rate, Tx power, Rx sensitivity, and filter requirements. 

Functional placement is primarily on bare metal non-virtualised hardware for the contained 

atomic functions D/A, A/D, PA, LNA, analogue filter, and mixer. The number of active antenna 

ports, Tx power, sampling rate, IQ sample compression, and carrier bandwidth impact power 

consumption and air conditioning requirements. 

(De-)multiplexing of multiple PHY Cell Specific may be done in time domain in the case of down-

link, i.e., adding (decompressed) time domain IQ samples in digital domain. In the case of uplink, 

selected time domain IQ samples are forwarded to selected PHY Cell Specific blocks. To simplify 

(de-)multiplexing, the basic maximum sampling rate should be common to all RATs that are mul-

tiplexed, i.e. all sampling rates should be an integer fraction of the basic sampling rate. For band-

width efficiency, (de)multiplexing may be separated into a dedicated block to be executed on 

virtualised hardware within the Edge Cloud, co-located with multiple multiplexed PHY Cell spe-

cific. Thereby, a single multiplexed IQ sample stream is transported between the edge cloud and 

antenna instead of multiple IQ sample streams with one stream for each PHY Cell Specific. 

Due to centralisation and virtualisation, monetary benefits arise through shared sites, space, hous-

ing, and processing for antennas, analogue and mixed signal parts as well as for the transport link, 

but possibly of higher capacity. Processing power requirements may be reduced because multiple 

dedicated processing chains are replaced by a single shared mixed signal processing chain. Some 

small additional processing is needed for (de-)multiplexing in the digital domain. 

Interfaces 

 PHY Cell Specific. Mandatory interface with an 1:n relation between function blocks 

PHY Transmission Point and PHY Cell Specific. Time domain (baseband) IQ samples are 

exchanged as synchronous fixed rate serial bit stream, which is typically transported over 

a special purpose interface such as CPRI [CPRI]. For efficiency, IQ samples may be 

compressed [GCTS12]. Future 5G RAT may support a packet based Ethernet/IP transport 

in case they can adapt to an increased latency introduced through receive/transmit buffers 

that convert the continuous time domain IQ samples stream from/to the discontinuous 

packet stream. 

 RRC Cell Specific. Mandatory interface with 1:1 mapping of RRC Cell Specific to PHY 

Transmission Point for the exchange of control information. 

Orchestrator input/output for function composition 

 Setup parameters 

o antenna port on/off 

o sampling rate 

o sample resolution 

o compression scheme and parameters 

o carrier (center) frequency 

o bandwidth (tuneable analogue filters) 

o Transmission power 

o PHY Cell Specific instance to interface with 

Controller input/output for function management 

 Runtime parameters 

o cf. orchestrator input/output 
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6.2. PHY Cell 

Description 

(De-)multiplexing of PHY UE Specific and baseband signal generation including common PHY 

signals for one RAT or slice. 

Details 

In downlink, multiplexing PHY UE Specific in OFDM based systems (LTE and beyond) consists 

of mapping to resource elements (RE) and baseband signal generation (iFFT, CP insertion, and 

P/S conversion). If PHY Cell Specific and PHY UE Specific are not co-located within the same 

(edge) cloud, for efficiency reasons also modulation mapper, layer mapper and precoding from 

PHY UE specific should be executed in this block. Additionally, common signals for synchroni-

sation, identification of cell, TP, or antenna (PSS, SSS, PBCH), and channel measurements are 

generated (CSI-RS, CRS, PRS). In uplink, demultiplexing consists of S/P conversion, FFT in-

cluding CP removal and RE demapping. Signal generation and mapping for EUTRAN (LTE) are 

specified in [36.211]. 

PHY Cell Specific processing is synchronous, independent of channel coherence time (upper 

bounded processing pipeline latency of typically one TTI duration), and it handles both control 

and data layer. Processing is RAT specific within one PHY Cell Specific function block per cell 

(per each RAT and/or service). Functional placement is typically on bare metal employing spe-

cialised hardware for efficiency. 

Computational load is fixed for load-independent signals and channels such as PSS, SSS, PBCH, 

and CRS. By contrast, computational load follows radio resource usage (user traffic load) in the 

case of (de)multiplexing uplink and downlink shared control and data channels (for LTE: PDSCH, 

PDCCH, PUSCH and PUCCH). The transport capacity needed for PHY UE Specific is independ-

ent of the number of antenna ports and follows the actual load and resource usage of a UE and is 

therefore much lower than that of PHY Transmission Point [DDM+13]. 

Different types of RE (de)mapping are used depending on the respective PHY User Specific block. 

For LTE, beside the already mentioned PDSCH, PDCCH, PUSCH and PUCCH, these are in 

downlink PMCH (for MBMS) and PDCH (for MIB transmission, further SIB broadcast as well 

as paging are already handled by PDCCH and PDSCH). In uplink, this is PRACH (RACHmsg1 

detection) and for 5G small (sporadic) packet access SPTPmsg1/preamble [F5G-D31, F5G-D41]. 

5G small packet access in uplink assumes open-loop synchronisation like smart autonomous tim-

ing advance (ATA) based on downlink synchronisation signals [SW14]. For larger cells, where 

residual timing misalignment may exceed the CP length (CP-OFDM) respectively filter length 

(UF-OFDM), this may be handled by multiple overlapping FFTs depending on the actual cell size 

respectively the possible maximum misalignment [F5G-D31]. 

With respect to gain and cost for virtualisation and centralisation, monetary as well as processing 

benefits may arise primarily from sharing radio carriers, thereby processing load-independent 

signalling only once. 

Interfaces 

 PHY Transmission Point. Mandatory interface with n:1 mapping of PHY Transmission 

Point to PHY Cell Specific for supporting MIMO and CoMP JT. 

 PHY UE Specific. Mandatory interface with 1:n mapping of PHY Cell Specific to PHY 

UE Specific. Exchange of frequency domain IQ samples. If cell PHY and UE PHY are 

not co-located, for efficiency reasons in DL instead exchange of FEC encoded (hard) user 

data bits and associated control for precoding, layer and modulation mapping. 

 RRC Cell Specific. Mandatory interface with 1:1 mapping of RRC Cell Specific to PHY 

Cell Specific. Exchange of control information. 
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Orchestrator input/output for function composition 

 Setup Parameters  

o For LTE cf. RRC parameters related to physical channels and signals [36.331]. 

Controller input/output for function management 

 Runtime parameters 

o From the aforementioned setup parameters those parameters that are allowed to 

change during operation. 

6.3. PHY User 

Description 

The generation of the baseband signal (in frequency domain for OFDM-based systems) from user 

data (DL) respectively decoding of baseband signals into user data (UL). 

Details 

In uplink, processing steps are channel equalisation, layer de-mapping, multi-antenna processing 

(e.g. MRC, MMSE or SIC receiver), modulation de-mapping, descrambling, control and data de-

interleaving and demultiplexing, FEC decoding incl. HARQ combining (data only), transport 

block reassembly and CRC. In downlink, steps are CRC attachment, FEC encoding incl. possible 

segmentation into FEC code blocks and rate matching incl. bit selection (in the case of data ac-

cording to HARQ redundancy version). If co-located with PHY Cell Specific, also scrambling, 

modulation mapper, layer mapper (i.e. multi-antenna mapper), precoding and DM-RS insertion. 

For LTE, multiplexing of control signalling and user data is done in PHY Cell Specific. For 5G 

user-specific in-resource control [PBF+16], multiplexing of control signalling and user data (of 

the single UE) is done here, while other shared 5G control signalling is multiplexed as in LTE by 

PHY Cell Specific. EUTRAN (LTE) multiplexing and channel coding are specified in [36.212] 

and PHY procedures in [36.213]. 

PHY UE Specific covers both control and data layer. It typically operates synchronous, once per 

TTI and processing time is upper bounded by one TTI duration. In 5G uplink, if PHY Cell Specific 

does multiple overlapping FFT per TTI (large cells), PHY UE Specific may operate multiple times 

per TTI and asynchronously, if the UE is currently in RRC Connected substate that lacks UL time 

synchronisation (UCA Enabled [ABAL16], RRC Connected Inactive [SMS+16], RRC Extant 

[F5G-D41]). 

Processing is specific to RAT and UE configuration (RRC). For multi-connectivity, there may be 

more than one instance per UE per each RAT (in the case that the same UE connects to several 

RATs in parallel). The processing is stateless in DL and maintains a state in UL, where it employs 

a softbit buffer for HARQ combining. Conceptually it maintains state (in both UL and DL), hold-

ing RRC configuration, C-RNTI, UL power control state, current HARQ RV and further PHY 

related UE state. Since this and further UE states are needed by other function blocks such as 

MAC Scheduling and RRC User, too, it may be separated into a dedicated function block (data-

base) holding all UE related configuration and control state. 

Functional placement is typically on bare metal for efficiency reasons (channel equalisation, FEC 

decoding). Processing and transport latency towards UE depend on channel coherence time (link 

adaptation, HARQ RTT).  

Gain of virtualisation/centralisation primarily stems from pooling gains, i.e. from exploiting sta-

tistical multiplexing among antenna sites, services and tenants, lowering the processing capacity 

that has to be available to cover peak loads and which directly translates into monetary (CAPEX) 

savings. Processing requirements can be influenced by link adaptation and scheduling. A more 

robust coding (lower modulation order, higher FEC rate) allows for successfully decoding with 
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less complex receivers (MMSE instead of SIC) and fewer turbo decoding iterations. This is espe-

cially useful to attenuate processing requirements during correlated load peaks and further reduces 

processing capacity requirements. 

Interfaces 

 PHY Cell Specific. Mandatory interface with n:1 mapping of PHY Cell Specific to PHY 

UE Specific for MIMO, CoMP JT and dual or multi-connectivity cell-less approach;  

 MAC UE. Mandatory interface with 1:1 mapping of PHY UE Specific to MAC. Exchange 

of PHY transport blocks (in LTE a PHY TB equals a MAC PDU), including both control 

signalling and user data. 

 MAC Scheduling. Mandatory interface with 1:1 mapping of PHY UE Specific to MAC 

Scheduling. Exchange of control information. 

 RRC UE Specific. Mandatory interface with 1:1 mapping of RRC UE Specific to PHY 

UE Specific. Exchange of control information. 

Orchestrator input/output for function composition 

 Setup Parameters  

o For LTE cf. RRC parameters related to transport channels [36.331]. 

Controller input/output for function management 

 Runtime parameters 

o From the aforementioned setup parameters those parameters that are allowed to 

change during operation. 

6.4. MAC  

Description 

Data layer function block, which provides functionalities such as HARQ, AMC (allow to adapt 

the modulation and coding to the channel quality) and DRX (allow to improve UE battery life 

and energy saving). 

Details 

The MAC function block communicates with the physical layer in order to obtain info about 

channel quality and retransmission, with RLC layer regarding functionalities for HARQ; with 

RRC layer that is the responsible to enable the DRX functionality. In addition, it provides infor-

mation to the UE regarding TX power, Network Ids, paging, and multiplexing in order to avoid 

collision or interference with the other UEs. 

UEs in UCA enabled mode (substate of RRC_CONNECTED state) should be addressed within 

the UCA with one common Network Id, which is used by all access points belonging to the UCA. 

It has to be analysed whether a UE is provided with an additional identifier, which is used to 

address the UE if broadband data have to be transmitted. This additional identifier might be cell 

specific, i.e. comparable with the C-RNTI from LTE. 

The MAC function block consists mainly of synchronous functions. However, there are some 

exceptions of functions which are asynchronous, such as Power Control and Network Identity 

management. Furthermore, it mainly refers to a “per user” functionality, i.e. one MAC instance 

operating per user, except for signalling of scheduling information. The MAC block is a RAT 

agnostic functionality, yet difficult to separate from other parts. 

With the current architecture, the HARQ process requires that all uplink processing must be fin-

ished within 3 ms after receiving a subframe, so all uplink operations has to be performed in the 

same location. To relax this constraint, in 5G NORMA, we should develop a new approach that 

allows us to perform the uplink operations in a central processor (with more computational 
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power). MCS selection and scheduling also impose stringent timing requirements, which may be 

mitigated with predictive algorithms. 

Interfaces 

The MAC block interacts with the following blocks. 

 MAC Carrier Aggregation. The exchanged information involves UE power control in-

formation as well as uplink coordination information. 

 RLC. RLC PDUs are exchanged between MAC and RLC. 

 PHY User. Signalling messages as well as MAC PDUs are transferred via this interface. 

 MAC Scheduling.  This interface involves scheduling information for each user. 

 RRC User. Such interface involves exchange of radio bearer information. 

 Self-organizing Networks. Interface with 1:1 mapping. 

6.5. MAC Carrier Aggregation 

Description 

Data layer block, which coordinates the exchange of scheduling information as well as feedback 

information corresponding to the aggregated legs. 

Details 

Based on the exchanged scheduling information between the aggregated legs, a common priority 

handling is enabled by means of dynamic scheduling between UEs, as well as between logical 

channels of one UE. In addition, the MAC carrier aggregation (MAC CA) block carries out the 

1x uplink functionality. This involves the utilisation of PHY control information which is associ-

ated with multiple channels in the downlink yet it is transferred in only one channel in the uplink. 

Such control information includes HARQ ACK/NACKs, scheduling requests, as well as channel 

quality indicator (CQI) reports regarding all the aggregated legs involved. 

The relevant state of the art is summarised in [36.808], where the carrier aggregation operation is 

described in the LTE standards. Within the context of 5G NORMA, however, additional features 

will be accommodated. Such features are associated with the novel radio interfaces involved in 

5G, hence their combined use into an inter-radio interface carrier aggregation scheme is not 

straightforward. The MAC CA block is thus specific to the employed RAT. 

The MAC CA block is synchronous. In particular, it involves delay sensitive functionalities, such 

as the coordination of the 1x uplink feature, which renders it necessary that it runs close to the 

access. This implies that either the MAC CA block has to be co-sited with the PHY layer blocks, 

or the PHY layer blocks are interconnected with MAC CA via an ideal fronthaul link.  

Interfaces 

The MAC carrier aggregation block interacts closely with other blocks in the MAC layer. In par-

ticular, with 

 MAC Scheduling. Scheduling and priority handling information is exchanged between 

MAC Scheduling and MAC CA. Such information is used for coordinating the aggregated 

legs. 

 MAC. The exchanged information involves UE power control information as well as 

uplink coordination information. In addition, HARQ information is exchanged between 

MAC and MAC CA. 

 RLC. 
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6.6. RLC 

6.6.1. RLC Transparent Mode 

Description 

Data layer function block, which is dedicated to forwarding RRC information to/from lower lay-

ers. The term “transparent” stems thus from the fact that the RLC layer is not involved in RRC 

messages. 

Details 

RLC transparent mode (RLC TM) is an asynchronous block, i.e., not synchronous to the TTI 

level, which is utilised once per bearer, i.e., different bearers are associated to different RLC TM 

blocks. It is further dependent on the RAT used. Being transparent to the RLC layer, this block 

does not introduce noteworthy additional requirements. 

Interfaces 

 RRC User, RRC Cell. This interface is used to transfer RRC messages from RRC User 

block to the MAC layer and vice versa, via the RLC layer. Such RRC messages include 

paging messages as well as broadcast system information. 

 MAC UE. Similar as above, it corresponds to the interface between RLC and MAC con-

veying RRC messages. 

 RRC mmW. Special interface dedicated to transfer mmW-related RRC messages 

to/from RLC and RRC. 

6.6.2. RLC Acknowledged/Unacknowledged Mode 

Description 

RLC acknowledged mode (AM) and unacknowledged mode (UM) primarily provide (re)concat-

enation and (re)segmentation of PDCP PDUs to adapt user data size to the amount of resources 

available to a radio bearer in a TTI. 

Details 

The RLC AM/UM block carries out the following operations: a) Reordering of the RLC PDUs 

which are out of sequence due to the retransmissions performed by the HARQ in the MAC layer; 

b) Coordination of duplicate RLC PDUs caused by misinterpretation of HARQ ACKs due to 

reception failure, so as to ensure that the PDCP PDUs are received only once; c) reassembling of 

the RLC PDUs for reconstructing the PDCP PDUs; d) Segmentation and concatenation of PDCP 

PDUs into appropriately selected sizes, based on information exchange with MAC and PDCP. In 

particular, the size of the RLC segments is determined dynamically, based on two factors: a) The 

RF transmission rate which depends on the instantaneous channel conditions; b) the volume of 

information accumulated in PDCP buffer.  

 The main requirement of the RLC acknowledged/unacknowledged mode is that it has to 

be co-sited with the MAC layer, or interconnected with ideal backhaul. The explanation 

for such requirement is as follows: Although the interaction with PDCP is delay-tolerant, 

the interaction with MAC is delay sensitive. This stems from the time-varying nature of 

the wireless channel, which implies that the MAC scheduler is updated about the RF 

transmission rate in a frequent basis. This eventually leads to a large amount of control 

information exchange between RLC AM/UM and MAC. This implies that RLC AM/UM 

and MAC should be co-sited or interconnected with ideal backhaul; otherwise unneces-

sary overhead is created for the inter-site interface and the delay-sensitive interaction be-

tween RLC and MAC is violated. RLC AM/UM block is utilised once per bearer, and is 

specific to the employed RAT. 
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Interfaces 

 MAC UE. HARQ information is exchanged between RLC AM/UM and MAC UE, lead-

ing to the potential reordering of RLC PDUs as well as to the coordination of duplicate 

messages. In addition, information related to the size of the data packets is also exchanged 

between MAC and RLC AM/UM. 

 MAC Scheduling. Control information associated with scheduling is exchanged. 

 PDCP U/C. This interface involves information which is used in conjunction with the 

information exchanged with MAC UE for the determination of packet sizes. Such infor-

mation is related to the status of the data buffer in PDCP. 

 PDCP Split. Similar as above, this interface is used for the case bearer split takes place. 

 RRC User. 

 RRC mmW. UE measurement and configuration of mm-wave cluster and UCA in down-

link, UE measurement reception in uplink, 1:1 mapping 

6.6.3. RLC Acknowledged Mode 

Description 

RLC acknowledged mode (AM) provides an additional re-transmission process, i.e., an automatic 

repeat request (ARQ) service, for increased reliability. 

Details 

The above mentioned retransmission process is known as outer ARQ (or simply ARQ), which 

operates on top of the MAC HARQ process. This results in additional robustness against missing 

packets. Moreover, if retransmission is indicated by the MAC layer, the RLC acknowledged mode 

block is associated with the re-segmentation of original data PDUs.  

RLC acknowledged mode is asynchronous to the TTI level, and is specific to the RAT used. It is 

further utilised once per bearer. Moreover, similarly to the RLC AM/UM block, the RLC AM 

block has delay sensitive interaction with MAC. This incurs a timing requirement, implying that 

RLC AM/UM has to be co-sited with MAC or interconnected via ideal backhaul. 

Interfaces 

 MAC UE. The information exchanged between RLC AM and MAC involves retransmis-

sion messages, which append the HARQ retransmission process taking place in MAC 

with the outer ARQ retransmission process taking place in RLC. 

6.7. PDCP 

6.7.1. PDCP D  

Description 

The PDCP data layer function block is responsible to carry out all the functions like ROHC and 

data transfer procedures that are specific to the data layer. 

Details 

All the functions like Robust Header Compression (ROHC), ordered delivery and duplicate de-

tection of the data packets are carried out with the PDCP-D block. ROHC compresses the header 

field of data packets. Compression is done using Least Significant Bit (LSB) encoding and Win-

dow based LSB encoding techniques. ROHC is configure to select different compression algo-

rithms based on the higher layer protocols and their combination like IP, TCP/IP, UDP/IP etc. 

used. The operating mode of ROHC depends on the bearer type (DRB/ SLRB/ Split-Bearer), 

Uplink/Downlink and RLC modes (AM/UM). The ROHC channel is unidirectional with specific 

parameters defined for downlink channel and uplink channel. The mandatory parameters that are 

used for ROHC are Context Identification (CID), MAX_CID (Maximum value assign to CID 

configured by higher layers), LARGE_CIDS that is set depending on the value of MAX_CID, 
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PDU Type, SDU Type and PROFILES, that defines the type of data packet as TCP/IP or IP/UDP 

or No Compression etc. [36.323].  

Side Link Radio Bearer (SLRB) corresponds to ProSe direct communication services; ROHC 

selects the compression algorithm corresponding to IP SDU’s compression algorithm for SLRB’s. 

The function block is asynchronous to TTI and corresponds to the data layer category. The func-

tion block is instantiated once per RB. The functions and procedures are dependent on the type of 

radio bearer. 

 The PDCP function block needs support for enhanced QoS based in service flow differ-

entiation and service based radio bearer mapping. The parameters such as sequence num-

ber and hyper-frame number need to be exchanged for ordered delivery of packets. The 

value of discard timer can be set very high, therefore there are no strict latency require-

ments for the given function block.  

Interfaces 

 Interacts with RLC, PDCP C/D and PDCP split function blocks: 

 RLC. ROHC selects the compression algorithm mode as unidirectional or bidirectional 

depending on the RLC operating modes. 

 PDCP C/D. PDCP-D interacts with PDCP C/D block in order to carry out data proce-

dures. 

 PDCP Split. The interface is available only if the multi-connectivity supported UE is 

available and a split bearer is established.  

6.7.2. PDCP C/D-Layer 

Description 

The functionalities and procedures corresponding to both control and data layer are included in 

the PDCP-C/D function block. It provides functions such as data transfer, sequence number 

maintenance, (de-)ciphering, integrity protection and verification. 

Details 

 The functionalities such as data transfer, sequence number maintenance and discard timer 

operate on both, data layer as well as on control layer. Different data transfer procedures 

are activated depending on bearer type (DRB, SRB, SLRB, Split-Bearer) and RLC 

modes. 

The integrity protection and verification functionality operates only on c-layer with some excep-

tions defined by the device type, e.g., if it is a relay node, d-layer PDCP data is also integrity 

protected. The important parameters for the integrity protection and verification are DIRECTION 

that specifies the direction of transmission, COUNT defined by combination of PDCP SN (Se-

quence Number) and HFN (hyper Frame Number), a radio bearer identifier as BEARER, and 

integrity protection key provided by RRC layer as KEY (KRRCint) [36.323]. Message Authentica-

tion Code for Integrity (MAC-I) is generated by integrity protection. MAC-I is compared to X-

MAC generated in integrity verification using the Integration Protection Key. 

Ciphering is performed on c-layer PDUs and data part of d-layer PDUs. In the case of relay nodes, 

ciphering is also applied to MAC-I of d-layer if it is integrity protected. Ciphering and integrity 

protection are closely related as the key for ciphering and integrity protection is generated by the 

upper layers, and provided by a single RRC message. The parameters for ciphering are similar to 

integrity protection and verification except that the KEY parameter consists of encryption keys. 

Also, SL-(De)ciphering function is initiated by the ProSe function if SLRB bearer is used. The 

keys, ProSe Encryption Key (PEK), ProSe Traffic Key (PTK), ProSe Group Key (PGK) are gen-

erated with ProSe management function, and they are used as input parameters for ciphering al-

gorithm.  
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 It is an asynchronous function block with respect to TTI and needs to be activated once 

per radio bearer. The main requirement of this function block is separation of d-layer and 

c-layer as most of the functions are only required for the c-layer. It also requires anchoring 

functions for flexible, on-demand data layer enhancements, including security and mo-

bility on demand. The functions should manage inter-RAT packet routing by maintaining 

sequence numbers in the case of split bearer. Since PDCP functions operate asynchro-

nously and the maximum value of discard timer can be set to infinity, there are no critical 

timing requirements on the functions [IJOIN-D31]. 

Interfaces 

 RRC User/Cell. PDCP C/D block interacts with RRC User and RRC cell, in order to 

create, terminate, and re-establish PDCP context for radio bearers. Depending on the RB, 

different parameters and the security keys are transferred.  

 PDCP Split, PDCP D. It also has an interface with PDCP-D block and conditional in-

terface with PDCP split only in case of split bearer. Data procedures are carried out by 

such interfaces. 

 RLC. It has bidirectional interface with RLC, as the RLC uses the same parameter con-

text. The interface allows transmission of control and data packets, indication of pending 

packets, and acknowledgement. 

6.8. PDCP Split 

Description 

PDCP Split Bearer block executes the functionalities of routing, reordering, and reordering timer 

operates in d-layer.  

Details 

The data packets need to be routed across the two simultaneously connected eNodeBs in LTE-A. 

Depending upon the buffer size the reordering window size is set to store the data packets. The 

reordering timer, t-reordering, is set to provide ordered delivery to split radio bearer and to avoid 

unnecessary NACKs that may be caused due to delayed delivery of data packets. The function 

also avoids loss of packets or duplication of packets by reordering the data packets that are stored 

in the reordering window. Once the reordering time is over, i.e. the parameter t-reordering is 0, 

all packets in the reordering window are delivered to the higher layers. The mandatory parameters 

for the function block are PDCP SN (Sequence Number), COUNT, REORDERING_WINDOW, 

Received Hyper Frame Number (RX_HFN), t-Reordering timer and Maximum Sequence Num-

ber MAX_SN. 

The PDCP-Split function activates only in case of the split radio bearer. It also provides support 

for Inter RAT reordering of packets. The function block is asynchronous with respect to TTI, and 

is categorised under data layer. The function is instantiated once per split bearer. Common PDCP 

layer and presence of Split Radio Bearer is necessary for the activation of PDCP Split function 

block. Functional placement (based on requirements and interdependences) is typically in the 

edge cloud. 

Interfaces 

 PDCP D It operates closely with PDCP U block to carry out routing and reordering of 

data packets. Information such as frame synchronisation number, packet sequence num-

ber and reordering timer is transferred over the interface. 

 PDCP C/D. The interface is active for ciphering of the data packets in case of split bearer. 

 RRC User. It also interacts with RRC User (inter- RAT Link selection) function block if 

the UE is connected to more than one RAT. 

 RLC. This interface enable transmission of data from PDCP to the lower layers in case 

of multi-connectivity. 
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6.9.  eMBMS User 

Description 

Data layer function block, which performs the transmission of MBMS application data using the 

IP multicast address with the addition of SYNC protocol to guarantee that radio interface trans-

missions stay synchronised. Multimedia Broadcast Multicast Services (MBMS) offer support for 

broadcast and multicast services allowing the transmission of multimedia content (text, pictures, 

audio and video) utilizing the available bandwidth intelligently [23.246].  

Details 

eMBMS User is asynchronous respect to the TTI and handles only data layer. SYNC protocol 

depends on the maximum transmission delay from the Broadcast Multicast Service Center and 

the farthermost receiving node, the length of the synchronization sequence used for timestamping 

and the processing delay. Processing is RAT specific, depending also on the service deployment, 

with one eMBMS-U block per MBSFN (Multimedia Broadcast Single Frequency network) area. 

The eMBMS-U can be virtualized and centralized and the MBMS application data are forwarded 

to each TPs of the MBSFN area. Functional placement could be Network Cloud for general con-

tents (e.g. national news service) or Edge Cloud for locally generated content (e.g. regional/city 

news service). 

Computational load depends on maximum aggregate peak service rate (limited by the available 

resources at the RAN level). The Back/Front-haul bandwidth can vary according to the aggregate 

peak service rate. 

 Interfaces 

o NAS UE Data Layer. Mandatory interface with 1:n mapping of eMBMS-U to 

NAS UE Data Layer for supporting the transfer of application data (GTPv1-U 

over UDP/IP). 

o SON, self configuration. (1:n) 

 Orchestrator input/output for function composition 

o Setup parameters 

 Source IP address of MBMS Data 

 IP Multicast Service Groups 

 Maximum transmission delay in the MBSFN area (SYNC protocol) 

 Controller input/output for function management 

o Runtime parameters 

 From the aforementioned setup parameters those parameters that are al-

lowed to change during operation. 

6.10. NAS 

The NAS function block subsumes all data layer functions of the non-access stratum. In 4G these 

functions are provided by the S-GW and P-GW network entities. NAS related data layer functions 

are not in focus of WP4. The NAS block has been added to show the interfacing of RAN network 

functions towards the NAS. 

6.11. Transport (SDN) 

Description 

Connectionless routing within RAN based on SDN configuration. 

Within an UCA a connectionless routing of downlink small data packet from the anchor node to 

the best serving node and vice versa in uplink has to be established for each UE. 
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Details 

For each UE a dedicated UCA is defined by the SON control which is communicated to RRC 

User/RRC mmW. The SON control will also inform the RAN Paging about the access nodes 

belonging to the UCA. The RAN Paging will trigger the SDM Controller (SDM-C) to set up: 

 dedicated data paths between all nodes of the UCA and the anchor node for uplink data 

transmission, 

 and one dedicated data path from the anchor node to one (best server) node of the UCA. 

 

In case of a movement of an UE towards a better serving node inside the UCA, the RRC 

User/RRC mmW - informed by the UE – will inform the SON control about the new anchor node, 

which will trigger the RAN Paging to update dedicated data paths. 

In case the UE selects a new node outside of the existing UCA, the SON control – triggered by 

the RRC User/RRC mmW – will define a new UCA for this UE and will also trigger data paths 

updates by towards the RAN Paging.  

These data paths will be used on demand to transfer small data packets in uplink and downlink 

inside the UCA. A low computational load is expected for setup of connectionless transmission 

paths in downlink and uplink. A fast modification of the downlink transmission path in case of 

UE mobility, i.e. a received indication of new best serving node, is required. The procedure is 

asynchronous, as it is trigged by the UE which signals a new best serving node. 

Orchestrator input/output for function composition 

None. 

Controller input/output for function management 

 Interfaces between the RRC User/RRC mmW and the SON controller and between the 

SON controller and RAN Paging  

 Interface from RAN Paging to towards SDM-C controller to trigger a setup of dedicated 

data paths.  

 Output from SDM-C controller to all Transport (SDN) inside the UCA: setup and update 

of connectionless transmission paths, further details need to be evaluated. 

6.12. RRC Cell  

Description 

The cell specific RRC refers to a control layer function block, which handles control layer signal-

ling protocols associated with broadcasting system information, including NAS common infor-

mation and information relevant to UEs in RRC_IDLE, e.g. cell (re-)selection parameters, neigh-

bouring cell information and information (also) applicable for UEs in RRC_CONNECTED, e.g., 

common channel configuration information. 

Details 

UE acquires system information mainly containing cell access-related information to use trans-

mission channels in both RRC_CONNECTED and RRC_IDLE modes. The Cell Specific RRC 

protocol controls the UE behaviour by transferring common NAS-related information, i.e. NAS 

information which is applicable to all UEs, and AS-related information per cell [36.331]. 

The main function is the broadcast of system information including NAS common information 

applicable for UEs in RRC_IDLE and RRC_CONNECTED. The information is mapped directly 

to the logical Broadcast Control Channel (BCCH). Parameters include in the Master Information 

Block (MIB), the DL system bandwidth and system frame number (SFN); in the SIB1 the cell 

access-related information, e.g. tracking area code and cell identity, cell-selection information, 

e.g. minimum required Rx level in the cell, scheduling information, TDD configuration. There 

are further SIBx defined up to SIB11 including information on common radio resource configu-

ration information, common information for intra/inter-frequency and inter-RAT cell re-selection. 
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Interfaces 

 PHY TP. Mandatory interface with 1:1 mapping to exchange of control information, 

 PHY Cell Specific. Mandatory interface with 1:1 mapping to carry the master infor-

mation block (mapped on BCCH), which consists of limited number of most frequently 

transmitted parameters essential for initial access to the cell, on the Physical Broadcast 

Channel (PBCH), 

 MAC Scheduling. Mandatory interface with 1:1 mapping to exchange multiplexing in-

formation together with unicast data, 

 RLC transparent mode. 1:1 mapping of system information as delay-sensitive applica-

tions with no reliability concerns onto BCCH, 

 NAS Event Control Layer. Mandatory interface to exchange the relevant c-layer infor-

mation between cells and core network; n:1 mapping  

 eMBMS. Mandatory interface with n:1 mapping of RRC Cell to eMBMS-C for support-

ing the configuration of SIB13, MCHs scheduling and service information (GTPv1-U 

over UDP/IP). 

Orchestrator input/output for function composition 

Logical address of the function (physical address(es) of hosting entity(ies)), computational re-

quirements of the function, link requirements for signalling. This will be refined based on further 

discussion in WP5. 

Controller input/output for function management 

 The information regarding each the radio resources for each slide and their requirements 

are provided to RRC from the controllers, i.e., SDM-C and SDM-X. It is suggested that 

as an alternative SDM-C can host the centralized radio resource management (explained 

in second part) algorithm. Then, SDM-C will also provide policies regarding cell config-

urations (e.g., TDD-paterns). 

 Exchanging information on the RRC signalling integrity protection and RRC signalling 

ciphering for mobility;  

 Acquiring the UE point of attachment via RRC signalling and store the UE’s point of 

attachment to virtual AAA. 

6.13. RRC User  

6.13.1. RRC User  

Description 

This is associated with a control layer function block, which handles the UE management and 

control. The RRC User entity also takes care of multiplexing data packets coming from the upper 

layers into the appropriate radio bearer. 

Details 

 RRC User Specific controls the UE behaviour in RRC-IDLE and RRC_CONNECTED 

by transferring RRC messages, dedicated NAS information (RRC_CONNECTED), and 

paging (RRC_IDLE). The functionality includes RRC connection control, which covers 

all procedures related to the establishment, modification, and release of an RRC connec-

tion; inter-RAT mobility including the transfer of RRC context information; and meas-

urement configuration and reporting. The QoS innovation will provide a new QPS (QoS 

Parameter Set) and new dynamic bearer which need to be controlled accordingly by RRC 

User Specific.  

Interfaces 

 MAC Scheduling. 1:1 mapping for exchanging multiplexing information. 

 MAC. 1:1 mapping to exchange UE-relevant c-layer information like DRX  
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 RLC Transparent Mode. 1:1 mapping of  delay-sensitive user specific applications with 

no reliability concerns 

o Paging mapped onto PCCH 

o Dedicated RRC messages using CCCH applied for RRC connection establish-

ment 

 SRB0 

 PDCP U/C. Mandatory interface with 1:1 mapping to exchange c-layer information to 

be integrity-protected and ciphered  

 NAS UE-Specific Control and Data Layer. n:1 mapping to exchange c/d-layer infor-

mation of UEs with core network 

 NAS Event-Control Layer. n:1 mapping to exchange c-layer information of UEs with 

core network 

 Inter RAT/Link Selection. QoS requirements, latency requirements and UE preferences 

are exchanged over this interface. 

6.13.2. RRC for mm-Wave  

Description 

Additional functionalities for user-centric RRC which are not covered by the RRC User descrip-

tion, i.e. the following details are related to: 

 mm-wave transmission points controlled by 5G coverage cell and 

 UCA for short data packet transmission 

Details 

For each UE, a definition of a cluster of mm-wave access points is required. The cluster will be 

defined by a SON function inside e.g. the access cloud. The RRC for mm-wave will support the 

SON function by provisioning of UE measurements of surrounding mm-wave access points. After 

receiving the cluster definition RRC for mm-wave has to configure the UE which includes the 

number of mm-wave access points and detailed further info, e.g. information about mm-wave 

beams measurement configuration (number of beams, timing, power etc.) towards UE. During 

mobility of the UE, the RRC for mm-wave has to take the decision which mm-wave access point 

should serve the UE and has to trigger the PDCP Data forwarding to one or several mm-wave 

access points. With respect to timing requirement, a fast reaction on UE measurements, e.g. se-

lection of new serving mm-wave AP is required. In addition, a high speed X2 backhaul for for-

warding of UE data to the mm-wave APs should be provided. 

For each UE, a definition of an UCA is required. The UCA will be defined by a SON function 

inside e.g. the access cloud also based on UE measurements. The RRC for UCA has to configure 

the UE with the UCA definition. Information about the UE context has to be provided to all other 

RRC for UCA instances inside the UCA. In addition, a UCA-specific paging is required in case 

download data arrives and the position of a UE inside a UCA is not known, e.g. due to not received 

best server indication of the UE. Inside the UCA, a connectionless routing of data is proposed, 

which has to be set up by the SDM Controller inside (SDMC) towards Transport (SDN). 

All above mentioned features (for mm-wave and UCA) are belonging to the c-layer and d-layer, 

have to be implemented for each UE, i.e. UE centric, and are asynchronous, as they are based on 

UE measurements. 

Interfaces 

 RLC AM/UM, RLC TM. UE measurement and configuration of mm-wave cluster and 

UCA in downlink, UE measurement reception in uplink, 1:1 mapping. 

 RLC TM. Transfer of mmW-related RRC messages to/from RLC and RRC. 

 PDCP U/C. UE measurement and configuration of mm-wave cluster and UCA in down-

link, UE measurement reception in uplink, 1:1 mapping. 
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Transfer of mmW-related RRC messages to/from RLC and RRC 

Triggering of PDCP forwarding to mm-wave access points: internal in case of RRC for 

mm-wave is implemented  in cloud or “X2” interface between dedicated nodes,  1:1 or 

1:n mapping depending on configuration 

 RRC mmW. Distribution of UE context: internal in case of RRC for UCA is imple-

mented in cloud or “X2” interface between dedicated nodes. 1:n mapping seen from the 

transmitting node, 1:1 mapping seen from the receiving node. 

 MAC UE. Exchange of radio bearer information. 

Orchestrator input/output for function composition 

 none. 

Controller input/output for function management 

 RAN paging. Triggering of paging in RAN: internal in case of RRC for UCA is imple-

mented in cloud or “X2” interface between dedicated nodes, 1:n mapping seen from the 

transmitting node 

 SON.  
a: UE measurements to trigger a UCA or mm-wave cluster definition to SON, 

b: Reception of defined UCA and mm-wave cluster from SON. 

c: UE movement to re-configure Transport SDN via RAN Paging and SDM-C 

6.13.3. RAT/Link Selection  

Description 

The Inter RAT link selection block enables link selection and packet scheduling, if the UE is 

simultaneously connected to two or more RATs. 

Details 

The function block provides connection of UE to two or more RATs at the same time. The block 

enables inter-RAT link selection operation, i.e. the best link is selected across different RATs in 

order to achieve maximum throughput. It maps the service request to RATs considering radio 

signal strength (RSS), reference base-station efficiency, traffic, latency and security requirements. 

It acts as an anchor point to dynamically select multi-connectivity operational modes (data dupli-

cation and data diversity) in the case of split bearer, and hence also allowing packet scheduling 

across multiple RATs. 

The function block belongs to both the d-layer as well as c-layer. It is asynchronous with respect 

to TTI and operates on top of the PDCP function blocks. The block is activated once per multi 

RAT connected UE. The block interacts with PDCP-C/D, PDCP Split bearer and RRC User func-

tion block. The requirement for the function block is presence of common PDCP layer across 

RATs and UE support for multi connectivity. Functional placement is typically in the edge cloud. 

Interfaces 

 PDCP Split: The function has south Bound Interface with PDCP- C/D, PDCP Split func-

tional blocks. The information about the split bearer established between two RATs need 

to be provided to inter- RAT support function block so as to allow data transfer and ser-

vice mapping. The parameters such as the list of established RB connections, available 

and connected RATs to UE are exchanged over the interface. 

Orchestrator input/output for function composition 

 To be determined in conjunction with WP5. 

Controller input/output for function management 

 Input from traffic monitoring if the change in the system load exceeds a predefined 

threshold. 
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6.14. MAC Scheduling (RRM)  

Description 

This block is responsible for scheduling the transfer of user data and control signalling in down-

link and uplink subframes over the air interface. 

Details 

More specifically, this is a control and data layer function block, which uses information from 

upper (e.g. RLC and RRC) and lower (e.g. PHY) layers and provides the following services as 

specified in [36.321]: 

 Mapping between logical channels and transport channels; 

 Multiplexing/de-multiplexing of MAC SDUs belonging to one or different logical chan-

nels into/from transport blocks (TB) delivered to/from the physical layer on transport 

channels; 

 Scheduling information reporting; 

 Avoiding padding and segmentation; 

 Mapping physical channels on logical channels; 

 Priority handling between logical channels of one UE; 

 Priority handling between UEs by means of dynamic scheduling; 

 ICIC/CoMP; 

 D2D support; 

 BS power control. 

In the downlink, the MAC Scheduler allocates resources which are used to send transport blocks 

to specific UEs via the DL-SCH transport channel. These downlink transport blocks contain: 

 Upper layer data: All upper layer data, whether this is user data or signalling messages, 

will be fed into the MAC sublayer through an RLC logical channel. Whenever one of 

these logical channels has any data to send over the LTE air interface, a Buffer Status 

indication is provided by RLC to the MAC Scheduler 

 MAC layer data: This can either take the form of a HARQ retransmission or MAC Con-

trol Element. In both cases, the MAC layer will provide an indication to the scheduler 

that it has data ready to send over the LTE air interface. 

In the uplink, the MAC Scheduler allocates resources to specific UEs which enable them to set 

up and send transport blocks to the eNodeB via the UL-SCH transport channel. Each UE needs 

to request the uplink resources needed to send a transport block. This can be done in different 

ways: 

 When a UE does not have an active connection in a cell, it performs the Random Access 

Procedure to join (or re-join) the cell. 

 When the UE has uplink control resources on the PUCCH physical channel, it sends a 

Scheduling Request indication to request uplink resources. 

 When the UE already has resources to send data in the uplink on the UL-SCH transport 

channel, it may indicate to the scheduler that it has more data to send, and therefore re-

quires more uplink resources. The UE does this by sending a Buffer Status Report MAC 

Control Element. 

 Based on HARQ feedback at the eNodeB, the scheduler might need to allocate uplink 

resources for HARQ retransmissions by the UE. 

The output of the scheduling algorithm is a scheduling assignment per uplink and downlink sub-

frame, which is signalled to UEs on PHICH (to schedule non-adaptive HARQ retransmissions or 

to suspend or terminate HARQ processes) or (E)PDCCH (to schedule initial HARQ transmissions 

or adaptive HARQ retransmissions incl. resuming suspended HARQ processes) physical channel. 

 The downlink assignment information will be used by the eNodeB MAC layer to generate 

suitably sized transport blocks which are passed to the eNodeB PHY layer, and used by 

the PHY layer to FEC encode and map the transport blocks accordingly into PDSCH time 
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and frequency resources and spatial layers, before it is subsequently transmitted to the 

UE. 

 The uplink assignment information indicates which UEs have been allocated uplink re-

sources within the subframe and the MCS to apply. It is also used by the eNodeB PHY 

layer to identify uplink transmissions in the corresponding uplink subframe and forward 

it to the correct MAC instance. 

Before any user data can be transferred over the air, the scheduler needs to be configured with a 

cell specific configuration, a UE specific configuration and finally a bearer specific configuration 

for each active UE bearer. Reconfiguration of each UE and bearer is also possible. 

The PHY layer provides services such as data transfer, signalling of Scheduling Request and 

measurements, e.g. Channel Quality Indication (CQI). All this information is needed in order to 

tune properly scheduling functionalities. The channel mapping of logical channels to transport 

channels depends on the multiplexing that is configured by RRC. 

MAC Scheduling is also responsible for scheduling the cell’s radio resources used in the downlink 

and uplink while providing the required QoS for all active radio bearers.  

The MAC scheduling block is delay sensitive. So in order to meet these constraints we need to 

decentralise the uplink processing placed in the same location of MAC or develop new algorithms 

in order to centralise the uplink processing, complying with the delay constraints. It seems diffi-

cult that this time constraint can be relaxed in any way, so this functionality should probably run 

close to the access – maybe the scheduling functionality could be split and part of it could run 

further from the access. 

Providing a service flow with high data rate and ultra-reliability, the service flow may be split 

using a multi-connectivity setup where each multi-connectivity interface has an independent 

RLC. Furthermore, the QoS innovation will provide a new QPS (QoS Parameter Set) and a new 

dynamic bearer that needs new scheduling functions to provide suitable scheduling decisions. 

Interfaces 

 PHY UE Specific. Mandatory interface with 1:1 mapping. Exchange of signalling of 

Scheduling Request and measurements (e.g. CQI), MCS, HARQ RV, resource mapping; 

in UL CRC result, Rx power, interference level. 

 RRC Cell, RRC UE. Mandatory interfaces with 1:1 mapping. Exchange of multiplexing 

information. 

 MAC Carrier Aggregation. Scheduling and priority handling information. 

 MAC UE. Provide scheduling information for each user, i.e., MAC PDU size, MAC CEs, 

in UL additionally info from received MAC CEs BSR and power headroom report. 

 RLC AM/UM. Exchange of control information. RLC buffer status (input to scheduling 

decision), RLC PDU size (output); RLC AM. 

 Self-organizing Networks. Interface with 1:1 mapping. 

 eMBMS. Mandatory interface with 1:n mapping of eMBMS-C to MAC Scheduler for 

supporting the configuration of MTCHs Scheduling Information (SCTP over IP). 

 RAN paging. Interface to RAN paging so as to trigger the RAN paging from HARQ 

process, i.e. if a data transmission inside the UCA towards a UE is not confirmed. 1:1 

mapping for this interface, multiple instances for different UEs may run in parallel. 

 SDM-X. Interface to SDM-X policies in order to exchange the information regarding 

resources sharing, e.g., the location and the amount of resources dedicated to each tenant 

in a determined time interval (input from SDM-X policies) and the number of users be-

longing to each tenant and their traffic demand (output to Multi-Tenancy Scheduling). 

Through this interface it can communicate with the Multi-Tenancy Scheduling that is the 

responsible for managing the resource sharing among multiple tenants. 
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Orchestrator input/output for function composition 

 The real-time available spectrum resources and spectrum sharing should be sent to or-

chestrator for oversight coordination. 

Controller input/output for function management 

 For further investigation in WP5  

6.15. Multi-tenancy Scheduling  

Description 

This block is responsible for coordinating resource sharing among multiple tenants. 

Details 

The Multi-tenant scheduling functionality is responsible to controls the underlying scheduling to 

allocate dynamically resources to different slices/tenants. A new tenant, which needs to provide 

a particular service in a certain area for a limited period, can send a request to this module in order 

to obtain the amount of resources needed to respect the service requirements. When received a 

new request, the Multi-tenant scheduling application, given the actual network load information, 

decide if reject or accept it. In the latter case, it controls through the SDM-X the MAC scheduling 

(RRM) in order to serve the tenant’s users properly. 

Interfaces 

 PHY UE Specific. Mandatory interface with 1:1 mapping. Exchange of signalling of 

Scheduling Request and measurements (e.g. CQI) 

 RRC Cell, RRC UE. Mandatory interfaces with 1:1 mapping. Exchange of multiplexing 

information. 

 MAC Scheduling (RRM). Mandatory interface with 1:1 mapping. Exchange of Sched-

uler parameters (amount of resources per tenant). 

 SDM-X. Exchange of information in order to control the MAC Scheduling (RRM) ac-

cording to the resource sharing policy adopted. 

Orchestrator input/output for function composition 

 The real-time available spectrum resources and spectrum sharing should be sent to or-

chestrator for oversight coordination. 

Controller input/output for function management 

 For further investigation in WP5  

6.16. mMTC RAN Congestion Control  

Description 

Grouping mMTC devices into context-based clusters and schedule their RAN procedures in sub-

frames, to reduce the RAN congestion rate. 

Details 

Details are ffs and will be included in D4.2. 

Interfaces 

 RRC User. Details are ffs and will be included in D4.2. 

 RRC Cell. Details are ffs and will be included in D4.2. 

Orchestrator input/output for function composition 

Details are ffs and will be included in D4.2. 

Controller input/output for function management 

Details are ffs and will be included in D4.2. 
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6.17. QoS Control Description 

The QoS control function block is intended to be implemented as application over the SDM-C/X 

in the control layer. This function will be in charge of the network monitoring and configuration 

in real time through open interfaces that interact with the SDM-X, SDM-C and the control radio 

stack. 

Details 

The QoS control function block will provide real-time control of traffic flows in 5G NORMA 

based on the QoS parameters defined for a specific service, allowing the network to be reorgan-

ised over time according to service evolution requirements, network slicing configuration and 

demand load. Reconfiguration of the network resources is envisaged with the suitably named QoS 

management function block defined in the management layer.  

Interfaces 

This function will interact with the following function blocks: 

 Control Layer: SDM-C/X, MAC scheduling. Used to receive monitoring data (events) 

from the network elements in the case of network monitoring, and to send configuration 

information in the case of network configuration. 

Controller input/output for function management 

QoS management function block manages a flexible initial set of parameters at SLA level that 

will be treated by the different orchestrators and translated to specific dynamic QoS parameters 

at network level managed by the QoS control function block. 

6.18. Self-Organizing Networks 

Description 

Self-Organised-Network (SON) handles the network management operations mostly in a distrib-

uted manner. However, it can be applied via a centralised supervision (hybrid solution) or fully 

centralised fashion. The scope of SON functions covers different features: i) Self-configuration, 

ii) Self-Optimisation, iii) Self-Healing, and iv) User Centric Connection Area (UCA) and mm-

wave cluster configuration. In the remainder of this section, we present the above features in 

detail. We also present a new functionality (c.f. part iv), which is appropriate for the UCA ap-

proach. 

i) Self-configuration 

Details 

This function specifies the parameters for the initial configuration during the integration within 

an existing network. Next, we highlight the requirements of the self-configuration feature of self-

organizing networks. 

Inf-N interface must be placed amongst the OAM and different base stations. Those functions can 

be applied to heterogeneous networks (macro-cell eNodeB, mm-waves cells, small cells, etc.). 

There might be a gap to support evolving RAN technologies. SDN centralised c-layer can help 

towards this direction. 

Support for network slicing and multi-tenancy. The multi-tenancy support over a large area may 

involve a new set of base stations, which need to be logically connected to the existing network 

domain and advertised to neighbouring base stations through SON functions. The self-configura-

tion functions needs to instruct the neighbouring path and build the X2 interface in a dynamic 

way (short-term time window). 

Support for cell-less dual-connectivity network. SON functions are exploited to dynamically cre-

ate a dual-connectivity area (multi-service area), wherein UEs may take advantage from being 
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connected to multiple eNodeB (or small cells, or mm-waves access points) simultaneously. The 

multi-service area could be easily adjusted by monitoring and changing the transmission power 

of the eNodeBs. 

Configuration has been handled in a centralised way but support for new technologies would 

require extensions that can be handled, e.g. by SDN 

Interfaces 

 NAS Event-Control Layer. (n:1) SON based control procedures 

 NAS Core Network. (n:1) SON based control procedures 

 eMBMS-U. (n:1) MBMS session management 

 RRC User. 

Orchestrator input/output for function composition 

 For further evaluation in WP5 

Controller input/output for function management 

 For further evaluation in WP5 

ii) Self-optimisation  

Details 

This set of functions addresses different features, such as optimisation of cellular coverage, hand-

over operations (including mobility operations aiming at optimal load balancing), network capac-

ity optimisation, energy saving, and interference mitigation/orchestration. 

X2 interface must be in place among neighbouring base stations. In heterogeneous networks, an 

optional centralised control can assist this operation. eNodeBs can be switched off (no user asso-

ciated and handover requests rejected), and waken-up when the traffic load increases. Cell cover-

age must be guaranteed by other cells. Coordination among SON functions is essential to make 

sure that there are no conflicting goals. There might be a gap to support evolving RAN technolo-

gies. SDN centralised c-layer can help towards this direction.  

Network slicing support among different base stations. Load balancing operations may help the 

network slicing to easily improve the overall network performance by means of SON functions.   

Support for cell-less dual-connectivity network. SON functions are exploited to dynamically cre-

ate a dual-connectivity area (multi-service area), wherein UEs may take advantage from being 

connected to multiple eNodeB (or small cells, or mm-waves access points) simultaneously. The 

multi-service area could be easily adjusted by monitoring and changing the transmission power 

of the eNodeBs. 

Interfaces 

 NAS Event-Control Layer. (n:1) SON based control procedures 

 NAS Core Network. (n:1) SON based control procedures 

 MAC Scheduling. (1:1) Scheduling operations based on SON basic functions 

 MAC UE. (1:1) MAC functions requiring SON operations 

 MAC Cell. (1:1) MAC functions requiring SON operations 

Orchestrator input/output for function composition 

 For further evaluation in WP5 

Controller input/output for function management 

 For further evaluation in WP5 
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iii) Self-healing 

Details 

These functions help in detecting and recovering from network failures. For instance, coverage 

problems are dynamically addressed when network topology variations affect the network. 

An optimised SON based allocation of access points belonging of a UCA will minimise the radio 

and core network signaling overhead related to connection management (idle/active transitions) 

and to mobility (paging, handover).  

An optimised SON based configuration of mmWave access points improves the transmission 

quality with respect to blocking effects caused by sudden user movement or obstacles entering 

the transmission path.  

An optimised SON based configuration of small cells (or mmWave access points) improves the 

multi-tenancy support over large area by exploiting the spatial domain. 

Interfaces 

 NAS Event-Control Layer. (n:1) SON based control procedures 

 NAS UE Specific Control Layer. (n:1) SON based control procedures 

 NAS Core Network. (n:1) SON based control procedures 

 MAC UE. (1:1) MAC functions requiring SON operations 

Orchestrator input/output for function composition 

 For further evaluation in WP5 

Controller input/output for function management 

 For further evaluation in WP5 

  

iv) UCA and mm-wave cluster configuration 

Description 

A new SON functionality is required for the definition of a UCA and an mm-wave cluster, which 

has to be individually defined for each UE.  

Details 

A User UCA and a mm-wave cluster consists of a set of cells selected by the 5G-RAN. It can be 

defined based on the neighbour cell measurements of the UE, but should not be limited only to 

that. A SON functionality taking into Neighbour Relation Table (NRT) or even anticipatory tech-

niques like mobility tracks of UEs (e.g. movement within pedestrian area) will provide a better 

cluster definition. This SON functionality requires low computational load and has relaxed timing 

requirements. It is asynchronous as it is trigged ones if a UE is addressing the 5G system and by 

further UE mobility. Multiple instances have to setup as for each UE a UCA or mm-wave cluster 

has to be defined. 

An optimised SON based allocation of access points belonging of a UCA will minimise the radio 

and core network signalling overhead related to connection management (idle/active transitions) 

and to mobility (paging, handover). 

An optimised SON based configuration an mm-wave access points improves the transmission 

quality with respect to blocking effects caused by sudden user movement or obstacles entering 

the transmission path. 

Interfaces 

 RRC for mm-wave and UCA. UE measurements of surrounding cells as input,  defini-

tion of  UCA and mm-wave cluster as output, 1:1 mapping 

 RAN Paging: Transmitting of an update request for connectionless data transmission 

inside a UCA to be forwarded via SDM-C to Transport (SDN)  
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Orchestrator input/output for function composition 

 none.  

Controller input/output for function management 

 none 

6.19. RAN Paging 

Description 

To reduce signalling messages on the air interface and towards the core network, 5G NORMA 

proposes a RAN paging approach, i.e. inside an UCA, in addition to a paging in a larger tracking 

area. 

Details  

UCA enables a UE based mobility inside the UE specific UCA. Each update of the best server is 

signalled by the UE based on one connectionless short data message. Compared to a data trans-

mission based on a scheduling request and a scheduled uplink transmission such an update might 

not reach the addressed access point. In this case, the data transmission by the last known best 

server will fail and consequently a paging inside the UCA will be required. This is defined as 

RAN paging in contrast to the network based paging controlled by the MME, in which many 

more access points compared to the access points within a UCA are involved.  

The RAN paging is also responsible to trigger via the SDM-C the setup of a connectionless data 

transfer inside the UCA, which is based on Transport (SDN).  

The RAN paging is an asynchronous c-layer procedure as it is based on detection of missing UE 

allocation to best server access point and UE movements inside the UCA, it generates low com-

putational load, it has a relaxed timing requirement, and it has to take into account the DRX cycle 

or UE to be paged. 

Interfaces 

 RRC mmW (requesting node inside UCA). Reception to triggering of a paging inside 

the UCA for a dedicated UE inside the coverage area of the requested access node, 1:1 

for this interface, multiple instances for different UEs may run in parallel. 

 RRC mmW (nodes which have to initiate paging). Command to carry out a UE paging 

by each node inside the UCA. 1:1 mapping for this interface, multiple instances for dif-

ferent UEs may run in parallel. 

 SON. Reception of an update request for connectionless data transmission inside a UCA 

to be forwarded via SDM-C to Transport (SDN)  

Orchestrator input/output for function composition  

 To orchestrator in the case RAN paging is not successful and a paging within a larger 

area than the UCA will be required. Further details need to be analysed. 

Controller input/output for function management  

 None. 

6.20. eMBMS Control 
 Description 

Control layer function block which performs the admission control and allocation of the 

radio resources, UE counting procedure, MBMS session management (initiating the 

MBMS session start and stop procedures), allocation of an identity and the specification 

of QoS parameters associated with each MBMS session. 

 Details 

eMBMS-C is asynchronous respect to the TTI and handles only c-layer. eMBMS-C de-

pends on the ARP (Allocation and Retention priority, a QoS parameter) and on the result 
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of counting procedure. Processing is RAT specific, depending also on the service deploy-

ment, with one eMBMS-C block per MBSFN (Multimedia Broadcast Single Frequency 

network) area. Functional placement could be in Network Cloud and/or Edge Cloud. 

Back/Front-haul bandwidth is only used to send signalling traffic. The eMBMS-C can be fully 

virtualized and centralized but it is possible having some instances of eMBMS-C also at the edge 

to optimize the signalling traffic distribution (e.g. edge cloud which is serving the nodes belonging 

to the same MBSFN). 

 Interface 

o RRC Cell. Mandatory interface with 1:n mapping of eMBMS-C to RRC Cell for 

supporting the configuration of SIB13, MCHs scheduling and service infor-

mation (GTPv1-U over UDP/IP). 

o MAC Scheduler. Mandatory interface with 1:n mapping of eMBMS-C to MAC 

Scheduler for supporting the configuration of MTCHs Scheduling Information 

(SCTP over IP). 

o NAS Event-C. Mandatory interface with 1:n mapping of eMBMS-C to NAS 

Event-C for supporting the MBMS session management, including QoS param-

eter (GTPv2-C, SCTP over IP). 

 Orchestrator input/output for function composition 

o Setup parameters 

 Area configuration 

 Subframe allocation 

 Service Groups configuration and QoS  

 Controller input/output for function management 

o Runtime parameters 

 From the aforementioned setup parameters those parameters that are al-

lowed to change during operation. 

6.21. NAS Control 

6.21.1. NAS UE Specific and Data Layer 

Description 

NAS UE specific d-layer function block refers to the user perspective functions and procedures 

related to the d-layer which are triggered by the NAS UE-specific c-layer functions. 

Details 

 The block is composed of two parts: i) User-agnostic, which are out of the UE control, ii) 

User-centric functions, involving the communication between the UE and the CN. The 

user-agnostic functions include 

o Deep packet inspection: this function examines the data part and, possibly, the 

header of a packet and it is triggered by the P-GW/S-GW entity. 

o Lawful interception: this function physically makes a copy of (part of) the traffic 

and it is performed by a network operator / access provider / service provider 

through the P-GW/S-GW. 

o Mobility anchor management: this function provides related control and mobility 

support between GPRS core and the 3GPP anchor function of S-GW (by means 

of the S4 interface). These operations are triggered by the MME. 

o UL/DL charging: this function charges the ID communicated by the UE through 

the NAS control layer functions. 

o Dedicated Bearer instantiation: this function is triggered by the MME and exe-

cuted through the P-GW when a dedicated bearer is required. 
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o Packet routing: this function performs the process of determining and using, in 

accordance with a set of rules, the route for transmission of a message within and 

between the PLMN(s). This is performed by the P-GW. 

o Packet marking: this function sets the DiffServ Code Point (DSCP), based on the 

QCI of the associated EPS bearer. The DSCP is set by the endpoints, such as the 

eNodeB and the P-GW. 

o Data forwarding in RAN: this function forwards the PDCP packets during hand-

over and for dual connectivity from one radio node to another radio node using 

the X2 interface. It is performed by the eNodeB. 

The user-centric functions include 

o NAS-based IPv4 address allocation: this function assigns an IP after the default 

bearer allocation. It is performed by the MME through the P-GW. 

o DHCP (DHCPv4 and DHCPv6): this function delivers the IP configuration in-

formation to the UE. It is performed by the P-GW after the default bearer alloca-

tion. 

Interfaces 

 NAS UE Specific Control Layer. (n:1). 

 NAS Event-Control Layer. (1:1). 

 RRC User. (n:1). 

 eMBMS. Mandatory interface with n:1 mapping of eMBMS-U to NAS UE Data Layer 

for supporting the transfer of application data (GTPv1-U over UDP/IP). 

Orchestrator input/output for function composition 

 For further evaluation in WP5 

Controller input/output for function management 

 For further evaluation in WP5 

6.21.2. NAS UE Specific and Control Layer  

Description 

NAS UE specific c-layer functional block refers to the user perspective functions and procedures 

related to the non-radio signalling between the UE and MME. 

Details 

We can identify different functional blocks: 

 Connection establishment: 

o Registration-NW attachment and bearer management: this function allocates a 

default bearer, activate and deactivate bearers. 

o IPv6 neighbour discovery and IPv6 router discovery 

o NAS signalling to UE: this function conveys information between the UE and 

the core network. It is used to manage the establishment of communication ses-

sions and for maintaining continuous communications with the user equipment 

as it moves. 

 Security functions: 

o NAS security: this function handles all the ciphering, user identity confidential-

ity, and integrity protection and authentication operations. 
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o Authentication: this function handles the user authentication, key agreement (ex-

change), public key generation. 

 Mobility functions: 

o Tracking Area Management: this function manages the changes of the tracking 

area (TA). 

o Inter-node signalling for mobility: this function forward users packets while the 

S-GW is acting as the mobility anchor for the data layer during handover opera-

tions. 

o Context transfer function: this function is in charge of transferring the UE context 

from the source eNodeB to the target eNodeB during handover.  

o Inter-operator charging: this function accounts for packets processed by S-GW 

and data collection and usage per UE. 

o Paging: this function is used to convey messages to the UE switching from IDLE 

to CONNECTED mode. The UE decodes the content (Paging Cause) of the Pag-

ing message and initiates the appropriate procedure. 

Interfaces 

 NAS UE Specific and Data Layer. (1:n) exchange c-layer information in order to issue 

d-layer user functions 

 NAS Event-Control Layer. (1:1) 

 NAS Core Network. (1:1)  

 RRC Cell Specific. (1:1) exchange c-layer information between cells and core network 

 RRC User Specific. (1:1) exchange c-layer information of UEs 

Orchestrator input/output for function composition 

 For further evaluation in WP5. 

Controller input/output for function management 

 For further evaluation in WP5. 

6.21.3. NAS Event-Control Layer  

Description 

NAS Event-C function block refers to the network-side c-layer functions and procedures includ-

ing those of the interface between RAN and CN (S1-C in a LTE-like example [36.300]), which 

are provided to facilitate mobile connectivity for UE. 

Details 

NAS Even-C may be further divided into: 

 UE radio connection management functions 

o 5G radio access bearer (RAB) service management: establishing, modifying and 

releasing 5G RAN resources for user data transport for a UE once a UE context 

is available at RAN with respects to network controlled QoS requirements and 

multi-connectivity modes. UE context in 5G may include contexts of applica-

tion/device profiles. Note that 5G is expected to support ultra-high availability, 

ultra-high reliability and ultra-low latency services and massive MTC. Hence, 

5G may adopt new or different bear service model, networking paradigm or QoS 

concept, as compared to LTE. 
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o UE context management: establishing, modifying and releasing UE contexts for 

UE in CONNECTED state to a serving 5G network in order to support user in-

dividual signalling on the interface between the serving RAN and CN, also to 

enable and facilitate advanced UE context aware networking features in 5G. 

 Mobility management functions 

o Reachability management primarily for UE in IDLE state if to be supported in 

5G: main functions include tracking UE location on a granularity of one or mul-

tiple overlapping tracking areas, referred to as Tracking Area List in LTE, so that 

UE can be paged and therefore reached. UE needs to perform tracking area reg-

ister and tracking area update on a regular basis, as preconfigured. Both UE and 

network sides adopt necessary timer mechanisms to keep and validate up-to-date 

tracking location and reachable state of UE. Tracking Area List is managed by 

the network by allocating and reallocating the Tracking Area Identity list to UE. 

All the tracking areas in a Tracking Area List to which a UE is registered are 

served by the same serving LTE-like MME. In a multi-RAT environment of 5G, 

UE may be reached via different RATs. Supports of ultra-high availability, ultra-

high reliability and ultra-low latency services and massive MTC in 5G pose cer-

tain challenges for reachability of such users in terms of at least feasibility, man-

ageability and efficiency. 

o UE location reporting from RAN: CN (LTE-like MME) may request serving 

RAN (LTE-like eNodeB) to report UE location information. 

o Mobility restriction management: functionality is provided by the UE, the radio 

access network and the core network, as configured and controlled by the core 

network for certain restrictions of UE mobility in RAN. 

 CN serving node selection functions: for selecting, reselecting or relocating optimised 

serving network nodes (gateways or servers) in CN for UE, depending on how 5G archi-

tectures define such serving network nodes physically (if at all, considering a possibility 

of using common virtual network control entity). In LTE these functions include PDN 

GW selection, SGW selection, MME selection, SGSN selection and PCRF selection, as 

the c-layer is spread across many entities. In 5G, SDMN based c-layer may be considered 

as a single logical centralised control entity. However, the practical operational require-

ment of no-single-point network failure coupled with scalability requirements that are 

applied for PLMN in general imply some sorts of selection, related to flexible and scala-

ble physical location of VNF for user as well as network function instances anyways. 

There can be many selection criteria and triggers for selecting, reselecting or relocating 

relevant CN serving node, including network topology, optimised mobility management, 

load balancing, optimised data-path handling, and so forth, as described in [23.401]. 

5G NORMA considers adaptive optimisation from functional view, topological view, re-

source view and deployment view for a flexible multi-radio multi-service 5G network 

with SDMN driven control and orchestration. Hence, highly flexible and scalable CN 

serving node selection functions may be expected. 

Interfaces 

NAS messages and c-layer messages for NAS-AS interactions for UE are exchanged between 

NAS Event Control Layer and: 

 RRC Cell Specific. 1:n for per cell common control for all relevant UEs if any 

 RRC User Specific. 1:n for per UE control 

 NAS UE Specific and Data Layer. 1:1 for relevant control procedures (within NAS) 

 NAS UE Specific and Control Layer. 1:1 for relevant control procedures (within NAS) 

 NAS Core Network. 1:1 for relevant control procedures (within NAS) 

 Self-Organizing Networks. 1:n for SON based control procedures 

 eMBMS. Mandatory interface with 1:n mapping of eMBMS-C to NAS Event-C for sup-

porting the MBMS session management, including QoS parameter (GTPv2-C, SCTP 

over IP). 
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Orchestrator input/output for function composition 

 For further evaluation in WP5 (UE contexts and service requests, serving cell contexts, 

etc.). 

Controller input/output for function management 

 For further evaluation in WP5. 

6.21.4. NAS Core Network 

Description 

NAS CN refers to network management functions which are provided to support O&M functions 

of 5G CN. 

Details 

In the current LTE, network management functions, as described in [23.401], include: 

 GTP-C signalling based load and overload control 

 Load balancing between MMEs 

 Load rebalancing between MMEs 

 MME control of overload 

 PDN GW control of overload 

The highly anticipated network virtualisation and centralisation in 5G may change or redefine 

serving CN nodes and associated network management functions in 5G. However, requirements 

on network management functions including load balancing and overload control for 5G are in-

creasing. Hence, load re-balancing and load migration in the context of various scaling issues of 

network function and services for serving a number of tenants and mobile UEs with flexible and 

optimal location or relocation, addition or removal of a network function instance are expected. 

Therefore, NAS CN related functions in 5G NORMA may need to address, e.g., optimised re-

routing, re-association between NF instances, UE signalling overload, and so forth. 

Interfaces 

C-layer CN load control signalling including triggers for possible path change or path switch in 

multi-path routing with a relocation of some serving CN node/site for one or more connections of 

one or more UEs or related functional entities are expected between NAS CN and: 

 Not directly to RAN AS but via other NAS function blocks and SON with different con-

trol granularities or resolutions (per hosting site, per node, per tenant, per UE, per con-

nection, per service or any group or combination thereof) 

 NAS UE Specific Control Layer. 1:n 

 NAS Event-Control Layer. 1:1 for relevant control procedures (within NAS) 

 Self-Organizing Networks. 1:n for SON based control procedures 

Orchestrator input/output for function composition 

 For further evaluation in WP5. 

Controller input/output for function management 

 For further evaluation in WP5 

6.22. RRC Slice 

Description 

RRC Slice function block is introduced to enable RAN slicing with possible RAN slice specific 

customization and control in order to serve UE according to tenant specific QoS policies including 

security and mobility aspects. RRC Slice is a part of dedicated control layer of individual network 

slice. 
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Details 

Details are ffs and will be included in D4.2. 

Interfaces 

 RRC User. 1:1 mapping for exchanging control information related to slice-specific ded-

icated data layer functionality. 

Orchestrator input/output for function composition 

 Details are ffs and will be included in D4.2. 

Controller input/output for function management 

 Details are ffs and will be included in D4.2. 

6.23. Geolocation Database 

Description 

A function block that stores information linked to geolocation, and makes decisions based on that 

geolocation information. In order to encompass the requirements of regulators, for example, in 

maximizing the benefits of such capability (e.g., in realizing spectrum opportunities through LSA, 

TV white space, etc.) it is noted that this should be a separate functional block, despite in some 

scenarios encompassing some capabilities/characteristics that could fit into other functional 

blocks of the network orchestration. 

Details 

Virtualisation, such as is considered within NORMA, commonly requires precise geolocation in-

formation. For example, geolocation must be known in order to be able to minimise the propaga-

tion path in the context of very low-latency applications that are envisioned for 5G. One promi-

nent example of this is the Tactile/Haptic Internet or Tactile/Haptic Communications. In this case, 

computation availability and associated RF components that could build virtualised radio access 

must be chosen based on their locations to minimise the propagation path. It is noted that spatial 

traffic load hence the spatial capacity requirement changes/moves based on real geographical lo-

cation, not based on logical location within a network. Given this, geolocation databases (GDBs) 

in the definition and management of RAN virtualisation are of fundamental importance more 

generally, for a wide range of applications and use cases that NORMA considers. It is also noted 

that there are big regulatory moves towards (broadly) GDB-based spectrum usage and sharing 

(e.g., TV white space, Licensed-Shared Access (LSA), light licensing, etc.), with the GDBs hosted 

at the regulator, regulatory-authorised/certified entities, and within the entities that are sharing 

their spectrum, such as an operator sharing their spectrum with another operator through an LSA 

approach, for example. Such GDB capabilities in NORMA give a link to the vast additional spec-

trum and flexibility that is realised through such concepts. 

Prominently, geolocation databases might also assist greatly in other areas, such as rendezvous. 

For example, they might provide mutual awareness between two devices in a heterogeneous net-

working scenario that they both support (but don’t have enabled, so aren’t mutually detectable) 

certain radio access capabilities, or could virtualise/create those capabilities. 

Regarding the technical specifics of this functional block, it is noted that it might both operate in 

the c-layer and d-layer, depending on the application for which the geolocation database is used. 

Moreover, it is generally asynchronous, with a high latency tolerance in signalling information, 

although again there are uses conceivable in which such tolerance will be less. Its multiplicity 

depends on realisation, but likely there will be only one per operator/network. 

Considering Interdependences with other RAN functions, it is noted that interdependencies are 

present with SON, given that such GDB functionality can help to optimise the network in a self-

organised fashion. Interdependencies are also present with RRC Cell, RRC User and RRC mmW, 
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as such GDB functionality can assist with improved RRC based on geolocation. Interdependen-

cies are present with MAC, as such GDB functionality can assist the MAC decisions on access to 

particular resources. Other interdependencies are also likely, such as with RAT selection. 

Considering the information exchanged between the connected functions/entities for this function 

block, it is noted that there will be reporting of geolocation information from virtualised (or vir-

tualisable) network elements and devices to the GDBs. There will also be reporting of uncertainty 

in geolocation information (e.g., +/- X number of metres with Y confidence limit) from virtualised 

(or virtualisable) network elements and devices to the GDBs. Moreover, reporting of technical 

capabilities from radio devices and virtualised (or virtualisable) network elements (e.g., remaining 

resources for virtualisation, RF capabilities) to the GDBs will be necessary. Based on decisions, 

reporting will be done of resource availabilities and/or instructions/policies from GDBs to virtu-

alised (or virtualisable) network elements and radio devices. Finally, reporting/confirmation of 

chosen resources from network elements and radio devices to the GDBs will be done. It is noted, 

however, that all of these information exchanges are very much dependent on the particular ap-

plication for which the GDB is used. 

Regarding the functional placement of this block, it is noted that it is centralised, but also can also 

be distributed; some examples of GDBs are currently distributed in the cloud. It is most likely to 

be in centralised cloud, except for in cases where it is necessary to minimise latency in signalling 

with GDB, in which case will be in edge-cloud. 

Considering the requirements of this functional entity, these are broadly reflected in the “descrip-

tion” above, but generally: 

 Geolocation capabilities must exist on network elements and likely devices (depends on 

implementation/purpose). 

 Database and processing functionality in a (likely) centralised element. 

 Reconfigurable RF capabilities in order to maximise the potential of use of such geolo-

cation information. 

 Support for signalling between the GDB and virtualised network elements, and likely also 

devices. 

Finally emphasizing the gain and cost for virtualisation/centralisation under this function block, 

it is noted that there is very significant gain for virtualisation through being able to properly struc-

ture virtualised networks/elements based on actual locations where capacity is needed, required 

propagation paths, e.g., for delay reasons, etc. Further, there is very significant Gain through being 

able to “link in” to GDB-based technologies that are making progress, such as LSA, TV white 

space and light licensing. This might be done for extra spectrum and flexibility. Finally, the cost 

of implementation is minimal, as GDBs will be simple storage and processing functions. Some 

cost can be assisted with ensuring or implementing geolocation capability where it is needed. 

Interfaces 

The following interfaces apply for this function block: 

 GDBs to/from RRC UE, RRC Cell, RRC mmW, RRC Slice, QoS Control, SON, 

RAT/Link Selection, MAC UE, MAC CA, MAC Scheduling, PDCP U, SDMC. 

 GDBs to/from other virtualised network elements in general for the purpose of managing 

their computational resource usages on/among hosting equipment. 

 GDBs to/from NORMA centralised control, such as a NORMA network orchestrator 

(SDM-O). 

 Optionally but strongly beneficially, to/from the regulator/regulatory control; potentially 

also the GDBs might be run or certified by the regulator. This can open up vast amounts 

of spectrum through novel regulatory paradigms. 
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Orchestrator input/output for function composition 

Logical address of the function (physical address(es) of hosting entity(ies)), computational re-

quirements of the function, link requirements for signalling. This will be refined based on further 

discussion in WP5. 

Controller input/output for function management 

Geolocation information, resource capabilities, resource requirements (communication resource, 

e.g., spectrum, as well as computational/storage resource requirements), resource choices/instruc-

tions/options, acknowledgment/confirmation messages on chosen resources, perhaps policies, 

others. This will be refined based on further discussion in WP5. 
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7. 5G NORMA Innovations 

7.1. User-Centric Connection Area 

LTE networks were mainly designed for the transmission of broadband packet payloads, i.e., a 

large amount of data is sent over the air interface, followed by a long time without activity. Once 

a UE is attached and registered within the LTE network, its connection to CN is managed with 

the help of the RRC protocol, which is terminated in the eNodeB. With respect to the radio activity 

of the UE, there are two RRC states for the UE namely RRC-Connected and RRC-Idle. The UE 

remains in the RRC-Connected state during the active data flow in UL or DL. The location of the 

UE is known on cell level. 

In LTE, the connection management is controlled with the help of a RRC timer, which detects the 

radio in-activity. LTE allows a wide range of timer values. The study in [HQG+12] suggests timer 

values around 10 s based on the measurements in a practical LTE network. 

Today’s smartphone applications are developed such that they maintain their connection with the 

server using keep-alive messages. Additionally, there are also notifications from the server side. 

This is generally known as background traffic [ZZG+13]. Our motivation for signalling minimi-

sation for 5G stems from this type of traffic. The background traffic mostly carries the packet 

payload in the order of a few bytes. However, due to the connection oriented nature of the LTE 

network, the setting up of the connection involves more than 20 signalling messages to transmit 

few IP packets.  

Consider a scenario where a user is engaged in a “WhatsApp” based messaging (with packet inter-

arrival time of around 10 s [36.822]) and the timer is set to a value, which is below 10 secs, then 

there will be a frequent transition between the RRC-Connected and the RRC-Idle states. Follow-

ing the expiry of the RRC timer, the network will switch the UE to RRC-Idle state. Since the user 

is still engaged in a WhatsApp session, it may generate an uplink packet right after it has been 

switched to the RRC-Idle state. For this purpose, a completely new random access procedure has 

to be carried out and a new radio bearer has to be setup, which is detailed Figure 7-1. 

 

Figure 7-1: Connection Oriented Bearer Services and Small Data Transmission in LTE 

On the other hand, the network may have a downlink packet for the user right after it has been 

switched to the RRC-Idle state. In this case, a paging procedure followed by a random access 

procedure is required. Typically, the paging is carried out within the complete tracking area where 
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many base stations are involved. This problem has been identified as “signalling storm”, see 

[Sig_Storm]. Hence, we expect that in such cases, the given solution with RRC timer is not suit-

able enough to reduce the huge amount of signalling messages for small packet payloads on the 

air interface and towards the MME. 

5G NORMA proposes a framework of a UCA for applications with small or sporadic data, which 

is depicted in detail within [ABA+16]. The main features and functionalities illustrating the ad-

vanced concept for 5G are listed in the following. The UCA framework relies on: 

 The new 5G air interface supporting efficient asynchronous transmissions [SWC14] and 

smart protocols for small packets [SWS15], 

 User centric connectivity architectures, edge cloud and virtualisation techniques, 

 Ultra dense heterogeneous network deployments in 5G [GSA15]. 

The basic idea of the UCA is to dynamically allocate and update an anchor node within 5G RAN 

for each UE. The validity of the anchor spans over a user-centric coverage area consisting of one 

or more 5G-Nodes or radio cells. The anchor maintains the connection of the UE to the core 

network as long as it remains within the allocated coverage area by introducing a 5G RAN-con-

trolled user-centric mobility. In the following, some functionalities of the UCA are described: 

 UCA definition: Based on some user specific criteria (e.g. traffic profile and mobility), 

a centralised functionality defines the UCA for each UE. The UCA consists of a set of 

cells selected by a centralised control instance inside the 5G NORMA core cloud, see 

Figure 7-2. It can be defined based on the neighbour cell measurements but should include 

also anticipatory techniques, e.g. based on UE movement. The Core Network connections 

(bearers) are terminated at the anchor node, independently of the UE location within the 

UCA.  

 UE Context sharing within UCA: The anchor node shares the user-context to the nodes 

within the UCA. Based on the context sharing, the UE is recognised in all of the cells 

within the UCA for transmission of UL packets and reception of DL packets. 

 Data transmission in UCA: With the help of open loop synchronisation and efficient 

access protocols for 5G as described in [SWS15], the UE is able to perform both conten-

tion based and contention free UL transmissions in any cell (measured as best server by 

the UE) within UCA. The anchor node can configure the access methods that should be 

chosen by the UE with respect to the type of UL traffic and required service. For example, 

notifications for the best serving cell can be sent using a 1-step protocol [SWS15]. Small 

data can be sent using a 2-step protocol [SWS15]. The best serving node will forward the 

UL packets to the anchor node. The DL transmissions can also be handled with respect 

to the required service and the flow of traffic received by the anchor node from the CN. 

Assuming that the current location of the UE is known to the anchor node, e.g. with the 

help of best server updates, it will forward the packets to the current best serving node of 

the UE. The serving node can schedule the DL packet using a UCA specific UE ID. In 

case the uplink notification of a new best server was not received, the last serving node 

will not receive an uplink acknowledgment notification related to the downlink transmis-

sion. In this case, the last serving node will inform the anchor node, which will carry out 

a paging within the UCA. This paging is initiated by the anchor node, i.e., a RAN paging, 

and differs from the paging initiated by the MME.  

 UE mobility and UCA update: A UE, which received a UCA definition, is allowed to 

move inside this UCA without an indication about the best serving cell, i.e., a UE based 

mobility is supported. Optionally, the UE might be configured to send a small data packet, 

i.e., an uplink notification about a new best serving cell. In this case, a backhaul link 

between the new best serving cell and the anchor node is established. This procedure 

avoids a lot of signalling messages inside the RAN and totally avoids update messages 

towards the MME.   

Upon the detection of a radio cell not associated to UCA, the UE must send a measurement report 

to the RAN, which will carry out the UCA update procedure. This procedure is comparable to the 

handover in LTE, i.e., a measurement report indicating a new best radio cell and a list of other 
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radio cells in the vicinity is transmitted to the currently best radio cell of the UCA, which forwards 

the request to the anchor node. The new UCA will be defined by the central instance and will be 

communicated by an RRC message towards the UE and all radio cells of the new UCA. Within 

Figure 7-2 the procedure is explained, in which the UCA is updated as the UE moves to cell 8, 

which does not belong to the currently configured UCA.  

 

Figure 7-2: Assignment (a) and update (b) of MTA for a UE traversing the path shown by 
the dashed 

New RRC sub-states: The configuration of UCA in 5G-RAN can be realised with the help of 

RRC protocol and the specification of new RRC sub-states. The UE remains in RRC-Connected 

state when it moves within the UCA. Therefore, no state transition signalling is required within 

UCA. With the help of RRC-Reconfiguration, the anchor node can enable or disable UCA for a 

UE as shown in Figure 7-3. When UCA is disabled, the RRC-Connected state can be seen as in 

4G-LTE connected state. However, UCA is configured such that there is almost no or minimum 

signalling overhead on the radio interface as well as in the core network. Hence, UCA can be seen 

as a dormant state with low overhead but full connectivity for the UE both in UL and DL. Detailed 

information concerning the savings with respect to signalling messages can be found in 

[ABA+16]. 

 

Figure 7-3: RRC configurations for UCA in 5G RRC-Connected state 
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7.2. RAN support for optimised on-demand adaptive 
network functions and services 

7.2.1. Flexible on-demand configurations of RAN protocols 

5G network architectures aim for flexible, adaptive decomposition, and allocation of mobile net-

work functions and services on a per-service and per-scenario basis in order to optimise network 

utility and performance as well as end-user QoS and QoE. Therefore, 5G RAN architectures 

should enable and facilitate efficient support of different deployment scenarios and services with, 

for example, adaptive radio protocol stacks as shown in Figure 7-4. 

 

Figure 7-4: Example of flexible RAN protocol stack for different deployment scenarios 

In such a flexible per-service per-scenario adaptive 5G network paradigm, the following obser-

vations can be made:  

 Each 5G small-cell AP or eNodeB may have different capabilities to support functions 

and services across the radio protocol stack, e.g., low-cost APs may only support L1 and 

lower layer of L2 protocols but other APs targeted for stand-alone network deployment 

may support full radio protocol stack. 

 The actual utilisation or effective use of RAN functions and services across the radio 

protocol stack provided by a 5G AP may vary, depending on network topology, available 

front/back-haul capacity, or requested user services. For example, a full radio protocol 

stack should better be configured and provided by an AP if local E2E services or services 

with low latency requirements are requested, while only some lower layer(s) of the radio 

protocol stack (PHY and MAC) may be configured and provided by the AP for serving 

delay-tolerant remote-access services in order to fully explore the advantages of cloud 

RAN. 

 To serve different UEs with different requested 5G service flows (SF) and possible in-SF 

QoS differentiation (see Section 7.8 for more details on SF concept) in a flexible and 

optimal way may prefer different radio protocol stack configurations for different UEs 

even served by the same 5G AP or even same UE served by different 5G APs in case of 

multi-connectivity. 

 The backhaul interface between 5G AP and the cloud needs to be open and capable of 

supporting flexible radio protocol stack configurations as well as multi-vendor inter-op-

erability. 
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 Future network elements as well as functions may be implemented using, e.g., general 

purpose computing platforms, which allows for on-the-fly flexible customisation or en-

hancement of UE and RAN service capability with, e.g., on-the-fly on-demand software 

download and execution of an add-on piece. 

In the current advanced cellular networks, standardised network elements have a rather clear, 

fixed allocation of network functions and services. Taking LTE for instance [36.300], the eNodeB 

is defined to provide all E-UTRAN functions and services plus implementing full radio protocol 

stack. There is an eNodeB configuration update procedure and an eNodeB may be configured and 

deployed in a certain SON based fashion but no flexible radio protocol stack related configuration 

has been supported in current cellular networks. 

The iJOIN framework [IJOIN14-D52, iJOIN15-D53] investigated dense small-cell deployments 

with realistic backhaul limitations for targeted use-case scenarios including stadium, square, 

wide-area continuous coverage, shopping mall, and airport. iJOIN introduced the concept of 

“RAN as a Service” (RANaaS) to deploy functionalities partially or fully in a cloud platform, 

aiming for flexible and scalable centralised computing power as well as coordination gains. Alt-

hough iJOIN seems to share a lot of conceptual elements with 5G architectures, especially from 

CN and RAN “cloudification” perspectives, it uses LTE as the targeted reference and does not 

address 5G challenging services and requirements (ultra-high reliability, low latency, IoT or mas-

sive M2M, high mobility V2X). In addition, iJOIN introduces RANaaS with flexible but clean 

enough RAN functionality split options, i.e, clean split but not dynamic distribution or redistri-

bution of RAN functions and services across RAN protocol stack as per service and per serving 

scenario.  

 

Figure 2.2-2: Signalling procedures for facilitating flexible radio protocol stack configura-
tion 
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For enabling and facilitating flexible, on-demand adaptive configuration of RAN protocol stack, 

as described above, the following is proposed: 

 Flexible RAN capability including generic hardware, software and front-haul capabilities 

to be exposed and managed dynamically on the fly, 

 The RAN protocol-stack configuration herein refers to, e.g., an optimised placement 

(Cloud-RAN option) and configuration of each radio protocol layer specifically for each 

individual AP, UE, service flow or sub-flow of an UE (and not just radio bearer related 

parameter configuration as in current state of the arts).  

Figure 2.2-2 illustrates some signalling procedures for implementing the proposed method. The 

detailed proposals includes a 5G AP, which during deployment, switch-on or (re-)activation, may 

indicate the capability of radio protocol stack support to the cloud where CN control entity or 

RAN aggregator (e.g. multi-controller) or SON and OAM server is located, e.g., information on 

whether higher layer protocol stack is supported or not, or whether in-bearer service-flow differ-

entiation and application-aware scheduler is supported or not, open information on predefined 

general purpose computing platform or application interface which is not vendor sensitive infor-

mation.  

During operation, the 5G AP may be configured on-the-fly with the different radio protocol stack 

configuration mode even though the AP has full radio protocol stack capability. The configuration 

may be based on at least one of the followings:  

 the cell load (e.g. in-bearer service flow differentiated scheduling in lower radio protocol 

stack may not be configured in low cell load case as high throughput and low latency can 

be expected for every service flows in this case);  

 available front/back-haul capacity (e.g. in case of high front/back-haul capacity, AP may 

be configured to have lower layer protocol stack only so that advantage of cloud technol-

ogy can be better explored by implementing higher layer protocol stack in the cloud);  

 the user services served by the cell (e.g. full protocol stack may be configured if mainly 

local services with low latency requirement are requested by the UEs served in the cell. 

Alternaively, the lower layer protocol stack may be configured in each involved APs if most of 

user services served in the cells request multi-connectivity so that the transmission on multi-con-

nectivity can be more efficiently coordinated if higher layer protocol stack is located in the cloud). 

The radio protocol stack configuration of 5G AP may be from the cloud controller, CN control 

entity or RAN aggregator or O&M based on traffic monitoring or some report from 5G AP. An-

other option is that the 5G AP may be self-configured/-change the radio protocol stack based on 

pre-configured policies/rules. In this case, 5G AP needs to indicate the radio protocol stack con-

figuration to the cloud every time when the configuration changes. 

In some cases, the serving network may decide to customise or enhance service capability of a 

serving 5G AP as well as UE being served by the serving 5G AP with on-the-fly add or remove 

a piece of add-on software corresponding to certain network functions or services of the radio 

protocol stack. This is referred to as on-the-fly flexible configuration and control of software 

enabled radio access capability for both serving 5G AP and UE, which can be considered as a 

SON feature for 5G. 

In case the full radio protocol stack is configured in 5G AP during operation, UE or service flow 

or sub-service flow specific radio protocol stack configuration may be performed when RRC con-

nection is established or service flow or sub-flow is identified. The service flow or sub-flow spe-

cific radio protocol stack configuration may be based on service flow or sub-flow QoS. For in-

stance, for the service flow with high throughput and high reliability requirement, multiple radio 

links from different APs may be established for transmission of the service flow. In this case, 

higher layer radio protocol may be configured in the cloud for more efficient coordination and 

control of the data transmission. To support the UE, service flow, or sub-flow level radio protocol 

configuration, radio protocol split request or indication signalling such as UE level radio protocol 

stack (re-)configuration procedure may be introduced between 5G AP and the cloud. The signal-

ling may be embedded to the UE or service flow establishment message. As another option, in-
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band signalling with service flow packet header masking or control-PDU may be introduced with-

out control layer messages. The UE, service flow, or sub-flow specific radio protocol stack con-

figuration in the network side may be either invisible or visible to the UE. For the latter case, UE 

AS and NAS procedure may be enhanced or adapted to the split radio protocol stack configuration 

(e.g. higher layer protocol is in the cloud and lower layer protocol is in the 5G AP). 

SDMC Functions: 

This innovation directly involves SON. SON on top of SDMC may provide all decision and de-

termination of the proposed on-demand configuration of radio protocol stack for 5G AP.  

7.2.2. On-demand RAN level decomposition of E2E connec-
tion 

It is well known that for efficient utilisation of network and UE resources, the UE should consume 

just enough amount of resources only when it is really needed. This problem is addressed in many 

frameworks including RRM, QoS control, mobile context aware network optimisation, optimised 

support of smart phone users with always-on applications in mobile cellular networks, and effi-

cient SON based ultra-dense small-cell networks. The operators wish to reduce power consump-

tion, signalling and processing overhead while accommodating and serving as many users as pos-

sible for increasing revenue. The mobile users wish to have good QoS as well as prolonged mobile 

battery power or, that is, good QoE. 

There are of course many techniques and solutions reported in literatures, addressing general as 

well as particular problems related to the above frameworks. However, practical solutions for 

advanced cellular networks so far often fall into L1 enhancing techniques, link adaptation on RAN 

level, on-off switching of mobile connection or some related physical resources, networking func-

tions or services, SON based on-off switching of small cells. 

In the related states of the art as mentioned above, it is often or traditionally assumed that the 

radio link is the capacity bottleneck of E2E mobile network connection. The reasons include, for 

example, scarcity of radio resources or unreliable radio channels. E2E aspects are often ignored 

when considering RAN problems or, on the other hand, RAN issues are over simplified when 

considering E2E problems. 

Coming to 5G, it is expected that an active UE in a typical 5G small-cell deployment scenario is 

provided with an extremely fast and reliable radio connection which has a peak data rate of tens 

of Gigabit/s and hundreds of Megabit/s effective throughput or goodput on average. Thus, in most 

use cases, the backhaul connection between the serving RAN and CN provided to the UE may be 

the capacity bottleneck with an average data rate much smaller than that of the radio connection. 

It may be further assumed that 5G RAN may have certain service or application awareness or 

knowledge of higher-layer services or service flows of individual active UEs which are being 

served by 5G RAN. This service awareness may be at IP or higher layer(s), which may then be 

implemented as a part of enhanced QoS control features such as QoS-aware 5G PDCP or Uu 

application protocol of 5G RAN.  

Let us consider the following use case scenario. Mr. Finn and their teenager son Junior are driving 

from Berlin to Munich. Junior wants to upload a large video file to Facebook using his mobile 

device. It may have potentially taken 1 minute for the UE to transmit the file to the serving 5G 

RAN but, said, 1 hour to upload it to Facebook due to the difference or imbalance in provided 

data rates of the fast 5G radio link and the much slower internet connection to Facebook server. 

The UE is in the meantime travelling across many serving cells.  

The question now is how 5G supports for providing optimised on-demand service-aware adaptive 

network functions and services in 5G addresses such as the above use case with large data, long 

service session, high mobility and great capacity bottleneck problem from the CN part (end-user 

server). Note that E2E connection between a cellular UE and a remote user or server may cross 

many inter-connected administrative network domains. Those inter-connected network domains 
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other than the serving 5G radio access one may likely be able to provide moderate capabilities 

and capacities for the E2E connection, i.e., much less than that of the 5G radio access domain in 

serving the UE. 

5G NORMA introduces a network functionality called UE agent based decomposition of E2E 

connections. This functionality employs an UE agent and decomposes or splits an E2E connection 

of the UE into two E2E connections: the first is between the UE and the UE agent located in RAN 

or inside a RAN proxy server; and the second is between the UE agent and the remote E2E server. 

This is in order to enable an optimised utilisation of 5G RAN capability and capacity for providing 

optimised QoS and QoE in serving the aforementioned use cases.  

In particular, this functionality includes RAN level E2E decomposition of UP transport connec-

tion is applied depending on service of UE, meaning that service specific E2E transport connec-

tion between UE and, e.g., a remote server may be divided into 2 E2E transport connections: (i) 

the first one is between UE and the local UE agent; and (ii) the second one is between the local 

UE agent and the remote server. The local UE agent is considered as of RAN level which can be 

implemented or integrated in either a serving AP or a local server being close and connected to 

the serving RAN. The main purpose of adopting the local UE agent is to allow: (i) flexible adap-

tation toward CN in order to maintain best possible network connection to UE for the targeted 

service; and (ii) flexible adaptation toward 5G RAN in order to fully and efficiently utilise 5G 

RAN resources and capacity potentials as well as UE battery power. Thus, end-user content de-

livery and QoE for targeted services can be notably enhanced. The proposed RAN level E2E 

decomposition is determined and controlled by the serving network for specific targeted service 

of individual UE which may or may not be visible to the UE. The UE agent may or may not be 

aware of end-user application contents, which may or may not be visible to the UE as well. Figure 

7-5 shows an example of the introduced RAN level E2E decomposition of UP transport connec-

tion. 

In the use case scenario described above, the UE agent may be activated for providing and opti-

mizing the upload service for the UE, allowing the UE to send the file to the UE agent in 1 minute 

and leave the UE agent to finish the upload in 1 hour. In the meantime, the UE may be put into 

an efficient power saving mode on RAN level waiting for a final service confirmation. In another 

example, considering a downloading case, the UE agent is activated to catch and store a large 

enough amount of data from an internet server without slowing down the internet connection 

(e.g., sending acknowledgement as soon as possible for advancing TCP traffic). Then the UE 

agent delivers the stored data to the UE over 5G RAN in a quick blast of an ultra-high data rate 

that fully utilises 5G RAN capability and capacity on offer. In this way, the UE does not have to 

stay in active state in 5G RAN for hour to download the file of a large content but only in certain 

occasions for a really short time periods (seconds) instead. 

HO of CP and UP connections of an individual active UE may be handled flexibly, either together 

hand-in-hand as in current cellular networks such as 3G and LTE or separately in time for indi-

vidual services or service flows depending on mobility and service characteristics of the UE for 

efficient utilisation of 5G RAN and UE resources. That is, actual HO of UP connection for an 

active UE may be treated on individual service or service flow, triggered depending on also the 

contexts of activated UE agent thereof. Thus, the current serving AP of the UE for at least the CP 

connection may be different from the AP which is serving or operating an activated UE agent for 

a targeted ongoing service of the UE. This is considered as one step further compared to prior arts 

in providing on-demand service and mobility. 

In the uploading case, the UE agent is activated to get the file transmitted to it from the UE when 

being served by AP#k. The actual upload of the file to Facebook is handled by the UE agent and 

fully completed in 1 hour and at that time the UE has moved to the cell area of AP#n. The up-

loading session of the UE may be considered as ongoing all along the road from AP#k to AP#n, 

passing a number of other APs at some of which the UE may need to re-establish the CP connec-

tion (handed over) in order to update its UE contexts. The innovation herein allows the network 

to re-establish or hand over the UP connection of the UE only at AP#n when it is needed for the 
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UE to receive the final confirmation and not at other APs along the road when the CP connection 

may be handed over or re-established from time to time. In the downloading case, the UP con-

nection for the UE needs to be re-established or handed over to the current serving AP only when 

the activated UE agent has downloaded a large enough amount of data for the requested content 

and determine to deliver that part to the UE. Thus, the need of HO or reestablishment of the UP 

connection for the UE may be triggered from the UE agent based on monitoring the progress of 

the UP connection toward CN. 1:1 mapping between the context of the activated UE agent and 

the up-to-date active/idle mobile contexts of the UE needs to be maintained at least in the network 

side. 

Explicit enhancement of end-user QoE is enabled, as the activation of the UE agent for the tar-

geted service of the UE can be made aware to the end-user and let the end-user to decide if it 

wants to delegate the upload or download task to the UE agent of the network. For instance, the 

serving network may issue a notification message to the UE that the internet connection is slow 

and it should be faster and more efficient for the UE to let the network assist in downloading or 

uploading large contents. The UE may request for activating the UE agent mode for at least one 

targeted service and then follow explicit control of the serving network. 

 

Figure 7-5: E2E data layer transport connection decomposition 

Figure 7-6illustrates a signalling procedure for setting up the UE agent based decomposition of 

the E2E transport connection on-demand. In this example, full network control is assumed or, that 

is, the setup of the UE agent and use of the UE agent-based decomposition is initiated by the 

serving RAN side with minimum awareness from the UE side.  

UE RAN+Local SGW Remote ServerCN and interconnected networks

E2E transport layer connection crossing interconnected network domains

Ultra high speed 5G Capacity bottleneck

Decomposed E2E transport 

using UE agent 
Decomposed E2E transport using UE agent

UE agent functionality
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Figure 7-6: Illustration of UE agent based E2E decomposition setup and operation 

Figure 7-7illustrates an on-demand HO with possible separation of HO for CP connection and 

HO of UP connection for the UE served with an active UE agent. 
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Figure 7-7: On-demand handover of UP connection with UE agent based E2E decomposi-
tion for signif-icantly reducing overhead 

SDMC Functions: 

SDMC NAS Control and QoS Control functions may interact with RRC User to facilitate this 

innovation directly. 

7.2.3. RAN orchestrator for flexible RAN functions re-location 

Problem: 

In Section 4.1 and, in particular, Section 4.1.2 indicates that the common PDCP based MC solu-

tion has emerged as one of the most preferable options for MC functional architectures for 5G. In 
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this common PDCP based MC solution, PDCP functional entity in the serving RAN handles func-

tions such as multi-connectivity anchoring or encryption. The serving network (RAN) hosts a 

PDCP entity per a RB or service-flow (SF) of a given UE, which may have one or multiple RBs 

or SFs. In cloud-based flexible RAN architecture, the network node or hosting site of PDCP for 

one or more UEs may be flexible (not necessarily in the serving primary macro eNodeB as in 

LTE. That is, physically, PDCP functions may be instantiated on generic transport network ele-

ments, or some virtualised/cloud-based computing platforms, or more conventional base-station 

platforms. For setting up RB service for an SF for a given UE, a suitable PDCP hosting site has 

to be selected for that UE. During the lifetime of an SF, PDCP relocation from a current hosting 

site to a new hosting site may be triggered for various reasons – e.g., processing overload, mobility 

impact, and/or E2E QoE expectations of certain sub-flows of a SF or bearer service.  

Thus, the selection or reselection of a suitable PDCP hosting site for a SF or bearer service of UE 

requires awareness of various factors, which may not be available to RAN in current cellular 

networks. 

5G NORMA introduces a new functional entity in the 5G RAN architecture, referred to as RAN 

orchestrator, which: 

a) Receives registration notifications from one or more network elements when the network 

element hosts PDCP functions 

b) Uses an SDM-C northbound API to obtain information about network topology (path, 

bandwidths, latencies, etc.) 

c) Receives available capacity or load indications from the network elements regarding the 

PDCP functionality they are hosting 

d) Receives a request from a network element regarding the need for initiating relocation of 

PDCP function or functional entity for one or more UEs or SFs or RBs thereof 

e) Selects a target network element to host the PDCP function, considering transport net-

work topology and state information, QoE/QoS requirements of corresponding SF or RB 

service of UE, and UE’s multi-connectivity status 

f) Notifies the requesting network element of the selected target network element to perform 

PDCP re-location 

Logically, RAN orchestrator can be considered as a part of the RAN control layer or O&M. Thus, 

RAN orchestrator may be collocated with RRC User or SON function block in 5G RAN, inter-

facing with PDCP (RRC User and/or SON). 

Figure 7-8 illustrates network functions under Steps a), b) and c) above. 

 

Figure 7-8: Obtaining awareness of PDCP hosting sites, load, transport network 
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Figure 7-9 illustrates some network functions under Steps d), e) and f) above. 

 

Figure 7-9: RAN orchestrator making decision to select target PDCP hosting location 

Finally, Figure 7-10 illustrates an example of a decision-making process at RAN orchestrator for 

PDCP hosting site selection for SF setup or PDCP relocation for a UE. 

 

Figure 7-10: Example of a decision-making process at RAN orchestrator 

SDMC Functions: 

RAN orchestrator may be implemented as an extended part of SON. RAN orchestrator can be 

viewed as an application on top of SDM-C, which uses SDM-C northbound API to get infor-

mation on RAN network topology (paths, bandwidths, latencies, etc.). Thus, RAN orchestrator 

can make decisions where awareness of the network topology or state (bandwidth, latency, paths) 

is needed. For example, in the common PDCP based multi-connectivity architectures described 
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in Section 4.1.2, when a given PDCP instance has to decide how to partition or split a given SF’s 

traffic across multiple multi-connectivity legs, it can use transport network state information 

which RAN orchestrator has obtained from SDM-C. RAN orchestrator should also have a com-

plete view on RAN level network topology – that means information on location of all RAN 

functions. Thus, in a flexible RAN architecture with flexible on-demand function decomposition, 

RAN functional entities or network elements such as small-cell APs, RRUs, and so forth should 

also register themselves with RAN orchestrator. 

7.3. Mobile Edge Computing and Network Resource 
Allocation for Multi-Tenancy 

Mobile network operators endeavour in a twofold mission that, on the one hand, is looking at 

enhancing traditional services (e.g., telephony, web and multimedia), and, on the other hand, aims 

at integrating in a single network infrastructure new vertical segments for public safety, 

healthcare, utilities management, connected vehicles and industrial automation [NGNM_WP]. 

Such technology leap is enabled by the virtualisation and softwarisation of the network infrastruc-

ture, which are pushing MNOs towards quicker network upgrades at lower costs, with the objec-

tive to build a flexible network infrastructure able to accommodate a plethora of diverse new 

services. In order to leverage the agile and elastic characteristics of cloud technology, the telco 

industry is working towards developing systems that will enable the cloudification of the existing 

network architecture and service provisioning.  

Framed as an ETSI ISG, Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) focuses on evolving the mobile net-

work’s edge, in order to create a cloud-like environment close to the Radio Access Network that 

hosts enhanced services provided by the MNO or third parties. Such services span across caching 

for Content Delivery Network (CDN), RAN analytics, vehicular communications, IoT systems, 

benefiting applications a closer deployment to the User Equipment (UE) [ETSI_MEC02]. Such 

Mobile Edge (ME) applications run in form of virtualised objects on top of a generic cloud infra-

structure located within the RAN, referred to as the Mobile Edge host. The Mobile Edge manage-

ment system is responsible for managing both the infrastructure and the ME application instances 

that run on a single or different Mobile Edge hosts. Since the MEC management and orchestration 

system has operating characteristics similar to the NFV MANO, we argue that jointly orchestrat-

ing VNFs and MEC applications can provide several benefits from both the infrastructure cost 

and operation perspective, i.e. CAPEX and OPEX. The former is the ability of using edge cloud 

platforms commonly to support both applications and virtualised functions. The latter is the need 

of a common management and orchestration system as an enhanced version of the current NFV 

MANO, referred to as MANO+. 

User scenarios lay the basis for the novel concept of network multi-tenancy, wherein the MEC 

concept plays as key-enabler [COMMAG_MT]. A Mobile edge platform is designed to offer en-

hanced services to Mobile edge applications, and the Radio Network Information Service (RNIS) 

is a key feature within MEC. Such service provides an API to ME applications to retrieve relevant 

information about the radio conditions on different metric basis (per user, group of users and so 

on). 
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Figure 7-11: Operational flow for network slicing when MEC-NFV joint orchestration is in 
place 

For instance, in a cloud RAN deployment where different functional splits may be applied, RNIS 

may be exploited by an ME application in order to compute the performance metrics of a given 

split. In our view, as depicted in Figure 7-11, the radio characteristics feed such an application 

that, in turn, triggers the MANO+ to improve the performance of attached users considering dif-

ferent functional splits. In particular, the MANO+ may examine alternatives in splitting the base 

station based on the performance resulting from application changes due to radio conditions or 

fronthaul dynamics. The MANO+ is required to apply a different functional split following two 

policies: i) increasing the capacity in the fronthaul by shifting RAN functions from the centralized 

Baseband Unit (BBU) towards the edge or Remote Radio Head (RRH), or ii) shifting base station 

functions from the RRH towards the BBU so as enabling cooperative multi-point (CoMP) 

schemes or better scheduling and interference coordination. Alternatively, a MEC fronthaul/back-

haul optimiser function may trigger the MANO+ to provision changes in virtualised functions of 

the core network, including for example the re-location of a Serving/PDN-Gateway by shifting a 

virtual machine into a new location that guarantees a delay reduction or releases resources in the 

backhaul. This clearly sheds light on the reason why a novel MANO+ architecture is needed. 

7.4. Multi-Service Technologies 

The next generation of mobile networks is expected to enable a completely new class of services: 

Machine Type Communication (MTC), vehicle-to-X (V2X) communications, Internet of Things 

(IoT) traffic, device-to-device (D2D) communications, among others. Each new type of services 

will have their own latency, bandwidth and QoS requirements. An adaptable and flexible mobile 

network architecture is necessary to guarantee that these services are properly supported in 5G 

NORMA. 

7.4.1. Current status of LTE 

Even though LTE architecture was originally designed for voice and broadband services, it is 

quickly adapting to cope with the future requirements of 5G. The requirements of very high data 

rate, ultra-low end-end latency, extended battery life, multi-services and multi-connectivity have 

been addressed in the current 3GPP Releases. The investigation of different services and the re-

spective technology used in LTE is presented in the below section. 

Device-Device Communication and Public Safety Services: The 3GPP Release 12 addresses 

the two main services: Proximity Services (ProSe) and Group Communication. ProSe enable the 
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detection of other devices in the neighbourhood, allowing direct communication with PC5 inter-

face between them [RS-12]. Direct communication is possible only in public safety scenario. 

Proximity Services work together with the EPC. The Direct Provisioning Function (DPF) is a part 

of ProSe that provides necessary parameters to the UE’s for device discovery and communication. 

The ProSe function is also connected to Home Subscriber Server (HSS) to authenticate the device 

requesting direct discovery and configure it to ProSe policy [RS-12].   

The direct discovery of proximal devices operates in two different modes: 

1. Open Direct Discovery mode - UE’s have access to discover all other UE’s in the prox-

imity  

2. Restricted Direct Discovery mode – UE’s do not have access to discover all other UE’s 

in the proximity. 

UEs are allowed to communicate with other UEs even in absence of network coverage.  In case 

of special scenarios like public safety, no direct discovery procedure is necessary for communi-

cation between the ProSe devices. Three important scenarios are considered for the ProSe ser-

vices:  

1. Both the UE’s have network coverage. 

2. None of UE’s have network coverage. 

3. Either of the two UE’s have network coverage. 

The D2D communication in case of no network coverage is addressed by 3GPP Release 13 by 

allowing the UE in the network coverage to serve as a relay for the UE that is out of coverage. 

Beside D2D, Group Communication and Mission Critical Push to Talk (MCPTT) (both public 

safety services) are introduced in Release 12. Group Communication Service Application Server 

(GCS AS) is responsible to select either unicast or broadcast mode to enable communication from 

UE to public safety devices. The MCPTT service is one-way communication that allows UE to 

talk and all others to listen. MCPTTP server is responsible for unicasting, multicasting or broad-

casting the data to other devices in the group. The MCPTT service will be included in the Release 

13 [NOKWP]. 

Massive Machine Type Communication: Due to tremendous increase in machine type commu-

nication in future, LTE focus on providing low cost and low power solutions.  Support for low 

cost MTC devices is achieved by excluding MIMO and higher modulation schemes. Since, ma-

chine-to-machine communication can operate well with lower data rate, MTC devices will oper-

ate with 1.4 MHz bandwidth and half-duplex mode in 3GPP Release 13. In addition to that, LTE 

will provide Power Saving Mode (PSM) of devices, where a device is switched off for a given 

time period. The 3GPP Release 13 is planning to increase the DRX cycle duration from 2.56 sec 

to 2 minutes and restricting the data rate to 1Mbps [NOK-W] [ERI-W]. As the machine type 

communication mostly occurs indoor, shadowing effects are also addressed in Release 13, by 

allowing path loss of 155 dB [NOK-WPa]. 

Vehicular communication: Since LTE did not provide vehicular communication services in Re-

lease 12, 3GPP Release 13 plans to provide V2X communication service through LTE Radio 

infrastructure as LTE enables low latency, high throughput and D2D communication features.  

Broadcast Services: LTE provides flexible broadcast and unicast transmission. Efficient broad-

cast services were provided with the launch of enhanced Multimedia Broadcast, Multicast Ser-

vices (eMBMS) in Release 9. The efficiency of broadcast services is enhanced by use of multi-

cell transmission with Single Frequency Network (SFN) that adds the received signal strength for 

the users at cell edge instead of causing interference [NOKWP]. 

7.4.2. Current research on 5G 

How to better support multi-service in a mobile network architecture is a current area of research. 

In this section, some relevant proposed 5G architectures and current projects on 5G will be de-

scribed. 
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A Software Defined Wireless Network is defined in [BOS+14], where mobile network SDN con-

trollers provide a northbound interface to services. These services can influence how traffic is 

handled. The architecture is flexible because of the use of SDN controllers. Virtual operators can 

share the same physical resources, dynamically adapting their share based on changes in demand.  

A new 5G control layer using SDN and NFV is proposed in [YVU+14]. RAN and CN control is 

unified and implemented as control applications running in an interworking set of hierarchical 

controllers. New functionalities could be implemented as multiple coordinating control applica-

tions at different levels. Controllers in UEs provide native device-to-device communication, and 

high-level network controllers provide service chaining.  

Taking a look at the requirements 5G raises, the work in [TR+15] proposes an SDN-based plastic 

architecture for 5G networks. The network architecture consists of a unified control layer (across 

core and radio access networks) consisting of three logical controllers, and a clean-slate data layer. 

Network functions can be either centralised or run at the edge, based on the requirements of dif-

ferent services. Tunnelling and gateways were eliminated from the data layer, which now consists 

of forwarding paths set up by the cloud infrastructure.  

In the METIS project [MET-D6.4], multi-service support was enable by two processes. First, five 

so called Horizontal Topics were identified: Device-to-Device communication (D2D), Massive 

Machine Communication (MMC), Moving Networks (MN), Ultra-Dense Networks (UDN) and 

Ultra Reliable Communication (URC). Network functionalities that different topics have in com-

mon were grouped into Building Blocks. The goal was to use these blocks to guide the overall 

system architecture, addressing the requirements of multiple HTs. METIS also decomposed the 

functional elements and network functions present in its technical work, creating a pool of differ-

ent network functions that can be applied as necessary to network elements, depending on the use 

case or service. 

7.4.3. Congestion control in Machine Type communication 

Machine to machine (M2M) communication is a key enabler technology for the realisation of the 

Internet of Things. An M2M communication system consists of a large number of machine type 

communication (MTC) devices which can communicate with the MTC servers or other MTC 

devices to accomplish specific tasks. It is predicted that by 2020, there will be 12.5 billion MTC 

devices in the world. If all the activated devices try to access the base station or evolved node B 

(eNodeB) within a short interval, congestion would occur at the radio access network (RAN). 

Also, the MTC involves large number of low power devices. These devices generate more sig-

nalling overhead than the actual data. The two major location that are more prone to congestion 

are described below: 

 At RAN level: If large number of MTC devices are connected to the same eNodeB and 

consequently use the same channels leading to high contention. 

 At the Core Network:  

- MME: If the device is moving with high velocity, the frequent handover, con-

nection establishment and maintenance will generate large signalling traffic. The 

signalling traffic further increases if large number of the low power devices are 

simultaneously generating frequent handovers. 

- S-GW and P-GW:  All the traffic passes through these gateways in LTE therefore 

creating congestion in the network. 

Based on the location of congestion, the congestion can be classified into two classes as at the 

data layer and at the control layer. The d-layer congestion is caused due to large number of devices 

sending data in the uplink. Even if the data per MTC device is small, the total sum of all data can 

lead to congestion at the S-GWs or P-GWs. The control layer traffic is signalling traffic generated 

due to tracking area update, mobility management, paging or event specific trigger.  

In order to avoid the congestion, different approaches are proposed. One of the approaches is 

access class barring (ACB). The ACB factor allows MTC devices to transmit their connection 
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requests with different probabilities. In some research work a proposal has been made to separate 

the RACHs used by H2H/H2M and M2M communications to avoid H2H users of being blocked 

from accessing the network in the presence of bursty M2M traffic. Also, the ACB factor and the 

timing advance are jointly used to reduce the RAN congestion. An algorithm is proposed to adap-

tively update the ACB factor. The update is dependent on the number of connection request that 

were served and the collision rate. This algorithm uses the fact that by increasing the ACB factor 

p, the number of transmitted preambles and the number of collisions are increased. On this basis, 

if the number of the observed collisions (i.e., simultaneous preamble transmissions) is more than 

a threshold, then the algorithm will decrease the ACB factor p for a certain value. On the other 

hand, if the number of successful transmissions is more than a threshold, then the ACB factor p 

will be increased. Also, 3GPP Release 12 has reduced signalling due of TAUs from MTC devices 

by increasing the TAU period timer.  

In our approach, we propose the use of dedicated small cells that will offload the traffic of selec-

tive MTC devices that generate very high signalling overhead. Use of small cell will offload most 

of the traffic from macro cells hence avoiding the congestion on the cellular radio access channel. 

Furthermore, to avoid c-layer congestion, we propose grouping of the MTC devices that has the 

similar feature using the classification algorithms. The MTC devices can be classified based on 

the velocity (direction and speed both), the frequency of the uplink in case of stationary devices, 

amount and type of signalling data, priority etc. The signalling can then be significantly reduced 

by sending a common signalling message to the group of devices exhibiting the same properties. 

The focus of group formation will be considering the MTC devices with high velocity that intro-

duce very high signalling traffic required due to frequent handover management. Once the groups 

are formed, the MTC devices can then be configured with the access class barring probability and 

the corresponding silent period (DRX). 

7.5. Multi-tenant dynamic resource allocation 

7.5.1. State of the art 

Driven by the capacity requirements forecasted for future mobile networks as well as the decreas-

ing margins operators are able to obtain, infrastructure sharing is emerging as a key business 

model for mobile operators to reduce the deployment and operational costs involved in initial roll-

out (capital expenditure (CAPEX) and operational expenditure (OPEX) of their networks). 

The issue of dynamically sharing resources between operators has recently received substantial 

attention both from industry and standardisation as well as in the research community. 

Network sharing solutions are already available, standardised, and partially used in some mobile 

carrier networks. These solutions can be divided into passive and active network sharing: passive 

sharing refers to the reuse of components such as physical sites, tower masts, cabling, cabinets, 

power supply, air-conditioning, and so on; active sharing refers to the reuse of backhaul, base 

stations, and antenna systems, and it’s labelled as active radio access network (RAN) sharing. 

However, these sharing concepts are based on fixed contractual agreements with mobile virtual 

network operators (MVNOs) on a course granularity basis (monthly/yearly). 

3GPP has recognised the importance of supporting network sharing since Release 6, and defined 

a set of architectural requirements and technical specifications that have been continuously ex-

tended since then. The latest activities have focused on the definition of new sharing scenarios 

and requirements [22.101], and the corresponding network management architecture and func-

tionality extensions towards on-demand capacity brokering [32.130]. 

Based on the enhanced capabilities of dynamic sharing, new business models for infrastructure 

owners are expected to emerge, resulting in new revenue sources. Indeed, such an approach sup-

ports not only classical players (mobile-operators) but also new ones such as Over-The-Top 

(OTT) service providers that may buy a share of a wireless network to ensure a satisfactory service 

for their users. Think, for instance, of Amazon Kindle support for downloading content from 
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anywhere, or paid-TV sports subscriptions including a premium for watching live games, to name 

just two examples. 

Recent research efforts have also addressed the design of multi-operator sharing architectures. 

Building on eNodeB virtualisation, [K+12b], [CSG+13] introduce the notion of Network Virtu-

alisation Substrate (NVS), a virtualisation technique that provides an interface for operators to 

reserve wireless resources. This solution is enhanced in [KMZ+13], which follows a gateway-

level perspective to facilitate near-term adoption. Some other works in the literature have ad-

dressed this issue from an economical perspective [CCC+15], [F+08]. None of the above works 

deals with the design of specific algorithms for resource sharing. 

In [GLK14], [MVA14], and [MKZ+13], the authors address the design of optimal algorithms for 

resource sharing among operators. In [GLK14], the optimisation of the total network utility is 

addressed by using max-min fairness; in contrast that relies on proportional fairness, which could 

provides many desirable properties. The works of [MVA14], [MKZ+13] present a proportional 

fair formulation however, they do not provide a rationale to justify their choice. Furthermore, 

[MVA14] does not address the design of an algorithm, while [MKZ+13] uses a general non-linear 

solver that incurs a very high computational complexity. 

In a more general context of resource allocation in (single-operator) mobile networks, there have 

been some works in the literature addressing problem formulations [BLR06], [Y+13], [K+12b], 

[LPY08]. However, substantial attention has been devoted to the architectural framework for 

multi-tenancy, but relatively little work has focused on criteria/algorithms and state-of-the art 

ones fail to meet the requirements for a practical solution or they have been proposed without 

proper justification. 

In designing a practical solution for dynamic resource sharing, however, we facing multiple chal-

lenges. To start, we need a sharing criterion that not only allocates resources to operators fairly, 

but also shares the resources of each operators fairly among its users. Furthermore, the criterion 

should allow for different pricing (or sharing) levels according to the operators’ needs. When 

allocating resources to an operator, we should obviously take into account its numbers of users, 

but also their location, as there may be some locations where demand is higher and (consequently) 

resources more valuable. Given the amount of information involved (including ¡ the channel qual-

ity of each user) and its dynamic nature, the algorithm should be distributed. Also, since the al-

gorithm may be triggered frequently (whenever a user joins, leaves or changes its location), it 

should be computationally efficient. When adapting to network changes, the algorithm should 

control the number of handoffs triggered, as those may represent a high overhead. 

Hence we can conclude that there has been substantial work towards addressing this problem, 

most has focused on architectural issues, leaving algorithmic aspects open to consideration. A 

functional algorithm has to provide the functionalities and respect the requirements described 

above, in order to enable a multi-tenant networks. 

7.5.2. 5G NORMA Contribution 

Substantial attention has been devoted to the architectural framework for multi-tenancy, but rela-

tively little work has focused on the design of criteria and algorithms for this purpose. While some 

algorithms and criteria have been proposed in the literature, these either fail to meet the require-

ments for a practical solution or rely on criteria that have been proposed without proper justifica-

tion on their optimality. 

In order to extend the Network Sharing 3GPP standardisation to meet the 5G requirements, our 

contribution involves the design of: 

 New sharing criterion 

 New sharing mechanism 
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7.5.3. New Sharing Criterion 

3GPP standardisation provides a static allocation that guarantees a minimum level of resources 

and limits the maximum amount of resources allocated to a tenant. These resources could be 

available for a specified period of time and a certain location. In the context of 5G networks, our 

goal is to design a new sharing criterion that allows for allocating the resources among tenants in 

more flexible way.  

The allocation of resources involves the following decisions: (i) the association of users to base 

station (where each user is associated with a single base station), and (ii) the sharing of the re-

sources of each base stations among its associated users (the fraction of the base station’s re-

sources allocated to user). 

We would like to allocate resources across operators dynamically, tracking changes in the num-

bers and locations of an operator’s mobile users and changes in the associated transmission rates. 

When doing this we need to make sure that (i) network resources are fairly shared among the 

various operators, and (ii) at the same time, the resources allocated to a given operator are fairly 

shared among the users of that operator. A natural way to achieve this is to maximise the overall 

network utility resulting from aggregating operator utilities, defining the operator utility as the 

sum utility of the operator’s users. In this way, maximizing the network’s overall utility (W(x,f)) 

corresponds to maximizing the sum of operator’s users utilities: 

𝑊(𝑥, 𝑓) =  ∑ ∑ 𝜔𝑢 log(𝑟𝑢(𝑥, 𝑓))

𝑢∈𝑢0𝑜∈𝑂

 (7.5-1) 

where: 

 𝜔𝑢: the weight of user 𝑢, 

 𝑟𝑢: the relative throughput. 

Furthermore, we need to consider the network share that is allocated to each operator (which 

captures the relative weight of the operator on the network). The shares might, for instance, be 

based on the level of (financial) contribution to the shared network: if an operator contributes 

twice as much as another, should roughly get twice the resources. Additionally, we also need to 

account for the number of an operator’s users: if an operator has twice the share of another one, 

but also the twice as many users, its users should not be better off. To that end, we insert in the 

network utility the variable (wu) that consider the network share of an operator, divided equally 

amongst its current users. 

Furthermore, the new criterion has to allow the operators to allocate its network resources imple-

menting specific policies, for instance, an operator may distribute the resources it has been as-

signed among its users prioritizing some users based on their traffic type, or may apply admission 

control to limit the number of users it has in the network, thereby providing a better quality to 

admitted users. This is an important feature from a business model perspective, as it allows an 

operator to adapt to the specific needs of its users and thus differentiate itself from competing 

operators. 

The user utility function considered is particularly suitable for elastic traffic, the proposed ap-

proach can also be used when resources are shared with inelastic traffic. We envisage two alter-

natives: in the first one, we first run an algorithm to determine the resources needed by each 

operator to satisfy inelastic traffic needs, and then the sharing algorithm is used to share the re-

maining resources among elastic traffic; in the second alternative, the sharing algorithm is used 

to determine the resources provided to each operator, which then uses these resources to serve 

both inelastic and elastic traffic. Besides, we want to provide to network operators, a way to max-

imise their revenue deciding whether accept or reject an incoming inelastic/elastic new request.   

Note that with this criterion we don’t need to reserve some resources for tenants also when they 

don’t need it and they don’t use it, and the free resources could be available for the other tenants.  
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Furthermore, the tenants don’t need to ask, like in 3GPP standardisation, for more resources be-

cause our criterion just provide of each tenant how many resources requested. Obviously if the 

resources requested are not available we need to respect a given outage probability. 

7.5.4. New sharing mechanism  

In order to implement the criterion designed above, we need to devise a novel mechanism for 

sharing resources. To this end, we focus on a dynamic sharing concept, signalling-based and with 

no human intervention, which enables a more efficient sharing of the network resources according 

to the agreed SLA and taking into account also the commercial requirements. 

Given the amount of information involved (including the channel quality of each user) and its 

dynamic nature, the algorithm should be distributed. Also, since the algorithm may be triggered 

frequently (whenever a user joins, leaves or changes its location), it should be computationally 

efficient. When adapting to network changes, the algorithm should control the number of handoffs 

triggered, as those may represent high overhead. 

The key idea of the algorithm is that, upon a new user joining the network, we re-associate a 

number of users and reallocate the resources of each base station to its users. To design such an 

algorithm, we first need to answer the following questions:  

1. Do we really need to re-associate users? 

2. Where should be (re)associated to? 

3. In which order should users be re-associated? 

4. How many re-associations do we need? 

To answer the above questions, in the following we present some of the algorithm features and 

described how they should work at high level. The algorithm needs to consider the following 

cases: (i) a user joins the network, (ii) leaves, or (iii) changes her location.  

In the optimal allocation, users are somehow balanced among base stations. When a new user 

joins the network, she greedily joins the base station providing the largest throughput. Now the 

balance is broken, so we may need to consider triggering user re-associations. The base station 

with which the user associates may have too many users. Hence, in the first step the algorithm 

has to re-associate one of the users of this base station. In the next step, the base station that 

received the re-associated user may have too many users; however, depending on the weights of 

the joining and re-associated users, the original base station may still have too many users as well. 

In each of these steps, we could select to re-associate the user that achieves the highest gain in 

terms of throughput. We repeat this, considering users from two base stations, in the subsequent 

steps. To limit their number and associated handoffs overheads we limit these to at most m. For 

the first m-1 re-associations, users choose the base station that provides the largest throughput, 

but in the final step (mth) to avoid that the re-association of a user harms the overall performance, 

we select the base station association that maximises the overall network utility rather than the 

throughput of the re-associated user.  

When a user leaves the network, the algorithm is quite similar: the base station with which the 

user was associated now may have less users than it could handle. Hence some other users may 

obtain a gain to associate with this base station. Also in this case we re-associate the user that 

obtains the highest gain. Now the other base station may have fewer users; we repeat this again 

for m-1 steps. In the final step we could decide again to re-associate the user that maximise the 

overall network utility. 

When a user moves, her transmission rate values to the neighbouring base stations may change; 

if, as a result of these changes, at some point the user would receive a larger throughput in a new 

base station, we could re-associate her to this base station. Then, the old base station executes the 

same algorithm as when a user leaves the network while the new base station executes the algo-

rithm corresponding to a joining user. 

We have two possible ways to implement this algorithm:  
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1. We devise a multiplexer function with a scheduler per each network slices; 

2. We execute a single scheduler for the network that allocates resources among different 

slices. 

In the second case, we do not need a new function because we could implement directly the algo-

rithm in the scheduler. In the first case the schedulers have to cooperate in order to obtain an 

optimal allocation of the resources overall network. 

The new mechanism has to work also in Multi-RAT scenarios. In this case, we need to consider 

more possible allocation solutions because we share not only the resources of each BSs but we 

can decide to share also the different technologies of each BSs among all users. The problem now 

is obviously more complex. 

As a conclusion, state-of-the-art efforts to date concerning multi-tenancy are more focused on 

architectural and requirements aspects, and less effort has been devoted to algorithmic aspects. 

To fill this gap, we aim at designing a completely new scheduling/multiplexing functions with 

new algorithm to allow the new 5G functions both for multi-tenancy in normal RAN and multi-

RAT scenarios. 

7.5.5. Proposed algorithms 

In order to design new algorithms for multi-tenant approaches we have focused on 2 different 

scenarios: 

1. Algorithm for handling resources requests at the infrastructure provider; 

2. Algorithm for dynamic resource sharing among operators. 

7.5.6. Admission control 

One of the key novel concepts of the 5G architecture is Network Slicing: the infrastructure can 

be divided in different slices each of which can provide different services. This opens the mobile 

network ecosystem to new players: 

 Infrastructure Provider (InP), which is the owner of the infrastructure; 

 Tenants, which acquire a slice from the InP to deliver a specific service. 

In this new ecosystem, tenants issue to the InP spectrum and computational resources requests in 

order to set up their slices. Since spectrum is a scarce resource for which overprovisioning is not 

possible and its availability heavily depend on SLAs and users’ mobility, the InP cannot apply an 

“always accept” strategy for all the incoming requests. Thus, the new 5G ecosystem calls for 

novel algorithms and solutions for the allocation of network resources among different tenants. 

Our idea is to design a network capacity brokering algorithm executed by the InP in order to 

decide whether to accept/reject a request from a tenant with the goal of maximizing the InP rev-

enue, satisfying the service guarantees required. 

In our model the InP receives requests from tenants characterised by: 

 Amount of resources to be reserved 

 Starting and end times for the reservation 

 Type of traffic (elastic or inelastic) that imply: 

o Required quality/SLA  

o Its price 𝜌 (amount of money per time) 

The InP needs to decide which requests to accept knowing that by accepting a request with a small 

bid, it may lose future opportunities to involve higher bids (not enough resources available), but 

rejecting a request the InP loses the corresponding bid. Our algorithm leverage on Semi-Markov 

Decision Process (SMDP) theory, that models the resource allocation to network slices as a mar-

kov chain in which the next state depends only by the actual state, the decision taken and the 

transition probability function. 
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The algorithm requires the full knowledge of the system parameters like:  

 the interarrival requests time λ; 

 the request duration μ; 

 the transition probability function; 

and that the system is memory less. By applying decision theory, it is possible to find the decision 

policy that maximise the InP revenue. While SMDP provides the optimal policy, it requires very 

high computational cost as the space state is large so for practical purposes we need an adaptive 

algorithm, and we will use SMDP as a benchmark to evaluate the performance of the proposed 

algorithm. 

The adaptive algorithm is based on Q-learning, a reinforcement learning tool that learns about the 

system behaviour by taking non-optimal decisions during the learning phase. After an initial 

learning phase, by evaluating the best possible action starting from a certain state, the algorithm 

is able to find the decision policy that maximises the InP revenue. The best advantages of this tool 

are: 

 It does not need any knowledge of the system parameter (λ, μ and transition probability 

function) 

 It works even if the system is not memory less 

 It’s an online algorithm that can react to system perturbations (it just need a short learning 

phase). 

 

Figure 7-12: Relative revenue vs. 𝜌i /𝜌e 

In order to evaluate the adaptive algorithm, we compare the revenue obtained applying Q-learning 

policy changing 𝜌i /𝜌e with: 

 The one obtained applying SMDP approach 

 The revenue obtained accepting all requests incoming (we reject them only if there are 

no resources available) 

 The revenue obtained rejecting all elastic requests 

We simulated two classes of incoming request: inelastic that demand a certain fixed throughput 

which needs to be always satisfied with a fixed outage probability; elastic that require an average 

throughput guarantees. Each class presents different parameters (λ, μ). 

As we can conclude from Figure 7-12, SMDP always converges to the optimal policy, the one 

that provide the maximum revenue for the InP for each experiment. Furthermore, we can see that 
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with our adaptive algorithm we can obtain close to optimal performance even without the 

knowledge of all system parameters. 

7.5.7. Dynamic resource sharing 

Another important challenges in multi-tenancy are the definition of a sharing criterion and the 

design of an algorithm that follows it in order to enable statistical multiplexing of spatio-temporal 

traffic loads.  

The idea is to design a criterion that maximise the network utility while:  

 Allocates resources fairly among operators; 

 Allocates the resources of each operators fairly among its users; 

 Takes into account the number and the location of the active users of each operator. 

The information involved include channel capacity, the number of users in the network, their 

spatial distributions and thus their mobility. 

To be sure that our criterion achieves the above requirements, we define the network utility as the 

sum of operators’ utilities weighted by the operator’s share as: 

𝑊(x, f) = ∑ 𝑠𝑜𝑈𝑜(x, f)

𝑜∈𝑂

 (7.5-2) 

where: 

 𝑠𝑜  :the network share assigned to each operator.  

The operator utility is given by: 

𝑈0(x, f) =
1

|𝑢0|
∑ log(𝑟𝑢(x, f))

𝑢∈𝑢𝑜

 (7.5-3) 

where: 

 𝑟𝑢: the throughput of user u of the operator o, 

 𝑈𝑜  the set of users belonging to each operator. 

With the above we can formulate the Multi-Operator Resource Allocation (MORA) optimisation 

problem as follows: 

max
x,f

𝑊(x, f) ≔ ∑ ∑ 𝑤𝑢log(𝑟𝑢(x, f))

𝑢∈𝑢𝑜𝑜∈𝑂

 

𝑠. 𝑡:

{
 
 
 

 
 
 𝑟𝑢(x, f) = ∑𝑓𝑢𝑏𝑥𝑢𝑏𝑐𝑢𝑏 , ∀𝑢

𝑏∈𝐵

∑𝑥𝑢𝑏 = 1, 𝑥𝑢𝑏 ∈ {0,1}, ∀𝑏, 𝑢

𝑏∈𝐵

∑ 𝑓𝑢𝑏𝑥𝑢𝑏 , 𝑓𝑢𝑏 ≥ 0, ∀𝑏, 𝑢

𝑢∈𝑢0

 

(7.5-4) 

where the second equality and the last inequality correspond respectively to user association and 

Base station resource allocation constraints, and 𝑤𝑢is the user weights. 

The proposed criterion allocates resources across operators dynamically, tracking changes in the 

numbers and locations of operators’ mobile users and the associated transmission rates. Further-

more, the MORA criterion, satisfies some desirable properties both in the way base stations’ re-

sources are allocated to associated users, and the way users are associated with base stations: 

1. Given fixed user associations, MORA allocates base station resources to the associated 

users proportionally to their weights; 
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2. The resulting resource allocation is Pareto-optimal, which means that if under some other 

user association choice, a user sees a higher throughput than that under MORA then there 

must be another user which sees a lower throughput allocation; 

3. MORA is not harming any operator for the global benefit. 

Compared with Static Slicing (SS) approach, where each operator contracts for a fixed slice of 

the network resources at each base station for its exclusive use, MORA provides a higher overall 

network utility and a higher operator utility for a given user association. For different user asso-

ciations, there may be cases in which an operator sees a higher utility under SS than MORA, but 

the additional utility cannot be more than log(e). Another important result is represented by the 

capacity saving resulting from operators sharing infrastructure: sharing the infrastructure with 

MORA dynamic sharing provide a capacity saving that will be highest when infrastructure is 

shared by a large number of operators each with a small number of users per base station. With 

current trends toward small cells, the number of users per base station is expected to be small, 

suggesting that infrastructure sharing may be particularly beneficial.  

The optimisation problem underlying MORA is a non-linear integer programming problem, 

which can be shown to be NP-hard, so an algorithm that provide the exact solution is not feasible.  

Thus, we developed an approximation algorithm which performance are close to the optimal one, 

is semi-online (trigger a reassociation of a limited number of users upon a user joining, leaving 

or performing a handover) and distributed (due to the amount of information involved included 

the channel quality of each user).  

In designing the algorithm, we need to decide: 

 Where the users should be (re)associated 

 In which order they should be reassociated 

 How many reassociation are needed. 

The proposed algorithm named Greedy Local Largest Gain (GLLG) is a modification of DG a 

simple distributed greedy algorithm that requires too many handovers and incurs too high over-

head. In particular, with GLLG  

 the re-association is done based on a largest gain policy, i.e., re-association are needed 

because using an online algorithm (upon a user joining the network, it only decides how 

to associate the new user, without triggering any re-associations of existing users) the 

performance can be arbitrarily bad  

 the number of handovers is limited by a parameter m, i.e., in order to meet the best trade-

off between the performance of the algorithm and reassociation overhead 

 the eligible users to be reassociated is restricted locally to the ones within two base sta-

tions (the ones involved in the previous reassociation). 
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Figure 7-13: Normalised utility gain as a function of m 

As shown from in Figure 7-13, the normalised utility gain obtained with m reassociations increase 

very sharply with GLLG. Furthermore, its complexity is very small as compared to MORA Non-

linear solver, centralised algorithm with performance guarantees and GD, as shown from the re-

sults in Figure 7-14. The results confirm that Non-linear Solver and Centralised algorithms are 

impractical, especially taking into account that they have to be trigger every time the channel 

quality of a user changes. By contrast, the execution time for DG is very low and it’s even lower 

for our GLLG approach. 

 

Figure 7-14: Computational complexity of GLLG and SoA algorithms 

In terms of Network utility our approach performs very close to the benchmark given by a cen-

tralised algorithm and GD and it outperforms static slicing (SS) very substantially. The results are 

shown in Figure 7-15. 
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Figure 7-15: Utility gains for different approaches as a function of network size 

We also obtain very substantially capacity saving that increase with the number of operators and 

with the density of base stations. 

 

Figure 7-16: Capacity saving 

To evaluate the gains from a user perspective, we compare the per-user throughput achieved by 

our approach against the static slicing (SS) with SINR-based user association (Baseline 1) and SS 

with enhanced user association (Baseline 2). We observe that our approach provides substantial 
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gains both in terms of the median values as well as the various percentiles. Similarly, to above 

the gains increase with the number of the operators. 

 

Figure 7-17: Improvement on the user throughput 

We can conclude that dynamic resource sharing among tenants can be very beneficial. We have 

proposed a novel criterion that shares resources fairly among tenants taking into account their 

share, and the resources of each tenant fairly among its users. We have then devised a practical 

algorithm with limited complexity and overhead and which performance are very close to the 

optimal one. 

7.6. Multi-RAT Integration 

7.6.1. State of the art 

Currently, mmWave technology like LMDS (Local Multipoint Distribution System) is either used 

for transmission of broadband data from one central point to homes and businesses as a line-of-

sight transmission system (point to multi-point) or as a point to point transmission system, e.g. 

WiGig or 802.11ad within the 60 GHz-band [SDM+12] .  

The mmMAGIC project is working on mmWave network deployment and integration topics, 

which are carried out in two directions: standalone and non-standalone operation of the mm-wave 

RANs. In the standalone scenario, the deployment of APs and relations between them will be 

optimised to mitigate coverage and mobility issues related to the mm-wave propagation. In con-

trast, the non-standalone operation scenario will utilise joint deployment of mm-wave nodes with 

nodes operating on lower frequencies (in the form of multi-RAT APs or neighbouring APs of 

different RATs).  
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Figure 7-18: Deployment scenario: 5G eNodeB and mmWave APs 

7.6.2. Detection of mmWave radio cells 

Within LTE, each UE can detect radio cells which can take over the role of a serving eNodeB. 

The detection is based on common pilots and will lead to an event based reporting (e.g. A3). A 

mmWave systems will transmit UE related data by beamforming. Using uncoded pilots for 

mmWave detection will drastically reduce the coverage of the mmWave access point. We assume 

that precoded pilots at specific time slots will be provided by the mmWave access point, and all 

UEs within the vicinity of the mmTX point should be informed about these precoded pilots. 

As a result, new requirements are imposed, which are listed in the following: 

1. Specification of initial access schemes for mm-wave systems supporting high gain 

beamforming antenna configurations, based on beam search algorithms using precoded 

pilots and UE random access procedure. 

2. Efficient tracking of beam direction (beam switching) in case of varying channel condi-

tions or blocking effects 

3. Measurement of target mmWave access points in case of UE mobility. 

4. For these requirements a low band 5G node (5G-LB) should control the UE, i.e. new 

RRC functionality or new RRC protocol elements 

5. Definition of a mmWave cluster (possible mmWave access points for each UE) by the 

5G node and configuration of this cluster towards the UE. 

6. Definition of time, frequency of precoded pilots: info to mmWave APs and UEs 

7. Update of mmWave clusters in case of UE mobility. 

8. UE measurement configuration and UE measurement evaluation for mmWave. 

7.6.3. mmWave data handling 

Within LTE dual connectivity (option 3C, split within PDCP layer) all data is processed and 

stored within the master NodeB (macro cell). For mmWave this would require large storage ca-

pacity within the 5G control node and many high-speed links to the mmWave APs.    

We propose that within 5G the data storage and forwarding functionality should be revisited, e.g. 

a PDCP storage functionality should be defined, which forwards the data to the current serving 

mmWave AP, but which is controlled by the 5G control node/functionality as UE measurements 

and mmWave AP selection are processed within the 5G control node. This reduces also the burden 

of data transfer during handover between mmAPs and 5G control nodes. 

Details of this proposal can be found in Part I of this report and in [AGA+16]. 
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7.7. Data-layer and Control-layer Design for Multi-
Connectivity 

7.7.1. State of the art 

The concept of multi-connectivity is standardised in LTE, under a technology known as Dual 

Connectivity. The term Dual Connectivity stems from the fact that the UE is connected to two 

eNodeBs at the same time. Next, we distinguish between the following three categories regarding 

the state-of-the-art pertaining to heterogeneous multi-connectivity approaches: a) Dual Connec-

tivity features already included in LTE standards; b) Dual Connectivity features under discussion 

in LTE; c) Features under discussion in other research projects. 

Standardised Dual Connectivity features in LTE [36.842]: Such features pertain to use case sce-

narios involving connection to a macro cell and a small (pico) cell.  

Based on the data-layer architecture, the following options were recommended. 

i. Option 1A: This option involves standalone Master (MeNodeB) and Slave eNodeBs 

(SeNodeB), in the sense that both MeNodeB and SeNodeB are connected with the 

core network (CN) via separate S1 interfaces. It was qualified in LTE since it yields 

a simple implementation with low backhaul requirements. 

MeNB

PDCP

RLC

MAC

SeNB

PDCP

RLC

MAC

S1 S1

 

Figure 7-19: Option 1A in LTE 

ii. Option 3C: This option involves SeNodeB which contains only the RLC and MAC 

layers. The S1 interface terminates at the MeNodeB, and involves splitting the bearer 

between the MeNodeB and SeNodeB. It was qualified in LTE since it yields the high-

est throughput among the candidate options. In fact, option 3C is the recommended 

dual connectivity solution in scenarios with high backhaul capacity. 
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Figure 7-20: Option 3C in LTE 

Based on the control-layer architecture, the following options were recommended 

i. Option C1: Radio Resource Control (RRC) messages sent to UE are generated ex-

clusively by the MeNodeB. Correspondingly, the UE replies control messages to Me-

NodeB. 
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ii. Option C2: Both MeNodeB and SeNodeB generate control messages. The UE replies 

accordingly to both MeNodeB and SeNodeB. How and whether to distinguish source 

and destination RRC entity was left for further study. 
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Figure 7-21: Options C1 and C2 

Features under discussion in LTE: Dual Connectivity for optimised handover: This option was 

discussed in LTE standards but still no agreement has been made. It involves a SeNodeB before 

executing the handover, in order to smoothen the handover process and minimise the interruption 

caused. That is, the UE maintains its connection with a SeNodeB together with that of source 

MeNodeB until the handover to the target MeNodeB is completed. (Possible enhancement in LTE 

Release 13). 

Features under discussion in research [METII-R21]:  

i. Coexistence with legacy technology: Within the METIS-II framework, investigation of 

approaches involving connection with two different radio access technologies (inter-

RAT) is being carried out. Particular focus is put on the case where the 5G RAT and the 

existing LTE technology are employed, i.e., when the UE is simultaneously connected to 

the existing LTE and 5G cells. Such approaches involve centralised/decentralised inter-

RAT radio resource management. Moreover, the coexistence of 5G and legacy LTE net-

work components is under study. 

ii. Support of fast activation of multi-connectivity: In LTE, the use of multi-connectivity is 

limited by signalling procedures between MeNodeB and UE and MeNodeB and Se-

NodeB respectively. As the expected data rates are anticipated to be increased signifi-

cantly in 5G, a fast activation of multi-connectivity is considered. 

7.7.2. Towards Supporting 5G Multi-Connectivity  

7.7.3. Overview of LTE Radio Access Network (RAN) Archi-
tecture 

The main points pertaining to the RAN architecture considered in LTE standards are described in 

the following. First, the LTE RAN architecture consists of evolved Node Bs (eNodeBs), which, 

from the User Equipment (UE) perspective, comprise the data layer and control layer network 

termination points. That is, the network functions of the core network (known as Evolved Packet 

Core (EPC) Network) are not visible to the UEs. 
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Figure 7-22: The LTE RAN architecture 

Further,the eNodeBs may be interconnected with one another via a special inter-node interface, 

known as the X2 interface. The X2 interface is set such that inter-eNodeB functions are supported, 

including inter-cell interference coordination (ICIC), enhanced mobility, as well as several func-

tions which belong to the broad family of Self Organised Network (SON) functions.  

The eNodeBs support the full protocol stack, consisting of the following protocol layers: Packet 

Data Convergence Protocol (PDCP); Radio Link Control (RLC); Medium Access Control 

(MAC); Physical Layer (PHY). On top of these protocol layers the Radio Resource Control (RRC) 

layer is placed; its functionality is related exclusively to control layer messages. 

 

Figure 7-23: The LTE eNodeB protocol stack 

The interface between the eNodeBs and the EPC network is defined as the S1 interface. Overall, 

it can be argued that the LTE RAN architecture is fully decentralised. That is, the eNodeBs are 

standalone entities which, albeit interconnected, they are independently connected to the core 

network. 

7.7.4. Potential Shortcomings of LTE RAN Architecture for 
Multi-Connectivity Applications 

Overview of multi-connectivity and its standardisation in LTE: Multi-connectivity involves the 

simultaneous connection of the UE to at least two eNodeBs. It particularly applies to Heteroge-

neous Network (HetNet) scenarios, associated with different layers of network coverage. In the 

most common scenario, multi-connectivity involves the combined connection of a UE to a wide-

area macro cell and one or more small-cell(s). Multi-connectivity is documented in LTE standards 
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in Release 12: Referred to as dual-connectivity (DC), it involves the case where the UE is con-

nected to two eNodeBs. Its operation is mainly related to increasing throughput via dual bearer 

connection and/or bearer split.  

Why is LTE RAN architecture not suitable for multi-connectivity?  From our viewpoint, the LTE 

architecture is not suitable for supporting the multi-connectivity requirements mainly for the fol-

lowing two reasons: a) Increased signalling overhead and b) support of ultra-reliable applications. 

These points are elaborated in the following. 

Signalling overhead due to mobility: 5G network topologies are anticipated to deploy several 

clusters of 5G small cells, the coverage area of which overlapping with that of a (either 5G or 

legacy LTE) macro cell. Although not clearly defined yet, the number of 5G small cells within 

one cluster is expected to be large (i.e., some 10s of small cells per cluster), owing to their limited 

coverage area. Networks with such topology are known as Ultra Dense Networks (UDN). 

The limited coverage area of small cells is associated with an increased occurrence of mobility 

events (such as handovers, cell measurements, etc), particularly for fast moving UEs. The frequent 

occurrence of mobility events entails a huge signalling overhead to the RAN, involving a set of 

control signals associated with handover commands are exchanged between eNodeBs. Addition-

ally, the current RAN architecture allows that the frequent mobility events affect the core network 

as well. This is because each time a handover is triggered by the RAN the core network has to 

switch the transmission path accordingly. This raises the concern that the current LTE architecture 

is not suitable for supporting Multi-Connectivity in HetNets, unless a substantial signalling over-

head is tolerated, involving both its RAN and core network. 

Support of Ultra-high reliability: Dual connectivity in LTE standards focuses on increasing the 

throughput by establishing dual bearer connection to the UE. In some cases, bearer split is also 

supported, in the sense that the UE is able to split its bearer connection to two eNodeBs, aggre-

gating thus its throughput. Nonetheless, in LTE standards no care was taken for addressing ultra-

reliability scenarios (i.e., scenarios where high reliability is more critical than high throughput), 

since there was no such requirement in LTE. Ultra-reliable applications involve the duplication 

of one or more bearers across multiple eNodeBs, exploiting thus the concept of diversity. On the 

basis of the LTE RAN architecture, a bearer duplication would involve new features which would 

also increase the complexity of the corresponding deployment.  

7.7.5. Proposed Architecture for Multi-Connectivity 

In view of the above, it is evident that a novel architecture approach towards the support of multi-

connectivity in 5G systems is needed. To this end, the proposed architecture involves the use of 

a RAN cloud, where the RRC (control) and the PDCP layer will be located. The remaining pro-

tocol stacks will remain on the eNodeB site, as shown in Figure 7-24. 

 

Figure 7-24: The proposed RAN architecture 
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With respect to the multi-connectivity-related shortcomings of the LTE architecture, the proposed 

architecture offers the following advantages: 

- The frequent mobility between the small cells is hidden to the core network. This is be-

cause from the core network’s perspective no path switch occurs each time a handover 

between two small cells takes place. In addition, the RRC layer where such the mobility 

of the UE is anchored remains the same. This results in a considerably lower signalling 

overhead. 

- Data duplication across cells is facilitated: The PDCP layer in the RAN cloud would be 

responsible for duplicating the data across multiple cells. Such feature can be more easily 

supported with the introduction of the network cloud, resulting in much lower burden 

compared to duplication from the core network.  

7.7.6. List of Relevant Network Functions 

The network functions, which are related to the proposed architecture for multi-connectivity, are 

listed in the following Table 7-1. They are categorised into functions already existing in LTE but 

need to be adjusted appropriately, and new functions which need to be introduced in 5G. 

Table 7-1: List of relevant functions 

 Layer 
LTE functions to be 

modified 

New functions for 

5G 

 

RAT Selection   

SON   

Network Mngmt   

Mobility Conn. 

Mngmt 
  

RAN 

RRC   

PDCP 

-Data Transfer 

-Routing and Reorder-

ing 

-Mapping between 

service flow and ra-

dio-bearer service for 

enhanced QoS sup-

port and in-service-

flow differentiation 

-Routing and flow 

control for enhanced 

RAN level multi-con-

nectivity with possi-

ble PDCP level radio 

bearer split and 

cloud-RAN support 

-Further anchoring 

functions for flexible, 

on-demand data-layer 

enhancements, in-

cluding security and 

mobility on demand, 

data-layer/control-

layer separation and 

cloud-RAN support 

RLC 

-Buffering/transferring 

of PDCP PDUs 

-Reordering of RLC 

PDUs 
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7.8. Flexible 5G service-flow (SF) with in-SF QoS dif-
ferentiation and multi-connectivity 

7.8.1. State of the art 

METIS II R2.1 for RAN design guidelines [METII-R21] serves as a good summary for the state 

of the art related to 5G RAN design and development. Further to [METII-R21], the following 

QoS/QoE and multi-connectivity aspects are considered. 

QoS/QoE aspect: In LTE, packet radio services are provided based on a bearer service model in 

which multiple concurrent radio access bearers (RAB) need to be set up and used for c-layer and 

d-layer connection [23.401]. Each RAB consists of a S1 bearer and a radio bearer (RB) with 1:1 

mapping relationship. RAB setup and related QoS control is primarily based on policy enforce-

ment at the core network (CN) side which is initiated and controlled by MME with some appli-

cation agnostic QoS enforcement on RB at the air interface.  

Figure 7-25, i.e., Figure 4.7.2.2-1 of [23.401], illustrates bearer service model and QoS concept 

in LTE. 

 

Figure 7-25: Illustration of LTE bearer service model and QoS concept 
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The bearer specific QoS parameters are QCI (QoS Class Indicator), ARP (Allocation and Reten-

tion Priority) and data rate specific parameters including GBR (Guaranteed Bit Rate) and MBR 

(Maximum Bit Rate) for individual GBR bearers.  

The ARP is mainly used in the case of congestion for deciding if the bearer establishment or 

modification requests could be accepted. The ARP is also used by the eNodeB to decide which 

bearers are dropped in sudden resource shortages. The ARP contains the pre-emption vulnerabil-

ity and pre-emption capability fields that define if the resources of the bearer could be allocated 

to the higher priority bearer. 

QCI is a pointer to record of node specific performance parameters, which are Resource Type, 

Priority, Packet Delay Budget and Packet Error Rate. 

The current LTE bearer service model and E-UTRAN as such is not flexible and granular enough 

to respond to 5G service requirements and expectations including supports of challenging new 

5G services and enhanced experiences with massive-grown OTT and Internet traffic in both ap-

plication diversity and volume [MET-D11], [DNS], [MDU]. It is stated in [TAT] that “virtually 

every network-capable application in existence today relies on TCP/IP to function properly”. 

Hence, it is desirable to have 5G RAN design also optimised for supports of TCP/IP traffic and 

OTT applications on per UE per application level. 

Multi-connectivity aspect: In LTE either intra-LTE dual connectivity or RAN level integrated 

inter-RAT LTE-WiFi dual connectivity is introduced, primarily for boosting data rate for UE 

utilizing small-cell carrier while active connection and mobility management is maintained and 

controlled by a serving macro cell [36.300]. 

5G networks and services with different air-interfaces and ultra-low latency and high reliability 

requirements may explore multi-connectivity capabilities in a more flexible and effective way in 

order to provide the UE with better data rate as well as to fulfil latency-reliability requirements 

of new 5G services in both c-layer and d-layer. Furthermore, as tight interworking between 5G 

and LTE is considered as a requirement for 5G, 5G multi-connectivity involving LTE needs to be 

considered which may have certain implications on both LTE and 5G networks. 

Expected new network functions: The same list of expected new network functions as provided 

in Section 7.7.2 is applied, in addition to other relevant network functions and function blocks 

described in previous chapters. 

Further enhancements on MAC functions and services for MAC level MC and QoS supports may 

be expected, as 5G RAN and MAC in particular may have to support radio access modes and 

transmissions with much broader dynamic range in terms of bit rate, latency and reliability re-

quirements, as compared to that of LTE. 

7.8.2. RAN support for advanced QoS/QoE control 

7.8.3. Facilitating in-bearer QoS differentiation 

First, let us clarify some terms and make some assumptions, as follows: 

The term bearer is inherited from and therefore referred to the bearer concept of LTE, including 

radio bearer (RB) in E-UTRAN. 

The term 5G service flow (5G SF) is referred to a logical connection in 5G UP between an active 

UE and a serving GW in d-layer, denoted as uGW, which consists of a radio access link or con-

nection between the UE and a serving RAN and a transport network path between the serving 

RAN and the serving uGW. 5G SF as such may be broader or more flexible than EPC bearer of 

LTE, in term of tunneling and mapping between EPC bearer and radio bearer as well as logical 

service flow resolution inside a SF. 
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UE in connected and active state may have one or more SF established toward one or more serving 

uGW. The establishment of a SF may involve control from a serving GW in c-layer, denoted as 

cGW which may be same as or different from uGW. 

5G SF may be local, i.e., not actually routed via the serving uGW but an optional local gateway 

functionality closer to RAN (in between uGW and RAN). The term 5G elementary flow (5G eF) 

is referred to the finer or lower level of the SF resolution which is meaningful to 5G QoS/QoE 

control framework, or, that is, 5G allows for filtering, monitoring and controlling till individual 

eSF level. The term 5G sub-flow (5G sF) is referred to a group or subset of eFs within a SF which 

have some common predefined attribute(s). QoS control can be in different levels such as RAN, 

CN and E2E. RAN level radio-link specific control may be independent from CN level backhaul-

ing connection specific control to some certain extent. 

Let us provide some examples of SF, sF and eF in practice. Mary is using her 5G smart phone UE 

for working, socializing and getting multimedia contents from the Internet. Her UE may have two 

SFs established, one toward her private enterprise service network and another toward public 

service network. In her first SF toward the private enterprise service network, there is a single sF 

configured for all background active office applications such as emails and so forth. Note that this 

is just for a simplified illustration without considerations of UL/DL or two directional communi-

cations needs. In her other SF, there are currently two SFs configured, one for an ongoing real-

time multimedia call and another for all remote Internet access services. Let us assume that Mary 

is currently active on, e.g., Facebook, uploading a new photo album and a set of video clips while 

chatting with a few others. In parallel, she is also checking some online newspapers and down-

loading some film and there are full of ads on her browser screen as well. These mean there can 

be tens or even hundreds of eFs within the second sF of the second SF. 

It is highly desirable that 5G QoS/QoE framework may enhance end-user experience for OTT 

and Internet applications: granular QoS/QoE enforcement on per user/application level. RAN 

supports for tightly coupled DL/UL QoS/QoE enforcement actions on dynamic sub-flow level 

operations and services need to be considered. The main practical questions are which specific 

logical levels of service flows should be considered and how to handle the QoS differentiation 

with possible multi-connectivity based on pre-defined logical levels flexibly and effectively, in-

cluding specific CP-UP interactions and signalling procedures in UP and CP between UE and 

serving network. 

In 5G NORMA, we propose that the CP configures and controls UP on 5G SF and sF level, 

meaning that contexts of SF and sF(s) as well as L:M mapping between SF and sF(s) on RAN 

and CN level are established and maintained by CP. Thus, from RAN point of view, sF(s) is 

similar to RB(s) of E-UTRAN which is (are) configured to the serving RAN for RAN level trans-

mission and QoS control (1:1 mapping on MAC LCID – Logical Channel Identifier – and corre-

sponding RLC entity). The in-bearer or in-SF/in-sF QoS differentiation is on the individual eF 

level which is kept within UP and primarily managed and controlled by PDCP for RAN level and 

some UP master QoS handling entity in CN such as uGW for both CN and RAN. That is, CP 

(RRC or NAS) will not maintain the contexts of individual eFs. This way allows for flexible and 

scalable handling of UP with possible in-bearer or in-SF QoS differentiation which has a clear 

enough CP/UP resolution aiming for not causing much additional complexity or overhead to CP. 

This also allows for flexible implementation, ranging from e.g. a simple plain option of having 1 

SF mapped on 1 sF and no eF per UE to an advanced option of having L SFs mapped on M sFs 

with N eFs getting certain QoS differentiation treatments per UE. Note that the LTE equivalent 

option is L SFs 1:1 mapped on L sFs and ignoring all eFs. 

CP (RRC or NAS) may assist UP in signalling eF related control information between the serving 

RAN or CN and the UE, as triggered and requested by UP (PDCP in RAN or UP master QoS 

handling entity in CN such as uGW). In this option, detailed information on the eF of interest is 

provided to CP (RRC or NAS) by UP (PDCP or uGW). The CP assistance may be done during 

sF establishment during which the related control information of expected eFs may be signalled. 

Or the CP assistance may be done when an eF of requiring certain QoS differentiation treatment 
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is identified by UP. In addition, new UP control signalling procedures on eFs may be introduced 

to PDCP between RAN and UE using, e.g., different PDCP C-PDUs or PDCP PDU header fields. 

This option allows for the eF level control to be kept within UP and therefore not causing any 

notable impact on CP. 

 

Figure 7-26: Illustration of d-layer PDCP signalling procedures 

The network side, based on received eF information, may determine the actual QoS differentiation 

treatment on the eF and configure that to the serving RAN and UE in order to carry out the deter-

mined QoS differentiation treatment.  

In 5G NORMA, we propose two instances of in-bearer QoS differentiation, i.e., QoS differentia-

tion treatments requiring CP-UP and RAN-CN interactions, and QoS differentiation treatments 

in RAN level and not requiring CP-UP and RAN-CN interactions. QoS differentiation treatments 
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and CN for E2E QoS/QoE control operation and allow for possible UE negotiations as well as 

charging impacts on-the-fly. By contrast, the second case, QoS differentiation treatments in RAN 

level and not requiring CP-UP and RAN-CN interactions, requires UP-decided remapping or re-

routing of the eF from the current corresponding sF onto the other established sF of the UE which 

has more suitable configured QoS attributes and constraints. PDCP may use its own signaling 

procedure or request RRC to configure this remapping or rerouting between the serving RAN and 

UE. Note that in the multi-connectivity contexts, the UE may be served by more than one AP and 

therefore remapping or rerouting of the determined eF between 2 existing sFs may involve a 

change of AP as well.  

Figure 7-26 illustrates a PDCP level control signalling procedure within UP for facilitating some 

in-SF QoS differentiation. Figure 7-27 illustrates a more extended control signalling procedure 

involving both CP and UP for facilitating some in-SF QoS differentiation. 

 

Figure 7-27: RAN triggered d-layer and c-layer interactions and procedures 
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7.8.4. D-layer enhancement for optimised QoS supports 

More than 90% of today’s Internet traffic, including most of popular social networking and mul-

timedia sharing applications, is using TCP/IP. Hence, enhancing TCP performance in general and 

QoS/QoE of TCP/IP based applications and services over 5G network access is an important de-

sign target for 5G networks. 

However, a TCP connection is a bidirectional end-to-end transport-layer connection between the 

data source and the data sink with known properties or features such as TCP version, slow-start 

and robust flow control but is very sensitive to packet errors, latency, or round trip time (RTT). 

TCP performance is particularly sensitive to latency associated with successful transmission of 

the first packets of the TCP connection associated with the connection establishment procedure 

(also called as TCP three-way handshake: SYN, SYN-ACK, ACK) which often does not carry 

actual payload and therefore has small size in packet length (can be in extent of TCP header). 

A RAN d-layer protocol stack and PDCP in particular, as assumed to be somewhat TCP/IP and 

application aware, is able to monitor and filter out individual TCP/IP packets and sub-flows as 

well as carry context information of upper layers passed down to PDCP by corresponding upper 

layers. PDCP at the UE side is the first or earliest possible RAN-level entity which may be con-

figured to monitor and filter out individual application packets and service flows originated from 

UE for the uplink (UL) traffic. 

Hence, d-layer enhancement to speed up transmissions of targeted “special” d-layer packets such 

as first packets of TCP connection or C-PDUs of UP protocols on RAN level is proposed, as 

illustrated in Figure 7-28.  

 

Figure 7-28: Illustration of UL with the designated RB marked in red 
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UL for transmitting some specific UP packets such as first packets of TCP connections (estab-

lished and used for corresponding TCP/IP based applications of the UE) or Control-PDUs of 

PDCP to the serving RAN. The designated RB is associated with highest possible priority as 

compared to that of other RB used for transmissions of other or further UP data (see red queue in 

Figure 7-28). 
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L2 PDU format (header or add-on control element of PDCP PDU for instance) as specified for 

the proposed RB may be different, compared to that of other RB types, in order to carry specified 

context information associated with the corresponding new TCP flow of the individual first packet 

sent in the payload of the same L2 PDU. The specified context information of the corresponding 

TCP flow may include, e.g., application related type or QoS profile ID mapped or set by UE based 

on information passed down from application layer and/or preconfigured mapping rules/policies, 

source-sink direction indication, ranges of expected data volume or connection lifetime, and so 

forth. The specified context information may implicitly or explicitly indicate initial mapping of 

the corresponding TCP flow on another established RB for subsequent TCP packets, e.g., it may 

specify an already configured RB/queue number or the said QoS profile which maps to an existing 

RB or triggers configuration of a new one. This is considered as UE assistance information which 

the serving network may use when configuring the UE and handling the newly created service 

flow. 

Using the designated RB, the serving RAN is not only able to receive and deliver those targeted 

packets more quickly and reliably, but also to get desirable application-aware assistance infor-

mation from the UE more quickly and reliably when it’s actually needed. This helps the network 

side to detect, make decision and control on the individual TCP flows with possible QoS differ-

entiation in a fast, reliable yet simple manner. For instance, consider the PDCP at the serving 

RAN upon receiving a PDU sent in the designated RB from the UE peer. The PDU is carrying a 

first TCP packet and further context information associated with the corresponding new TCP flow 

of the first packet It may have sufficient initial knowledge about the new TCP flow such as iden-

tity, further application-aware context, initial RB mapping as well QoS profile characteristics. 

Hence, the serving RAN may decide and carry out any necessary reconfiguration, remapping or 

other treatment on the new TCP flow and the RB on which the new TCP flow is to be mapped 

and transmitted.  

In case the UE is served in radio multi-connectivity, the serving network may decide to configure 

one designated priority RB for all the radio connections of the UE or configure separate ones per 

corresponding radio connections of the UE. The UE may be configured to decide and route those 

“special” packets to a certain priority RB. 

For the DL, the same analogy may be applied. However, some of the associated application con-

texts in the aforementioned UE assistance information (such as expected data volume or session 

lifetime) of the network-initiated flows in DL may not be available at PDCP together with the 

first packets of new TCP flows. Instead, the network-side PDCP may include QoS control infor-

mation in the header of PDCP PDUs specified on the designated RB in DL, such as priority setting 

or RB mapping instruction for the associated TCP flow in the UL. 

7.8.5. C-layer for flexible radio multi-connectivity 

5G systems may cover different spectrum ranges including below 6 GHz, cmWave and mmWave, 

which may end up with very different new radio interfaces (RIs) as the physical nature of the 

spectrum ranges is different. With multi-RIs support in 5G, it is important to have the possibility 

of supporting separate RAN level configuration of different RIs as the functionality and configu-

ration parameters of different RI might be different. This will also allow the development of dif-

ferent RIs not dependent with each other in different timelines. Therefore, there is a need of de-

signing RAN control layer architecture that can adaptively support multi-RIs and multi-connec-

tivity in an efficient and flexible way. Furthermore, reliability, efficiency and robustness of RRC 

control connection may need to be further enhanced for supports of ultra-reliable and low latency 

communications (URLLC) in 5G.  

In LTE dual connectivity (DC), secondary eNodeB (SeNodeB) owns its radio resources and is 

primarily responsible for radio resource management of its cell. However, the final RRC message 

is generated in master eNodeB (MeNodeB) and sent to UE over the radio link of the primary cell 

that MeNodeB manages. There may be some drawbacks with LTE DC approach, such as more 
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configuration delay, extra effort on controlling of re-configuration timing, more processing over-

head for MeNodeB and signalling overhead on radio link of MeNodeB. Furthermore, the Me-

NodeB needs to be aware of the radio interface of the SeNodeB (e.g. decode measurement reports 

containing dual connectivity events). In the context of 5G with multiple RIs, more radio connec-

tivity links and multi-tenancy support, there are additional issues to be considered, e.g.: 

- The entity that hosts the master control functions may be more easily overloaded due to 

more potential radio legs that one UE can support. 

- The air interface of the master may be overloaded due to the increased amount of recon-

figurations for SeNodeB addition/removal/modification. 

- In supports of flexible and dynamic routing at PDCP level of 5G for multi-connectivity, 

the back and forth transfer of signalling messages in case that final RRC message is gen-

erated by the master RRC entity as in LTE DC but actually transmitted on the radio link 

provided by a slave-RRC may introduce unnecessary configuration delay and signalling 

overhead on backhaul  

One of the multi-connectivity scenarios is illustrated in Figure 7-29, in which it may be beneficial 

to have independent RRC for certain connectivity among others. For example, an UE is initially 

in LTE DC with eNodeB1 as SeNodeB (no RRC instance is added in eNodeB1 as all the RRC 

messages are transmitted via MeNodeB) and eNodeB3 as MeNodeB. When the UE enters into 

zone to add cluster-eNodeB2 as SeNodeB and an RRC instance is added so that autonomous 

mobility procedure and bearer configuration using cluster-eNodeB2 radio link rather than using 

eNodeB3 radio link can be managed by the RRC instance. The cluster-eNodeB does not refer to 

any particular concept, rather just a group of co-located small-cell eNodeBs deployed under 

macro coverage of MeNodeB. 

eNB1
(SeNB1)

eNB3 eNB1
(SeNB1)

eNB3

After handover

cluster-eNB2

(SeNB2)

cluster-eNB2

(SeNB2)
 

Figure 7-29: Example of multi-connectivity scenario that may prefer some independent 
RRC function at SeNodeB 

Such a construction allows the following flexibility: 

- Enables multi-connectivity by adding SeNodeB2 to already LTE-DC between eNodeB1 

and eNodeB3 

- UE mobility within SeNodeB2 is autonomous (i.e. MeNodeB resources are not involved 

neither does MeNodeB has to implement SeNodeB2 radio interface awareness) 

- It is possible to reconfigure the radio leg of SeNodeB2 independently of the LTE-DC 

- When UE fully leaves coverage area of eNodeB1, eNodeB2 could become SeNodeB with 

single reconfiguration message 

Hence, 5G NORMA considers the coordinated RRC control structure in multi-radio and multi-

connectivity scenario where the master-RRC, which may be located in either one of the 5G APs 

or RAN aggregator entity, will coordinate the RRC control among multiple radio legs. The slave-

RRC, which is located in the remaining 5G APs, will have the possibility to manage of radio leg-

specific control and procedure directly towards UE if it is established under the control of master-

RRC. 

The master RRC coordinates the RRC control among MC radio legs, including dynamic on-the-

fly setup and release of a slave RRC which is then delegated for managing certain RRC control 
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procedures for the corresponding radio leg directly towards UE, as illustrated in the following 

figure. 

The master-RRC may determine if a slave-RRC needs to be initiated or not during an additional 

radio leg establishment or radio leg reconfiguration for MC. Herein radio legs may be the same 

or different 5G RIs of the other radio legs. The determination may be based on multiple criteria 

such as  

- UE capability in term of multi-RRC support;the location and processing load of physical 

network entities or nodes that master- and slave-RRC may be located;  

- The multi-tenancy involvement of the cells that the radio legs are connected to;   

- RI’s characteristic of the radio leg; 

- The channel condition or radio-link quality of each radio leg; 

- The service flow characteristics; 

 

Figure 7-30: Illustration of master-slave RRC setup for controlling MC of UE 

The master-RRC may coordinate the division or assignment of the RRC functions and procedures 

between master- and slave- RRC on the fly and on UE or service flow basis. The above listed 

criteria may be used here as well. For instance, slave-RRC may be configured to perform more 

RRC procedures if radio leg link quality is in good condition and/or the cell load is low. In another 

example, slave-RRC may be configured to perform less RRC procedures if RI of the multiple 

radio legs is the same and more dependent on each other. 

The coordination may be performed in the network side over the interface (e.g. X2 kind of inter-

face in LTE) between involved network entities. For instance, master-RRC may determine to 

initiate a RRC procedure toward UE via certain slave-RRC. The intended RRC message initiated 

from master RRC may include all detailed control information (full), part of detailed control in-

formation (partial), or no detailed control information (empty). Then slave RRC decides either to 

forward the RRC message as such, add further detailed control information, or fill in all detailed 

control information and send that to UE, corresponding to full, partial or empty indication in the 

RRC message. Furthermore, the full message option may also implies that corresponding RRC 

procedures should be terminated in master RRC; the partial option could be terminated in both 
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master RRC and slave RRC; and the empty option could be terminated in slave RRC. Master 

RRC can of course indicate to slave RRC explicitly if master RRC or slave- RRC or both should 

be the termination point of the corresponding RRC message or RRC procedure. To facilitate the 

coordination between master RRC and slave RRC, PDCP or X2 may be involved and such indi-

cation can also be used by PDCP to determine which radio leg the RRC message should be trans-

mitted. For the full and partial RRC message initiated from master RRC, it may be signal to UE 

in parallel by both master RRC and slave RRC. In this case, UE may response to the earliest 

received or both for reliability.  

In addition to the division or assignment of RRC procedures described above, master RRC may 

also indicate the configuration constraints that are under slave RRC control in order to avoid UE 

capability violation. The slave RRC may also request the update of the RRC functional division 

as well as the configuration constraints.  

UE may be configured to facilitate the coordination of master RRC and slave RRC configuration. 

For example, UE may report the RRC configuration of each radio leg to the master RRC either 

periodically or as event triggered when detecting the conflict of different RRC configurations. 

Based on the UE report, master RRC may determine to reconfigure slave RRC of certain radio 

leg properly.  

For RRC procedures that are under the control of slave RRC, UE may be configured to use the 

corresponding radio leg for UL RRC message transmission. For RRC procedures that are under 

the control of master RRC, UE may be configured by master RRC which UL RRC message can 

be transmitted via which radio leg or multiple radio legs. For instance, master RRC may configure 

UE to initiate RRC via slave RRC at the first place and switch to master RRC only for some 

specified unexpected events or once per a certain configured period. 

7.8.6. MAC level multi-connectivity for ultra-dense 5G net-
works 

Let us consider an ultra-dense network (UDN) which is deployed with high density of small cell 

access points (AP) over a certain hotspot service area in order to provide services including those 

with ultra-high reliability (virtually zero packet error rate) and ultra-low latency (as low as 1 ms 

radio latency) requirements. It is expected that in UDN a UE is, for most of the time, in an over-

lapping coverage of a number of local small cells and that the numbers as well as radio properties 

of local APs and UEs are rather comparable. In this regard, UDN environment is rather compara-

ble to some proximity-based device-to-device (D2D) communication environment. 

It is well known that broadcast-based connectionless communication is a simple and effective 

method for proximity-based group communications, as adopted in 3GPP Release 12/13 Proximity 

Services (ProSe) direct D2D communications for public safety (PS) uses for examples.  

However, there is not much difference in terms of radio resource utilisation (RRU) between 

broadcast-based and unicast-based radio transmissions individually to each UE in UDN, unless 

sophisticated and often complicated beamforming is used. Furthermore, when it comes to provid-

ing radio MC in UDN, radio MC with a broadcast-based radio connection may actually consume 

less radio resources and have lower control overhead than that using multiple unicast-based radio 

connections. 

In addition, the instantaneous nature as well as multi-receiver diversity of broadcast-based com-

munication may be explored for enhancing or fulfilling challenging latency and reliability re-

quirements. 

By exploring advantages of broadcast communications in a proximity communication environ-

ment as of UDN, we propose a simple and effective radio MC scheme with broadcast-based UL 

and unicast-based DL transmissions for providing cellular access services with challenging la-
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tency and reliability requirements. This aims to provide connection-oriented network access ser-

vices which have challenging requirements such as ultra-low latency and ultra-high reliability for 

an active UE of interest in a serving 5G network.  

First, UE is configured and controlled by a serving AP (5G-NB) to broadcast UL transmission of 

a TB which contains a MAC PDU to a group or cluster of targeted local small cell APs currently 

in proximity of the UE, as in proximity-based communication. The proximity-based UL trans-

mission of the UE may be scheduled either by the UE autonomously – using resources from some 

preconfigured resource pool(s); or by the serving AP – either dynamically per each transmission 

or in a semi-persistent scheduling (SPS) fashion. There are also hybrid options, one of which, for 

an example, may allocate dedicated resources for the UE to indicate the scheduling assignment 

(SA) of the next scheduled UL transmission of which the resource allocation and transport format 

is determined by the UE autonomously using resources from some preconfigured resource 

pool(s). A UE may be configured to adapt the PDU format of targeted UL transmissions, depend-

ing on or adapted to which level, e.g., PHY TB, MAC PDU or MAC SDU, the packet is received 

and forwarded in the proposed radio MC scheme at the network side. 

The approach further involves a dynamically coordinated and cooperative MC cluster (CCMCC) 

of local small cell APs (currently in proximity of the UE) configured to determine whether to 

receive proximity-based UL transmission of the UE and forward the received UL transmission of 

the UE towards a determined anchor of the radio MC. The CCMCC is therefore specific to the 

UE, also considered as UE-centric in the UE-centric networking paradigm. The MC anchor may 

be: one of the APs in the current CCMCC which can be the same or different from the current 

serving AP for the DL; or a MC controller node (MCN) which configures and controls the dy-

namic CCMCC, as illustrated in Figure 7-31. The destination address of the targeted MC anchor 

is determined by a forwarding AP in CCMCC based on either UE specific control information 

preconfigured to CCMCC using a network signalling procedure or packet specific control infor-

mation such as destination address included in the header of received UL MAC PDU from the 

UE. The forwarding AP is configured to provide necessary labelling of the received packet to be 

forwarded to the targeted MC anchor, depending on or adapted to which level, e.g., PHY TB, 

MAC PDU or MAC SDU, the received packet is forwarded. 

MCN
AP AP

AP AP

AP AP

 

Figure 7-31: Illustration of UDN with MCN controlling CCMCC 

Figure 7-31 illustrates a CCMCC, assumed to be configured and controlled by a MCN in serving 

the UE. Let us consider the case that MCN is also the MC anchor of the UE in UL and therefore 

receiving individual UL packets of the UE forwarded by one or more APs of CCMCC in serving 

the UL MC of the UE. MCN may dynamically track and configure CCMCC for the UE based on, 

e.g., knowledge about neighbour cell relation of the small- cell AP which is serving the UE in DL 

or a UE report of the discovered small cells or an AP report of discovering the targeted UE. 

CCMCC is considered as “liquid” cell cluster adapted to mobility of the UE in UDN (UE-centric 

mobility). 
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Figure 7-32: Summary and illustration of the proposal 

It has been so far focusing on the new UL broadcast-based multi-receiver diversity MC scheme 

with the proposed CCMCC. The same or similar analogy may be used for introducing a single-

frequency-network (SFN) based multi-transmitter diversity MC scheme for the DL direction. Fig-

ure 7-32 provides a summary as well as an overall illustration of the proposal. 

Depending on the number and load status of individual APs in the current CCMCC as well as the 

quality of radio links between individual APs and the UE, MCN may select and configure a subset 

of the APs in the current CCMCC as mandated to monitor and receive targeted proximity broad-

cast based UL transmissions of the UE. This is referred to as the first subset of the said group 

stated above. The radio link quality between individual APs and UE may be either explicitly 

indicated by link quality measurement report from UE or implicit indication based on e.g. re-

ceived and forwarded UL data by individual APs in both first and second subset group. For in-

stances, if MCN detects that the UL data forwarded from one APs has occurred continuous error 

(e.g. based on CRC if data forwarding is on TB level or missed RLC SNs if data forwarding is on 

MAC SDU/RLC PDU level) while the other AP provides better radio link quality in term of 

corrected received UL data, MCN may reconfigure the both accordingly. 
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7.9. Multiple connectivity at the different layers, 

7.9.1. State of the art 

5G will have to cope with a diversity of access technologies and cell sizes (micro cells, Wi-Fi, 

mm Wave, among others). The user equipment will support different radio access technologies, 

and this flexibility will allow for better performance and reliability. Support for multi-connectiv-

ity should be an integral part of the 5G architecture. In this section, the different architectural 

requirements necessary for efficient support for multi-connectivity will be explored.  

7.9.2. Current status of LTE 

Even though LTE architecture was originally designed for voice and broadband services, it is 

quickly adapting to cope up with the future 5G requirements. LTE is also working on enhancing 

the multi-connectivity between different access technologies and heterogeneous networks. The 

investigation of multi-connectivity and the technology enhanced to achieve multi-connectivity in 

LTE is presented in the below section. 

Dual Connectivity: The approach of multi-connectivity is standardised in 3GPP Release 12 with 

the launch of dual connectivity feature. Dual connectivity enables UE to connect with two differ-

ent networks with different carrier frequency. One of the network nodes is the Master eNodeB 

and other is the secondary. The resources from two network nodes are assigned by two different 

RLC and hence, UE uses two distinct uplink carriers. The data layer of UE is connected to both 

network nodes; however, control signalling is carried out by backhaul X2 interface with single 

MME connection [RS-12]. The dual connectivity operates in two modes: Synchronous and Asyn-

chronous mode. These modes are classified based on the delay spread that UE can survive.  

LTE radio-WLAN Connectivity: The connectivity between LTE radio network and wireless 

nodes has been standardised from long time. The decision to select the best wireless connection 

was taken by core network with the introduction of Access Network Discovery and Selection 

function (ANDSF). ANSDF selects the wireless connection based on predefined rules that target 

offloading traffic from macro-cell with best QoS to the user. However, due to slow processing 

and non-existing support for ANDSF functionality in all UE, LTE introduces RAN Assistance 

Information in Release 12. The highest priority of selection is given to user to select the desired 

network. Secondly, ANDSF rules and RAN rules guides the network selection. If the ANDSF 

functionality is not supported by UE, the network selection is based on RAN rules. The RAN 

parameters (Received Signal Strength, WLAN Channel Utilisation, Available Backhaul Band-

width etc.) information is measured by base-station and UE [RS-12]. These RAN parameters are 

compared with thresholds defined in RAN rules. The wireless network that satisfies these RAN 

rules is selected. 

Heterogeneous Network Connectivity: LTE supports use of small cells to offload the traffic 

from base-station. The recent LTE release focus on optimisation of handover procedures along 

with interference mitigation between macro and small cells. The handover takes place considering 

the mobility of user. Users estimate and categorise its mobility as low, medium and high. De-

pending on the mobility information, base-stations estimate the time that the user will be under 

coverage of a small cell. The base-station then takes decision based on the mobility information, 

if the handover is feasible. Users also store history of 16 last visited cells [RS-12]. This historical 

information is provided to the base-station if requested and used to estimate the user’s mobility. 

The other modification in the latest release was increasing the target cell specific Time to Trigger 

(TTT), that is, the time to send small cell measurement reports to the base-station [RS-12]. The 

modification prohibits handover to pico-cells if the user is moving with very high velocity. 

License Assisted Access (LAA): As already discussed, LTE supports WLAN interconnectivity. 

The 3GPP Release 13 plans to increase the data rate and coverage by coordinating transmission 

on both licensed and unlicensed frequency bands. It also considers sharing of unlicensed fre-

quency bands with other operators. LAA introduces ‘Listen before talk’ feature that enables it to 
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sense if selected carrier frequency is already in use for transmission [NOK-WPa]. The carrier 

aggregation technology introduced in Release 10 will be used in LAA. Release 12 has already 

standardised aggregation of TDD and FDD spectrum. 

7.9.3. Current research on 5G 

Insights on the architectural requirements for multi-connectivity can be retrieved by looking at 

some relevant proposed 5G architectures, current projects on 5G, and proposals for integration 

between multi-RATs. 

In SoftNet [WH+15], radio access points in a unified RAN are connected with access servers at 

the edge of an SDN based core network. These access servers work as distributed mobility an-

chors, gateways and multi-RAT coordinators. Mobile network SDN controllers in [BOS+14] of-

fer a southbound interface to the data layer entities in a unified RAN. Radio access points from 

different RATs are connected to a core transport backbone composed of programmable L2 

switches and L3 routers. The access network is virtualised and hence allowing sharing of physical 

resources. Access technologies become programmable and are manage by the controllers to meet 

specific needs. 

The work in [HN+14] investigates the benefits of multi-connectivity through a case study of in-

tegrating Wi-Fi with 3GPP. In the area of network architecture, the RAN will be responsible for 

distributing radio link information, either with UE assistance or through a defined interface be-

tween WLAN and 3GPP. The user will use 3GPP for transferring sessions from non-integrated 

cells, and then local switching for sessions to and from Wi-Fi in integrated cells. In the same area 

of integrating air interfaces, the work in [DMR+15] proposes a common integration layer, resid-

ing on top of the MAC layer of LTE and any new 5G air interface. This common PDCP/RRC 

layer for the control and data layers is considered a reasonable and future-proof choice.  

In the METIS project [MET-D6.4], there are two high level building blocks directly concern with 

multi-connectivity. One is Radio Node Management (RNM), dealing with radio functionalities 

that affect more than one node. The other one is Air Interface (AI), handling air interface func-

tionalities of radio nodes and devices. The former perform three important building block for 

multi-connectivity: RAT selection, radio resource management and interference management. AI 

contains building blocks directly enabling specific air interfaces. 

7.9.4. Inter-RAT Integration Architecture 

With the large acceptance of LTE and its heavy deployment worldwide, it is necessary to design 

5G architecture that closely interworks with LTE. The integration of LTE with previous standards 

incorporate slow mechanisms, hence cannot be used for 5G-LTE integration. The transition from 

LTE to 5G is critical and will take time. Therefore, it is necessary to provide close integration of 

5G with already existing standards, considering ultra-low latency 5G requirements, and simulta-

neously providing multi-connectivity to the devices. 

Dual connectivity introduced in LTE Release 12 provides connection to two base stations, with 

different carrier frequencies but belonging to same radio access technology.  With the launch of 

new 5G architecture, an interface between two base stations belonging to different access tech-

nology (e.g. LTE-5G, 5G-3G) is necessary.  The current interworking architecture of LTE with 

previous standards (3G/2G) operates with very high latency, and does not incorporate ultra-low 

latency service requirement  

The figure shown below is the general architecture for integration of different RATs. To provide 

RAT multi-connectivity to user equipment, UE must be simultaneously connected to base stations 

of different RAT’s. The architecture is based on C-RAN, where all the radio network controller 

functions for 2G, 3G, LTE, Wi-Fi and 5G are integrated in to a edge cloud controller. The Edge 

controller is implemented with L1, L2 and L3 functionalities. The architecture has heterogeneous 

front haul network as it is connected to different Radio Resource Heads (RRH). The edge con-

troller is connected to centralised core network with common interface for all RATs [WWRF]. 
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The edge controller is responsible for inter RAT radio resource management, service mapping, 

inter-RAT interference mitigation and RAT selection. Based on the QoS/QoE requirements, and 

present network traffic, edge controller forwards the service request to corresponding core net-

work. A service to UE can be provided by single RAT or multiple RATs, depending on the net-

work load.  

 

Figure 7-33: RAT Integration Architecture 

In order to reduce the inter-RAT-working latency and signalling overhead of the system, a tight 

integration of 5G protocol layers with other RAT’s layers is necessary. The recent research, pro-

pose use of single protocol layer for different RATs.  

PDCP and RRC Layer: To reduce the signalling overhead, PDCP and RRC layer of 5G is shared 

for all the previous RATs. Therefore, the signalling messages can be sent through 5G RRH, even 

if the service is provided through LTE core network. The figure shown below is control layer 

protocol stack for RAT’s integration. The control layer integration for Multi-RATs can be con-

sidered to be operating in two modes; to achieve reliability, and to reduce signalling overhead.  

The first case, if the UE receives signalling messages through every RATs control layer. The 

signalling messages can be same or different over RATs control layer. This increases reliability 

of RRC messages, simultaneously allowing easy handovers. However, it increases the signalling 

overhead if same messages are sent multiple times. To reduce the signalling overhead new mode 

of control layer switching is suggested in [SMR+15]. The RRC messages are provided through 

single RAT control layer. The control layer is switched to anther RAT if required. The integration 

at PDCP and RRC layer is simpler and feasible, as it is asynchronous w.r.t TTI. 
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Figure 7-34: C-layer RAT Integration 

Data layer: The throughput can be significantly increased if the single data flow is mapped over 

multiple RATs. The Flow Aggregation function is required to transfer the data packets for single 

flow over multiple RATs. The other function used is ‘Flow Routing’. It allows single data flow 

to be mapped over single RAT. Multiple data flow per UE can be mapped over multiple RATs. 

Also, common Multi-RAT MAC layer can give significant coordination and pooling gain, but 

requires very high synchronisation. [SMR+15]. 

 

Figure 7-35: U-layer RAT Integration 
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7.10. Centralised Radio Resource Management 

7.10.1. Introduction  

The traffic properties of mobile networks have dramatically changed due to the proliferation of 

smart devices and traffic-hungry applications [CIS13]. In addition to rapid mobile data demand 

growth and the dramatic variation of traffic either geographically or temporally [KC15], the traffic 

symmetry in Uplink (UL) and Downlink (DL) has encountered extreme changes. As a solution, 

base stations densification was proposed to improve spectral and energy efficiency through en-

hanced control over coverage and interference [WHB15]. The cell-centric RAN is evolving to a 

new user-centric multi-tier architecture by implementing the small cells. C-RAN is the other key 

in the RAN evolution toward 5G. Coordinated Remote Radio Heads (RRHs), as the result of 

centralised based band processing offered by the C-RAN architecture, enables improvement of 

resource utilisation in addition to advanced features like enhanced Inter-Cell Interference Cancel-

lation, Coordinated Multi-point transmission, and carrier aggregation [And13].  

Hence, novel Radio Resource Management (RRM) approaches for the next generation of mobile 

network have to address various key topics such as dramatic variation of traffic pattern. Recently, 

traffic over mobile networks has shifted from symmetric voice-call dominant traffic (i.e., UL and 

DL resource consumptions are comparable [CFY04]) to burst-like traffic with severe fluctuation 

and resource exhaustion in one direction depending on the application type. These variations are 

expected to be more intense due to future implementation of 5G heterogeneous networks, where 

small cells are deployed in macro cell coverage.  

The development of dynamic adaptation of TDD patterns is required in order to handle the rapid 

change of traffic patterns in the network. These approaches enable more flexible utilisation of the 

spectrum by assigning the resources of each frame to UL/DL dynamically with respect to traffic 

conditions in each cell. However, the cell-specific dynamic TDD pattern selection can lead to 

extreme UL/DL cross-link interference between neighbouring cells. Hence, approaches for inter-

ference mitigation have to be applied. The expected innovation in the framework of 5G NORMA 

for radio resource management can be summarised as selection of TDD patterns, mitigation of 

DL-UL interference, and overall improving radio resources utilisation.  

7.10.2. State of the Art  

According to the 3GPP specification TS 36.211, there are seven uplink-downlink configuration 

patterns for LTE-TDD, which offer different UL/DL ratios from approximately 60:40 to 10:90 

within a system-frame consisting of 10 successive TTIs [PLS15]. These configurations are pre-

sented in Table 7-2, where “D” denotes downlink sub-frame, “U” uplink sub-frame, and “S” de-

notes a special sub-frame with three fields of DwPTS (Downlink Pilot Time Slot), GP (Guard 

Period), and UpTPS (Uplink Pilot Time Slot) [36.211]. Sub-frames number 0 and 5 are always 

reserved to be used in downlink direction. The UpPTS and the sub-frame immediately following 

the special sub-frames are always reserved for uplink. 

Table 7-2: LTE TDD configuration (extracted from [36.211]) 

Configuration 
Switch-point  

periodicity[ms] 

Sub-frame Number 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

0 5 D S U U U D S U U U 

1 5 D S U U D D S U U D 

2 5 D S U D D D S U D D 

3 10 D S U U U D D D D D 

4 10 D S U U D D D D D D 

5 10 D S U D D D D D D D 

6 5 D S U U U D S U U D 
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Furthermore, the support for faster reconfiguration of TDD sub-frames is introduced in LTE Re-

lease 12 [36.300]. The approach, which is known as “enhanced Interference Mitigation and Traf-

fic Adaptation” (eIMTA), allows for dynamic adaptation of TDD patterns in response to varying 

capacity requirements in uplink and downlink. Any new scheme will be restricted to switching 

between these TDD patterns. For UEs supporting future eIMTA implementations, flexible sub-

frames as illustrated by “F” in Table 7-3 are introduced. These can be configured dynamically 

either for uplink or for downlink. Legacy UEs will be configured with an uplink-heavy TDD 

configuration (in particular the “UL HARQ reference configuration”, e.g. 0, see below). In other 

words, they are limited to uplink transmission in the flexible sub-frame. The eNodeB will not 

schedule a legacy UE with an uplink grant in case it wants to use the sub-frame for an eIMTA UE 

in the downlink. For the eIMTA UEs, an eNodeB can at best adapt its TDD pattern every 10ms; 

adaptations within a system frame are not possible. 

Table 7-3: Effective eIMTA frame structure (extracted from [PLS15]) 

Sub-frame Number  

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

D S U F F D S/D F F F 

The most frequent method used is based on the uplink ratio of buffered traffic [SEK+12], where 

at first the percentage of uplink buffered traffic for each base station is determiend and then the 

pattern with the closest UL ratio to the calculated one is selected. In [LGL+13], the aforemen-

tioned approach is extended by adding the historical information as follows: 

𝑟𝑛 = 𝛽
𝑅𝑈𝐿−𝑟𝑒𝑞

𝑅𝑈𝐿−𝑟𝑒𝑞 + 𝑅𝐷𝐿−𝑟𝑒𝑞
+ (1 − 𝛽)

𝑅𝑈𝐿−ℎ𝑖𝑠
𝑅𝑈𝐿−ℎ𝑖𝑠 + 𝑅𝐷𝐿−ℎ𝑖𝑠

 (7.10-1) 

where: 

 𝑅𝑈𝐿−𝑟𝑒𝑞: overall data in the uplink buffer, 

 𝑅𝐷𝐿−𝑟𝑒𝑞: overall data in the downlink buffer, 

 𝑅𝑈𝐿−ℎ𝑖𝑠: total amount of the uplink data which has been transmitted during the predefined 

interval, 

 𝑅𝐷𝐿−ℎ𝑖𝑠: total amount of the downlink data which has been transmitted during the prede-

fined interval, 

 𝛽: weight for balancing real-time data and history, 

After determining the percentage of uplink ratio for each base station, the TDD pattern with the 

closest UL ratio to the calculated one is selected. A QoS aware dynamic uplink-downlink recon-

figuration has been proposed, where the pattern selection for the cells are done based on both 

packet data rates and packet delay. In this paper, the network traffic is divided into two key cate-

gory of Real Time (RT) and Non-Real Time (NRT).  

𝐸(𝑖) =  exp (
𝛼𝑖𝐷𝑖[𝑛] − 𝛼𝐷[𝑛]̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅

1 + √𝛼𝐷[𝑛]
) (7.10-2) 

where: 

 𝛼𝑖: delay constrain factor of user i,  

 𝐷𝑖[𝑛]: delay of user i at slot n  

 𝛼𝐷[𝑛]̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ : the average value in order to give more value to the RT traffic for TDD pattern 

selection.  

7.10.3. Cell Clustering Concept  

Cell clustering is a promising approach for configuring TDD-patterns in the network. The key 

idea is to group all the cells, which are close to each other and might cause interference in one 

cluster. For all the cells in the cluster the same TDD-pattern is configured. The clustering of cells 

can be done using the basic clustering approach, i.e., based on the proximity of the base stations 
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in a very rigid way, or it could be more dynamic and dependant on the current information of 

network. Therefore, there is still a lot of space for improvement in terms of optimizing the clus-

tering and choosing the optimal TDD pattern. 

Despite the advantages offered by the clustering approach, there are drawbacks too. One of these 

drawbacks is the significant reduction of network flexibility. Different cells in the same clusters 

can have very different DL/UL traffic ratios and using one TDD pattern would result in very 

inflexible solution. In [LWC15], authors proposed an algorithm called “Soft Reconfiguration” to 

increase the flexibility of the clustering by allowing each cell to have different TDD patterns even 

in the same cluster while controlling the induced interference. The algorithm runs in each cluster 

independently and in each iteration only one of the cells is allowed to change its TDD pattern to 

only the two closest ones in terms of DL/UL ratio. In the case of severe interference on the cell, 

reconfiguration process is triggered in order to decrease the interference. Using this approach, 

flexibility of clustering is improved while keeping interference suppressed. 

In the [LCW15, LGL+13, DPC14], the clustering of the small cells is done based on the coupling 

loss between two base stations. Since the uplink is always more interfered, if the receiving power 

of the neighbouring base station at the specific base station is higher than the predefined value 

then they are merged into the cluster. Using this approach on the whole network, it is possible to 

split all base stations in pre-defined clusters. However, this approach is mostly static and it does 

not include the variations of channel conditions in the small cells. 

Another interesting approach was used in [LGL+13] where the authors performed self-organizing 

algorithms using reinforcement learning and game theory, where small cells jointly estimated 

their time average performance and optimised their configurations. The objective was to minimise 

the inter-cell interference and maximizing the spectral efficiency of the network. 

7.10.4. Centralised RRM for the Virtual Cells 

In [SSP+16], the concept of virtual cell as a solution to pseudo-congestion (i.e., the phenomena 

where there are enough resources but in the opposite direction) has been proposed. The proposed 

approach enables dynamic frame alteration of each eNodeB in addition to allowing the UEs to 

use the available sub-frames of multiple eNodeBs.  

 

Figure 7-36: An example of virtual cell concept (extracted from [SSP+16]) 

The aforementioned concept of virtual cell is extended by detecting the edge-cell UEs and allow-

ing them to use the neighbour cell resources in order to avoid inter-cell interference. Conse-

quently, the total network throughput is expected to increase. Considering only the edge-UEs in 

resource allocation of virtual cells leads to faster overall scheduling. The key parts of the proposed 
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algorithm are a) detecting the congestion cells, b) detecting the cell-edge UEs, and c) alteration 

of TDD-frame patterns. 

7.10.5. Detecting the Congested Cells 

The first step in the proposed algorithm is to determine the congested cells. These cells can benefit 

from load balancing using the dynamic TDD pattern approach. There is a high correlation between 

PRB utilisation ratio and the PDCP packet delay, hence, the cell will be considered as congested 

if the following equation is satisfied: 

∑𝑢𝐵𝑆[𝑛]

𝑁𝑠
> 𝜇𝑐 (7.10-3) 

where: 

 𝑁𝑠: number of sub-frames in the TDD-frame, 

 𝑢𝐵𝑆[𝑛]: utilisation ratio in the 𝑛-th sub-frame, 

 𝜇𝑐: the congestion threshold. 

Furthermore, the cell is considered to be not congested if a similar expression holds true: 

∑𝑢𝐵𝑆[𝑛]

𝑁𝑠
> 𝜇𝑢𝑐 (7.10-4) 

where: 

 𝜇𝑢𝑐: threshold for not congested cell. 

7.10.6. Detecting the cell-edge UEs 

Furthermore, after determining the congested cell, we also need to determine the cell edge-UEs 

in the cell which could offload DL or UL traffic in order to balance the TDD patterns. Hence, the 

user will be considered as the cell edge user if the following expression holds true: 

|𝑃𝑀𝑒𝑁𝐵(𝑢𝑒) − 𝑃𝑆𝑒𝑁𝐵(𝑢𝑒)| > 𝛾𝐷𝑅𝑃  (7.10-5) 

where: 

 𝑃𝑀𝑒𝑁𝐵: received power from the strongest cell (Master eNodeB), 

 𝑃𝑆𝑒𝑁𝐵: received power from the closest neighbouring cell (Secondry eNodeB), 

 𝛾𝐷𝑅𝑃: the maximum difference of received power.  

 

After determining the cell edge-UE, we also need to make sure if the neighbouring cell has enough 

resources to accommodate the user, as we don't want to congest the neighbouring cell. The fol-

lowing equation needs to be satisfied before assigning DL or UL connection of user to the neigh-

bouring cell: 

𝛼(𝑆𝑒𝑁𝐵) > 𝑟(𝑢𝑒) (7.10-6) 

where: 

 𝛼(𝑆𝑒𝑁𝐵): available resources in cell SeNodeB, 

 𝑟(𝑢𝑒): requested resources of 𝑢𝑒 

7.10.7. Dynamic Alteration of TDD-Patterns 

Finally, dynamic alteration of TDD-patterns is the final part of proposed algorithm. For each cell, 

the selected pattern has to meet the resource demands in UL/DL while the inter-cell interference 

is kept as minimum as possible. Regarding the inter-cell interference, the comparison of TDD-

patterns is done based on Hamming distance, i.e., the difference between two TDD patterns is 

expressed as the total number of sub-frames where the TDD patterns are working in the opposite 

transmission slots. Hence, for each pattern: 

𝑇𝐷𝐷𝑥 = {𝑆𝐹1, 𝑆𝐹2, … , 𝑆𝐹𝑁𝑠} (7.10-7) 
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where 𝑆𝐹𝑖: the 𝑖-th sub-frame and the value is 0 if is assigned to UL and 1 for DL. 

The difference between the two TDD patterns of MeNodeB and SeNodeB is: 

𝑑(𝑡𝑑𝑑𝑀𝑒𝑁𝐵, 𝑡𝑑𝑑𝑆𝑒𝑁𝐵) =∑|𝑡𝑑𝑑𝑀𝑒𝑁𝐵(𝑖), 𝑡𝑑𝑑𝑆𝑒𝑁𝐵(𝑖)|

𝑁𝑠

𝑖

 (7.10-8) 

where 𝑑(𝑡𝑑𝑑𝑀𝑒𝑁𝐵, 𝑡𝑑𝑑𝑆𝑒𝑁𝐵) is the Hamming distance of the patterns assigned to MeNodeB and 

SeNodeB.  

The pattern selection for each cells is done in a two-round procedure. First, it is assumed that all 

the UEs are connected to their strongest cell. Then, the required ratio of UL sub-frames to all sub-

frames in each cell is calculated by: 

𝑟𝑛 =
𝑅𝑈𝐿−𝑟𝑒𝑞

𝑅𝑈𝐿−𝑟𝑒𝑞 + 𝑅𝐷𝐿−𝑟𝑒𝑞
 (7.10-9) 

where: 

 𝑅𝑈𝐿−𝑟𝑒𝑞: overall data in the uplink buffer, 

 𝑅𝐷𝐿−𝑟𝑒𝑞: overall data in the downlink buffer, 

 𝑅𝑈𝐿−ℎ𝑖𝑠: total amount of the uplink data which has been transmitted during the predefined 

interval, 

 𝑅𝐷𝐿−ℎ𝑖𝑠: total amount of the downlink data which has been transmitted during the 

For each cell, the proper TDD pattern is selected from the predefined patterns. Regarding the 

edge-cell UEs, they are assigned to the neighbour cell to reduce the load on the congested cell 

considering the congested direction in the MeNodeB. After assigning the edge cell UEs to relative 

cells, the traffic demands as is presented in (7.10-9) is recalculated and the relative patterns of the 

cells are updated. 

In the following, the pseudo-code for proposed algorithm is presented: 

 

To this end, we are planning to implement the developed algorithm in the NOMOR emulator that 

allows the required flexible (de-)composition and allocation of radio resource management 

(RRM) in the context of heterogeneous networks by means of simulations for different network 

configuration, e.g. different backhaul delays [SMD15]. 

1: Determine set of congested cells 𝐶 = {𝑐|∑𝑢(𝑐) > 𝜇𝑐} 
2: Determine set of un-congested cells 𝑈𝐶 = {𝑐|∑𝑢(𝑐) > 𝜇𝑐} 
3: Create a set of pre-selected TDD patterns, 

4: foreach 𝑐 ∈ 𝐶 

5: set of 𝑈𝐸 = {𝑢𝑒|𝑢𝑒 connected to 𝑐}, 
6: foreach 𝑢𝑒 ∈ 𝑈𝐸 

7: 𝑃𝑀𝑒𝑁𝐵(𝑢𝑒) = received power of the strongest cell 

8: 𝑃𝑆𝑒𝑁𝐵(𝑢𝑒) = 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑑 𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑛𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 
9: if |𝑃𝑀𝑒𝑁𝐵(𝑢𝑒) − 𝑃𝑆𝑒𝑁𝐵(𝑢𝑒)| > 𝛾𝐷𝑅𝑃  

10: if 𝑆𝑒𝑁𝐵 ∈ 𝑈𝐶 //check if the cell is not congested, 

11: 𝛼(𝑆𝑒𝑁𝐵) = available resources in cell B, 

12: 𝑟(𝑢𝑒) = requested resources of 𝑢𝑒 

13: if 𝛼(𝑆𝑒𝑁𝐵) > 𝑟(𝑢𝑒) 
14: 𝑁𝑀𝑒𝑁𝐵 , 𝑁𝑆𝑒𝑁𝐵:number of UL sub-frame 

15: if 𝑁𝑆𝑒𝑁𝐵 > 𝑁𝑀𝑒𝑁𝐵  

16: pre-assign DL of 𝑢𝑒 to cell SeNodeB 

17: else 

18: pre-assign UL of 𝑢𝑒 to cell SeNodeB 

19: end 

20: recalculate the TDD pattern cells for both cells; 
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This serves to build a decision function which selects optimally functional distribution of the 

RRM algorithm depending on backhaul latency and service requirements (e.g. data rate and la-

tency), within the mobile network, i.e. either near to the access network (decentralised) or re-

motely in the Network Cloud (centralised).  

As next steps, we will perform a theoretical valuation of proposed centralised radio resource man-

agement algorithms and we extend the algorithm to allow the required flexible (de)composition 

and allocation of RAN functionalities (RRM) in the context of heterogeneous networks. The se-

lected central algorithm is the evaluated by means of system level simulation for different back-

haul delays. We will further design a decision function to select optimally functional distribution 

of the RRM algorithm depending on backhaul latency and service requirements, within the mobile 

network, i.e. either near to the access network (‘edge cloud’) or remotely in the Cloud (the ‘net-

work cloud’); we will identify service requirements (e.g. on data rate and latency) and deployment 

characteristics (e.g. frontal/backhaul latency) that impact the optimal placement of functions into 

network entities (quantitative KPIs); we will identify RRM functional splits to improve network 

scalability and flexibility (qualitative KPIs); and we will evaluate the requirements and constraints 

with respect to network virtualisation and RAN slicing [CSS+16, SSP+14, CSX+15] 

7.11. Geolocation Databases, Use of Geolocation In-
formation and Associated Opportunities 

There have been extremely positive moves in the US, UK and Europe in general, Japan, Singa-

pore, Kenya, South Africa, Tanzania, India, and elsewhere, towards the use of regulatory-based 

or regulatory authorised geolocation databases to better manage coexistence of spectrum users, 

prime initial examples including coexistence in TV bands through access to TVWS, in mobile 

communications bands through concepts such as Licensed-Shared Access (LSA), and in the 3.5 

GHz “Innovation Band” in the US (see, e.g., [FCC10], [ITWS15], [FCC15], [GSM15]). These 

moves have been driven forward by pressure on spectrum, and notably the need to achieve spec-

trum sharing mechanisms in order to realise demand for mobile communications systems of the 

future—particularly at the low frequencies as will be necessary to underpin the novel mm-Wave 

developments in 5G, for reliability and other reasons. This need for spectrum sharing, along with 

ambitious concrete targets for the amount of “additional” spectrum that is realised by such shar-

ing, has been enshrined in policy in the US and Europe (see, e.g., [PCAST12], [ECC15]). 

It is noted that some early-movers on the capabilities that will be realised through such databases, 

are also involved, to various extents, in the development of equipment [TWSD15]. Moreover, as 

long as these databases have an agreement with the equipment operators that they are serving, 

they may also “manage” that equipment using the capabilities that are created by concepts such 

as TVWS, among others. In the UK and European TVWS rules [ETSI14], for example, such 

geolocation databases must maintain information on the unique identities of devices, their tech-

nical capabilities including particularly spectrum mask class, their locations (including height 

above ground level) and other characteristics, and all of the signalling and other technical capa-

bilities are present and proven in order to keep such detail. Moreover, these databases also access 

and use, for propagation calculations, detailed information on aspects such as building clutter and 

propagation variations in a given location. Such a wealth of information and capability at a given 

management point leads to great opportunity to use the information for other purposes aside from 

merely allowing license-exempt opportunistic secondary spectrum access, as has been done in the 

case of TVWS. Moreover, it is noted that these databases and exactly the same procedures can be 

twinned also with licensed access, as is already planned in the UK in TV White Spaces 

[MCWSD15]. 

The prime target of 5G NORMA is clearly not spectrum or spectrum sharing. Moreover, systems 

are already heavily under development or otherwise realised for connectivity among users in par-

ticular domains or for particular types of systems. However, in order for the wealth of heteroge-

neity to be maximally realised, also taking advantage of the vast potential for additional mobile 

communications resource access through TVWS, LSA, and other sharing realms, it is necessary 
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to bring such higher-level and third-party authorised databases into the equation. This, along with 

their strong potential to facilitate other forms of rendezvous including connectivity awareness 

among the vast range of heterogeneous access and network types feeding 5G capabilities, brings 

geolocation databases into scope as an option for such connectivity awareness as a management 

point. Moreover, for optimal operation and to minimise latency, such databases should ideally be 

realised in a virtualised form, using cloud-based processing. This is already the case for US 3.5 

GHz “Spectrum Access System” developments, for example. Moreover, the information in such 

databases can be built or greatly assisted using sensing mechanisms, as already is the case in the 

US 3G GHz SAS. Further, sensing to assist connectivity awareness has been realised in the IEEE 

1900.6a standard, for example, and the combination of such sensing information with spectrum 

databases is further being dealt with in the ongoing work on the IEEE 1900.6b standard 

[IEEE1900.6]. 

Given such opportunities, using exactly the same information that is already present in geoloca-

tion databases under the UK and European TVWS framework, the databases might: 

1. Manage the resource usage also among the opportunistic users that are accessing the spec-

trum. 

2. Linked to this, be reasonably aware, through propagation calculations between the users 

given knowledge of their locations and knowledge of propagation characteristics in given 

locations and associated information, of which users could potentially connect in a heter-

ogeneous access environment. These users might otherwise be unaware of each other due 

to their different domains of operation and, e.g., their automated or manual use of power 

saving mechanisms to save battery and energy. 

The databases might also allow information to be conveyed on location maps of connec-

tivity options, allowing the 5G heterogeneous network to plan into the future. 

Given such observations, it is suggested here that such an integrated system for coordination sup-

porting 5G is based on these databases, due to: (i) the involvement of the regulator in the process 

where the full range of resource usage opportunities is concerned, hence the presence of a higher-

layer databases with information and capability to act in such roles, (ii) the establishment and 

trialling of them in various contexts and likely further building on such concepts in regulatory and 

other circles, and (iii) the advancement of such approaches (e.g., LSA) to support mobile com-

munications cases. Moreover, it is suggested that these databases should be of three forms: (i) a 

form of database in the presence of and run by the regulator, (ii) a form of database trusted and 

likely certified by the regulator but existing and being run outside of the scope of the regulator, 

and (iii) a final (optional) form of database that is untrusted, and existing and being run outside 

of the regulator. 

Figure 7-37 gives a representation of how such a hierarchy of databases might look. Detailed 

discussion on the reasoning for this is given in [HD15]. 
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Figure 7-37: Example of the form that such a geolocation database-based architecture 
might take 

Further, it is noted that in addition to the above applications, geolocation is needed due to the 

nature of the link requirements between source and destination, e.g., to minimise latency though 

optimising the propagation path based on geolocation information. Figure 7-38 illustrates an ex-

ample of this through the realisation of a virtualised optimised propagation path for the Tactile 

Internet as a key 5G and beyond application, supported by signalling over the mobile network for 

control purposes [HWFGQ15]. In such cases, the geolocation databases themselves might often 

need to be virtualised and optimally located in order to minimise latency in signalling with the 

geolocation databases in order to make geolocation-based decisions. 

 

 

Figure 7-38: Illustration of Tactile/Haptic Internet/Communications and virtualised short-
est-path links for latency minimisation 
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7.12. Multi-Tenancy in Multi-RAT Environments 

5G NORMA follows the objective to extend the multi-tenancy concept also to Multi-RAT net-

works. In this case our goal is to share not only the resources of different BSs, but also to share 

the different technology. For example, we have one BS and two different radio access technology 

(Wi-Fi, cellular network like LTE). We could decide to provide to all users of a particular tenant 

only the Wi-Fi resources and use the cellular ones for the users of other tenants. In this scenario, 

we have more allocation possibilities so the problem is more complex and also the algorithm 

needs to be redesigned in order to fit the 5G requirements. 

7.12.1. Network sharing in 3GPP 

3GPP mainly focused on the definition of new sharing scenarios and requirements, and the cor-

responding network management architectural and functionality extensions toward on-demand 

capacity brokering. 3GPP provides in [32.130] two different RAN scenarios. First, RAN-only 

sharing (MOCN) where different tenants share only the RAN elements and secondly, Gateway 

Core Network (GWCN) where different tenants share not only the RAN elements but also part or 

all of the Core Network elements. 

 

 

Figure 7-39: Multiple Operator Core Network (MOCN) 
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Figure 7-40: GateWay Core Network (GWCN) 

3GPP also defines the management architecture, the requirements for OAM&P and the Actor 

Roles: 

 

Figure 7-41: Management architecture for MOCN 
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Figure 7-42: Management architecture for GWCN 

In [22.101], 3GPP specifies the sharing requirements for E-UTRAN and similarly for GERAN 

and UTRAN. When E-UTRAN resources are shared they can be allocated unequally to the Par-

ticipating Operators, depending on the planned or current needs of these operators and based on 

service agreements with the Hosting E-UTRAN Operator. 

The following requirements apply: the Hosting E-UTRAN Operator shall be able to specify the 

allocation of E-UTRAN resources to each of the Participating Operators by the following: 

a) Static allocation, i.e. guaranteeing a minimum allocation and limiting to a maximum al-

location, 

b) Static allocation for a specified period of time and/or specific cells/sectors, 

c) First UE come first UE served allocation. 

Resources include both data layer and signalling layer. The Hosting E-UTRAN Operator needs 

to be able to manage the sharing of the signalling traffic independently from that of the user traffic 

because signalling traffic and user traffic are not always directly related. 

The management and allocation of resources of signalling traffic over the Shared E-UTRAN shall 

be independent from the management and allocation of resources of the user traffic over the 

Shared E-UTRAN.  

3GPP provide also a procedure in situations where a need for additional, unplanned, E-UTRAN 

capacity by a Participating Operator arises (e.g. in the case of big mass-events). In this case the 

Shared E-UTRAN can provide means to allocate available spare capacity to the Participating 

Operator. Based on service level agreement between the Hosting and Participating operator such 

allocation can be automated without human intervention. 

The Participating Operator shall be able to query and request spare capacity of the Shared E-

UTRAN, based on policies and without human intervention.  

The Shared E-UTRAN shall be able to allocate spare capacity to Participating Operator, based on 

policies and without human intervention. 

As we can see the specifications provide by 3GPP are different from our vision of multi-tenancy 

and they don’t cover multi-tenancy in Multi-RAT scenarios. This is the reason that move us to 

design a new functionality that enable the 5G vision. 
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7.12.2. New multiplexing ability  

Substantial attention has been devoted to the architectural framework for multi-tenancy, but rela-

tively little work has focused on criteria/algorithms and state-of-the art ones fail to meet the re-

quirements for a practical solution or they have been proposed without proper justification.  

In order to extend the Network Sharing 3GPP standardisation to meet the 5G requirements, we 

need to design: 

 New sharing criterion (see Section 7.5) 

 New multiplexing ability 

The new multiplexing ability has to be designed based on the above criterion. For that reason, we 

focus on a more dynamic sharing concept, signalling-based and with no human intervention, 

which enables a more efficient sharing of the network resources according to SLA required and 

taking into account also the commercial agreement. 

Given the amount of information involved (including the channel quality of each user) and its 

dynamic nature, the algorithm should be distributed. Also, since the algorithm may be triggered 

frequently (whenever a user joins, leaves or changes its location), it should be computationally 

efficient. When adapting to network changes, the algorithm should control the number of handoffs 

triggered, as those may represent high overhead. 

We have to possible way to implement it:  

1. One new multiplexer function with a scheduler per each network slices; 

2. One scheduler for the network that allocates resources among different slices. 

In the second case we don’t need a new function because we could implement directly the algo-

rithm in the scheduler. In the first case the scheduler has to cooperate in order to obtain an optimise 

allocation of the resources overall network. 

The new ability has to work also in Multi-RAT scenarios. In this case we need to consider more 

possible allocation solution because we share not only the resources of each BSs but we can de-

cide to share also the different technologies of each BSs among all users. The problem now is 

obviously more complex. 

We can conclude that at the state-of-the-art all efforts concerned multi-tenancy are more focused 

on architectural and requirements aspects. So we need to design a completely new schedul-

ing/multiplexing functions with new algorithm to allow the new 5G functions both for multi-

tenancy in normal RAN and multi-RAT scenarios. 

7.13. Load Balancing of Signalling Traffic 

The control and user (i.e., data forwarding) layer separation (C/U split) is expected to provide a 

significant facilitation towards the co-existence of different radio technologies including high ca-

pacity small cells within the same network that are orchestrated by a common control infrastruc-

ture via macro cells. Such a re-thinking on the cellular architecture has been propelled by require-

ment to accommodate future needs; it is now estimated that by 2020, mobile user demand for data 

will generate an order of thousand times the traffic level on mobile networks compared to year 

2010. In a c/d split network domain macro cells act as the network control layer that efficiently 

manage in real time resources of a large number of high capacity small cells (including future 

mmWave-based cells, aka 5G) that can serve mobile users "on demand". To handle the increasing 

data demand from mobile users it comes as no surprise the move towards the use of very dense, 

low-power, small cell wireless networks that will unlock the potential of extremely high spatial 

reuse (especially when utilizing spectrum at the mmWave bands). Small cell networks allow for 

increased capacity by spatial localised transmissions (i.e., bring small access points closer to the 

user) whilst leveraging a more efficient spectrum utilisation by allowing multiple concurrent con-

nections to different access points for a mobile user [NGMN15]. The concept of C/U split has 

been envisioned in the setting of small so-called phantom cells that will serve mobile users (D-
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layer) while being controlled by a macro base station operating at different (lower) frequency 

bands [RWS12], [5GWP14]. 

Due to the high density of small cells, macro base station and small cell association and coordi-

nated management will become an increasingly difficult and complex network function in the 

near future. In that domain we aim to detail a set of optimisation problems aiming to increase the 

performance of C/U split architectures under the assumption of a potentially large number of 

small cell and associated user mobility. More specifically, we are interested in dynamic, on-line, 

policies for assigning small cells to macro base stations controllers by taking into account control 

layer load conditions aiming to avoid degradation on the performance due to network congestion 

episodes. Within that setting, we furthermore assume a logical decoupling between the control 

and data layer domain via software defined networking (SDN). In essence, SDN enabled wireless 

access and core networks provide a hardware agnostic programmable framework for easing the 

development of new network functionalities and isolating complexities through the separation of 

control and data layer [GPL+13]. SDN will allow the required flexibility in network monitoring, 

policy installation and network management and hence act as a catalyst in allowing novel network 

orchestration techniques to be adopted in the c/d-layer split wireless architectures as envisioned 

in this paper. In addition to that, advanced algorithm will be able to run via network cloudification 

[BCJ+12], fully programmable RAN [BMK+12] as well as sharing between operators or third 

parties of the physical network infrastructure [MKH+13]. Load balancing has been mainly con-

sidered in macro cell mobile networks via various versions of the "cell breathing" technique 

[BH09] where BSs adjust their coverage area by changing their transmission power depending on 

load conditions. Recently some efforts have been detailed in load balancing in HetNet environ-

ments [CBR11], [HYP+12] which are more relevant to the current work of 5G small cells but to 

the best of our knowledge there is very little work for load balancing in C/U split architectures. 

Under the above described framework, we will be assuming a future high dense network scenario 

with a cell density of at least ten times higher compared to current levels as expected in 5G net-

works and in addition to the pico cells we also assume a number of macro-controllers that have 

overlapping coverage areas. The proposed set of optimisation problems relate to the cases where 

a pico cell can be served by a number of different macro controllers. We aim to minimise overall 

network control overhead by assigning pico cells to macro-controllers in a way that reduce re-

quired handover traffic using historical data on handover rates between different pico cells. This 

is a pragmatic assumption since such information is readily available from mobile network oper-

ators.  

7.13.1. Load Balancing of UE Agents 

In section 7.2, we have outlined the optimised on-demand RAN level decomposition of E2E con-

nections approach that shall be enhanced with above described framework to obtain the balance 

of usage and optimum performance of the network. The concept of the UE Agent and given the 

rationale for its existence in terms of achievable gain as well as required signalling, in order to 

realise the envisioned services. The means for balancing the load of different UE Agents so that 

the overall system performance is increased, up to a certain maximum number of UE Agents to 

be accommodated in the network. To visualise the problem, the illustration in Figure 7-43 presents 

the case where a number of UE Agents [SPW+96] need to be installed/located/distributed on 

different nodes in the network, in order to serve users. 
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Figure 7-43: Load balancing in the network nodes that host UE Agents in order to allow 
increased level performance 

In this scenario, it is important to balance the load among the different network nodes which can 

host the UE Agents. To this end, we can provide an association of UE Agents to network nodes 

such that we achieve load balancing across the various nodes in the networks by ensuring at the 

same time that node capacity is also satisfied (i.e. the number of UE Agents and network nodes 

D and M respectively and we define a binary decision variable: 

𝑥𝑖𝑘 = {
1, 𝑈𝐸 𝐴𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑖 ℎ𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑜𝑛 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒 𝑘,
0, 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒.

 (7.13-1) 

Using the above definition, the UE Agent load balancing problem can be formulated as  

[𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏 1]min∑ [∑𝑔𝑖𝑥𝑖𝑘]

2

,

𝑘∈𝑀

 

𝑠. 𝑡.  

{
 
 

 
 ∑𝑔𝑖𝑥𝑖𝑘 ≤ 𝐶𝑘 , ∀𝑘 ∈ 𝑀,

𝑖∈𝐷

∑𝑥𝑖𝑘
𝑘∈𝐾

= 1, ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝐷,

𝑥𝑖𝑘 ∈ {0,1}, ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝐷, ∀𝑘 ∈ 𝑀

 

 

(7.13-2) 

where: 

 𝑔𝑖: the size of the content/file that UE Agent 𝑖 is required to cache, 

 𝐶𝑘:the available storage capacity for each netowrk node 𝑘 

The above equations explain a network snapshot that has not been optimised. Constraint of this 

formulation ensures that each UE Agent will be hosted in only one network node. Note, however, 

that the problem is not linear and therefore we cannot apply integer linear programming tech-

niques directly. To resolve this, the problem can be reformulated in order to be made linear, as: 

[𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏 2]max 𝑡, (7.13-3) 
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𝑠. 𝑡.  

{
 
 

 
 ∑𝑔𝑖𝑥𝑖𝑘 , ∀𝑘 ∈ 𝑀 ≥ 𝑡,

𝑖∈𝐷

∑𝑔𝑖𝑥𝑖𝑘 ≤ 𝐶𝑘, ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝐷,

𝑘∈𝐾

,

𝑥𝑖𝑘 ∈ {0,1}, ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝐷, ∀𝑘 ∈ 𝑀

 

 

The above problem can be efficiently solved using integer linear programming techniques, though 

for large instances heruistic techiques will need to be implemented since the complexity of integer 

programs is not amenable to polynomial time solvability.  

7.13.2. Load Balancing Numerical Investigations 

This section illustrates a set of insights into achievable performance and improvement via simu-

lations of uploading and downloading large contents with load balancing of UE Agents in the 

network. Table 7-4 indicates the simulation’s parameters and values, the simulation results given 

in Figure 7-44 show that the maximum load of network nodes hosting UE Agents has been re-

duced significantly. The improvement that the proposed optimisation framework can achieve can 

be estimated as on average around 25%, among the different scenarios.  

Table 7-4: Simulation Parameters 

Parameters Values 

Number of network nodes (M) 3 

Number of UE Agents (D) 5, 10, 15, 20 

UE Agent requirements  0.6 – 0.9 Mbps 

Network node available capacity  9 – 29 Mbps 

Congestion Level 0.4 – 0.9  

This load balancing framework introducing UE Agents close to the end user, such that overall 

upload/download performance can be improved. The load balancing scheme pertains to the asso-

ciations of the UE Agents with the nodes in the network. The analytical and numerical/simulation 

results that load balancing scheme significantly reduces the peak load among the nodes in the 

network, and that the UE Agents scheme in general improves upload/download performance. 

 

Figure 7-44: Load balancing of different network nodes based on the requirements of UE 
agents 
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Advantages 

The key advantage of the proposed approach is that it allows for consistently providing optimal 

solutions to both overhead reduction problem and load congestion (balancing) in the control layer 

traffic. In that respect, it provides an upper bound indicator on the performance improvement that 

can be achieved in the network. 

Disadvantages, further issues to be considered 

However, there are still some disadvantages need to be raised up. First of all is the practical con-

sideration of testing the algorithms. The experimental results are based on extended Monte Carlo 

simulations using MATLAB but care should be taken to translate those with respect to more re-

alistic network cases in terms for example small cell deployments and actual users handovers  that 

depend on their mobility pattern. Clearly, those can vary significantly since they depend very 

much on the location and user distribution.  

The proposed algorithm per se requires average handover rates between adjacent cells to be 

monitored and being readily available to the algorithm and cell load factors. This type of infor-

mation will need to be communicated from the small cells to the network controller (and being 

periodically updated). The evaluation was based on assumptions regarding the values of those 

metrics but to get a more realistic set of results, the algorithms will need to be tested on real world 

traces. For example, average user handover rates between adjacent cells could be acquired from 

network operators but it is in general difficult to have access to such data especially for small cells 

deployments of high density.   

Furthermore, the proposed mathematical programming setting is in general not a scalable frame-

work due to the inherent non-polynomial complexity of the problem at hand. Numerical investi-

gations reveal that it is possible to run such a framework for low to medium network size instances 

but might lead to increased running times for large network instances. Therefore, heuristics and/or 

greedy solution methodologies need to be defined in order to allow scale free operation for any 

network instance. One issue that also needs to be considered is if there are any conflicts between 

the proposed algorithms and other network functions in network entities (such as for example 

admission  control, even though this functionality is not being investigated within 5G NORMA). 

These issues will be more clearly shown and/or clarified via a signalling procedure that will detail 

how this framework can be considered as a building block of a generic SDMC controller in the 

network. 

7.13.3. Load Balancing of Cross-Optimisation Challenges  

The key cross-issues between mobility, multi-path routing and VNF chaining and routing. The 

aim is to illustrate some generic cases and propel the idea that a joint design is required in order 

to optimise the performance of a system architecture similar to 5G NORMA. 

7.13.4. VNF Location and Chaining Problem 

The VNF location and chaining problem requires to find the optimal number and placement of 

VNFs by taking into account the number of service requests and the ordering of the visiting VNFs 

in order to minimise the overall network operational costs and the utilisation of the network. De-

pending on the nature of VNFs some more detailed constraints will need to be taken into account 

such as for example the anti-affinity constraint which requires some VNF that provide a correlated 

access the physical underlying resources to be implemented in different physical nodes because 

isolation of the operation of the different VMs might be compromised. This problem is also called 

the service chaining problem which, as mentioned above, relates to the process of routing a net-

work flow (service) over a number of NFs in a pre-defined order. The service chaining problem 

can be easily shown to fall into a special category of facility location problems which are in gen-

eral NP-hard and therefore intractable for pseudo-real time solutions of large network instances 
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[CB10, MSG+15]. OpenNF proposes an implementation of the control layer for VNFs as well as 

the network data layer by extending SDN functionalities [GVP+14]. 

Despite the significant attention that this problem has received over the last few years, there has 

been very little work on its application in wireless mobile networks. This is especially true with 

respect to the issues of mobility, QoS and multi-path routing that could provide the means for 

service differentiation and increased levels of network utilisation.  

7.13.5. VNF Routing & Chaining with Mobility Support 

Most of previous proposed solutions on the issue of VNF chaining and routing do not take into 

account user mobility. When user mobility is taken into account, we can potentially have the case 

where the path between the node of the last-in-order VNF to be visited and the service access 

router is changed due to a handover to a different access router. Moving to a new access router 

means that the above last routing path segment will be changed and therefore the chaining and 

location of VNF might not entail optimal operation for the network. Hence mobility issues need 

to be taken into account and potentially a joint optimisation scheme should be implemented that 

takes into account the effect of service migration/handover to a different access router. The above 

joint design could be implemented in per-network flow basis or for aggregate network flows using 

statistical information by exploring historical data on aggregate number of handovers in the spe-

cific geographical location. 

7.13.6. VNF Routing & Chaining with Multi-Path Support 

The envisioned decoupling between control layer and data forwarding plane via SDN allows for 

incorporating novel and flexible routing schemes compared to the current approaches, which are 

mainly based on a single shortest path between two communicating network entities in the net-

work. To this end, multi-path routing is a feature of high promise which has yet to be explored in 

emerging architectures and an above mentioned programmable forwarding plane and control layer 

will propel such solutions from concepts to real-world implementations. 

 

Figure 7-45: An illustration of VNF chaining and routing using multi-path routing for ser-
vice differentiation and better utilisation of network resources 
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As shown in Figure 7-45, high priority service flows are allowed to use the shortest path (blue 

lines) and perform VNF chaining whereas low-priority service flows can utilise a secondary short-

est path (orange line) to perform VNF chaining (see Figure 7-45). 

Multi path routing can be utilised for inter-VNF routing to provide efficient utilisation of available 

resources and to provide policies for per-flow treatment based on different service flow priorities. 

An example of that scenario is depicted in Figure 7-45, which shows the case of two flows with 

different priorities and how multi-path routing can be jointly executed with VNF routing and 

chaining so that network resources are better utilised. In a more general framework VNF chaining 

and routing can be composed in order to fulfill Quality of Service (QoS) as well as Quality of 

Experience (QoE) constraints and/or requirements. 

7.14. QoS innovation 

7.14.1. State of the art 

QoS can be defined as a set of characteristics related to the performance of the elements that 

provide the services that have an effect into final end users’ perception. 

3GPP has defined the LTE QoS using the Evolved Packet System (EPS) bearer model and is 

implemented between UE and PDN Gateway. A bearer can be seen basically as a virtual concept 

and is a set of network configuration to provide special treatment to set of traffic e.g. VoIP packets 

are prioritised by network compared to web browser traffic. In LTE, QoS is applied on the EPS 

bearer that is composed of multiple element bearers, Radio bearer, S1 bearer and S5/S8 bearer.  

 Radio bearer – carries the packets of an EPS bearer between the UE and the eNodeB.  

 S1 bearer – carries the packets between the eNodeB and the Serving Gateway (S-GW). 

 S5/S8 bearer – transports the packets between the S-GW and P-GW. In principle S5 and 

S8 is the same interface, the difference being that S8 is used when roaming between dif-

ferent operators while S5 is network internal. 

Each bearer (user data) path in LTE is assigned a set of QoS criteria and services with different 

QoS criteria need additional bearer paths. 

 

Figure 7-46: Radio Bearers [4GLTE13] 

EPS Bearer 

A bearer is a basic traffic separation element that enables differentiated treatment for traffic with 

different QoS requirements and provides a logical, edge-to-edge transmission path with defined 

QoS between the user equipment (UE) and packet data network gateway (PDN-GW).  
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Each bearer is associated with a set of QoS parameters that describe the properties of the transport 

channel. All flows mapped to a single bearer receive the same packet-forwarding treatment. 

The QoS parameters associated to a bearer are: 

 QoS Class Identifier (QCI) 

 Allocation and Retention Priority (ARP) 

 Guaranteed Bit Rate (GBR) (Real time services only) 

 Maximum Bit Rate (MBR) (Real time services only) 

There are two types of bearers, default and dedicated bearer. 

Default bearer. It is assigned when a mobile device is attached to an LTE network and remains 

as long as UE is attached. Each default bearer is associated with an IP address, UE´s IP address. 

The default bearer provides only best-effort service, non-guaranteed bit rate (non-GBR), and an 

UE can have more than one default bearer. Each default bearer will have a different IP address. 

QCI 5 to 9 (Non- GBR) can be assigned to default bearer.   

Dedicated bearer. It is a bearer linked with a default bearer established previously that provides 

a dedicated tunnel to give an appropriate treatment to specific services or traffic. It does not re-

quire separate IP address and can be classified as guaranteed bit rate (GBR) and non-guaranteed 

bit rate (non-GBR). GBR bearer has dedicated network resources and is used for real-time voice 

and video applications. A non-GBR bearer does not have dedicated resources and is utilised for 

best-effort traffic. Dedicated bearers use Traffic Flow Templates (TFT) to provide special treat-

ment to specific services. 

QoS parameters per EPS-bearer 

Each bearer uses a set of QoS parameters to describe the properties of the transport channel, such 

as bit rates, packet delay, packet loss, bit error rate and scheduling policy. The traffic running 

between a particular client application and a service can be differentiated into separate Service 

Data Flows (SDFs). 

The four key parameters are: 

QoS class indicator (QCI): The QCI specifies the treatment of IP packets received on a specific 

bearer (e.g. scheduling weights, admission thresholds, queue management thresholds, link-layer 

protocol configuration, etc.). This treatment is handled by each functional node (e.g. eNodeB, 

PDN-Gateway). The 3GPP has defined a series of standardised QCI types, but the operators may 

define proprietary QCIs to introduce new services. 

Allocation and Retention Priority (ARP): The ARP is used for deciding whether new bearer 

modification or establishment request, connection setup and release, should be accepted consid-

ering the current resource situation. Each bearer has an associated allocation and retention priority 

that can be used by the eNodeB to decide which bearer(s) to drop in case of resource limitations 

or traffic congestion. 

Guaranteed bit rate (GBR): GBR determines the bit rate that the network guarantees per EPS 

bearer. Specified independently for uplink and downlink. In 3GPP Release 8 and beyond, the 

MBR must be set equal to the GBR; that is, the guaranteed rate is also the maximum rate that is 

granted by the system. It is applicable only for real-time services 

Maximum bit rate (MBR): MBR specifies the maximum guaranteed bit rate per EPS bearer. 

Specified independently for uplink and downlink. It is applicable only for real-time services.  

The other important parameters associated with each bearer type are: 

 APN Aggregate Maximum Bit Rate (A-AMBR): maximum non-GBR throughput al-

lowed to specific APN. It is applicable only for non-GBR bearers.  

 UE Aggregate Maximum Bit Rate (UE –AMBR): maximum non-GBR throughput al-

lowed among all APN to a specific UE. It is applicable only for non-GBR bearers.  
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 Traffic Flow Template (TFT): TFT determines rules so that UE and Network are aware 

which IP packet should be sent on particular dedicated bearer. 

 Linked EPS Bearer ID (L-EBI): L-EBI informs dedicated bearer which default bearer it 

is attached to. 

Table 7-5: Overview bearer types and QCI classes 

 

7.14.2. QoS innovation in 5G Norma 

The concept followed in the mobile network design so far, from the deployment point of view, is 

based on a limited approach where the network is deployed like a static block and the services 

(basically voice and data) are implemented over the network. The service is adapted to the net-

work. 

In the future 5G networks and specifically in 5G NORMA, the network concept changes, the 

network will be designed as a multi-service adaptive mobile network where the network resources 

fulfil the service requirements in a flexible and dynamic way. The network will be adapted to 

multiples services. 

This network concept will raise new objectives and advanced QoS requirements that are important 

to consider. Currently, the QoS is related to the bearer model and uses a static set of QoS param-

eters associated with a QCI value that specifies the treatment of IP packets received on a specific 

bearer (Table 7-5). This approach is correct for legacy networks, but for the future 5G networks 

and 5G NORMA need new dynamic methods and parameters in order to satisfy the coming re-

quirements from the new services. Another important point is that the current access network 

doesn’t know anything about users and traffic. The strategy of resource schedule and allocation 

is from the QCI indication of the core network. 5G networks should have the capability of aware-

ness and adaptation of the user and the traffic. 

When imposing requirements on QoS in 5G networks, two key traffic models should be consid-

ered: high-speed video flow “server-subscriber” and massive M2M. QoS management mecha-

nisms in 5G networks should provide video and VoIP traffic prioritization towards Web search 

traffic and other applications tolerant to QoS. In this line, some of the most important parameters 

to be taken into account are the total packet delay budget and the packet error lost rate. 

5G NORMA aims to break the QCI concept used in LTE and design and implement a dynamic 

QoS method that provides flexibility to fit the QoS parameters to service needs and network re-

sources and support any kind of service in a dynamic way. In order to provide such flexibility, 

there will be two different ways to define an EPS bearer, dynamic and static, based on the service 

type. Using the dynamic way, the QoS parameters will be set up on the fly, providing more re-

sponsiveness. On the other hand, using the static way, the QoS parameters will be managed be-

forehand, getting in this way more scalability. 
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The development of the NFV concept will lead to virtualization of quality management function 

that will be introduced in the form of two main function blocks: QoS management function block 

(in accordance with SLA service contracts) and the QoS control function block (real time control 

of traffic flows). Following this approach and the integration with the 5G NORMA architecture 

the main points considered are as follows: (1) Manage a flexible initial set of parameters at SLA 

level that will be treated by the different orchestrators and translated to specific dynamic QoS 

parameters at network level. (2) Manage a set of QoS parameters at network level, dynamically 

configurable that will be treated by the different network controllers. At this level, it would be 

made QoS monitoring and QoS enforcement tasks (Figure 7-47). 

 

Figure 7-47: QoS innovation in 5G NORMA architecture 

5G NORMA support fully dynamic, context aware quality service management able to adapt the 

end-to-end resource allocation and the data layer services accordingly. In order to make this, it is 

important to get information about the service performance and use it to adjust the relevant service 

parameters to try to improve it optimizing the available resources. 

Monitor and control of QoS  

The network is usually examined objectively by measuring a number of objective criteria in order 

to determine the network quality. A set of service parameters will be exposed by the applications 

and services executed on the 5G NORMA architecture. The QoS management function block (see 

Figure 7-47) will interpret these parameters at SLA level and translate them into specific dynamic 

QoS parameters at network level (i.e.: latency, jitter, packet loss). The SDM-O in charge of the 

common and dedicated functions selection (PNFs, VNFs) and with knowledge of mobile network 

functions (RAN domain) will take into account these parameters when the service is deployed. It 

is assumed that from this set of parameters it should be possible to assign the correct weight to 

each parameter in order to get the expected QoS.  

The QoS control function block will be in charge of the network monitoring and configuration in 

real time through open interfaces that interact with the SDM-X, SDM-C and the control radio 

stack in the control layer that will integrate the specific requirements of each user. For the QoS 

monitoring tasks, two approaches can be taken into account: ‘intrusive’ or ‘non-intrusive’. The 

non-intrusive methods are purely based on monitoring the already available QoS parameters. On 
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the other hand, intrusive methods are based on installing specific purpose applications to get ad-

ditional QoS parameters. Other solutions are focused on including new network elements (e.g., 

network probes and analysers, deep packet inspectors, etc.) that are responsible for capturing the 

traffic from a certain service and analysing its performance. 

A QoS agent (specific piece of software) in network elements (VNFs, PNFs) will monitor the 

QoS status at run time, e.g., connection speed, packet loss rate, etc. When some monitoring pa-

rameter does not fulfil the proper values, an event will be generated and captured by the SDM-

C/X and radio control functions. Then, the QoS control function block will receive the reports of 

these events from the controllers and will aggregate and analyse the data, enforcing new config-

uration actions (resource re-scheduling, new resource assignments) on the network elements 

(VNFs, PNFs) to meet QoS requirements of each mobile service according to the assessment 

results. The adjustment happens when the evaluation result is below a threshold that is defined by 

service requirements. If some actions are required from the management layer, QoS control func-

tion block will come back to QoS management function block in order to enforce new actions. 

Figure 7-48 depicts the main interactions previously refereed: 

 QoS Management – QoS Control: used to communicate the QoS Control function block 

with the QoS management function block. 

 QoS Control – Data layer: used to receive QoS data from the network elements in the 

case of network monitoring, and to send configuration information in the case of network 

configuration. 

 

Figure 7-48: Monitor and control of QoS. 

QoS metrics 

We will have QoS data from different sources and expressed in a very different way. QoS data 

source can be diverse, e.g., radio stack parameters, profile users databases, billing information, or 
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values from different network interfaces, and the parameters format can be different depending 

on specific encoding schemas. 

The QoS data set defined in each service will be named QPS (QoS Parameters Set) and it will be 

dynamically configurable and managed by the different controllers in the control layer. For in-

stance:   

QPS service a = Parameter 1  [0…n], Parameter 2  […], …, Parameter n  […]           (7.14-1) 

 

Some specific parameters which are commonly used to identify service level objectives are re-

sponse time, delay, jitter, data rate, required bandwidth, loss rate, error rate, round trip time (RTT), 

received signal strength indicator (RSSI). 
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8. Integration of Innovations into Functional Ar-
chitecture: Process Examples 

As detailed so far, the control and data layer architecture involves a novel differentiation into 

distributed, common (SDM-X) and dedicated (SDM-C) control functions that jointly control a 

distributed end-to-end data layer consisting of partly common, partly dedicated slice-individual 

network functions. While such a differentiation is novel by itself, the c/d-layer architecture addi-

tionally supports various 5G NORMA innovations, which are presented later, especially in Part 

II, of this deliverable. Here, with the help of example processes and for selected innovations, their 

implementation on the c/d-layer architecture will be explained. 

The first set of processes in subsection 8.1 shows the implementation of the novel user-centric 

connection area that efficiently supports mobility with low signalling overhead. Then multi-RAT 

related processes are shown, first the single link case specifically useful for mm-wave integration 

in subsection 8.2, then the multi-link case in subsection 8.3 for increased throughput and/or ro-

bustness. 

The flexibility of the decomposed control and data layer can be used to specifically adapt to the 

service, first by adapted configuration of the network functions themselves as exemplified in sub-

section 8.4, then through advanced QoS/QoE support down to the elementary flow level in sub-

section 8.5 and incorporating QoS monitoring in subsection 8.6. Radio resource management re-

lated processes follow, showing the use of centralized management to control TDD patterns for 

virtual cell creation in subsection 8.7 and dynamic resource allocation among multiple tenants in 

subsection 8.8. 

Processes that integrate D2D group communication specifically for mMTC are given in subsec-

tion 8.9. Subsection 8.10 explains the balancing of signalling load among network function in-

stances in the network. Finally, the process to make use of geolocation information is generally 

explained in subsection 8.11. 

8.1. User-centric connection area  

  

Figure 8-1: Functional c/d-layer and deployment architecture for user-centric connection 
area setup and best cell update 
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Figure 8-1 depicts the subset of functions blocks involved in respect to UCA setup and best cell 

update, and shows the deployment to antenna site, edge and core cloud assumed in the following 

process descriptions. For the complete c/d-layer architecture, refer to D4.1 Part I section 3.1. 

The interactions of these function blocks are shown in the following two message sequence charts 

Figure 8-2 for the setup of a UCA and Figure 8-3 for the best cell update within an already setup 

UCA. Detailed explanations of the shown processes can be found in the associated process de-

scriptions in Table 8-1and Table 8-2, respectively. 

 

  

Figure 8-2: MSC user-centric connection area setup 

Table 8-1: Process user-centric connection area setup 

Actors: Triggering actor: 

 RRC User/RRC mmW 

Involved actors: 

 SON 

 RRC User/RRC mmW 

 MAC Scheduling (RRM) 

 MAC, RLC, PDCP 

 PHY TP, PHY Cell, PHY User 

 Transport (SDN) 

Preconditions:  UE is UCA-capable. 

 UE is in RRC CONNECTED, substate UCA disabled. 

 SON knows NRT of UE’s current serving cell/TP. 

 RRC User has received measurements from UE. 

Postconditions:  UE is in RRC CONNECTED, substate UCA enabled. 

 UE’s L2 (MAC, RLC, PDCP) state from RRC CONNECTED is re-

tained, while L1 state has been released. 
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 UCA is setup: all TPs’ MAC Scheduling (RRM) within UCA are 

aware of the UEID and its MAC instance to forward any correspond-

ing UL packet received via Small Packet Transmit Procedure 

(SPTP) 

 Network side packet forwarding from all TPs in UCA to anchoring 

MAC is configured (can be connectionless). 

Frequency of 

Use: 

Triggered per TTI per TP; on average expected to be much less. 

Normal Course 

of Events: 

1. UE inactivity times expires at RRC UE/RRC mmW. 

2. RRC User/RRC mmW requests SON to provide it with a suitable 

UCA for the UE. 

3. SON defines UCA based on included measurement reports and ap-

plying UE-specific anticipatory (mobility prediction) selection of 

the UE’s likely future neighbourhood, and provides a suitable UCA, 

i.e. a set of TPs, back to RRC User/RRC mmW. 

4. RRC User/RRC mmW pushes UE context (UEID and which MAC 

instance is responsible) to all TPs’ MAC Scheduling (RRM) within 

UCA, which acknowledge successfully reception of UE context (or 

decline e.g. to insufficient resources). 

5. RRC User/RRC mmW sends an RRCConnectionReconfiguration 

message (via data layer protocol stack PDCP, RLC, MAC, PHY) to 

the UE to enable UCA, which the UE acknowledges with RRC-

ConnectionReconfigurationComplete. 

6. RRC User/RRCmmW informs MAC Scheduling (RRM) about the 

switch from RRC CONNECTED, substate UCA disabled to 

RRC CONNECTED, substate UCA enabled, on which MAC Sched-

uling removes UE’s RRC CONNECTED state from MAC and re-

moves PHY UE instance. 

7. RRC User/RRC mmW triggers SDM-C via Transport SDN to con-

figure network side packet forwarding from all TPs in UCA to an-

choring MAC UE (can be connectionless configured) 

Alternative 

Courses: 
 Distributed RAN: Separate RRC User/RRC mmW instance per 

each TP; on reception of an UL packet via SPTP, setup of MAC and 

RLC instances with its state reset, i.e. any buffer status and PDCP 

segments a UE may have sent via another TP beforehand are lost; 

finally forwarding of RLC SDUs to anchoring PDCP. 

 RRC Extant [F5G]: while UCA employs UE context push, i.e. in 

advance distribution of state and possible network UL forwarding 

configuration, RRC Extant employs a UE context fetch, i.e. on de-

mand request of state on reception of an UL packet via SPTP. 

Exceptions:  

Assumptions:  C-RAN with L1-L2 resp. MAC-PHY split: distributed L1 (PHY) at 

antenna sites and centralized L2 (MAC, RLC, PDCP) in the edge 

cloud (for alternatives cf. below), i.e. all UE-specific function 

blocks (except PHY UE) are located within the edge cloud in the 

access network. 

 UCA spans only TPs handled by this edge cloud. 

Notes and Is-

sues: 
 RRC User/RRC mmW function block is the RRC User function 

block with included RRC mmW subblock, i.e. extended with novel 

mm-wave related functionality. 

 It is to be decided how to reflect a stateless L1, i.e. an L1 not main-

taining any per user session, with the function block model em-

ployed by 5G NORMA; either a per single PHY User instance 
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would be transiently created based on control information from 

MAC Scheduling (RRM) to L1 processing either alone (UL) or ac-

companied by a TB from MAC (DL); alternatively a single 

PHY User common to all UEs and configured with a certain type of 

FEC, receiver, modulation etc. could be envisioned. For the former, 

PHY User scales with the number of active UEs per TTI, for the 

latter with the number of different active UE classes, releases, ser-

vices and/or RATs supported by that TP. 

 

Figure 8-3: MSC user-centric connection area best cell update 

Table 8-2: Process user-centric connection area best cell update 

Actors: Triggering actor: 

 PHY UE, by Small Packet Transmit Procedure (SPTP) 

Involved actors: 

 RRC User/RRC mmW 

 MAC Scheduling (RRM) 

 MAC, RLC, PDCP 

 PHY TP, PHY Cell, PHY User 

 Transport (SDN) 

Preconditions:  UE is in RRC CONNECTED, substate UCA enabled. 

 UCA is setup: all TPs’ MAC Scheduling (RRM) within UCA are 

aware of the UEID and its MAC instance to forward any corre-

sponding UL packet received via SPTP. 

 Network side packet forwarding from all TPs in UCA to anchoring 

MAC is configured; can be connectionless configured by 

Transport (SDN). 

Postconditions:  UE is in RRC CONNECTED, substate UCA enabled. 

 Network side packet forwarding of DL packet is updated to TP to 

which the UE has moved and sent its last UL packet. 

Frequency of 

Use: 

Triggered per TTI per TP; on average expected to be much less. 

Normal Course 

of Events: 

1. An UL transmission is received by via SPTP (involving PHY TP, 

PHY Cell, PHY User (SPTP). 

2. PHY User (SPTP) uses the UEID contained in the UL transmission to 

determine the UE’s MAC instance to which it forwards the received 

MAC PDU. 

3. MAC Scheduling (RRM) detects that MAC PDU is received from a dif-

ferent TP’s PHY UE than before and indicates the new UE location to 

RRC UE. 
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4. RRC User/RRC mmW triggers SDM-C via Transport (SDN) to update 

DL forwarding state to establish the last TP as the best cell for a possible 

future DL packet to this UE. 

Alternative 

Courses: 
 SPTP with common “lower” MAC: UEID is included as MAC 

control element, therefore a “lower” common MAC for processing 

only SPTP-specific parts is inserted in between PHY User (SPTP) 

and user-specific MAC; the latter is then selected based on the UEID 

and takes over processing the remainder of the MAC PDU incl. e.g. 

SDU demux. 

 SPTP with user-specific “upper” PHY User: UEID is included in 

PHY header of SPTPmsg3, which is processed by the “lower” 

PHY User (SPTP), is inserted in between PHY Cell and user-spe-

cific PHY User; the latter is then selected based on the UEID and 

takes over processing of the remainder of SPTPmsg3. 

Exceptions:  

Assumptions:  C-RAN with L1-L2 resp. MAC-PHY split: distributed L1 (PHY) at 

antenna sites and centralized L2 (MAC, RLC, PDCP) in the edge 

cloud (for alternatives cf. below), i.e. all UE-specific function 

blocks (except PHY User) are located within the edge cloud in the 

access network. 

 UCA spans only TPs handled by this edge cloud. 

Notes and Is-

sues: 
 MAC may be split into two function blocks: Scheduling UEs in 

RRC CONNECTED mode and SPTP scheduling. 

 Involvement of SDM-C function block with respect to 

Transport (SDN) needs to be further specified. 

8.2. Multi-RAT integration 

In the following the required functions blocks and their interaction are shown in Figure 8-4 for 

the setup of a mm-wave multi connectivity and in Figure 8-5 for a UE based (forward) handover 

within the mm-wave architecture. 

 

Figure 8-4: MSC setup of mm-wave multi connectivity 
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Table 8-3: Process setup of mm-wave multi connectivity 

Actors: Triggering actor: 

 RRC User/RRC mmW 

Involved actors: 

 PDCP 

 RRC User/RRC mmW 

 SON 

Preconditions:  Setup of mm-wave bearer is finalized. 

 SON knows NRT of UE’s current serving cell/TP. 

Postconditions:  Mm-wave cluster defined by SON. 

 Mm-wave cluster communicated to UE. 

 mmAPs of defined cluster prepared. 

Normal Course 

of Events: 

1. RRC User requests UE to carry out measurements of surrounding 

mm-wave TPs, for which it provides the UE with pilot information 

of neighbour mm-wave TPs. 

2. UE reports mm-wave TPs which could be measured. 

3. RRC mmW requests SON to defined a cluster of mmAP for UE. 

4. SON defines based on NRT and anticipatory information the mmAP 

cluster for the UE and transfers the info to RRC mmW. 

5. RRC User informs the UE about its mmAP cluster. 

6. RRC mmW provides all mmAPs of the cluster with the UE context. 

7. RRC mmW informs PDCP (node PDCP H) about APs (nodes) to 

which the PDCP data should be forwarded. Information about buff-

ering only or buffering and scheduling is included. 

Special Re-

quirements: 
 UE can only measure surrounding mmAPs if it has been provided 

with pilot information of surrounding mmAP. 

Assumptions:  Neighbour list of surrounding mmAPs is provided by SON to 

RRC User beforehand of the presented process, e.g. during setup of 

the 5G TP. 

Notes and Is-

sues: 
 If the UE moves to a border of a mm-wave cluster, pilot information 

of mmAPs not belonging to the cluster have to be provided to the 

UE to enable a handover to mmAPs not belonging to the cluster. 

 

Figure 8-5: UE mobility within mm-wave architecture for multi connectivity 
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Table 8-4: Process UE mobility within mm-wave architecture for multi connectivity 

Actors: Triggering actor: 

 RRC User 

Involved actors: 

 MAC Scheduling 

 PDCP 

 RRC User/RRC mmW 

Preconditions:  UE is in RRC CONNECTED mode. 

 Cluster of mm-wave APs is defined. 

 UE is served by mmAP1. 

Postconditions:  UE is served by mmAP3. 

 mmAP1 is no longer involved in transmission of mm-wave data. 

Normal Course 

of Events: 

1. UE moves towards mmAP3 and detects pilots of mmAP3 better than 

pilots of serving mmAP1. 

2. UE starts RACH procedure (MAC Scheduling (RRM)) indicating 

forward HO to mmAP3. 

3. RRC User (mmAP3) informs RRC User of 5G TP about HO indica-

tion and carries out admission control etc. 

4. RRC User (5G TP) reconfigures UE, indicating that the HO is ac-

cepted. 

5. RRC User (5G TP) informs RRC User (mmAP3) that HO is ac-

cepted. 

6. RRC User (5G TP) informs PDCP (node PDCP_H) to stop forward-

ing PDCP data to mmAP1 and to forward PDCP data to mmAP3. 

7. PDCP (node PDCP_H) starts forwarding PDCP data to mmAP3. 

8. RRC User (5G TP) User request UE to start measurements to define 

a new mmAP cluster (details see above process for setting up mm-

wave multi-connectivity). 

9. RRC User (5G TP) requests PDCP of mmAP1 to delete PDCP data 

as mmAP1 no longer belongs to UE specific mmAP cluster. 

Special Re-

quirements: 
 UE is controlled during the complete HO process by 5G TP to ena-

ble a secure exchange of control messages. 

Assumptions:  UE is allowed to carry out a forward handover, which reduces delay 

caused by the HO compared to a backward handover. 

Notes and Is-

sues: 
 Forward handover is currently not accepted by 3GPP for LTE. 
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8.3. Multi-connectivity support in multi-RAT net-
works 

 

Figure 8-6: C/d-layer architecture for multi-connectivity support in multi RAT environ-
ment 

 

Figure 8-7: MSC for multi-connectivity support in Multi-RAT networks 

Table 8-5: Process for multi-connectivity support in Multi-RAT networks 

Actors: Triggering actor: 

 Inter RAT/Link Selection as a part of RRC User 

Involved actors: 

 PDCP 

 PDCP Split Bearer 

 RRC User 

Preconditions:  UE connects to two or more RATs simultaneously. 

 Common PDCP and RRC layer 

Postconditions:  Best Inter RAT link and data transfer operating mode selected 

 Efficient data transfer to UE using multiple RATs simultaneously 

 Quality of Service based operating mode selected 
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Normal Course 

of Events: 

1. RRC Cell for the list of the available RATs to which UE can con-

nect. RRC Cell provides the information of all the neighbouring 

cells and user preferences if predefined. 

2. RRC User function requests UE the measurement report about the 

Radio Signal Conditions from the set of APs, User preferences etc.  

3. The UE sends the measurement report to RRC user that can be later 

used for multi-connectivity connections establishment. RRC user 

now has the requested measurement report for a set of APs that may 

belong to different RAT. The measurement information can be cat-

egorise into both, Intra RAT as well as Inter RAT. 

4. RRC User function block select the RAT by mapping it on to the 

QoS requirements of UE.  

5. Depending on the Inter RAT selection algorithm a decision about 

most feasible RATs connection to UE is made. 

a) The algorithm selects the inter RAT link by considering the 

RAT load conditions, User’s preferences towards particular 

RAT, RAN parameters etc. 

b) E.g., a modified proportional fair algorithm can be imple-

mented to manage the resources across the different RATs. 

6. UE connection is then establish according to the selected RAT AP 

list. 

7. RRC Cell transfers the encryption keys to the PDCP block.  

8. PDCP Split Bearer function block is instantiated by RRC User (In-

ter-RAT/Link Selection).  

9. The Inter RAT/link selection block in the RRC User then selects the 

operating mode either reliability mode that duplicates the data over 

multiple connections or diversity mode that splits the data over mul-

tiple connections. Depending on the load condition and QoS require-

ments, the data is either duplicated over the split bearer or multi-

plexed that is similar to the concept of dual connectivity in LTE. 

10. As per the operating mode selected, initiate the packet data synchro-

nization on PDCP and PDCP Split Bearer functional block. 

11. Start the data transfer procedure in the PDCP and PDCP Split Bearer 

functional block. 

12. PDCP Split Bearer transfers data to the RLC of connected APs as 

shown in the figure. 

Special Re-

quirements: 
 UE support for multi-connectivity 

Assumptions:  Common RRC and PDCP for Multi-RAT. RRC PDCP located in 

the edge cloud. 

Notes and Is-

sues: 
  South bound interface between Inter RAT/link selection and PDCP 

Split Bearer and PDCP functional block. Also in case of operating 

mode selection: data duplication or data reliable mode. If reliable 

mode is selected, i.e. the packets from same flow are multiplexed 

over two APs that belong to different RATs, advanced synchronisa-

tion will be required at receiver due to different lower layer proto-

cols, format and transmission technology and scheduling. 

8.4. RAN support for optimised on-demand adaptive 
network functions and services 

Figure 8-8 shows the process with interaction between most relevant function blocks for some 

flexible on-demand configurations of RAN protocols’ functions and services, as part of the inno-

vation detailed in Section 2.2.1. 
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Figure 8-8: MSC for facilitating flexible radio protocol configuration 

Table 8-6: Process for facilitating flexible radio protocol configuration 

Actors: Triggering actor: 

 RRC Cell or RRC User (at 5G AP) 

Involved actors: 

 SON (on top SDMC) 

 RRC Cell or RRC User 

Preconditions:  5G AP’s initial activation or reactivation with capability exposed to 

5G network controller or orchestrator 

 UE being served for some particular service request 

Postconditions:  Optimised on-demand configuration of the serving cell and radio 

protocol stack’s functions and services for the serving AP and/or 

individual UE or service flow, adapted to capability of 5G AP 

Normal Course 

of Events: 

1. RRC Cell indicates capability of 5G AP (and fronthaul/backhaul in-

terfaces) to the network controller, SON on top of SDMC. 

2. SON (SDMC) configures and later reconfigures RRC Cell with ini-

tial cell level configurations and rules for flexible on-demand con-

figuration of RAN functions and services based upon indicated/ex-

posed capability of 5G AP. 
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3. Either SON (SDMC) or 5G AP’s RRC Cell determines and config-

ures 5G AP an optimised configurations of radio protocol stack. 

4. Further on-the-fly reconfigurations of the radio protocol stack’s 

functions and services of the 5G AP may be triggered by RRC User 

following a connection or service request from an individual UE in 

order to best serve the request as well as the overall cell. Details can 

be found in Section 2.2.1. 

Special Re-

quirements: 
 5G AP (and network interfaces) capable of implementing flexible 

on-demand configuration of RAN functions and services. 

Assumptions:  5G AP is implemented using advanced generic or general-purpose 

hardware/software platforms. 

Notes and Is-

sues: 
 The process may be adaptive on the fly and on-demand to best serve 

the cell as well as individual UEs. 

8.5. Flexible 5G service-flow (SF) with in-SF QoS dif-
ferentiation and multi-connectivity 

Figure 8-9 shows an example of a process with interaction between the most relevant function 

blocks for some RAN support for advanced QoS/QoE control, as part of the innovation detailed 

in Section 2.8.2. 
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Figure 8-9: MSC for RAN support for advanced QoS/QoE control 

Table 8-7: Process for RAN support for advanced QoS/QoE control 

Actors: Triggering actor: 

 PDCP 
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 PDCP peers at UE and serving RAN 

Preconditions:  UE is configured with service- and application-aware QoS control 

functions for supporting in-bearer QoS differentiation. 

 UE is active and has ongoing service session. 

Postconditions:  Optimised RB configurations and RB services for the UE with in-
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ongoing service session. 
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Normal Course 

of Events: 

1. PDCP peer at the UE side, triggered by either a request from PDCP 

at the serving RAN or an outcome of QoS monitoring event of 

PDCP at the UE side itself, indicates specified information on an 

filtered-out elementary flow (eF) such as application information, 

expected remaining traffic volume or session life-time, end-to-end 

transport protocol related information, corresponding feedback eF 

related information (TCP/IP-based applications), etc. 

2. (a) PDCP at the serving RAN, based on the received eF information 

from the UE’s PDCP, configures some optimised QoS treatments, 

as described in Section 2.8.2 with specific examples under: QoS dif-

ferentiation treatments in RAN level and not requiring control-

data layer and RAN-CN interactions. 

Special Re-

quirements: 
 PDCP is able to monitor and determine on individual eFs (and cor-

responding eFs in other direction) of UE which can be filtered out 

and selected for QoS differentiation treatment. The monitoring and 

decision on eF may be based on, e.g., at least one of packet filtering 

attributes (e.g., packets’ header information {source/destination IP 

addresses, source/destination port addresses, flow label, DSCP}, 

progress on the filtered eF (e.g., throughput-delay and lifetime re-

lated), etc. 

Assumptions:  PDCP is configured by the network controller (SDMC based 

QoS Control) with necessary rules or enforced policies for in-bearer 

or in-SF flow filtering and QoS differentiation. 

Notes and Is-

sues: 
 The process may be adaptive on the fly and on-demand to best serve 

the cell as well as individual UEs. 
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8.6. QoS innovation 

 

Figure 8-10: MSC for QoS innovation 

Table 8-8: Process for QoS innovation 

Actors: Triggering actor: 

 QoS control function block 

 Involved actors: 

  

 MAC Scheduling  

 SDM-C, SDM-X 

 QoS management function block 

Preconditions:  A network service has been defined.  

 Definition of a flexible initial set of parameters at SLA level 

Postconditions:  Continuous monitoring of the main control parameters defined for a 

service 

Normal Course 

of Events: 

1. A network service has been defined. Service requirements, service 

level agreements (SLAs) for a defined service are managed by the 

service management function, QoS management function block and 

the SDM-O when a service is deployed. 

2. QoS management function manages the SLA parameters and trans-

lates these parameters to dynamic QoS parameters.  

3. QoS management function block sends the dynamic QoS parame-

ters to QoS control function block. 

4. QoS control function block manages these parameters and sends to 

SDM-C/X and radio control blocks the QPS (QoS Parameters Set).  

5. An UE attaches to the network, requiring a specific network service. 
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6. Dynamic bearer activation (Dedicated bearer activation in combina-

tion with the default bearer activation) as part of the attach proce-

dure. 

7. A QPS (QoS Parameters Set) is monitored in order to fulfil the ser-

vice requirements.  

8. SDM-X/C and the control radio stack are monitoring the QoS pa-

rameters associated (QPS). 

9. When some of the QoS parameters are not fulfilling the proper val-

ues, an event report is sent by the SDM-C/X or radio control blocks 

to QoS control function block. 

10. QoS control function block in the control layer provides real-time 

control of traffic flows on the basis of QoS levels and parameters 

established during the connection. 

11. QoS control function block applies configuration actions through 

the SDM-C, SDM-X and radio control blocks, when the evaluation 

result is below a threshold that is defined by service specifications. 

Alternative 

Courses: 
 If some actions are required from the management layer, QoS con-

trol function block will come back to QoS management function 

block in order to enforce new actions. 

Notes and Is-

sues: 
 Basic QoS control mechanisms include traffic profiling, planning 

and management of data flows. 

 QoS management function block provides (SDMO) QoS support in 

accordance with SLA service contracts, as well as provides mainte-

nance, review and scaling of QoS. 

 

 

8.7. Centralised radio resource management 

 

Figure 8-11: MSC for centralised radio resource management 

This process describes centralised radio resource management for TDD-based networks. The in-

novation presented in this frame work is radio resource management for virtual cells. This process 

comprises 

 TDD patterns for the cell(s), 

 

6. RRCConnection 

ReconfigurationComplete 

RRC Cell (SeNB) RRC Cell (MeNB) UE 

5. RRCConnection 

Reconfiguration 

7. RRCConnection 

ReconfigurationComplete 

1. System Information 
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 the ratio between uplink and downlink resources, and 

 allocation of the resource and scheduling. 

Table 8-9: Process for centralised radio resource management 

Actors: Triggering actor: 

 RRC Cell 

Involved actors: 

 RRC User 

 RRC Cell 

 MAC Scheduling 

Preconditions:  Each cell can have a different TDD pattern. 

 Cells are not clustered. 

 UEs keep and update a list of cells and their RSRP. 

Postconditions:  The cells are clustered based on their traffic demands. 

 For each cluster, the proper TDD pattern is selected. 

 The congested cells are defined. 

 Virtual cell(s) are formed to address the congestion cells, 

 Proper TDD-pattern for virtual cells. 

Frequency of 

Use: 

Once per several minutes to several hours 

Normal Course 

of Events: 

1. The System Information (SI) of cells in the Secondary eNodeB 

(SeNB) is transmitted to Master eNodeB (MeNB). 

2. Congestied cells are determined. 

3. Virtual cells are formed. 

4. TDD pattern for each cell is determined. 

5. RRCConnectionReconfiguration, including the SIs of cells SeNB, 

broadcasted for UEs. 

6. RRCConnectionReconfigurationComplete is sent from UEs to 

MeNB. 

7. RRCConnectionReconfigurationComplete is forwarded from 

MeNB to SeNBs. 

8. MAC Scheduling UEs in every cell. 

Alternative 

Courses: 

1. The System Information (SI) of cells is transmitted to SDMC. 

2. Congested cells are determined. 

3. Virtual cells are formed. 

4. TDD pattern for each cell is determined. 

5. Communicate the new configuration to RRC Cells. 

6. RRC Connection Reconfiguration, broadcasted for UEs, 

7. RRC Connection Reconfiguration complete is sent from UEs to Me-

NodeB, 

8. RRC Connection Reconfiguration Complete from MeNodeB and 

SeNodeB, 

9. MAC Scheduling UEs in every cell. 
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8.8. Multi-tenant dynamic resource allocation 

 

Figure 8-12: MSC for multi-tenant dynamic new user association 

Table 8-10: Process for multi-tenant dynamic new user association 

Actors: Triggering actor: 

 PHY User 

Involved actors: 

 RRC Cell 

 RRC UE 

 NAS Control 

 SDM-C, SDM-X 

 Multi-tenancy Scheduling 

 MAC Scheduling (RRM) 

Preconditions:  Each operator has a certain amount of network resources accord-

ingly with his network share so. 

 The users of a certain operator in a certain cell share the resources 

fairly. 

 The NAS Control knows the actual users association. 

 Multi-tenancy Scheduling sends through SDM-X the different so to 

each MAC Scheduling (RRM) 

Postconditions:  The users are associated in order to maximize network utility and 

share the resources fairly among UEs of each operator. 

Frequency of 

Use: 

Once a user joins the network, or it changes its location, or it leaves the net-

work. 

Normal Course 

of Events: 

1. User receives system information from NAS Control containing the 

operators available (PLMN). 

2. User selects the operator and starts the connection setup. 

User	
(A)

User	
(B)

Node	1 Node	2
SDM-C

NAS	
Control	A

NAS	
Contol B

System	Information	
(PLMN-A,PLMN-B)	

UE	decodes	SI	

PLMN	se lection
RRC	connection	setup	

Attach	request

Attach	request	accept
Attach	request	accept

New	association

Has	eNB 1	
too	many	
users?

Trigge r	use r	reassociation

Yes

Make	decis ion	or	monitor

No

Reassociate UE	of	
operator	B	w itn eNB 2

Reassociation of	UE	(B)	
w ith	eNB 2

New	association

Has	eNB 1	
too	many	
users?

Trigger	user	reassociation

Yes

Make	decis ion	or	monitor

No

After	a	maximum	number	m-1	reassociation triggered	afte r	
the	UE(A)	joined	the	network,	a	last	reassociation is	made	

maximiz ing	ne twork	ove rall	utility

MAC	Scheduling	(RRM) MAC	Scheduling	(RRM)
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3. The MAC Scheduling (RRM) locates to the user, resources accord-

ing with the operator network share and the number of users belong-

ing the same operator connected with the same cell. The information 

regarding operator network share are given by Multi-tenancy Sched-

uling through SDM-X. 

4. If, the node 1 has too many users, the NAS Control triggers a user 

reassociation. 

5. One of the users of node 1 is associated with another node choosing 

the one that allocates to the user the higher rate. 

6. If, node 1 and/or node 2 now have too many users the NAS Control 

triggers the reassociation considering as candidates the users from 

the two nodes. 

7. Eventually repeat step 6 considering users from the two nodes. 

8. To avoid that the reassociation of a user harms the overall perfor-

mance after a maximum number of reassociation m-1, the NAS Con-

trol associates a user with the node that maximizes the overall net-

work utility and stops the procedure. 

9. If a user leaves the network the algorithm is quite similar. 

10. When a user moves within the cell, the throughput it could receive 

from a neighbour node changes. If the user would receive a higher 

throughput from the new node, the NAS Control reassociates it to 

this node. 

11. Then, the old node executes the same algorithm as when a user 

leaves the network while the new node executes the algorithm cor-

responding to a joining user. 

8.9. Multi-service technologies/mMTC 

For massive machine type communication, the legacy random access procedure capacity may 

pose a bottle neck. This may be mitigated through forming groups of mMTC devices, for which 

a group controller is selected that carries out the random access procedure towards the RAN and 

uses device-to-device communication towards its group members. The following three processes 

detail first the formation of such groups (and then show how UEs can join and leave them. 

 

Figure 8-13: MSC for global mMTC group updating 

Table 8-11: Process for global mMTC group updating 

Actors: Triggering actor: 

 mMTC Congestion Control (mMCC) 
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Involved actors: 

 RRC Cell 

 RRC User 

Preconditions:  The RAN level congestion rate exceeds a predefined threshold, or a 

timeout has passed since the last global update of groups. 

Postconditions:  The UEs are clustered into groups, for each group a group controller 

(GC) is selected. 

 Instead of directly communicating to the eNB in RACH, the UEs 

other than the GC work in a special group member mode that they 

o send their RACH requests to the GC, and receive the RACH 

confirmations from it, via D2D connections; 

o after confirmed, set up the data links directly to the eNB, as 

usual (or: communicate with the eNB through the GC) 

 The GC works in a special GC mode that it 

o periodically sends randomly selected preamble to eNB, to 

request random access for the group; 

o reattempts to send the request by the next opportunity, if the 

eNB does not response, until the request is confirmed; 

o helps to coordinate the time-scheduling in its group. 

Frequency of 

Use: 

Once per hours/days/… 

Normal Course 

of Events: 

1. The process is triggered by one of the preconditions, which is de-

tected by the mMCC. 

2. According to context information, mMCC clusters the UEs into 

groups, for each group it selects one GC and designs a time sched-

ule. GCs and group members are informed about the result. (Note: 

we consider that the context information is available at the eNB, be-

cause it is uploaded during the normal RRC connection setup/recon-

figuration and periodically updated.) 

3. Every UE tries to access its GC via D2D connection, if it fails sev-

eral times, it switches back to the ungrouped mode. 

4. Every GC sends report to the RRC User about the successes/failures 

and the average D2D connection quality (throughput, SNR, etc.). 

5. The RRC Cell informs all UEs of the grouping result. If failures oc-

cur in some groups, the mMCC updates their time schedules and the 

RRC Cell informs them about the update in this message. 

6. The UEs confirm the grouping result and switch to (updated) group-

mode. 

 

 

(a) 

 

(b)
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Figure 8-14: Process for mMTC group (a) joining and (b) leaving 

Table 8-12: Process for mMTC group joining 

Actors: Triggering actor: 

 RRC User 

Involved actors: 

 mMCC 

 RRC Cell 

 RRC User 

Preconditions:  Groups already exist in the local cell. 

 One UE (in synchronized mode) joins the cell. 

Postconditions:  The UE is added to an appropriate group or remains in normal un-

grouped mode. 

Frequency of 

Use: 

Depends on the mobility/dynamics of UEs. 

Normal Course 

of Events: 

1. RRC User receives preamble sent by a UE 

2. Instead of sending a normal RAN response, the RRC User asks the 

UE for its context information, including CSI, geolocation and de-

vice type. 

3. The UE reports the RRC User about its context information  

4. If the device is asynchronous, normal RAN procedure continues. If 

it is synchronous, the mMCC selects the best existing group for it (if 

there is any available), and draft a new time schedule for the group. 

5. If a group is selected, the RRC Cell informs the group and the new 

UE about the grouping result and the new schedule. 

6. The new UE tries to access its GC via D2D connection, if it fails 

several times, it switches back to the ungrouped mode. 

7. If the D2D connection succeeds, GC reports the RRC User to con-

firm the new schedule and update the average connection quality 

(ACQ). 

8. The involved UEs switch to updated group mode. 

Alternative 

Courses: 

1. If the mMCC fails to find any group for the new UE in step 4, it goes 

further with the normal random access procedure. 

2. If the D2D connection in steps 6-7 fails, GC reports the RRC User 

to deny the new schedule and update the ACQ. mMCC cancels the 

new time schedule, records the failure, updates the ACQ, RRC Cell 

informs the involved UEs about the denial of new time schedule. 

Table 8-13: Process for mMTC group leaving 

Actors: Triggering actor: 

 RRC User 

Involved actors: 

 mMCC  

 RRC Cell 

Preconditions:  Groups already exist in the local cell. 

 One grouped UE leaves its cell. 

Postconditions:  The involved group is updated in members and time schedule. 

Frequency of 

Use: 

Depends on the mobility/dynamics of UEs. 

Normal Course 

of Events: 

1. The UE sends leaving message to the RRC User. 
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2. If it is a GC, the mMCC reselects a GC in its current group. The 

mMCC updates the time schedule of its group. 

3. The RRC User confirms the leaving UE’s message 

4. The RRC Cell informs the involved UEs about the new time sched-

ule (and eventually the new GC) 

5. All UEs confirm RRC User the new time schedule and switch to the 

new time schedule. 

Alternative 

Courses: 

1. In case of new GC, instead of step 5: as steps 3-6 in above global 

mMCC group updating process, but only for the involved group. 

8.10. Load balancing of signalling traffic 

 

Figure 8-15: MSC for proposed SDM-C assisted load balancer 

Table 8-14: Process for proposed SDM-C assisted load balancer 

Actors: Triggering actor: 

 Load information in small cells, required load per UE agent 

Involved actors: 

 5G network controller SDM-C(X)/O functions 

Preconditions:  Required utilization per UE agent and connectivity in different small 

cells is reported to the SDM-C (c-layer) 
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 UE agent is becoming active and requires a service session (c-layer) 

Postconditions:  Optimised load configuration per small cell controlled by the SDM-

C via a macro-base station. Extensions can be implemented in terms 

of taking into account QoS per UE agent session. We note that: 

depending on the selecting frequency band it might be the case that 

control over the UE taken by the SDM-X controller. 

Normal Course 

of Events: 

1. UE agents connectivity per a candidate set of small cells reported to 

the SDM-C via a macro-base station or (depending on implementa-

tion) via connectivity to a small cell based on link gain. Aggregated 

information collected at the SDM-C feeds into an optimization al-

gorithm (an optimal approach is proposed but simple heuristics can 

also be implemented at the SDM-C) that provide optimal allocation 

of UE agents per small cell with respect to load balancing across a 

pre-defined set of small cells (c-layer) 

Special Re-

quirements: 
 This is a stateful process, so state information is required by each 

UE agent and therefore state must be removed either by a notifica-

tion or by implementing a soft state that expires without a refresh.   

Key Assump-

tions: 
 The process can be envisioned as being adaptive and on-demand but 

we note that the optimization problem at hand requires that a number 

of requests to be handled together, i.e., in a bulk manner. This is in 

contrast with an on-line operation where requests are handled one 

by one, in an as they arrive fashion. UE agents in addition to the load 

scenario can be enhanced to take into account other parameters in-

cluding QoS and/or QoE. 

 UE agents able to report to the network controller (SDM-C) their 

load requirements (an enrich set of parameters can also be envi-

sioned such as those related to a specific level of QoS support for 

example) 

Notes and Is-

sues: 
 Proposed scheme provides an optimal decision making that might 

not scale for large number of UE agent requests. Therefore, a heu-

ristic algorithm might be required to provide sub optimal but com-

petitive solutions (c-layer load reduction). 

8.11. Capabilities involving geolocation information 

There are numerous scenarios where geolocation information might be used to enhance 5G net-

work capabilities, ranging from those acting solely within the mobile network (in which case there 

might be a strong case for the GDB being consumed into other functionality, such as the SDM-

O) to those where the GDB will likely have to exist as its own distinct functionality, e.g., under 

regulatory-approved spectrum sharing schemes such as LSA, TVWS, etc. The intention here is 

not to be constrained solely to one particular usage of the GDB, such as LSA or TVWS, but to 

leave open the many possibilities that can be realised through such capability. The case is pre-

sented generically here for that reason. The many possibilities for the use of geolocation infor-

mation and the GDB are covered in analysis/discussion in Section 7.11. 

The following table and Figure 8-16present the process analysis and message sequence chart for 

cases involving the use geolocation information via the GDB. Although such capability can be 

used for many purposes, one example here is where the UE triggers a request for radio resources 

based on a traffic update, and this request is forwarded (and added to) by the network ele-

ments/functions. The resource decision in some cases could be made solely by the GDB (e.g., in 

TV White Spaces (TVWS), resource allocation); in other cases the GDB might augment infor-

mation before forwarding the SDM-O for the decision (e.g., in cases where the intention is to 

combine/aggregate resources such as conventional licensed mobile with LSA or TVWS re-

sources, among many other examples). There are also various monitoring, update (status report) 

and other aspects covered in this context and the signalling charge of Figure 8-16. 
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Figure 8-16: Generic MSC for capabilities involving geolocation information and the GDB 

A further scenario applying to this signalling chart could be where the UE is requesting infor-

mation on connection opportunities in the area, such that it can take advantage of them. The GDB 

can make or assisting analysis of such connection opportunities before forwarding the result to 

the UE or other elements/functions in the network. 

Table 8-15: Process for geolocation (GDB) functionality 

Actors: Triggering actor: 

 UE (might also be an element higher-up on the network, e.g., for 

less fine-grain resource usage decisions are under their scope). 

Involved actors: 

 GDB 

 RRC User 

 RRC Cell 

 RRC mmW 

 RAT/Link selection 

 SON 

 MAC UE 

 SDMC 

 Others 

Preconditions:  UEs and other network elements/functions involved already have 

rudimentary Internet (or network) connectivity. 

Postconditions:  Several options (again trying to remain generic): 

 Resource usages are updated (perhaps across multiple levels in the 

network chain), 

GDB only-specific response 
for (1), if applicable

GDB only-specific response 
for (2)+(1) , if applicable
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SDM-OUE Trigger (1)

Monitored 
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situation (e.g., 
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usage)?
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Yes

ACK dec.
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element/function, 

e.g., RRC Cell (3)

RRC User (2)

Request from (1)+(2)

Request from (1)

GDB

RRC mmW (2)

RAT/Link select. (2)

GDB only-specific response 
for (3)+(2)+(1), if applicable

Request from (1)+(2)+(3), + 
GDB-augmented inf. (if appl.)

Response for (3)+(2)+(1)

Cont. monitoring 
after decision or 
param changes

Response for (2)+(1)Response for (1)

Response for (3)+(2)+(1), 
incl. (optional) database 
instructions

Optionally will be 
periodic updates 
instead, e.g., status 
reports

Make decision or monitor

Assess situation

Note, this likely will also 
apply at other 
functions/elements, i.e., 
at (2), (3), and the GDB

ACK decision ACK decision ACK decision

Etc. (2)

Assess situation

Assess situation

Assess situation
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 A better understanding of connection options is made available to 

UEs, 

 A better network resource management is achieved at higher levels 

(e.g., among cells and the range of bands available), 

 Better overall usage of available resources (spectrum efficiency) is 

realised. 

Frequency of 

Use: 
 Depends on the mobility/dynamics of UEs and other network ele-

ments. E.g., reassessment could be triggered if UE has moved more 

than 100 m from position where resources were last assessed (de-

pends on scenario). 

 In many scenarios may also depend on the frequency/timescale with 

which the situation (e.g., resource usage) in the network is likely to 

change. 

Normal Course 

of Events: 

1. The UE assesses the situation (e.g., traffic requirements) and sends 

request based on that, in conjunction with its geolocation infor-

mation 

2. Other network elements/functions higher in the chain may add to 

this request. 

3. The GDB calculates allowed resources, or even manages resources 

in some scenarios. 

4. The GDB may forward information to the SDM-O which may play 

a part in managing those resources which have to be dealt with 

within the scope of the SDM-O (e.g., computational resources, han-

dled based on the geolocation of their availabilities and pack-

aged/forwarded by the GDB). 

5. Resource responses are sent back to the UE and perhaps in some 

scenarios other network elements/functions. 

6. The implementation of the decision by the UE (or in some cases 

other network elements) is ACKnowledged/confirmed with the 

GDB, and in some cases the SDM-O; it may be the case that the UE 

implements its own decision within the constraints of the response 

from the GDB/SDM-O, and feeds back information on its decision 

in the “ACK”. For example, it may choose a lower transmission 

power than the upper allowed limit returned in the response from 

the GDB/SDM-O. 

Alternative 

Courses: 

1. There are numerous alternatives. One, however, could be that many 

of the decisions involving geolocation are made solely at the GDB, 

taking into account policies that have been derived at the SDM-O 

and conveyed to the GDB. E.g., the SDM-O’s involvement is solely 

through policies. 
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